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EDITOR'S NOTE
Of die |n«t thinkcn of lh« nineteenth

nnturr, Thomu Henry Hiuler, ton of u
ulug telioalmuter, wu nndoubiedly the
mott notnrocthy. HU reKUchet in biolon.
hu coainbalioni to icienliSc controTenT. E»
pangent crittdinu of conrenlioul belieii and
Uumihli hare prolwbljr had greater inSoenca
*an the work of any other Eiullih icientisi.
And vet he wu a " >elf-raade " (ntellectnal-
w. In ipite of the fact that hit father wu
a Kfaoobnaiter he pasted through no regular
courM of education. "I had." he uid.
two yean of a pandemonium of a ichool

(«'*»»,««•>» "d ten) and after that
neither help nor -^mpathy in any intellectual
direction till I readied manhood." When
he wu twdire a aanng for reading fouid
Mlufaction in Hutton'i " Ceolo|y," and when
ntleen m Hamilton • " Logic,"
At teventeen Huxley entered u a itodent

at Channg Croit H«pital, and three yeira
later he wu M.B. and the poueuor of the
gold medal for anatomy and phyiiology. An
appoulment u lurgeon in the oa«y proved
to be the entry to Huxley', great dentific
career, for hewu gazetted to the Rameatialu,
«>»n>i»M«»»d for iurveying work in Tonw
Sttaiu. He wu attracted by the teeming
•urface hfe of tropical teu and hit ttody d
It wu the commenccinenl of that revolution
in taentifc knowledge altimalely brought
aljout by hit retearchet.

TTioma. Hmry Huxleywu bom at Ealing
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NOTICE
TO THE FIRST EDITION

The PuWisher of the tatemting

lor their pubUcaUon with Mr. J A
t^f;

*'" "«P»rt". »>«8» to append

Hitxlly •!! * """* '""" P«>'«»«0'

l^^'t^"""
"°'«»"ny' Lecture, t"Working Men,' has asked me to aUowWm, on hi* own account, to print those

Note, for the use of my audience. IwUling^y accede to this request, on th«
understanding Uut a noUce 1, prefixed

»vt'.h
,''""""•"'"•»'«'»"« to

Hon, in them, beyond the correcUon ofjny mportant error In a matter of

U



THE PRESENT CONDITION OF ORGANIC
NATURE

^U^tor'Z'^^ Sre%":;!fl' f^l'^^^i^^^ I would
pleasure of dellv«rtn7tov„u uJ ' t^"^ ""^ "ave the
not do better irre'^ateir to „"71?^ "" ""« ^ '^••"Id

light, or ta what I m?gh?MrhaD/,^fh
"*""' y"" *" » t™«

that Which I concXfXelf to^l th^'f
"""''^y «=«"'

poslUon of a book which ha. L™ " ^* ^''*' *•"
abused, perhaps, thanIJ^boorwUch S«

''" """^ "'*"'
some years;—I mean Mr nn™7„. .""* aPPewed fop
Spec/«i. That work I douM^^ ' *"''' **" *"'« O'^/n o/
tor I know therilHn«?pWt°*;hTh"Vrr '""*'*"'''
At any rate, aU of vou will ho™ !? .

"* """« you-
Und of wport and wm^^ivJ.f"*'^"' ".-««« by one
attenUon of all^ndTe cil^Uv S ^l "' "'^'' •" *"*
ably more or less excitLT^ th^ uf "'"'* '^*»' P'ob-
All I can do, and aU i sh^Tttemntf^?^* ."' ""** *"*•
you that loAd of ^^d«ment whTifV" 1°' *' *" P»' ''^^ore

man. who. of couwi k h" wY . "l
*!."*

***» '"""ed by a
at aiy rate, o^o^^^^^^f

"^. '«J"dge erroneously; Lt
tonn Judgmenu upon'^irsrsTthrnr^'''' " " *»

so smau a numbed c51Ses?an h»
^^ ««'»«^«. Indeed,

-must be devoted to StaiM.^^'T''^'*"*^ "«>""•
rtatement of those facts anToiIJ^„?.^'.'i'"

'"*''«' '» a
woric Itself dwells upon and hrin«

P^«»P'«» which the
before us. I hffre nn h„S? . °** ™°" o'' '««« <lirectly

you a^e natlttsranfev'^'n'STou w^H."' T"
''

I should take thHC^eTnTw ""**' " *''*'''*'« «>at
...ould start fro„ ^T^Ts>^I.^^^^^fl^^^

To Working M«, at th. Museum 0, poetic G«,logy. ,863.



12 THE PRESENT CONDITION

*°r„'t"i "V- 1[5" '.' *"* "'»""« 'ft" «" the organic world

HaU '
ha?"l"'fhr'"*T "' P"" condUlon.-that I should

t. i»]«t out 11,, m'lU'.MT^'J^LXT'

tt^plM drawn trom It. to show what a» the kindlS

equivalent of the word "Uyl^e" and fo, ^. "' '^



OP ORGANIC NATURE tS

the Skeleton Which IsTe?r:Lrtedher'"''' '"' '•""'"«

the skull and eiidCln fh. .?/ .
°"*,^ ''^Sinning from

those In front ^e the ^s- ll^'-H
'"'."* "^' ^P'""' "n"

ueiaus. u I make ft transverse secUon,



14 THE PRESENT CONDITION

mat, If I left out the detaili, and luppoiina I took mv
«etton through the «terior region. «,d'ThrS2gS ilX^lUmbt I .hould have here this kind of section of the body

hi?' J: .
• *°]"? ''* *''• "PP" P"t «•' the anlmal-

?„ p^.x'"*^ "' ?**"" '•'"* *" »?<"« «' « the spine

(t' w!" ,
• S*" J

•?""'•' have the alimentary cknal
(*, Fig. 1). Here I should have [the heart (<•. Fla 1)-

iZ »r.
y°"»«^«'.there would be a kind of double tube!

mLri '
m'"?

'"?**'*'* *''"'" the hide; the spinalmarrow would be placed In the upper tube (a. Fig 1)and In the lower tube (d d. Fig. 1) there would bS the
alimentary canal (*), and
the heart (e) ; and here I
shall have ti.e lepj proceed-
ing from each side. For
simplicity's sake, Ireprescnt
them merely as stumps (e e.
Fig. 1). Now that Is a
horse—as mathematicians
would say—reduced to Ks
most simple expression.
Carry that In your minds,
U you please, as a slmplUled

I g Idea of the structure of the
Horse. The considerations
Which I have now put before

uun and bone, and lay open these various oroans with mir
scalpels, and examtae them by means of oTmaSSta^
fhatlhe'n'' rf *•"!,' ^^ *»" ""*« °' them. We .ffin^J
b«l„ onH ^ '*

T'^" "P "' ''""•"^ «' strong fibres Thebrain and nerves too. we shaU find, are made up of fibres andthese queer-looking things that are caUed Bandlonl^

weTXd'lhlt ^' • ^"T °' ^""^ """^^ ^^^t
» .u ^ "*" *''"* " IS very like this diagram of a sectionof the bone of an ostrich, though dlfferlnrof course i^some details

;
and If we take any pwt what^ever of th^t ssue and examine It, we shall find it aU h^s a^^Utes^ucture. visible only under the mlciiscope AH tS«e^1 «»;»tltute microscopic anatomy or 'msoloX'These part, are constanUy being chan/ed; ev«y part^
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Ihe life of the animal. The tluue U constantw rcolace ihvnew material
;
and If you go back to the you^/u.te of

?h.!^^.?'
"" '"«"• ' »"'^« mentioned, you will find that

IS.T«m
'"""' y""" ""* »""« "-"""on- Every one o

of the general character of the whole oroce- ^ -wenr o« o^

«l n,ir' *?"* '"" *" ""'*"y «"^W«'l ta'° little parSof neshy matter, of that lubstence which Is comnosed oJthe chemical ehnunt.. carbon, hydrogen oS amnitrogen, having such a thape as this (F a 2? 'th "J

SS; d^c'ell.'"* H?"^" f "r"" tls.ue?teai^ upT':^'.call '0 cells. If I were to make a section of a nleo* nV thl
.kin Of my hand I should And that It w^s maSe'^'p^f tVe'eceUs. If I examine the nbres which form the

find that aU of them. .>t one time or other,
had been formed out of a substance
consisting of similar elements; so that you
see. Just as we reduced the whole body In
Uie gross to that sort of shnple exprewlon

whZ f.K^'«-.*'
»° ** ""«y ««»"«=• the

Whole of the microscopic structural elements

^{wSjLr^afbV^Vr^S^
b*;fm^^^^orcrsr^)!

^-^ ""- --^ '--^^
«w "i*"*

"'"'.,'" *•"* ""^ •>' «•»"«> way. sltetched to you

the hL „'^ Tl """""»• *•" "^hitecture of the boSy ofthe Horse (what we term technicaUy its MorpholoBvJ Imust now turn to another aspect. A horseK .^we
mh.rt?''"r " " "" '"="^*' "^'"8. workng mac^ta?Hitherto we have, as It were, been looking at a steamengtae with the flres out, and nothing l„ the boiler -but
marMn^/ "'h'"

"^'"^ "^""^ '* « l^eautlfuUy fomed ict^vemachine, and every part has Its different work to do ta the

?he^Sr^' ?"v """'^v.!' ^'li'^"
'^ '"'•'' '"' «=«tl its 1if'"Ihe Horse, If you see hhn after his day's work is done

to cropping the grass in the fields, as It may be or munrh
tag the oat. in his stable. Whai is he"otag ? "'^."f*,"

grinding the com, or crushing the grass to « pu ai

Fra. X
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down to the itomach, and there It li mixed wlih «h.Chemical fluid called the gn.tric Juice, a Tub'tance wh chho* he peculiar property of making wluble and dlLoTvlMout the nutritious matter In the gri... ^leavlna behind

"hTvIh Tk • *"«".•. «»rt of chemical diKr.ter ; and then

m,?J.^?.;
*""! ".'."•"y dlswlved. U curried bick by themuscular contractions of the IntestlnM inin ii.. u, i

Khi 1!!'^°''^XK^'""'
">• •<•'u»^" Prrt^ot'°ar tkttInto the blood. The blood is contained In a vast systemof pipes, spreading through the whole bodyycoP-cted

r;';hV°/^rjriS;T'o^,%rv'5;rk^e^^^^

'^i\ rri' '" ""• «•'-"-. x'liiVJffirro"Wit, a..
^
then, by means of this circulation of the bio..

d

flesh" fhe V;,
*"V" """'''''* "' «"8«"»". the ski" tbi;

from i» fl ,
^'.1'^*'^ °""' P«rt of the body, diawsfrom it that which It wants, and every one of these oMans

to*^oTts wrk""'"""'
""'"=" "• ""'"•'y '» '""^^ "

eJ^'J^lu" "' '"^^ "' "•*" ""•«»•"' the performance ofeach of these various duties, involve in their Zw^iona continual absorption of the matters necessanr fo^th^suppor
,
frorr the blood, and a constant formaTn of wasU

bv^t"?^.h':'^'"'
"' ';*"""" *° "" bIoor«nd c^n^eyed

h^ve allotted 3h!;;? u' ""i^"'^''
**"='' "« "^S""' th«t

anraettlno rlH .!? .^
^* ""'." "' «*"«""«. separating,ana getting rid of these waste products : and thu« thlgeneral nourishment, labour, and repai; of th, »h.i!machine is kept up with order 2nd regularity uT no?only is it a machine which feeds a d fpSiatt 'o U,

It h'areL*.!;: "r^'?'-'™*
necessary rur^xte;"*!!!

desires ?c, af^ '"' Jocomotlve purposes. The Horse

it to do thh ItLTJ'^"'."' *""""''' "'"' to enab^

muscles attflrLH ^ \^ T" """« ^""tractUe bundles of

iru^tL^n^;- ^rkb^o^er^v?x,:~j
are attached a number of flb^s tenned We. X^proceed io all parts of the structure. ™y n^^^^r^f^^^'"^the eyes, nose, tongue, and skin-all the organs of n^cepuon-transmlt Impression, or sensaUon.T?he brC
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dlrcriC r«
°"' *'"' '"^""y "' the Horse In anotherdirection. After a certain tln.e, as the result of slckne«or disease, the effect of accident, or the co. scmien™ Tf

opCTatlons of this beautiful mechanism flag in theh- Dcr-lormance, the Horse loses Its vlconr ami «t,n,Z ^,

fomatlon and preservation. It Anally decays 'a" d end" tsme by going back Into that inorganic wldl'l which«I1 but an inappreciable fracUon of lU subsZce w«
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ttZt' l^ """!' '"'~'"' """> carbonate and phosphateox We
;

the matter of its flesh, and of its other parts

^rT'; *" *•!,* /°"« ™"' ^""^'rted into carbonic '^acld

r^ 2[ /hi: dKm.^"" ''- '-"«-•«= --'^'« '^

»nri m.t-f"L*^"''".
*''"* Inorganic materials togetherand makes them up Into its own substance. The ^dmZ

Its nwn
''""/ ^'"^ appropriates the nutritious porli^toUs own sustenance, rejects and gets rid of the useies^

?^
Is^decomposed and returned into the inorctm^c

7.°'lt V^!''^
" *""" • *=«"^^"t circulaUon from^^eto the other, a continual formation of organic life fromInorganic matters, and as constant a return of the mat?"of living bodies to the inorganic world • so thpt fh-

T^"^' ^'k^;* "•" ^'«««''''™ cZpos'ed are': gelyta aU probability, the substances which constituted thematter of long extinct creaUons, but which have in theinterval constituted a part of the Inorganic world

thJt I'h.lS
*"""* *° """ <=°"<='"S«°n. strange at first sight.X thaf^whTrh 7"^"*"I!"8

the living w^orld is identfcal

I^s trueisTt lh«t
the taorganic world. And notless true is it that, remarkable as are the powers or in

lil^ri '' "."^f
''"' P"'"^^ ^hK^h arV exerted by

hose'whil'Ut iftl^T ""^, "« «'"»«' identical witJ
vertLe totoTl °

i *"°'f"/•= *°'"' "'" »hey are con-vertime into them
; I mean in just the same sense as theresearches of physical phUosophers have shown that heat

L. ."J""*""*
^^^ «"><=triclty. that electricity is convert

^LT, r"*"*"'?"'
""•Bnetism tato mecha^cai force orchemical force, and any one of them with the othCTeachbeing measurable in tenns of the other.-even so I sav

WhyK x^torJTb^*" *"' "^'"^ -"-^ ^-sidr;wny is the Skeleton of this horse capable of supportina thamasses of flesh and the various organs formlna the ifvin!

of cohesion which combines together the nartlcles of mo«!
composing this piece of chalk ?Wharisther^ ^1
muscular contractile power of the'^taj but 7he force'

vertt 'i^t^S'"' '",•* ^'"*='* '' '^ • certain senL coS!
1?^ !' .

*•"* ^°"*' »* S'^'^^ty which it overcomes 7 OrU you go to more hidden processes, in what does tTe procS
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of digestion differ from those processes which are «„i.^

^^^ii^r^^f^eSiV-^-S

n«i?H?'
*""* *^*'y «"«'""» "' nervous action La'ccom

Swes^'o? th^"
""""."' "' ^"^'^'''^^ disturbal L the"Kd nn V^%"f^'=»

'n Which that nervous action is

^iVsle\^?T'' *""* •""•* " ^*'«ted to electricUy"ana the same sort of argument which demonstrates the

IXOBGANIO WOBLB.
CubonloAdd. w.t,. Ammonta. Sallnttu

VEGEIABLB WOBID,

Flo.
AmMAL WOBLa

two latter to be related to one another shows that th«aervous forces are correlated to electricity ; for thfexolriments of M. Dubois Reymond and others have shov^XtWhenever a nerve is In a state of excitement serine a

S^fhlreta^r^H" ^°"^'''""« ^^ '^^^^^n'Xbrain, there s a disturbance of the electrical condiUon ofthat nerve which does not exist at other trnies ; and thereafe a number of other facts and phenomena of that sort sothat we come to the broad conclusion that not only as toliving matter itself, but as to the forces that matter ex,Lsthere is a close relationship between the orZic andThemorganic world-the difference between themTlsing fromthe diverse combination and disposlUon of IdenUcal forced

1 si r ""^ P'r^^ '^'^''""y' *° 'ar «» we can see
'

hJ^.^
^"'"

t°7 }^^^ ""* "°"«' eventuaUy died andbecame converted Into the same inorganic substances
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the 50U1 fabled by Indian iadWo^ BnfbeKltr'occurred, in the one spv nr .k- «.i
°"',"e™re death has

certain products or tarts „f,h^''' ","" '" """^ ^ '""''

free, cerLm pZsot^tb^^t^^^^'lf^^^^'^^' been set

come Into contact with nn. ?„!?L ^^ '''° »*''«^ """ve

JuncUon, from that "l^n^^MchthV^t^v'™"".
*'"* *=°"-

results the formation of rnewbelncA^,?, ^'*.?' *"'"
mare, from a particular na^t of th!' .„fI. **^^ ^^^ *••«

caUed the ova^, Rets^inf « n^f
."*'"' °' •"" •"'''y-

comparable iH 1 essen L r
° "^"*^P""'='* »' "">"<='

caUed a cell a littleThn . '"P'f* ^"^ that which we
Of nucleus 1„%" "centre ,u"'„^'^^^^^^

«=o„talns a kind

time IM, rntat, ™S !', Lr"' u?u'«- *"" •
• .....1 tr.cS JTSl ta iS,""^ ""» »"'' '•
ot clianms.—wonder*.?^™, 1 ^^ Mdwioes a series

trs'^£sp'-p"-s^t'".'

^SeSTfSSr-r^-'-
before you (Fig ij^

«P™sslon, which I first placed

whWthrborat^^t^bebT **"* P'"- ^«
which h»/.„»,.T^' "• *^*'" "* broken up Into " cells "

place into fibrous tiss^.?^^''
and bo„e._i„ another

part r^ecorninT^:^Zr^^^l^;TZi'^,''T.
j,T'

i>orpolse.„or»onkey,no7ma„,rrASrb^^'';
.
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essential feature one from the other : there Is « fim. «,kthey each and all of them resemble thl :n of tTe DoT

Into thi f^ ?VJ'"e*'' y°" have the embryo converted

typ« and construction o( Its parents, worl^ onrfT.L.^^

pr^r^s=r,c-s5r^r.S?i^
pnsrssrrafc^r^rr SHi

This then. Is that which Is true of every Uv.^k fo™'fr. the lowest plant to the highest animal-to ma„ hh^'
lt\ ^"".""'S"* ""fln* the life of every one ta exac^v"the same terms as those which I have now used^th«difference between the highest and the lowest betagsimmv

lo^cal functions which are exerted by each^
°' """ ^''^'^°-

.^ll TrcaVtdrtltrgi^ern'Tra^r*''* ^H^?'too commenced in a cell
;

the"a^X ^"'nX grounU-and it very speedily begins to absorb the inorga^c mattersI have named, adds enormously to its bullc Md we c/n

w" d' stJa^tl"/:*:;'
•'"*"'"''"'« "'^" upwL^^'d^'dor

M^ ; iu
,"**^ "°* multiply examples,—from theWgh-t to the lowest the essential features of U?^ 2ethe same, as I have described in each of these case.So much, then, for these partiX feat^, of th.organic world, which you can understand and cZ'^^hend

^iTudy tCt S"''
'°""*'' '" """ '"''

"' "^«S:

have certah, limits-afe confined 'to'^"'eertata^ea^fh';
surface of the earth on which we llvef-lS a«Tat"u the
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known to e<Zllh'nTmKfX°'l^' "^ *Wch are
you might meet with horles in

p^"^'''
'.

**"» '» *» »ay,
but there were none l„ Ausi^I^^^H'.^''' "' A««
whatsoever In the wh„i«^^ '

^"^ ^^^' ^«« "one
Labrador down to Cape Hor^"""T'. "' '^*^"' fr*"™
and It is what Is called sTatTd J,^ '* an empirical fact,
yo^ the

- GeographicL^ttX'C^TflL/H^r^^'^"' ,t

Why horses should be found In Fnrn^l *r,<"**•
and not in America, is not obvfou^ h,.'

''?' '^'^ ^'^'^^
the conditions of life in Americi "CJ ,

"P'anaUon that
existence and that. therlSr? ?h"y :a"d noTh''*

*° ^''^^
there, evidently does not anni^ • / V^ * ^*'" created
Spaniards, or our own yeomen'^ f^Ll"'

'''"'" "** '°^«'«"8
these countries for theH^C ;"°"^'y"''' "»«" to
thrive well and multiply veS^an^^v'^.

''"'' """''' »»
now running wUd in those coun.H^.'

""^ »a"y are even
natural condition. Now snnnn.^ ' ^^ *" « perfectly
animal what we have hire Zef!.r^1*«" *° ''° ^°^ «^«y
mark off and distinguish thfn,r« ,."°'"'~*'>«' *'' «»
which each beloSf^*/""="f'"»Wct or region to
these results, that wouIdT ^^^^}^^ ^^ tabulated all

tributionof^nim^s whaear^"*
the Geographical D^

would yield asTresSftte GeTct''°M'"P*"''y°'P'«nts
plants. "•* Geographical Distribution of

Distribution.' As I ^d there L -n *,l"°
' Geographical

much more hnportantTne S^^th^t? !?•* "'P*''' '"•d «
various animrafto one^othw tLV"" 'f"*"°°* "^ the
defined matter-of-fact s^tof^;,^^'^*'

"^'^ '' ^ ^"^ *'""
familiar with its structwe r hI ' °".^ *^ "'^ «" Pretty
you. that it resembles v^ mucrno ^th

"""^ "^ ^^'^
animal kingdom excent^.^ ^ °"'*'" member of the
But let me*^"yort^P X^^PJ; the

^'^f
°' ""> ^ss!

Is the skeleton of the Horse ^ndl ^*'.t
""^B^^s. Here

Dog. You wiU notl^ that W^K "f
*'"' *^*'<=ton of the

a backbone and Sbr should, nf.^
'" ""* "°"« « s^uU.

In the fore-Cb; o7e upoer a1^"h
''''.^'' haunch-bones

wrist-bones (wrondy cXd ^.t""":.***' '"« aim-bones,
ending in th^e threfbrs^fttt^^^^5^^
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were to make a transverse secUon o, the DogT should And

If a kS.V'o? Umu'-y^::"^oeTe hasTstThff'°r
'"'''

same relations/ F^oJ toe Ho«ew '-«"!? '" *'*''

fundamental elements as the tore leooV t^H '
^* *^^

make anS juSp ^a^ to th^^H« k^T' ^"^ "*

«eUthetoreim.^i„t. J^'^^'^^^^^/Z
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mind's eye onward from the flapper 0/ t»-e Pornoi.. a ^here you have the hinri<.> ii».i, .

*'orpolse. And
thee vent?^ fln, ? • I we e to "tl""-: ^ *"' '""P* "'

cf this, I should find lurt the .r.
transverse secUon

before noticed So that you ,e^ thT"'
*'"* ^« '"'^«

strange condnslon as the result «?'„*!• •=»"" °"* ^"^

nv-^Wlncl pl.„, or coSSon, In^.'"/? "f™"
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But oin we go no further than that? When one has

^L^I"' ""' '• ^'^P**'" *» «° »n » »teP and inquirewhethe.' we cannot go back yet further and bring downthe whole to modincatlons of one primordial uSt. T^e

tha^'^dbti^r^Z'"*' l*'
•="" '•" "• "'" *' ^'«'" "ndinat, dlsttact as those plans are, whether it be a ponjoiseor man. or lobster, or any of those other kinds'^nave

^mP n"f '..r^?
""" ^"^^ "* *^'t'=»<=« *"" one and the»ame prhnitlve form.-that of the egg. consisting as wehave seen, of an introgenous substance. havl„7a sm^tparticle or nucleus In the centre of It. Furthemore thiearUer changes of each are substantially the s^e Andit Is In this that lies that true "unity of organization" ofthe animal kingdom which has been guessed ft and fancied

t?,^. fn"^''^' •
""' ^'"•='' " ••« ''^'=" '«" to the presenttime to be demonstrated by the careful study of develon-

Z^\- k"' 11" P°*='"''« *° 80 another step furth^ stijTand to show that in the same way the whole of the Lanicworld is reducible to one primitive condition of for^ ? sthere among the plants the same primitive form of organiz"

Th^'^r 1 S^^^t
Identical with that of the animalkinS ?

K l/„ni^
^ that question, too. is not uncertain or doubt^I

It is now proved that every plant begins its existence undc^the same form , that is to say, in that of a cell-a pSeof inb-ogenous matter having substantially the samecondiUons. So that if you trace back the oak to its fl"?germ, or a man, or a horse, or lobster, or oyster, or anvother anhnal you choose to name, you shall nnd each and

sliiUaJ tn «T?K*"« ^'''IT
*'^''*"" '" ^"""^ essentially

shnilar to each other: and, furthermore, that the first
processes of growth, and many of the subsequent modind-
tions, are essentially the same in principle in almost allIn conclusion, let me, in a few words, recapitulate the

KThaW^'' ' 'Ti"' '°""- ^"-^ y"" must under!stand that I have not been talking mere theory; I havebeen speaking of matters which are as plainly deminstraWe

must foTTh^H*
propositions of Euclid-of facts that

T^JoT •
"'''«, °' ^* speculations and beliefs inBiological science. We have gradually traced down aUorganic forms, or, in other words, we have analyzed thepresent condition of animated nature, until we found that

wUch ^.»
'?^ '°t "' ""'«*" '" " '°™ ''^"^ to that underwnicn aU the others commence their existence. We have



"ttractlng, modWVino and "S;i .
"'* ""''»' constantlv

And w constant and unlverMli. vL.
'"»'•«"»««: matter,and reproduction, that it mt„ if

""'* "bsorpUon, waste
talnty that there lWt„"o«y''; "!? *'»» perfccT ceN
nioment a mmjonth part of 2™-?."' "-.'"" "t^e present
orig^naliy formed I We ha« .f

"" *" *'"'^'> they were.the living matter derived from,"k T'"' *•"" "ot^
Thif ,

'^""^•rtlWe Into those"n^iSf !"^ irrelative
This, for our nresmt «.._. '"organic nature

present condlK oSS-?'' '' ""= *»«* >^"w of the

»Wch V*
"^^^ y°" th«'Sat?u«i:ef',

' •="" '^y ^^o'e

"t''thrnf,neif te--^^^^^^^^
" "'' '"""''

to go back into the p„t T^ TT"" '" *"• "me way«-er the hlsto. o^liVC^*-
^^^^^^^\T^^
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to the inorganic world ;«„dth-» *"".*'' immediatcjy
•tituent material, of he whole .tn.Vr*"'".'"^' '"e con-
»nd plant, were thu. AtumiS to ti^ "i^"*" '"'"•'•
there wa. a con.tant pa..aBe from

'^••' "rtglnal .ource:
to another. «.d . ^tu.^KcJ"'^,^^' ««te of exi.te„c,

La.tly, when we endeavourTrtMt"the nature of the force. «erp?.PH k°"?.
"""' """"n of

discovered that thev-if „„, '1.''^ "^'"8 btlnm. we
to the .ame mlnui^JLTX'" '".^'"« """M
being. theni.elvefr-that ti«„ * wn.tltuenU of tho.e
they were the equWi't. Sf^hTr •^""'^'""ve with--?ha?
-that they were, in the ,en« .'"'"m

°^ '""^B^'c "atu?.
used convertible ^ith them T^at *«" "" *'"" " »«*
And now. leaving the Pre,,„ t t

" ""' '"^^'^ «.ult.
»«me manner to pSt before you

'
"'J*'."'''*"^""' 1" tie

discovered In the Pa.t hi.toi^^, Vl* 'l!"»
*''«' "^e to be

past condition, of organ c^atur^ w '"5 "'"'''• ^ *»•
to deal with the facts of th.f k! . ^* ''«ve, to-nioht
period, of time befere whIch „

'*°'y-» '"*'<»^ tavol *na
into utter Insignincance!!^ hi.to'rv"^

*"""»» "^^o'd^^S^
magnitude of whose ev^t..^/''* ^"'«'y and physiMi

^y the histoo^ Of hVm':" ifrand h^'"
"" ^«"«h^ad3

history of the most vari^ «„rt '^"""° phenomena-a
We must deal with ?he1^u»"f "^TP'" character.

"

we .hould deal with a^l othe?' h^"' /" ""* "'** P'««' "
student knows that his n«? ^ .

•''"'""'e.. The hlstoricJ
toto the validity of hi, evidenf'" !!'"""' "« ^S
record in which the evidon^ . '

""" *''« »«»«« of the
t-e able to form a DroJ^r".H

* f°"t«'ned. that he mav
the conclusion. wWcffi be S^U'f *"* '^'"^ctnes":^
So, here, we must pass, in the fir^. .. " f'""'

*''«» evidence,
o a matter >*hich may seem forel^j"?'

'"*'"' •^o-iderati^n
discussion. We must dweM uDon uf-.

.'"' '""'""n ""derand the credibility of the iv^f„ !t
"^*'"* °^ the record"

oolc Jo the complLness or i~lt"^ '=°"'^'"
' ^' «^'t

themselves, before we t..rn . .u '"'**"''*s »' those records
reveal The nZZ'V V'':^' T,^!;:^

'^^y oontl^l^nl

t^tV"' "*' *"' not reauire J 1"^ °' "'^ ''"tory.
In this history, unlike thnl,u "'•"^'' consideration for
no cavilling. n;"d£e„/erafto"r" "if"' »"-« "an'be'
the facts of Which it is made un • th. f 't'^"^

""^ »'"»" »'

and are laid out clearly before „', ^"'^ ""'« themselve..
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But, altbough one of the greateit dimcultlM nr »h«

investigate thi, evening rewlve* JtwU into a que.llonof the fonaat on of mud. You may think, perhap" that

HhL. " "f '*"P-°' "'""'»* '™n' the subline to the

D«t^ai^:/T
the contemplaUon of the hlAo,^ of the

fh^ hi?ter^ „, .J"'^'"
• "I*"*'"" *" '"e consldeTaaon of

fhL . ^.u?' *"* 'o™««tlon of mud I But, In naturethere Is nothing mean and unworthy of att»n.i„n
.,""•

i*
"°/Wng ridiculous or contemSleV any of" er 'wo'kTand this hiqulry, you wUl soon we. I hope, takes SsTth^venr root and foundations of our subject

^'
How, then. Is mud formed 7 Alwavi with .«— >^<ii

exception, which I need not conSow "^^^s «"
Sfresu t of the action of water, wearing dow^^duVte!grating the surface of the earth and rockrwlth whlcS Kcome, m conuct-poundlng and grinding U down «d

ITII" L"' P/^tldes away to placS where they cease to

-,n V",^'"
"y ""' mechanical acUon. and where thev

w?.h«
'"'

l""
'"'• ^°' "'•' °«ean. urged by wind?

1^^^ • ".7^* ""'"'• '»"« ""tent of coast, and every wave'

prTe« A^d^'tH*"^ r^f*••!"« t"*"^'' the disinteSgprocess. And thus, slowly but surely, the hardest ^.Ttl«e gradually ground down to a powde'ry substance -and
Is cj;^r,H H "^k"™"?'

'=°"^' »' «""' a^the case m^y beIs carried by the rush of the tides, or currents till It ro»Ph«the comparaUvely deeper parts of the ocea;. in wWch Itcan sink to the bottom, that is, to parts where there U .depth of about fourteen or fifteen fathoms, a depth at whichthe water Is, usually, nearly motionless, and fnwhidho^

.tXkst ^^rX^- •" *•"» ''-^^-' - -^ -- c^'

Or, agal J, If you take a river, rushlno down from if.

We":L^c^"lU= f^". '
°^" ^'«= ^'-- arrockTthintersect lU path, loosening, removing, and carrying with
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of the M. wave? Th. m!r "f^ "* "^ *••«»« actton
torn from th.'mr!untir„*.Se""„d wS". "••.«"•«•" ^
the valley, more .lowly over the DMn 'r.'**'"''"*'^

'"'»
wtuaty. and from the Mtu«^ th^ S«l'^•'?''•

'"'" ""•
The coaraer and heavl» frliZ- .

***P' '"'o 'he tea.
fl»t. that I,. .. iS^n ,7tK™ •/;:! ""^"""y "'Posll^
by becoming .mVSimatwlX "^L *^*r,*

'" '"" "» '"'ce
ocean, but the finer and Haht^^J..

.•'"'*' ''•P"" «" ""e
on. and •vcnturily dewilted^ ^^ ''•• "" *""«' '"""er
of the ocean. ^ •'•P»»"ed In a deeper and stiller portion

I now .k^ch. to be the ^I'Sltt^m '"T""" *""• *Wch
be a coast-Une

; from the w«inT' '.I"
' ^PP°»tag thl5 to

the HHMt. weartag «„™ XdW »«'*""". °' "" «« "PO"
Of mud. the mud will be^,"/r" '"'" ' "^"""t
deposited m the deeper nar^Jj'',M"*"' •"" «' '•n«'h.
it will form a lave- • onS fi "*'* »»" bottom, where
hardening, ofhlrm^d :^„ ^""1; I'"! '"V

""' '«y*
"

«ource will. 0/ course, be canied.«.^"' '""" "« ««•
" " Is quite hnpoVsble foj^t « „'l'.""' P^""" "«».
•iready there. It depo Its,t^l/L^^^^^ "'"Vth the layer
layer, and In that way vou L^ n

";""" '°™' ""otiier
constantly forming rndh,rdeS£«™'' k"^'

'"y*" »' "»"<»
conveying a record of tta" * '*'°^* "" "»'«'• "nJ

gravlt'^tlonThrt^e "•"?'!• "P*-""" ot the law of
and the lowest theoS™ d ,&''^^''" '"« y'»""8<'"
be older at any parUcularno ^ ^^ **'"'""' ''«<'» 'haU
ratio of their depth from th^ V 'P°* *" """V the
were upheaved afterward aSd t""*^- ^° ^^at If they
different layers of m^fn' ^ 5"°" ''"'* " "erles of these
Mmestone. asThe casTml.htT'""' '""' •"'dstone, or
the bottom layer was de™^».H'n''°"

'"'8'" '«' '"« that
layers were fo4ed aSrd. " hI^"" ""«' *"« "PP«

itlo^C "'--^V-'^f rd^:;etl"

.eaT^U''^Unr.lflL*tLri!^;-^^^^^^ ?-<"y. and
of mud, so hard, the m^^t'Tf »^^''^?P °' «"ch layers
-k. Whether .hnesto^-^r'fanlS; ^J'^.^rvt^e-t!:^
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»hi/h . 1, . J '^* '•'"'•"'"W. the (King of the timewhich it has taken to torm thli cniit it comparatlvHv

?«!" he m"«!i'uH'"'',.
'.'"••" •^''•««' •«="'-[„ how

In .h. .?
depoXtcd upon the bottom of the lea. or

ir thU r^ "' "^*"' "*• " "• •»• »" '"«=»•, or two,or three inches a year, or whatever you may rouuhlvesllmate it at
;
then take the total thickness o?^hiS

wefveorfM"."""' ^r""'
*""='' «""°8"'» "t^are «ttwelve or Ihh-teen miles, or about seventy thousand feet

ThS'o? ITn" "ir T'^°"'
'"^"'« "" »'-' thickness by

Ini «f I
^""" ."^ deposited in one year, and the result

Trtl's't h-;?ar^ tff^ri^':"
'"" """""•' "' ^*'"» -""=" ">«

.«V«r»*')"* '""l"."
^"^ '''"P'" process I It would be

1. ihVf "Lf fl^f""v"
'""'•^""'o'. the very first of which

ii that of finding how rapidly sediments are deposited"

-ta thl.^^""°K'»'
""=" " ""•"" ""t »' the question

u ':o^uXzS'"
"» "'"'^- '•"= ''^•""" »-*- P'-e

flxld'\*h.n»''!h!!j*
.,*".''"*

"f
*.'•• "'^^ heing that stable,

rn™l ** *.''"* " '* popularly believed to be, being, incommon parlance, the very emblem of fixity itself h is

urfTA^.r"^*""'
'"" "• '" "«''- " "'"table as the

!r„«, .^ ""• **,"P* *"' "» undulations are Inflnltelyslower and enormously higher and deeper.

-..-7' ^ufV '".*?* *""' °' this osculation? Take thecase to wWch I have previously referred. The liner orcoarser sediments that are carried down by the current

-L^Tn""' ""'y "' «=""•*" »•" • ~rt««" dl'tance

stlHer part of the ocean, will be deposited at the bottom.

.»..„." V^:^*^ •" *he sea-bottom, » D the shore, x a

h! ,o^ "«' .*.*"« *"• "'°»"" •'«P°'" "*" »"hslde over

h« n„^°" ^; * * ,^" *"'" A- '"hile beyond A there will

k!nt .? 'I''!"*
"" '• »"''• <=onsequenUy, no record will be

rhft .! " I ''*«^^"*« "0 deposit is going on. Now, suppose

statioL/rv''„''" h""'
^' °' *"'"'' ^^ have regarded as

JlrthT^',^?" •'°.r'
"" " '^°'' »»• hoth A and B goftirther out from the shore, which wiU be at y\ ii „i

being the new sea-level. The consequence will be thatthe layer of mud (A), being now. for the most part. furth«
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deposits, and havin7auS;ed » ?'.
""'^* "" """•«

now grow no thicker
'"^" thickness, wlU

whTn^t^r^ttxpot!?'!!"* ^•'^.thlckness of that layer.
In the manner In S;e*e"o "''"''

"l " '""""^ »' t^e
as It would give us onVv 1 .

°^ ™8ardlng this subject
it would seem i: r^rese'^t to^^/r' '"f

""""^ '«<=°^d

Suppose, on tbe^otbTbZ thJFu'^^^ °^ ^'^''
gone on rising slowly and ^oh n *'"' '*"'' ^^ D) had
inches in the%ou^e\ "1 C;^^^-^h^"" '"=•> °' '^°
practical effect of that movement /"wh"* .T"^**

'"' ^he
-nt A and B which has .riJeadTdVo^slt'ed^rd

Pio. 4,

be re-deposited father out'
^ ''' °' '*« «*«*' t"

onJl^^wIlfsu^fte'V^'-^S^'I'irH"^^ ''»«•«' ^PO*
and down in this way a weat^,;^,^'' ^^^ °°t ^^'^ "P
the thickness of thldVosUrfoS^^V'"'''' " *°"»'^'' t^at
cannot be taken (even sunno;?^^ \* ^^ Particular spot
correct data as to the raL at I^kM" "* ""* ""t^^-'d
affording reliable Info^aUon as to** 1.7 'T P'«') «
occupied in Its deposit So ?h-t , ^* P^''"'' °' «me
necessary from the^ acts Veina IZ"'" " *' ""solutely
consists of accumulations of t"rt ""• "*'°"' ""'^^y
the other; seeing 1^ the nex^nf^JT^*"'^''^ °"« »«
spots on Which accnmuiationlSS! *''"* ""^ particular
constMUy moving up Md ^™ * h"'"^' '««^« beenB up ana down, and Mnietlmes out of
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And mark this I That suppos"r- '"
tb^'^L^^""''-face of the Mrth i,«j

ft""" * — W9t the whole sur-

record, for, I repeat, it is absolutely necessM-v frnm
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spot, of the em^, ^^l^l thev
%'*""«*' "* "™»t«>

universal histoiyTtheZbe a, f.^n^f"''.
'=°«t™cted a

as any other stVof Ltlqu,ty
"^' °' ''""'•*" ^-^ PO^ents

only have a precl« S^edge^M^^eUen^L wMch^""*

ab^-TfsaVXtSf'^ti'^ •'"* '-^^^^^^^^^^^^

thesan,etLrwith7hT:e%rotr^ °p°^^^^^^^^ "^^ P'- «»

i^a^sair^s^-r^SES"
of mud, and beds or strata o^k- '^"^"8 down deposits

one abive the o ke^at tS^'^^ttom^n^'tr'*?"."^
'"""''^

there Is not a shado; of doub? th^t ta tSese't'::^''?^
'"*^'

lower beds are aU older than the n„„Pr tl *° '"^'* *•••

an^K brd'L"tre\\ro"f\'Slare?ritT^ ^'
obvious that If any two «t<: nf Al!: »^ '* **' ^deed,
discontinuous, thTreTs absoluS io '^Z''""^'^"

"""
given you by the nature of the depoL of saX";.!;^''*'^'*Is much younger or older than the other •but^l''!,*''^'"

""''

as many have said and think that th»'„ T" ""^ ""y*

altered If the beds which we „e coin ." *' """"^ ">"•=">

Suppose two beds"oTL"d'KnTdl"t'o^:cr"rnB are seen in section (Fig 5)
rock,—A and
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tPUtag place at Idldth^v occur bi'fL'''"''*
"' *='^««

took place whUe a wm bei„„H^^ «!!",'' •^'''*» ^""'^h
very plain «ui„g. tad^e^^.t'VtrtX' «.'''<'''? «-'

r.r^erpSSr--^^^^^^^^

depodted. they w ™e tftJ^L^n,/,
*''*» A and B were

Fto. S.

fine deposH Is carried no fart ,,. „ #M and the coarse no farther ' an A
'/"!'"« *'"' "«"

B», the result will be the ^aLoh *'/°™'n8 the bed
beds, one of fln7sedLe„t (Ia

°" °' /^°. ^""»»°"»
of coarse sediment rBm/ m^ over-lapping another
sea-bottom IsTaisw! ^ud and

^""^
.T^^"^"

*>« ^"ole
the point A.; nolouTt. TtM, ZTl,:'^'"'"' k^°"'younger than the lower. But we shCd ^hV^","'

'""' ^

r4oTnrr^.^--b€™^^

A to^be ^ung^r SJn%LTo„rur„-r^^^^^
fuid or.^n.jrgri::^.s ^at/LT-pi r^

"

Ss.tt^r^ui^i'^o^rth^^r '^
"^^^^ ^"*-

of year, older ttl he u^derLTf ""^ '""""' """"^
M y«, younger ^aLt^u;pe;.^"'* '""" ""^ """her
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fact i,. ^Ttht ^tT^oFd^'l't difficulty
; Ithe

to sea-bottoms wh^ arT!J!.du«n?^.fLi
'""'*' ^^^ P"**'

/onned under the vew^n&J? ? * "u "«' ""'* '«^« «"«>
Do not run away^irithth. t .

?"'''*'' •''PP««1"8'
the principle I Jdd^J'itV^* ^'°" *"''' *"'» ^o"^"'**
a principle which 1. p^fecOy a^lic^?'"^'!;'*^'''"*the same verUcal line to dpil.f.'^'^ u^'* '° deposits In
relation to one another

'^*""* *"** "* ""^ ^ that

of l':rMh^t7SgSrme'nUon7'*''"'''' •>' '«' W""' »»«>
on and taterpreUtCsTt^e rec„^H

"' ""'* »" conclusion,
only valid so long as we c^lZZ "'f

'^'^^^ «"«> "t^'^Uy
section. I do not meTnTo t,n

""'"^'' ^ »»« vertlc^

qu-iylngclrcumstancersothlfeCnv' '"''*' "'^ »»
areas, we may safely sneak nf o .

" ^^"^ considerable
beds being older or yoS than ^Jt^™*"'"' ""P^taposed
points. But we can never be r.f^" f*

"^"^ "'"c^ent
conclusion, and especMy we c~'h'* """""« *" *"«*
break In their continuty or a„tTrl

*" '"" " ^^''^ '« any
the points to be comS ^ ^'^' '"'''^" *>«**««=»

its'^i^So^ns^lli^S ^irrr"^V" --'' ^<"
observed In Interpreting iT and it/-,,

.*^°"<J"'ons to be
the moment we pas b^nd the itlt^'?^'^

indications,
section. •' "° '™ '"""s of a vertical U..«ar

pages. This writing and thesTfl^?/
** *'"' ^^^"^ <»> «»

Of anhnalsandplanUwUch in thf^ * '=°"*'** "' ""nates
have lived and died to the ve^ ^of^*"* ^"^'""y "* cases,
them, or at least In th„ i

^ P**' *" ^bich we now find
-u of youl'XtLSwd t"'?rr

y"" ««"'

lecture-that there are vast „.™h "
^i"'

^'"=* *" »y 'ast
»t th' ^ottom of the"^. "*These J^«t

"^
"^f*"« "^«•oor-- , later die. end their «i,?n

"'"*•'"""»" "thersT
at the bottom

; ai^d then tt. n
^"'^ ^''^ P^^*^ Me

constanuy
broughrdo^Vrive^'aTd"?.^'^^'' *» '^'"8

wear and tear of the sea. wvl^^h^ *'"' '"^''» «>' ""e
them from any further Vh! "*" "^'r ""d protects
course, as in^^o^"^!t^'^^^Z «"«""°»' «S o
and «"idlfled. tte^heU«"S t^e a^? T'"«= ''"'««ned
ana «™iy i.,edded h. tb^/li^rtontTanZr^^^
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1» betag thug formed Vnn ~.
Museum up.ta ™:p;cIm«,TC.'?* ""

f^''"* ^ "e
to«U remains o* eklstSriZ^TTJ^ ^"** »«"
we wme «P«dmen. to wu^'l„r«!..'"'^''«*'- "'«'»
imbedded to calcareouiMBHo^^K."** •««• 'wve been
the young turUesXy&"" „™ ^ '"* •"" ""' ""^'^"^
mud, and thus hive been^! ^'*** """^ *'"» calcareous
Not only does Jhfs process oT^tSnf

'°**'^«^-
occur with marine and oth!

° imbedding and fosslllzatlon
i>ut it aflects those land ,^i'^""*'

'"^»'» ""JpS
drifted away to sea. or becoZ^"'*, S".**

P"^'' which are
and the anhnaJs Xh ha^been 1?^''°^ "' """"^^
fellows and crushed to the mud at the h'" .'*°k'*"

"l^ »'"''
iierd have come to drink in 'i^"* ''"'*. " the
organisms may be crushed „? ^^ "' *'"'« «•»«*. the
aner putrefaction. taTueht mant "?)!'!"'''"'' "^^^'e »'
part wili be left in the f„™^ "u^

""^^ Pe^aps only a
'». indeed, a most remiiSe fa^'c?''^,"

^^eh^ "»• «
«cepUonal c.se to nndTski^eton ^f

^'* " '* "«"« «°
thousands of wild land animus that w-V"'' **"* "' «" the
i^etog kUled, or dying in thT.„ **?""'' "'^ eonstanUy
preyed on and <i<^ymreibyl^^„,^ T""-" '""^ "«
Where their bodies are not ,f,p™""j'""'''

°'' ^'e to places
There are other Mi^s e^*t r,^"*

P'^t'^^ed by mud!
Which form exceedtogly Iwee","*'^/'"

*''«' *^^ "heUs of
aware that before the attemn? t'^'^^J ^°" "« probably
telegraphic cable, the g2L'' V^" *° ^"^ the AtlanUc
making a series of veTtcwISTT* "'f?'''"^"*

^«««els to
ot the bottom of the Atl^tl^'.

"'"'!,"'°"°»'' and sounutogs
an regret, up to the dS 'ti2*tfI'°"«'''

"^ ^^ ""^
succeeded, we have the satiU^- *""*.' P"*J*="=t »«s not
yielded some most remark^ e'^«"

»°' ^°*'"8 that it
AUanUc Ocean had to brs„„nH T"f^l^ *" ""'ence. The
Of several miles in some Jlaces and -l'^"*

/"*"«• »» ^ePths

r^'^^'f/'J'y ascertatoed1^:,f ^^t"^a'^
"'"'*"'"'»»

1.000 mUes wide from east to w«,'^ ",*'""=* •" about
Jwow how many from north toTK'^'' ^ "^ "<»* exactly
or 700 miles, was c^efu J examln^""* f ""^ '«*« <^
that over the whole of that ZTl^^' """ " *«« '""nd
fine chalky mud Is blinaA

'"'°ense area an excessively
entirelymldeupof antaaJs wCr*'.""" *^ «»W ^
fa this part of the oS^n ^iT "*"'/"*• are de^slted
•cquirtog solidity „.d^t,mW^,•'""''"*« gradually
chalky Umestoni: Tta^^"j"«J"''iV^'"*'"««' hito a""s. you ««B, It 1. quU* possible
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^J- out w.«t i;' ^'lCTn.Z^^i
-y^cl^P^^'^rt^^f^J^on l„ ,u bearing
wmato, contained fa th^^'^f,/,"

'"^"''^ '«>w far the
-We ta convey anythlna^J " "*"' limestones are
accouat„,tb,^^J2^l^g I*e M accu^ „, ^^^^
of Its formation. Upon that itHLl"

«*"*«"« at the time
dear Judgment. and'^oSe taSS^^.*

*" *="" '""n • very
room for any mistake. TTiew aT^^?.^'"" '' "" P«««>1«
of antoals-such

asJelly-flshM iLLl""* " »"«*» ""mber
«.y hard parts, of Xh ^Vc"** "I'l"'" '"'"'^'-withoutto And any traces whatever^?h^^ * reasonably expect
preserve, within a ver^ sho^t Hm! ^ ""*•""« "' the^to
after they are r«nove7fr„m thfw;.»1°" Tu^

^""'^ ""t'^"!
mwo nothing; certahUy thTv ar!,!I^t '; ^^"^^ "P »o aany very visible trJ^tthL'f^"^ " "«*"« *» 'eave
chalk or mod. Then agate ToS^'ifT :?" ""c" Oodles as
as I have said, a ve^v^^.: "' '""«* anhnals ; it is
animal entire ait^ d«th S'^« tW«8 to And '.

,«d'
antaal, very speedurSu them^fV*"*' ««»™'vorous
takM place, and so. out ofthe h^„i f^^"^' P«trefacUon
are known to die eVe^ ye^ « uIh'"'

"' t"""'""*!* that
world to see one ImbeddJd^' i t

*''® '«'*«' thing in the
would he preserved for';UXned ^^ r."'''«»'^"this the case, but even Jw !^

Period. Not onlv is
safely

tabedd^d.certrnltuTalTJ:::' """^^ '"»^« ^een
and remove them. ™ *«*"** »ay whoUy destroy

carbonate of lime
"^^"^''X of phosphate of lime unrf

inquiry toto the natu^"";, y^"' «8». ^ had to i"^
to me from the North o Sc"J7 r'""* 'o«iI» sZ
hard bony structures that h^^T ^''**"* are usually
way I have described and til

*"'^'""* imbedded In the
"

nature and soUdltyVf the kJ l.f'"'"'"y ««Pih*d the
^ated .. but in t^'J^'^^ 'fl^Wch theTITasso-
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Iwlea, I found that thevwe™ tiT? *" *" '"'•'^<"' «' thSe
of a backbone and of t?e^„t >""'<•»» of the Jol^
ormore feetlong. ThL^rt^bm? had^^H ''"J^''

*^«'^
to the wnd. the sand had ^ad *

»t h ^
""** «°* ''"''««'

I
bone, but remained porous Wow^h /^l"!*'*

"^^ the

I
it. and that water being probabiv^i '"!.'' *^'=""J tl^ongh

I
of carbonic acid, h^d Jwved n^-

*""
" »"P««"»ty

I
carbonate of Ifan'e. and the bon« J"* P^^^Phate and
decayed and entlrdy dlsappe^eS . ^T''^^*' '"«' ^hus

1 happened to have wnso Xted bv th-t h
''"' ""'•'''»«»•

»hape of the bones was retXed^ i? .1 'i"*'
*''* P^'^^

remained soft a IltUe longer w^shon.H i,""*
?^<^'ione had

wh^U^veroftheexlste/ce^r^r^JtllSo^"^^^^^^^^^

bare:.'S:^'°J^t%« -t r"**
"' -^-^ which

perished, and left no S-Tce whatevi? „T^j? ""T «"'<^y
be proved to vou hv

"~. '^"*'ever of their fonns. mav
large tract, of ^^"dstone ta'v«H"'"*''""''"'-

"^^^
to which nobody has vet '"

^°"" '"^* *" *"• world
Not a bone of any desStton h.!?'^'^« "»* '""Ss!
«r trace, of footsteps ffi Is no

""
^.r™""' """nb*

There Is a whole v^ey In ConL.? ^'''"°" '"'«»» them,
footsteps, and not TZ^e Sent of T'"'' ^"^ *""•
made them has yet been found ?if ""™'^'' which
case while upon Ihat matter which •

'"* ""^"""^ ""other
than those to which I Iwve y^t il^T"^°'^ surprising
stone formation near Oxford it !T*''- ^^'""^ '^ a llm<?
Which has yielded ?L rem^tos „?

"'""*. "^'"^ Stonesfleld.
mammalian anunals. a"d u? to t^«"^ ^"^ toteresUng
righUy. there have been Znd ^l

**""' " ^ ««=oUec?
lower jaws, and not a bi" of anvtl,

*" ^P^cimens of It,
bones nor skuU. or a?.y paJt3 "* "''"• "*""«* l^b-
otthe Whole system I OlZll^TZTL T' " ^'«8ment
to imagine that the beasts had" othlZ^'^K*''' P^Posterou,
The probability is, a, Dr R„li^*^'**''"**lower jaw I

of his observaUons on defd '^„l,"'*,'"'°r''' « *"' "^^t
that the lower iaw nnt h.- f ^ ^ *•»« river Thames.
tothebonrof'th;reU'=^«/rerA'^?;X«™««=^^
easUy be knocked on, o; mlchtZ^ ^"^^^^^ «««^. would
a* it floated to wate^ to a *tetfof T^ '^™ ""^ ''<x«y
Jaw would thus be Oeposltedrm^Lt^^^^- ^
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Jaw become, covered „^«? becoming destroyed. The
•nd thu. ItcomS we have LThT*' .'" '"• ''^•' '"«'

M that of the lower jTw. tath.«.'"'°"» '='«=""'•'•'•«

that,youMe.fau7ya.treJ^,*^' St""""'''! "''•«• So
«u»t are, defective a« 1 1,!„ ^ *" """* *» ""e earth's

theaccouMofconLVpVatU^^ia "" " " "»'"
by them to, by the nece«itvMK ''''*"'""*"• P"""*"**"!
defective and fragmentaT "'•*• '"""""y '"»«'

be/oreToS^bS"!* l"'?"'"
P"* "" »"» very .trongly

to think^mSrof^hn^Li;:?" ""'Sht have^ee^l^'j
by the next facts Uhall stateTo mu

'' "' ""' """""'^H"
The researches of the ip.» «i.l.

have. In truth, reveakd a »o„H^!;?''^f" "' « «»ntury
We In those rick, CertaJv ^^f",'

''"'"'" "' "^B""!^
forty thousand dinere„r.le,es of f^^.f i"""

'"'^'^ <"•

covered. You have no Zf, """' ^ave been dls-
these creature. reJfy?,vera„d7^"''/°' """"""S ^'>a^
to which we find them than vl??^ ** °'" """ the place,
•bout a sheU on the^ea shore "rhTevn

"'"»«?"'='»"'
to the one case as In the otheJ

^^'''"^ '* « 8ood

thesrf„"s?; rata^ '^d" /tt :'.!.'';, «r«' <="-'=»- or
requisite to conslde^ carefuiiv . . ". {1*=* *"'"='' " **» be
ta to examine how mu^h tt' exIlnct'V^"*

""'"^ '»' «
as a wAo/e-^isi'eBardino »iL! .u ' -'^''"'' »"«> Pauna
their co„stltuents?ofthich I

S' *'"'. ""^««""' ^
differ from the i^ora and Pounn I T"^ afterwards-
how far they differ in»hf^» 2' t*"*

P"'""* layj-
leavlng altogether out of cSj!'* ""»'' «ho«t them,
on what we do not know

"°"'"'""»n speculations based

might readily walk throueh «^ ^'"'*' ""^ »' yo«
fossil remains mixed up wm. thn^"''!"!!

'"'"='* ''""t^"'*
of life, and I doubt ve,^ much^hether l"'

P'"?"' '°^"'»
eyes would lead you to see anvv«» ^""^ Mtastructed
between the two If yoTlooked r.n*";

''"""^^"J "'"'^nce
to the first place, aS manv ^m ''^' ''°" ^""'^ "»"ce.
with Which you a« acSn^ed now f ''''^ '*" «"""'^''

-es^J^shape and P^r.-^rt orthrXfeVS
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•bout one hundred ud twenfv The „^1k " ""** ""
on one »ide or the oth", but thlfi. « /li, .?^"! ""y ""^
the s ii , total of the order, of .11 .1 .''

"''«««' That 1.

animals did live on thli «rth .» .f
"""" *''•* those

no on. of their k°nd^th^. «»,,,''"• **"*' ""* "o^* >«"
that esttaiatlng the nrmL „f »" ?""""' "«"""» So
way of comSg thHast ^e-^'""*

'"'"'"' " ' '"^ »*
present as a whole AmL« ?k

" " " '*'""• ''"•' the
there are none rxunct-rtlln* "'""•»«"« ««"<» birds

there Is a most wonder'fu^ thi^» •
''\

""IV.
*° *•"= '«P"'"

or thereabouts, wh"ch vou «n'^ 2"' °' *"*' "'«•'* «"•''<'".

half are extinct Thl.r'f. " "'°''* """"S reptiles, one-

ichthyosaui'the ptVart^rL"' ""* P'^'lo'^urui, the
of these extinct reptUes 1^ h!^*/**" " """"" "' >ome
dactyle and bonw of the irMh '* " **** "' ^^e ptero-

saur^,, just as fresh as i?it h.^r"""" ""•' ""> Pl«^'o-

churchyird. T^rm LI renH. "I"
'*"""y •*"« "P »" «

than l^f of the oJers^hflP'"" =T' *"** >" »» •"»
we turn to the AmpA/6L th.r, i*

^"^-'-t^'y «"nct. If

Labyrlnthodont^Sffled bv th'^r'
*''"""' °^''*'' th«

beast shown In this Sag^af^
"•' '"'«* salamander-Uke

th.?wrfltd °„^"h?s;;ata-to^h[c°h''I^""r• ^-'^ «"•
can be WentWed and placed in i, r^K**"

'*^^^^^

exist at the present day There is n„/ v
"""'" ^'"•=''

single ordinal form of imect «tlnct -^^
""^ *" "« "

order, exttact among Zcr'JI^:^ ^ere ir„ot"lV"°to be an extinct order nt fh...
»nere is not known

and other wo4s ; buf there -r.^"*""^'
t"" Pa^^'tlc

absolutely -^xtl^t'orders of his da«Ve°y« '^^ *''^«'

rH^uTos^^'c^-T---'--^^^^
So that, you .ee. out of somewhere about 120 order, of
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•"••"tod them, you wUl notflnd -i!l^ *. "'"• '«" ««»««ni
«nnot b, •«,»««, 1tiththo2e^''.ti"' »' • "««•» Which
Jt to My. that the differe„e« h^ ^' P"**"* •'•yj thatmow than un pe, <«,t

?"!!.''?!• "»' """""t to'm„'h
order. o/pI«,t,£;t^"^;„"'«> "j? PfoporUon of exttoct

•?<>*• of time Which have elanJS i' if**"*
*'»• wormoui

of the .urface of thS e!p?ht''i?*it''"'i'«
"" ^""•"'"tlon

toOeed, a most «.toundln« tM- .VP"**"' '"J't* ; it is
«Unct ordtaal typ.7shoS5K ^^L*,". """^'"o" «
But BOW, there Is another Doln?o?^'H"«''' »""»"•

loolt at this past creaUon « "' ^"^ ^ "Wch we must
• vertical pit ll^Zt &,f *""* *" were to'S^k
«ould succeed In in.SSn?a ^t,« 'T^^ "«• «"«» "««t I
«"« n of New ZesJanH I u'"" '*«'»* through In tha
dWerent bed. XoS'^i,,,^^»'l'»;^- «nd to e.?h ot ^o
|mhn.l. Which I shoSd find to th^.f

".•' """ «««»»• of
Uie others. First, i should «.m^ * **"'"" "" "ot In
or drift contalntog the h°^.„?^,"" "P*"» •'•d. of gravd
dephant. rhtaoce*ros a d caviTo"^^'' *""=•» "" h*

15?"? V° '?!i
"^^''^ *» t^iccad'Zl^^K'i .?'?.•' """»»

•till. I should come upon a bed o?»i..7
*°'^'' *"« 'ower

day and to this, as ^on tuTle i»^*
*' ?^ *•" London

•w found rematos of suWbb L«, " *^'**" "P»t«l«.
P«to», and large UopiS 1?^,?"'*' ^T'""' »' t«^M you see the like of now onlv fn .

*'!'' »"*"-«»»« «uch
went below that. I shoL ^ ^ *"P'*="^ «8«on.. If i
tl«e« I should find som«fM

""'"•. "P"" »>•« chai. and
«n>afasoflchthyosauriTd^' "Itogether dlffS "eMd so forth. ^ "" '^'^ Pterodactyles. nd ammoilS

««t?rVr„"ai7;o,^eonU^ Austto would «y come.'
«ore ichth'^yosauS' «„fpJTSo^* ZZ' """iTSTdof other thtogs; and under 1^ T m* ''"^ "'^l'*
older rocks. conUtotog nJmbe« of

^*' "«** ^"^ yet
flshe.; •ndtothuspaMtoKwT^h^ 'if""*' »''«"» ««d
depths of the earth'sS ^f /^* •"^"* '" *»•• lowest
vegetable life which ISd ™ '?'^'' "' ""^lal life wd
bed. would, look^at ttem b.^»H. *i""» the «.cce.^e
the further that Iw'entdown Or J'„^ ** '"'^^ <«^-t
- we .t^ted With the d"^ ^'^^^I'lZT.'Sf,
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to time the more difference exbU between the animal
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OF o"Sc n'^^„';;^\~^?;™ns
DISCOVERED -rmr ^f ''^ ^° ^^
UVING BEINGS

^^^GINATION OF

in^c'^^i i:Vu'r"eitSrJ. "•;:? •»-—•.' to
nqulry upo„ which we ."

e . 'oLh"''^*'':'"""" »' ">.
thus acquired ,ome conception W,,' ^"'* "°*' •'•vlng
phenomena of Organic Nat. „ i

'" ^"' ""d P«»ent
Which con,tltute.*?he ^eat p;oLc"m"'L7:

*"™ '» ^bat
before ourselves ;-i mean iVr^ .?

*''''='' *« »>«ve set
we have of the' cauTe.o/'her'oh.r'

'*''''' ''°°^'«''8«

u.. There a« to the 1 °d ''n '"T'^' "" ''''J*'^""" meet.
weU-mcanlng per^n,7 whose T^™' ^'"'"''y ^ortS
«tre entitled to the utmwt resne^*"'"" ""'* 0P'"">«
sincerity, who arc nf „I!i 7

"'P*ct on account of th*i,
especial^ "af" qTes?Lr"r Zin'^t7"t^

PhenoL"„i/S
phenomena, are ouestlon. „ ..

' *° *''* °'''8'n of vital
run of Inquiry, and^L'^yi*'; "P"'' ^'°m the ordinal
Of our reach. They s^J'jhatauth.r^H

"'*"''• P'""^ "^
•n^aculously. or 1„ some wav tat!.i.'"'!.ir'"''°''8inated
ordinary course of nature and th-tfi^

different from the
t to be futile, not to siy ores„'n^'"^''"'''"'y<=°''«'veInquire 1 ito thera.>

P^^umptuous, to attempt to

heoretlcal or speculatte "^IJ'ds Y°
''= ^"''-'^'^ "Po^

the story of the Soohist ^Tl ^°" ""y remember
in the most complex anrsathZ'J"'*"*''' *° '^l"*'""
coudnot^^^j

that, ta fact is ^„°t7
•"'""'' *'"'t he

bUity; and that Diogenes refu^frt^? I!
**' "" '"Powi-

up and walking round^hi tub st^th^ '""^'^ «*"'"8
-an Of scence repUes to o.SiA^,^^;,;'^y;JS^
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fatting up and walking onward, and showing what idenca
bat done and li dolng,-by polnthig to that bnmenie mnu
ollacti which have been ascertained and syttematlied under
the forms of the great doctrines of Morphology, of Develon-
ment, of DUtrlbullon, and the like. He sees an enormous
mass of facts and laws relating to organic beings, which
stand on the same good sound foundation as every other
natural law

; and. therefore, with this mass of facU and
laws before us. seeing that, as far at organic matters have
hitherto been accesiible and studied, they have shown
tnemselvet capable of yielding to sdentlOc Investigation
we may accept this at proof that order and law reign there
at weU as In the rest o» nature ; and the man of science says
nothing to objectors of this sort, but suppos«s that wo can•nd shaU walk to a knowledge of the origin of organic
nature, In the some way that we have walked to a knowledge
of the laws and principles of the biorganic world.
But there are objectors who say the same from Ignorance

and Ul-wUl. To such I would repjy that the objection
comes lU from them, and that the real presumption, I may
almost say the real blasphemy, In this matter, U In the
attempt to limit that inquiry into the causes of phenomena
which U the source of all human blessings, and from which
hat sprung all human prosperity and progress ; for, after
a' we can accompUsh comparaUveiy little ; the limited
rang* of our own faculties bounds us on every side —theAdd of our powers of observation is small enough, and he
who endeavours to narrow the sphere of our inquiries U
only pursutag a course that U likely to produce the greatest
harm to his fellow-men.
But now, i.sst.Tning, as we aU do, I hope, that these

phenomena are properly accessible to inquiry, and setUng
out upon our search into the causes of the phenomena of
organic nature, or, at any rate, setting out to discover
how much we at present know upon these abstruse matters,
the question arises as to what is to be our course of pro-
ceedhig, and what method we must lay down for our
guidance. I reply to that question, that our method
must be exacUy the same as that which is pursued In any
other scientific Inquhy, the method of sctentlflc hivestigatlon
being the same for all orders of facU and phenomena what-
(oevtf.

I must dweU a lltUe on this point, for I wish you to
leave this room with a very dear convictipn that sdcntlflc

I

W



-the tWngTJ^"'-;' **"»»* ««U It an S^^ "'°""' 1» tW.

*»owliig rtwin^ I^fi:? «" ""any men J?"* "* 'or

o'Jglmitor OfKewT* *"" '»; ^nl^ T^ *"*
"d wind up bv «Jr ""y ^estlon fa . « '^ f^"*' ""e

i«»«'y
•PpJaui.-'J*; ^•?»»ta« philow,^

.^"*f
y opposed

aiMt be fo. Buf ,,• "•"«« «»f COOTS*. «„:,
"^^'^ every,

•' their MDif. * "y*" were to U^hJ^^,.*'''^ that it

W«y It wa« w- „j^fi""**«eoi,ldteul.7^„*'»t neither
the slightest ?d;,"J?'^."'* »ne nor »" "rh""?*"'*«f the "Baco^.» K..*''*t they niMn Lif

""* havfag

^ T-wfflSftC7?"'y-" *'" ""y ">«*
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mm, whoever he waT- «nd i„h
^^^?*""**** ***'' ^e first

by the 4herw5erof Si,ft«
" * °' reawntagm exerted

•» by owSve, C^'"^^''^"
~»P'«t««^ ««« effectively

exerd*. of one, at lelsToPZ^Ll **" •""*• "«'•"'»' "-e
th|jt which we 'ourselve, ^p^y"™' ^^'" "' ""on^g a,

.xp^r„Tth"e^t?skAt3r\'f »•'*•""« ^"^ *««
mtod. It to dmplv the mo^ f

of working of the human
reasoned XKndered nrec.t^H''

"" P'-'-'-nena are
more difference, buUhJi^lsCth. **!!?*• '^"^ «» ""
between the meW^ operat,„rof a m^^^^^^

"' *""'"'=''
of an ordinary person as the«f.^.

"''"'*'"" ""^tbose
and methodT^fTr^S'er or 0/ a h,.t'*J'''"

*"' ope™tlon,
good. In common scIjm and tL ''*r.***8'"''8 ""-t «»
inperfonnlngadll^cmtind com^i"'"™",'"" °^ " «="*»>'»*

W» balance and flneiy-wadu^t^^^^ l"."^^"* ^^ '"•'"»* »'
the action of the scalesK- '^'"«''**- " '» "ot that
the other, dLfer to the Drinoln?'' "V^l'^'^

t"" »>«l'mee In
manner of w^^ing • buT^hi*^ h

"' *"/'' ««»t«otlon or
taflnltely n„er Shan the othe?™ ^' ?"" '' '** '« «»
the addlUon ofT^ucrsm'^r wSghf

"' "^""'^ *"™' ''^

^.rrfa^ss 't^'^^^ " ^ «'- y-
«»«w say. that men of science work hv ml « «Peated, I
and Deduction, and thatZ the hefD^„7?H"*

"' ^"""'"on
they, in a sort of sense NTiLafr^M. '''** «Pe«tions.
things, which areS N^j^iiZ™ "'.T*^ »''"'
that out of these, by «.me ^"m„^^%.""t^.P"'"'

»»<'

build «p Hypotheses and T^eTAes^dTf.T'i'"'''by many, that the operaOons of tht^^'T '*. '«»8*ned
by no means compSred^th tw. ""*" "*"*• •="» »>«

they have to be ac^S^b^a sort „7.^T?**"' """ t'"'*

to the craft To hear^?th«. i
' *P"^ apprenUceshlp

that the mind of a mi„ o, 'T*"''°'"'*''y°"^°"J«»tWnk
dlflerenUyTm. thatThis /Lt!t'l'""** J" constituted

not be frightened by tenns v^.^n ^ ' *•"* " y°» ^
<I«lte wrong, md thaY^ ^Z.^'^f ^T"' ** y<"> "«
being used by vonrsrfv« - ^*'"^"* »PP"atns aro
yom- 11^ ^ yourselves every day and every hour^

uwor malm the hero express uBbaunded
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i? i^^^T*^ *""•» yo» have bi*"!!*'"' y«>u«elv«. on

Suppose you go IntoTSrJi^ I*^* *° exemplify thli

together with loiuiesT rtt ^ ««ennes» to ami^^:
" was conflnned b^ t^e iL*5' '° ^ t*"* Ant wie ,„*^

«»w motto .pp,. ^kS,",^^/^"!. «« TO. S

has all Its varim.. » .
'oaJclaiw caU a sv«»]ri

"*
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So^ r.avXv^.f£ 4 at - -s^"' " os;
always fou„d7hem?obeT"'wdr[, """'"' "" '"'^«

science instead of comm„„ ' " ** *«" talking

Exp^'SSt^VeHrrn" Tnd' » :?„°r
"^ !?«' «»

80 further, and sav "r h.™ k i I'"'
opposed, you

Somersetshire and Devonshire ^Xt'"'? "'^ P«°P'* l"

apples are nrown th.f .u I ' ^""* " '^8* number of
It is aliS^ofnd ?o be he caseT v*''''^'!l

*"'' "^' *»""8.

America. I "short i find it ?„ k
Normandy, and In North

of manktod wherever atfin™ S
the universal experience

sublect." WW- attention has been directed to th-

Jl-i^nabirmr'."j;;erw[tht"'' T,'' "' ^^ «^^
you are quite rSht^th^ln^T' ,*"" '* convinced that

HebeUevS^althou«hDerh«n.H^""°" '"'" '"'^^ •*™'»-
it. that th; more «tensi?/v Irr*''""^*''^^
more frequentTy^nerS. h

'*
K°"°"'

are.-that the
Of the sSle klnd^^Ted at-rhat*th

""'"• """ ''''""''

condlUons under which the ««n,Tl»u ""*" ^"'*'' *»»
the more certato iT thl .wh ? '^"'** '•"^* •"«" attained.

the quXnto'^f^rth: ""Ae' ^ee? thaTtr
"""
^T^^'has been tried under^ sort, ^f ^». *''* «Periment

2:«gr^Tan?.V^L{^K^.r« '^''^ ««- -'t

«e^«''prLs"elVthe''Ln.'' ^^=7*"^ P''"°«'P-'»
more deUMtTmLr^ T m " i"'

*'""8'' «" » ">"«=>>

amatteroMut^tT^se^.f''""".".'"'!"'^ " ««=<=»««•

Wnd of veStion^d\!"P??"^>«^ to every possible

thls^ls done lnternaS;jf an'^a nXrt^' a^m^rcld^
Se^'r^^dtr^a^Taw i^^

*" «-«-- "'n c^mS
absence of^X to theTeiul^nr*"*

P"?"'""" to the
fl«tJoiu. Fot tasUnL If ™ , I

"" experimental verl-

atUcle yod mav^«^ •» ^"""J^*^ «" y" S^asp of an
fall t^Z Znd TtatTa '^' " ^' '^-"Mately
of one «f tto^; ,;^Kii u^?"^ common verification« « lae best established taws of natnn^-that of
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gravlUUon. The method by whkh men of science etttbllih
the eslsUnce of that law is exacUy the same as that by
which we have established the trivial proposition about
the sourness of hard and green apples. But we believe
it in such an extensive, thorough, and unhesitating manner
because the universal experience of manliind verifies it,
and we can verily it ourselves at any Ume ; and that is
the strongest possible foundation on which any natural
law can rest.

So much by way of proof that the method of establishing
laws in science is exactly the same as that pursued in
common life. Let us now turn to another matter (though
reaUy It is but another phase of the same quesUon), and
that is, the method by which, from the relations of certain
phenomena, we prove that some stand to the position of
causes towards the others.

I want ro put the case clearly before you, and I will
therefore -how you what I mean by another familiar
example. I wlU suppose that one of you, on coming
down in the momhig to the parlour of your house, finds
that a tea-pot and some spoons which had been left in the
room on the previous evening are gone,—the window is
open, and you observe the mark of a dfrty hand on the
window-frame, and perhaps, in addition to that, yon
notice ,he hnpress of a hob-nailfcd shoe on the gravel
outside. All these phenomena have struck your attention
instantly, and before two minutes have passed you say,
"Oh, somebody has broken open the window, entered
the room, and run off with the spoons and the tea-pot I

"
That speech is out of your mouth in a moment. And
you wai probably add, " 1 know there has; I am quite
sure of it 1 " You mean to say axacUy what you know

;

but in reality what you have said has been the expression
at what is, in all essential particulars, an Hypothesis
You do not A:noB» it at aU ; it is notUng but an hypothesis
rapidly framed in your own mind 1 And it is an hypothesis
founded on a long train of inductions and deductions.
What are those inductions and deductions, and how

have yon got at this hypothesis? You have observed,
in the first place, that the window is open; hut by a
train of reasoning involving many Inductions and Dedn»<
tions, you have probably arrived long before at the General
Law—and a very good one It 1»—that windows do not
open of thonttlvef; and yott therefore conclode that
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(omething hat opened the window. A second general
hw that you have arrived at in the same way is, that
tea-poU and spoons do not go out of a window spontane-
ously, and you are satisOed that, as they are not now
where you left them, they have been removed. In the
third place, you look at the marks on the window-sill, and
the shoe-mark* outside, and you say that in all previous
experience the former kind of mark has never l>een produced
by anytUng else but the hand of a human being ; and the
same experience shows that no other animal but man
at present wears shoes with hobnails on them such as
would produce the marks hi the gravel. I do not know,
even if we could discover any of those " misshig links

"
that are talked about, that they would help us to any
other conclusion 1 At any rate the law which states our
present experience is strong enough for my present purpose.
You next reach the conclusion, that as these kbids of
marks have not been left by any other anhnals than men,
or are liable to be formed in any other way than by a
man's hand and shoe, the marks in question have been
formed by a man to that way. You have, farther, a
general law, founded on observation and experience, and
that, too, is, I am sorry to say, a very universal and unim-
peachable one,—that some men are thieves; and you
assume at once from all these premisses—and that is what
constitutes your hypothesis—that the man who made
the marks outside and on the window-siU, opened the
window, got into the room, and stole your tea-pot and
spoons. You have now arrived at a Vera Causa;—you
have assumed a Cause which it is plain is competent to
produce all the phenomena you have observed. You
can explain all these phenomena only by the hypothesis
of a thief. But that is a hypothetical conclusion, of
the justice of which you have no absolute proof at all

;

it is only rendered highly probable by a series of inducUve
and deductive reasonings.

I suppose your first action, assuming you are a man
of ordinary common sense, and that you have established
this hypothesis to your own satisfaction, will very likely
be to go off for the police, and set them on the track of
the burglar, with the view to the recovery of your property.
But just as you are starting with this object, some person
comes in, and on learning what you are alraut, says, " My
good friend, you are going on a great deal too fast* How
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do you know tbiif *k
took the ,poo„r? it ^!l!,'l'"' '^^y ""«Ie the nmk,

wards." You woul"^robflhiv ' 1"*"'^ '""'""J ^ atttr-
vety well, but yo«relu,o„if ""'y*

^
W*"' ^at ZtSi

way te.-pot, and .po„",'a?e i^ *? ??' «perience o"t?e
«te. you, hypotheslsTie" D™h/h,''!^ *» *"«»' « any
you .re talking the 11,^8 01^^"..,. * ""'"'" ^"«
•Tives, one of that aood t?„7 ? ' ^'y- ""other Wend
0/ a little While ago'^n^d^.lCf" *"'* ^ ^"^ ^^^^2
•Ir, you are certainly going ot a JlSif ?'''. " °^' "y ^ew
are most presumptuous You .H^f*.^*"*

*''° '«»*• You
rences took place when . yo^w^^fij?'* ,«" these occur-
when you could not po,sih?y hate tal'^"^' "* » *'«''
What was taking place m!L^ ^**^" anything about
Of Nature are n'oftspend^d atii;^,!:"''':

^'"t «*« 'aw.
he that there has beeS some l^^V^" "^^ht? It may
ference in this case." toT„,„. 1 ?' "upemaiural inter-
your hypothesis is one of wwS^ v^

""^ "* ''««'«*» that
«tra e the truth, and that you '"„^°";''J»«'t at all demon-
the law. of Nature are the sLT„k^ " '"*"'• «« thatwhM you are awake. ^' '"""' y<"> are asleep as

Un^'oi^ZnC 'YoTfU'thlt*
""'"'^* ""*«' ««!

you somewhat^,
d^^adva^tl«* ^v™ '":!?''y "«'<J^

convinced In your own mhfw i?^'
^'"" *"1 '"el perfecUv

rtght. and you savrhTm.'. «''*''*'• *""* you we mite
be guided byml^tu^'l^y^^ Wend. I SJ.'^i;
you wlU be klml enough to Hand "il"' l*"

**«'• ««» «
pass. I wfll go and fet»h the pouL " wm."*^

P*™" »« »»
that your Joumev In ini«.I;,f

.

''*^*''> we wlU suddom
•neet with a poMcL«^th"i; '"'' *""* "^ gooTluTy" u
tound with yo^ur P^pl^t'y iL WsT"^'^ ""> ""^a' b
correspond to hi. hand and to m,'^"?' ""'* ""« «arks
Jury would consider those faot^

''°°*'- Probably «,y
verification of your hvDothll f ''*;^ 8"^ «cperi,ienua
abnormal phenomen.'^^^^S^^*''"^* «>• "»« o^"te
would act accordingly:

'"'**^'^ ^ your parlour, and

All the ^pe«tL^ have^d"^^*"'^'^' U^S'.
'-volved ,„ «.o .„h,d -rySSjrin^ --^
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«h«t you are led, in thatca« »^^ *'"' *'^'»nO«- I isy
the same train olVZ^ri^'^^^SZT^'''''''' '>y ««cU^
pursue, when he Is endeavSuX tl h.

°'' " """ »' ««='«"«
hws Of the mo,t occuTt pSmcna "tT'

*"* "'''^ •"'«
Iways must be, the sam« • .« i

^* process 1«, and
Of reasontog w« en^^^^ by r'^'^ ""' »«"« "oSS
their endeavours to discover .L^ «'°" "" ^P'ace In
movements of the heavenly bodies''*""'

*"" '«'"''' °' the
common sense, would employ to'/Zt ^T' V^*" ^"^ »*«
only difference Is, that thJ LJ *!"' " ''"''Blar. Themow abstruse. evlVyX ha. to be'm

"'/''' '""""^ "« "«
fo that there may not be a ll„af. ."""""y *''tc'>ed.
hypothesis. A fl^w or «a^ iS'^o"'''^

»' ""^ '" your
of dally ute may be o?lltUetr no mnr^^

° *"' hypotheses
general correctness of the r^n°,?,

?""""' "« •fleeting the
«rive; hutlnascIenUctarwl'^i"? "* ^'"«='' we may
»» always of Importance, anffi^r/?"!'^' «««" or small,
ductlve of mischievous, f?ot fat "retu"

,<=onstantly pro.'
Do not aUow yourselvestn h. ' .^""^ ^ the long nn.

notion that an h^the ,?ls untn.,f
"'5 ^^ *"« «o«mo"

1
1, a

.
hypothesK It b X„™ 'r^?^ "^P'^ »>««=»«•

»clentfflccondusion,that^?teral? tt?,'i","'*P''=' *" «»»•
But What more have we toS' " „ „1^? hypothesis,
most important affairs of ^luv L? ?i"t*l"*''*

*" *"•
andoftenverylli-basedones? Sothlti f" ""ypotheses,
evidence of «, hypotheXl, suwi^L^.***™'*' ^here thi
examination, we i«^ SJtJ"^^*"^*^ to the most rigid
You may have hySes'^f"^^ E? *""' *««« «>^e
«ay. a he likes, that th« m? ^^Potheses. A man may
that is an hypothesis BnTZtL""^"' ''' ^"'^ "'"ewe^
• swat deal Of time anS attemfonT',:'"* """"^oted
•vailed htaiself of the mo.f rT™ ^ .*" *''* ""hject, and
«»u]ts of the observati^" of'^r'^ *«J««»Pe» ani the
opinion It is probabTy cZ "Lrti"''

"*'''»"« t»"«t In his
to those of Which o^/C^^^h" ,'^^«'*«J» very .ta„a;b also only an hypothesT B^t i L i^* "P' •"<> that
there 1* an enomous diff;rence toTh'' ""/ ^ ^^^ that
h^heses. That oneS is b^JS^"^"* *' *"' two
knowledge Is sure to have a co^^^

on somid scientiflc
that which Is a mere hastv rfn^^ P""'""* ^•'"e ; and

mscove^g cause, hrbeSlalVe^VThT^
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'[y M that which I have <iiit.n.j .

wffl unravel and explain th?m™t«i^,%f*'*^"' ««•.
theMlentlflchypotheM^«dlSviS2?Li^*°'* yon have
to the care and completenSr*^t^,w„T^.'l.P'?P*»'"«««t«
tested and verlfled. It ta in »i.

** "* ''•^ "»«> »>wn
commonest aflaln of pracUci m^!^.."""*" " " *•>•
w«l be toUy, while the Te« „f^ "J^* «"•« »* the fool
wisdom. In all cLS. y^u^'t^^! ^^ »"> »« contato
depends on the paUenM «nT#^...^'i" ^•'"« «' "» «««ult
Investigator apju^e'to Us S^S^i?'" ^"« »Wch tt.
verlflcatlon. ' "^T^^hesls every possible kind ot

bu{ ^TderaL^XrVor.''"'"* '•^-"•'-'•y .•

now turn to son,ethtag%Wch Zrt^ "'*""^' '"-t
more interesting, 0^%* anv «J? '^ ' ^**" '^"^ «'»•'«»•'

towiUltytherewebutfewtW„"*f; .""*' *"«^'«- But
t«t for you to undem^d t&^e m^.?" •""" '"P*"''
the means by which we nhf.i» .

5!"**' procewes and
theories.. vLTgeZui^t'^T'' ?>»•='"•"•"» "^
one. and having dItStd on fi.1^ Z"*"^ •• « P«P«
we are to pursue M™wwi „„?' ""*"," "' *»» "etioS
must now turn to fh. . .S"'y '"* '«»<' *« access. I
Of the natuATf theS^s'Si '' ""^ '"'^W
present condlUon of^^^S^^^ "•^^ "'"It^l ^ tSe

meTat'? STve'^tJre^SL^T *" ^'"' -""-nderst^ad
onjow the present c^K"**°"P»rt. "">• quesUon
wwlves itself toto two <m«Hon?'^ "S*"* **»• "hout.
organic or Uvlng maimer .S^tj^ Pi!

""* '»
=
«»w hw

the second Is : How hLT^ "** *** •'^tence? And
•econd qnestlo; libAll ^~ P«P*t»«ted 7 On tte
on the first one. whatTnW have to «v^^. k*^*" B»t
part of a negaUve characte^ *« "y *«" l>e tor the most

.-he ^-ened^VSI-Cr^SdSi^
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ot tt.'?2*^?o*,1S!'''*T/ «"'••'»• '"''"»- "<»«••
m««^ . J "' '*'•• •"«' inasmuch u then dif(»r

And it .t.V-!i f
P*"""" ""' tell you, and Indeed you wUl

HymeaoeariM. which Is also a cnistacean %»Tk-?, ' J^^
aU the Fauna reduced «t thir^T^S!?^' . *•"** J"*" ">**•

the slightest nro^ofTt^ ' -P*^*' ^« ''»v« •»«>»

that In'rtjrur'u^ta^Tf JX"{k'e,^rr f
"''=^*

scaij^ traces of We. op »bM^^J^J? ^^iT^,
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ta.p^:Ko';{S«'ins„"''"'^« '•"»•.• i»w«kiti.

ta Which wrC't,tAS'"'/'H"* "••-« u!2" tona*:
enter upon 'be UchS^" ^^ ''''• "»' "™« here™

lnh^J,do«„X?^''„;' ^"'^h.rdly «>• done p^5my^if With -yii.g1S;i?VS;'j^'f's;',!:n'"»»'«»^t
•i-e the oldest formi of We * "^ '^"•^^ Mt thete

matter,. ,„ch -. SrbonlTaJd
"^ '^'" »° *^« »5^^

sailnes. in anv «orf «» 1
"''' mmonta. water ^I

to buiii themL Into p^?;r'° '=°'»wn.uo„ «d ?; JSf
matter ought ?? beSn^TveT'*'' '"'' ">•» "»•' ^^S.nobody has done as vet .iw 1^ "" "'"^ ^nn. ThSt
While t>e/ore «nyb^y^doe?^i\*'"Prt It will be .^J

--the .n«er-po.t'plJ„»- ,^,
'- -^

J..
It Is not many vean o««^ ..

^^
Organic Chemistry toV"1^„f ^"^ '""•t "collect thatOf generauons oldT-yo/mM? n^^T""*'

""' '^'"> • coupte
't 1» not manv veir. .»« .

""' **Pect too much nf i» .

lmpos,lbleT?aKe'L„;'"o«an,^*' "^^ "> "• Sr?.*!'My. any non-mlnerol comn„ 5 "'^ compound
; that to to

organized betog «3?T ''^^'^ ^^"^Cd to i^
51" ''now a conSKCbt'oV^ '»»« P^^'o^^
tlngulshed foreign chemist L^^? **' y*"" »toce a dte-

the conditions requWte to fh^??""" '"' "« to pwduw
m«*t '?>e«k mod^y «h^t'^!.'*'8taatlon of life ; b^t ^
Silence has p„t h.r^S"^J?n* rt'tt^ '-°"««t"i.:ji«n iM bottcan ronnd «f tft»
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MAT. Truly ••• would be . bold mu who would vratutvto pmdlet when th« wiU be Mty yean hence.

ttto quertton. and upon which I muit My rfnTwoS^
V??" " •!» of you .were of the phenomenl o7wh« tjjltod epontwieout generation. Our foreSthSri down tnthe ^.nteenth century, or thereabou^Su takiSrd InperfecUy good faith, that certain vegetable 7ndJ.tn,?

Si^ 111 .. r*"*' " y**" P"* P'«":« »' me't in the lun

^hl^r*!"
t» Pol^'y. t»ey conceived that the grX

Ll«d aIh'"??*'""""
8««""on which the meat con-

varlon. anhnal and vegeUble preparations which wouldproduce particular kinds of animal.. A very dtattagubhed
Itall«, naturalist, named Redl, took up th^TuesUo^at attaewh«, everybody believed In It ; «nong oUien ourown great Har>-ey. the discoverer of the circulation of theblood. You wUl constantly find hi, name quoted, howeverat an opponent of the doctrine of spontaneous g^eroUon

•'

t„ Innl' ."f
*
I';
""

l°"
*"' •«' " " y»" ^^ take iTCb,.'to look Into his works. Harvey believed It as profounSy many man of his ttaie ; but he happened to enunclaU a very

W .
he did not mean to use the word in the sense In whichwe now employ it, he only meant to say that every llvlniithing originated In a lltUe rounded p^ticle of organized

that Z'i r" 'i l!
'""" ""* "^'^^-^''ance.SK

lHi„i^^"°*4?.''
"' ""^"y ""^"B "PPO"*' the doctrine

tiJi^H ..?• .^*" °™'' '^""' '""' •»« proceeded to upwt
Ih! ^r. "J

'" "/'^ »*«'P"' ""an""- He merely covered

«L«H i,°f "ir^
''""' '"""= ^"y "•" 8auie. and then heexposed It to the same conditions. The result of this wasthat no grubs or insects were produced ; he proved thatthe grubs originated from the Insects who came anddeposited their eggs In the meat, and that they werehatched by the heat of the sun. By this kind of Inquiry

for hls'traVC""^
''"'"""' •" *''°"'-~- '--^-^

Then came the discovery and appUcaUon of the mlcro-

.T?*K li'"'""""*'
inquhles. which showed to naturalUU

iBat besides the organisms which they already knew asnving behigi and jrianU, there were an Immense numbef
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nU thltiaK Bki^k . . .

Of
. fnr d.„?St th. ^'t^hS".:^"'^. f"*""

"-~^
•n IniinaiM number of Mlmri™i« "?* '«"P"«n«t«l with

headed hen by m 2^,^*""* wn'Mtlon. They WLJ,
•fferward. tolftaSL hv*? ^"'"""^'.-NeedW-^
that ihMe tWn«^*U?'. '••""'« BuOon T^TS^
"•de. It did not matter «,!.-...

" **• ^nfutJon wu
vegetable matter you had o^v ?" /"" '«"' animal

"
«po.e It. «,d >oa would ?oonh.l^

* **? " *» water «,dThey made .„ hypothei, about ?m "'t?'?
"' ">lmalc«l.J

one. Tfcf-v c-M M^i. ;
aoout thli which wai a v»™ #^

hlBh.r^.nu^iSJ^t'o H*' - '!l*
'^'' *^"<'' o^f tt^

•ort of aim UfeX« It whi^h'li !i"f
*" ""^'t^ " »«1 a

condiuon.. wUl caS^e t' ; Kk'up tato .'h'"^
"»"« ^*

«?
Ittle anhnalcules. and they wifi ,^^h ""? ''*"»' <" »>ese

"irpis: - "•• •---'"^s^nrtThiKir^,^

...ai.rarna?Sr.''°"> '•«'"*•«'• Spal-
those of Needham and^ffon ?nH If

'"''^•"« ^'^*'' •
experiment h. .bowed that u'wa. „ f.

"*""' «>' "^'rt-ta
the proce,, by bolltag tl« water "nH^/".'^"^'* *» 'top
Which ,t wa. contalneT '"oh r" J^'Hf "" ^««*» «»
but What do you know you mav be rt ? ^^' "PPonenU

;

the air over the water In thb wr? v^*""*
*'"»' y"> heat

«ome property of the afr r^onil.t
^?" '"»>"><' <»estroyto«

generation of the anh^alcmes
^"'''**' "" *"« 'PonUn^^f

".e rtrhr"de?:l!nho]e*oV?h! '^r '"PP-^e*' to be upon
"though the fact was thlt L«n

*''''*^' "^ *«to dlscr^°
his views. Well. tto. the sWeT/"^..""'' ""* •"«««• Wod
fr»n« time to time, and ex-^el"^*'""''^ '" "« «vlved
persons

; but the«e ev^-J*^ .
"** ^^'^ made by sev*r.i

factor.' n was founTthi?'l?'L'''^» •"" •Utogefh'^rr^
animalcules would apwaS if /»^" P"* "> '"tuslon In whl^
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minute iporei or mm wWrt. J.
«>weIoped from Uttle

t<liittiermore, it has been found that >vn..4-.»«
n tlje m«,„er described .^"".n^wer^!^:?!' """•!

infusiri^ tTt^/t v"*
^*'' cotton-wool, yo« Jia'^^^;
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*»»»« lew yearg after «m. .u

vejTT hotly discussed to Fr^*' *^ «I"«Uon beg* to,,^
professor «t Rouen, a ve^!" ^*'* ''«« M. Pouehet, ,a very rigid expertnent^, •"^j'

'"f". but cert«toly ^t
exper.'ments ofhis own smn. ,™ Published numlir of
to show thrt tt^r^rwintT » ''?'.'* ''•*« ^"'yC^ul
Weil, It was one of th» m-,.. . 5 •P«ntaneous seneratinn
that M. Pouche! took u^th , °'^"?f** "''»«• h, tSfworid
a distinguished French chemL'"^**!""' ^'^'^ « tadT^
question on the other ride^pL^i. *^l''*'"'

'» take up^
that he has published his reSe. . T. «'*'* '° «y. too,
to give you an account of tS^m ^. °i?"' *° """bl" wements which I have w .,"* verified all the exneri
finding those exSdinl .^o^h"

*° ^^-and Cthe mercury bath and thTJnST^^?'..f *" *"« «•»« of
discover their nature in !?. ' ^^ *** '^««" to work to
»e a question of "

empe^tu^ ^^^nl' f"^ "« '«'»<'" ^
slightly alkaltae

; and It 1, ^'„ *^ 1" a fresh state tabut this very slljht SeJee 'AX^ir .'="'°"* clrcumstwce
effect of preservtog the^orB^.^f"!'?'."*'»'' *° bave the
the ah- from bel„| destrovS^ *?"''' ^»'' '"'o It from
Which Is the bolll„gVtotB,f«,t a temperature of 212°
10« When you boll It the" ii^ k

^^°" "'^^the temperature
and If the air wl h whiL'",f

^^^^'"'^ "ke everythtog ^m !
boUed at this temp«at^rin- "-'^^"*"''^''^"^

HeKl-«rPofqa"„t„r"«^ • -ed-ho?

^ound orexarinltto^ ^K?.*"/'"' ">-«=^ "-th, and
*^«ost always covered w«ha te^" n ""]"« ""-^ur^ »"that even the mercuryS ^^^ ."?' '*"*t. He found"att^

; that f«.m ?el„g 00^ P°^"^«'y ^uU of orgTl^
It had collected an lml«

•constantly exposed to the « r
org«,,sm. /rom'th'e^a^'"'^^-"-"",."' these taSlrtl'
be felt that the case was m^f?' .

"^^ *''*'* circumstance,
was not What it had a^eS^ t:?$f•<='!!*^ ^""^ ">o «em.^
to the admission of thMe^„M '

S*=''*ann to be,-a bw
1

acted as a rese^o ?Tom '^^^t^ ^"J
*''"' '^ "^K

p»dC!^«' -"•> "•^'-•^i^an'Sr^.rhSi

o||^.rprrwr„yto*nrr ^? "Perlments Of
^'-ely. Hesaidtohto.s^,.-V^««ghlm^«^-
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dust was graduaUy deposited at the bottom otirThof

1« these starch grains which form many of tho!« hHai!!

C^X- ' " "" "^ "" "^ «°'"5
«i'tiiri!?!r; tJ"

?" " '''°™"' " » tto. rail,

from the air, and In which no Infusoria a« at nr^Zt
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'•fled to bnaV M

"' *-iviNO BEINGS

^to come into OmtMtwS 1^ ^f^" " »• «rtto»
b«««^jubjacted to a w3^^r'-!7,"fr '»"» that irW<rSa
had the MtWacUon^«^/^ ^ twraty-toa, honn^
»>•* been httherto muL SS? "" ^* todlcatloiu ,rf wJu?

ml^tTdmon.tS!Sd*^!h^; fruth of hi. wncludon.
employed. To do thta he t^ ^ ""• "PPwatw he h^
vegetable substancelZrh a,^?""!."*!"^* '>^<^

ST-„°*i"^
'^"''='«' P«paratJM ^^a'^J:****'

"" I»«Aap,
• long tubular neck, with ir„l^e«* vewel hailiaMd bent that long „;crtaio '

sVI"" """"^ "» "5*
ppearance of spontanw.. .-»*" 8"^« "o trace ofm-S
•night be left, «s^ hnelf."*!!"*"'' "o^ever lo„g^?
the beg^ tog 0, the bent™ ck

'
He"^H*"* *P«»«^ ^ftoM to the veMei. and aUow^ thf^^JL**"

'»'* «» tube
*»*• and direct access • «n7^ ** owHnary air to ha»
•ppearance of organ's iS .»

^"^ "'"'» «>' that wa,T!
been allowed to'S'iSng fnC«hT '\f

*«" '-'-^» "^
«ght hours. The result nt u » "^ ''"« "hout fortv-

fhr:^'„""'*'°"''»^'n<'rtclclu^r' «perim«?.

that u that ;:^i,"; s::"d.erc''i?"'"' -« -ct..wch an enormous number of th?.
"^ *'"^<' containh« a continual fog. ^tM L .

'* «*'™»' that It woiSd
»ot there In anything HkettrT'"!: '"P"** *»•« they «^and that an exaggerated vi^^\™«' ^« -Ufht .„pj<^
Ject

; he AoWed that th. .1 ** **^" held on th^Vsh"e -PPeanng ta tous^'.'^X'^r "H^-" »' ^^tSL"
«tlon« under Which they^e,£,?^ entirely on t^^^
to the wdfaary atmosi*e» .^^'^T'' ^ they are «do^
"no, If thfcy are exposed to «Ji- f,„~

^' "'' *» the other
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of the wonn. In the pi^e „, mLT"".." "* '*« "" «>se
Redl, (imply Mrm. i.!!f i^\. *"*• ^'^^ wa» «'uted bv

l>««t. I conceive that, With th^n^H T*^" ^'"" «y «*"
«periment, befo« u.rwe «„C^,"J °' **; P««««^»
conclusions

; and that thlrin^^ ^ *** »^^e at Ui
tlon ha. rec;ivedVSnytX'cf »"»»'--« 8e»er-

^-Vt'hir^^-^J^roVS^ -tlL^ - -y «"*-
matten by the direct mrthod to wwi^^.^r °' "'S^"^"
«mote M that possibility may b^

'"'" "'*^'



THE PERPETUATION OF LIVING BEINGS,
HEREDITARY TRANSMISSION AND
VARIATION

The Inquiry which we undertook, at our last meetino inf„

i?"S?n^[u--irrj^-—

S

^vl toX "'^SanJc beings. The reply which I had ?o
ihl i? .

^"' quesUon was altogether negative andthe chief result of my last lecture was that neltw m.

ttl^TZC'
«^P-'?>-*«"y. <•<> weTpr\''ent°k1,ow any:thing whatsoever about the orisin of living fnJ^r ST

rev.- 'sssK'' •• •" »'™y A»r,ttS

we have put the question as to their origination on one

about them, Upo^n^-jL^e^onr sTaVoT^^^t?edge is extremely different ; it is exceedingly tow ^d
It w M^f''

"' ""^ "*?«'»«"« is certainly most e"?S,s1^e'

Ls?"} ''«i"P°"'We to lay it aU before your^S tiemost I can do, or need do to-nfght. is to take un th!prindpal points and put them beforf you with such ^^^^

two kCs th, « Pfn>etuation of organic bein^ is oftwo kinds,—the asexual and the sexual. In the flr»f th»
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common to the antaal as In thevegetabrworld 4^ '"

and become developed Into Dlants tm. T ground

Among animals the same thine talfst r.io-.« a

iwns. There is the common fresh-water Polvne f^instance, which multiplies itself in this way Ju,??; /^

ii

i!
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Wddjm, a more recondite kind of way Vm, «• .n -

are unable to assume Z „.* •P*7>|'t°^''a by themselve.

brought toto wntaTt l^tl''"!"
"^ /^™ ' ""* " t^^y »>«

J>y the sexual Intercoursi* nf ffcl .JT ' *" know,
the act of Imprecation -^l ^» '*f'*•

•»'' '» «"«>

begins to be divided and subdivM^d J^?'!*"" *88 soon

K would come to «n .„5 » *""'' "^°" *° *^'=ve that
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preserved If you proDaMte It L ». "?* *" ^ "^t*
you resort to thesS mod" ^ """"' °' • «llp than li

stock
;
the head!1?.!Za?Sl »m ^! '"T "'

*i^'
P'^"^«

the tall
; and if you c?t off th.t^i'^ "''"." '••* ^"^V »"«»

*1U reproduce the bSv°"d*,l^h '"'".*".' ""'' ""•* »•"»*

might mutilate ther" ^'i^dm^* 'f""^
*""* ^^^

might cut off the i«r ai tT.^*^'" *''*™* ' that you
the leg or the tSl ^d Z^fT*^"' P^' °' ^'•« "««>; o,
perhaps, cutttaToS^JheT^i ' *''P,1'*"''"* "^•''^ ttaes.

«nd yet'each orthose tt^^^ouwTet' ''^^"
r** "8^

'

to the primlUve tvoe • n^tZ ™ l.1
'^P'"'"*"'**! according

patttag^on a fre'sh'S^d oHeroX^d* oTta^.'T.*' ^^tendtog to repeat and to retu™To the prta Sv^ t^^e
^"^'

peL%"yroi^-iTrt'£=H-^^^ o'

K;ifh:?»tKvS^^^ ^-
the thlsUe does not brin« i^" J^ P"'^*'"*' •»» " *•«»*

Wives, there U always a liJ^s? «^f ' ,*"• '^°»« »"•-

dtotlnct, between chS,^rrd'thT„!!,T "S?*^ ""*
«.tt« 01 f^naia, .„, c^dSl^^ite^o^- ^Luc:
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ntaiaJi-dogs, for liwUnce. md Uidp ofliprtag. In^

{^ ««^o ll^*** f*"''*'"?
It expwMei thli tendency

before, one of the most marked and •trlktag tendenderlrf

t!^S , ^A."" "^"^ «"»"»« and remarkaWitendency to varlaUon. The tendency to reDroducTlS.

r}SS?re;^a:;d^r^rL^;;«rE^^
Jjom that straight line, first to one"fld.".Sftt«t tt':

m^fJ^ri
^""^ *^ **.**' *^° t«<»enc«e« ne«d not precisely

^ITf ,h! iT'^/!T'* '"'" '"»* ^""Jd »«ve been ttecase If the line had been quite straight.
This tendency to variation Is less marked In that mod*of propagaUon which takes place asexnalir- it li in tw

rnode that the minor character, ofSd '„" y^^^stmctur^s are most completely preserved. SUl^lnSl

w. .,1^1 ..^"".l
*"'"'""'** P'*"*' ^ flnl, contrary to

from the primiUve stock-that it produce, .lowmT.different colour or make, or some deviation In om iw^

pLnU
TW J» What I. caUed the "sJorTg^

In animals the phenomena of aMxnal propagaUon ar*•o obscure, that at prescr.t we cannot be sild toWmuch about them; but if we turn to that m«le ofS^T
K^H^tr""* "t"**?

''<"" '^ •*""«1 pro«^ then wefind varlaUon • perfecUy constant occurrence, to a certidS

X^.^JS^?' '"*i""^*
'"^ " "" necessary r°Ut

M S! ?il„l^
»«u«l propagation Itself ; for. InasmuchM Uic tWng propagated proceed. ih>m two Mrganlsms «|
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nor dom the female alwav. i«w^. ,P^ .
"'• P«»nt,

to the female oflwri^,^f'"'*''i "" ">•'• cl««ctef

chM.cteri.tlc. of the famer'w^nv' '^'**'' P""** »•
«f totermwure. .Ld lS.Vr^..^^„*^ -J^^LTirt.

i?^:^i^«i?erir3HHri^^^^^^^^

ri^tr-rt.T3^i^^^^
Who 1. not like either lUfatheTorT. «!?k^ *°w'

'"""y

mamier.
"cogmiea in the mo*t unexpectwl

you have the wme element! to. li.- , ' .
** •Ithough

C«e theofl.prinX-tSXSertaX.Sr°'.JS,.S^M the male Influence comes from the jKi or ^i,.^^*>^ the A. U the male. « i^^U^^^, ?he*SL?'^
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the body «,d th. «t of th'e^.ti*" '^''' "»• "^^rt of
of th. M.r.. Th.^ ,?V?u ,^« «"* "or. Ulc ,how
Of the union of the SUJIlor.ni ,k "'""y'-'he mult
And it U the Hone that hu t^^iJ^* •?*-^' 'hen you
ho.d b more Uk. th.t of t?. Ho^r'"'"'* '' •"'»«»;
the leg. coerw. and the tvw l. .^'J.*!!

'*" "• •"orter.
he voice. in.te.d of b.tegTbrV .The iJi'**"''

•" ^'"'*
the Hor«e. Here, you »ee l» . „„., """""y neigh of
Uke exacUy the i«ne dm,n»! T" ""'""• f'ng: you
combine the «xe.Tl SS?'m " '"" "»"«• *»» you
modified •ccordlngly/vo"'^"' "•""•'• "" ""e re.„lt I.
Miiilt which i. not genenU anS ,?„i^

""? ****• ''<'*«ver. a
.n^lmponant PreponVa^ee^Kt'SlT;?'^:1"^

J

«.nVf *!:*.l|fonT tKr"th.r;H'"'-'«' --«ry
rt«rlng to the production of thenffJLjT*

"• **» '««•
^h«re taken by each 1. diff.™»; ^"'P^S. and that the
each combtaaC bS't 2"for X-"!"""' "-» ""'^ '»'
»«me family. " ™' «flerent members of th*

tho„Tr;u,*'';;:5i*bij;t;rh'e"Si '° • '^'^^ «*-*.-
been venr much exagSteS-w fh." V ^"^ "=""«' ^a.
varlaUon Is produced to .~-». " '* "'* •>»"»>* that
commonly known Mexterai^^Hu? '*'*"*• "^ *»•» "•
*««. *ood. warmth"^d molsJSw^"!"';!^?'" " ^^^P*^
variation depends, to somT «n.. " ^^ '°"« ™n, every
•eetag that ^eryttogTa. a cai.eT.tf

'""'' •="»'""»»?
t«™ '«temal wndltlon," „ow to1 " ."*°-. ' *"* *"•
l» ordtoarily employed p«4o?„u.^* •'"*• '" wWch It
-Won, have a ffie' e^f 1 '' *""» "^^'nal con-
whlch has single nowenT lUTt' J^"" ™*>' t"ke a plant
nourishment. ^nJ'Z^:;:^Zt^^„%^^^ the ^flf'^^'i
flower, tato double flowira .nT»»VT'*"'''' **"v«rt stogie
branches. You may tuSin or «!?' ^^^'T'

*<»«* »»» tato
fa the shape of thTfreit r? °^!?'«7'^»»» modlflcatlon.
•n-Jogou, change, fa this wafS ii'

t*^?^'""""" P'-^uS
bronze colom- which pemnTmeW^ ^"'t*" ""«' «•«?
«y length of Ume ta^piJ!f^J!Ii""*" "j^^'ng Pawed
-ter th. d^relopment oWl'^S^rv:,

.^^chr^J ffi
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«» one of the fom. of ^^•„ ^^J?""*' t^-W. which
•re origJn.lJy only In.tiwU^.S '''''••. •*"'•"» "hat
- other word., into or^n^Ton tf^^'.•?'» I"^««'

«'
thlf tecond cauie of v.h.»T;- ' " *"•' •*••»» ; but
by .nyme.n7S7„g,;'^/**"» "»»ot "• «>n.id.red to be
mention, however, g , v.;, «.*

'J.'j^
""- '"o' > have to

for want of a better nam7 tV.T^* ""•• '* '» <»«• ">«t.
variation;" which m.'aT.' Jh^t Zr""* :«PO»'-"«u.'
anything abouf the cause of nhenom.n.'''

"** .""' "•'«*
taneoui. In the orderly chain of «n.' '!' '"" " •!>•»-
world, there are very few th?„« T't.^l^'^

•""*» '" «hl.
with truth that the? „t .n«nS„ *'""='* " «" »>• «!<«
thew physical matter. -inT.""??"'- *^«'*«l"'y »ot In
Wnd.-e^erythtag deS. o« 1.J5*" "*'"^« "' ••"•

when we cannot t"ace the cluse of^i^°"*
condition,. But

•pontaneou..
'"*' *' Pbenomena, we caU them

a^nor-jithTrtectTrr;""; 'r^^ --
-»t '"«•

»ome two or three caw, h.ofcf. '^".u
*"' "enUon to you

in the«.elve.. andX'because j Z""" ^"^ '«»'«''-•"•
afterwards Reaumur, a fS. F^,n I '"^'

*" "" ""em
many year. ago. m anCsaTwhi.^l '^ naturalLt. a great
Of hatchtag cUkenr-whlch ^a, tad.'l^?*

"""^ "" "'»
•»«ay.-had occa.lon to .^aiT „f^ !f**.."

^"^ """"u*
•troritle.. One very^«^JJ!^, °fJf!1"°"' «"'* '»°»-
»oUce Of a varIaUo7ln^e"o™ Of al^S^"

„«"»« "»<«« "1,
P«won of a MaltM* «» «K- " ""man member. In the
bom with slxlnge;, u^' ":S,\"' ^™"° ^•="'="'' ^^o wa*
of toe. to each of'h s f"T That was

'/"''
""J

'""= """"^
variation. Nobody knows whv hV Vl"' spontaneous
number Of nngersLd tor. and'^a. we don'tT

""" »""'
It a case of " spontaneous "variatronU "T' *' «^
remarkable case also. I select ?h«,K ^^ere Is another
to have been observed and Lf^T'

''*'='"'" *'"'>' ''•PPen
time. It freqnentirhaoDens thl. ^*Z "^'""^ « \he
the pmon.X notice u do noft.J"^"""" °«""' ""t
down the particulars until «. ^Jt^" ""^ «="« hi noUng
to be made, the exact c^c^'

*"«*''• ^"^ hiquWe, com?
hence, multitudinous asm^ .'^'^.r f^"""" ' «"'»
tions. It

1. exceedingly
al^'-e^'Tt^teta^tTe'rriro'iS
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•ble breed of «h«m li,?.u f
•c«>nnt of a very remark-

n«n. of the AncS^ ^r t1^^^ S^eT'ofK"*"' "'' "»
yew 1791, there w«i • farm- „7.h *•' '""'P- ^ *»«e

to M.Machu«tt.. who hS floik oJZn l*:;"!.^'^'Mm and. I think, of lome twelve or Im,*"'
""•'•"''« «'

nock of ewe., oni at tK«Un« tim. l''°
^^- °' ""•

was very .Ingularly fomed *^ hfi '"" " '"'•' *"=»
•hort leg., a'nd th'^.eTeS were bote77 '?°l!:'^y' ''•'J'
by-and-by how tbli .Injill^ va?S', ^^"K*«" y*""
•heep c«n. to be noted, Md to Sive ?h. tn"? "'"^ "'
«t now hai. For the prwent I m. u P™'"'""'" that
ea.e.

, but the extent of^atlLTti?.,^ '."- *"»
l» perfectly obvlou. to anvTni 1^ V * ""^ *»' ""'"•J*
Wstory with ordtaSry aUentZ " ,"" •*'""'^ "»»««
compare, animal. wUhlther.;* ... '"^ P*^'' *'«•
.tHcUy true that thTr. are S^lrl!*Lr„!?^''- " "
are exactly alike : however .iw,^.,^u *P««*nen. whick
in some citato partS ' ""^ ""^ "^'y* "l^*

tc„X'1s^kf„f!''1^!rt;:il'cS;7;'' "",^«««tary
you breed ftom It. when Ata^.m J?

** a variation when
to taterMct variation T 1^!.™ "•*'

f ^ ""y **y «».

menUoned the W,to^ Bl^ a Z.*"*** ?.'
*"«* ^ ''•^«

of what occur.. GraUo KdtetaZ mT"""* ""»t"tlon
he wa. twenty-two year, o tg'e .nd ..''J'

"'^•^''•'"
were no .Ix-flngered ladle. In MMt'oK*

' '"PPOJe there
flve-llngered pirwn. l^^ ';;.'^''t'*"; fh.f^iL^

"» "'«"'«^
children; the first wh« «,?. ^J? . ** "'"^«« wa. four
flnger. aid .Ix t«S'lie hllfather S.'t ""^f'"'

"«• "^
Who had five flnBwr«nd fl.. ^'/''•"'^•'"''''"Gaorge.
formed, .howluH a Un^™*r»' ''"*,""' "' ">«>» *« d^
Andr«: he had five Sn«« '"/f^tlon

;
the third wa.

the fourth wSJa S.&^he h?/fl°-'«'^"« P«^''='
toei. but her thuSb. w^ defo™^" "k'I?"'^ """ "^«
toward, the sixth.

''•'omied, .howtog a tendency
Thew children grew up, and when !.-«

year., they au mSrrled, wd of wtTr^ 7hT" *"."'"'*
«.ey au married flve-fingered ^d^v^^fj^ J^C' ^^^
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tcd Uk. their ff.n"^,^tht.*ti7'*;^:""«*"'' •«• •^-
flnger. anj f.vf t^ c ' i!"

J""'''' ^^ "•<« only flv«

theU w.r« two «lrh with !^?«
'"'* ""^y '»"' «'^* •'

«de. «ndn;;^„S„'lSZe toe!! onTh '!^*. "." '"• "«•'
.h. w.. half .„3 halfThe la, . h^v h^*""' *? ""•»

•nd Ave toei Th. »hi,H I . !• " ""y- '''' -'^
" ""gwi

perfectly weIwo™ed^^dh!!''h*'/°" *"' "~"^='' *«
hands and fe.t ™„ "oi? r.*.?

'^•'' """^ '"lldren whow

finger., had four chUdrTnT ,1C^ .
"'^''"'^ "^•

.ix toe., but the other thr^'wei^^'or^^' '

''"' *""" ^'^^

what would have haoDened if tL.? k
"""""n- Now

W. taw I. tu.a„ . „«, ompl, 01 ulor.^, tod...

1*;^
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yet you see the tendSSiJ?l^tu.«r "' '*.""^t ; „5
that, notwlthstandtagT B^at^Hmi ?° ""** ^^ «> »*">«»«.
the variety contlnuei ItsS? 1^'.'?""' "' ?«"« Wood
Which Ui„gely«„keiwnhH V^ttJ'^*' ««'^'«"<'»
••Id. there was no means nftl,. ^'* '^"' «» I have
««nytag with any btTt flL a'

*'*°"'' generaUon lnt«°
question naturally L^s''usd,"«S;!.^P''«»n». and the
the result of such maS ? 'rL-T^"*

'''""<' ^^^ been
only <» far as the tWrrge„er^Uo„ r"^"**» *"'« «««
have been an exceedingly cuS°.m Certainly It would
faced this matter any furthlr. ^^^ *" ""^O have
n.«Tled. a slx-flngei^^K

Jf th. k
"* •*"*^» '"ter-

have been set up. ^ °' *•« '•""an race might

unJ^^SeTne^tt ISe n^'"'''."?''
** "^ "" -ans an

to the case of Se h Wrigh?°*
P»'»t ^ut what took place

he aniatter of momeuAohta to^Kt^fn'^K" ""PP***" *<>
flock of sheep like that acJw™.^^ ^ ." '"^'^ O' "Ise a
described—and I wfll t^n , '"^ "'^'^^ 'hat I have
Massachusetts wherSetaWriahT"^- If

*'>" P«rt of
were separated by fences and th^S,''^'

""*«' *"« Adds
active and robust wouTn'r^ t **''?' ^W"^ ere ver^
jfculty iumpt^rTh^'e fres'Kr '^'-"t "ucT
As a matter of course, this exuwi. ^f P'°P'*'* *«nns.
of the sheep constantly gavfri«'?^*"*="^!y °" *•"> P«rt

^I^hk"*^:
'«•' •intention? ^Jf?"/7t* Of quarrels,

neighbourhood
; so It occum-n; I i"* farmers of the

Uke his successors, more oX'cutfIk ^^^^' '^'>° w«!
•tock of sheep like thoso LiiT.u f'

*'*•''* '^ he could oct a
not be able to'^fump over t^i fenc«

^""''^ ''«»' ^'"'y '^'^d
upon that Idea He kuJed h/foW r

"'"'"^' """ "e acted
young one arrived at ma^rftv t '^^

«J1''
«' 'oon as the

The result was even more strulff thfT""" ^™"' "•
experiment which I mentionediu^? '!"'" ^ *"" ^uman
Phreys testliles that It alwavs h„

" ""''• '^o'onel Hum-
,

were either pure Ancons or'^ureTrtr" ^'"'i
*"« """P'tog

no case was there any mlxl„„ ofTh, a
"^ *'**''P ' that to

In consequence of thirin the colAT' '^''' *'''' °the«^
the farmer was able to «et a w™T ?i

" "'^^ '«w years,
variety and a large nlier oflTm " « '*'^'*' """^ "'^
Massachusetts. Most unfortunatdvT *"""" '"'""Shout
it w« because they w.e so^^n^.^r^;^r:^*
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no tendency to trespass or Jnn." 'J'^'P' "°<* *<"'««>
breed of sheep? theT^, Z L^P "^''/ences. the Otter
the MeHno^ .^; ^«''X "l^td'to'^SIe'^ f" *° ^""^ »'

are similar to each other AnJll, '?"" *'°'** *•»«

o'T^yltad bX or mttor?'''^ir "^ characteS

pbX^cS^'isL^/;„^^,„^:ri,^„;r'''-^
« man whose wife has the lobe of o^ nf

}^°^^<^^ «'
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uue In dnm D.

enonnou. that prSSabJ^e JLX w"" ^^"<"i »• «
tte size of the head of the i^/** **"« *""'<' «>• •bout
variations In the stnirt„r.i%

*""'*
'

""««* "* very B«t
but a,.o ta the sha*™'KeXu"°^°'?^ °' the'SelJS^

^-i«erve^iSu^'3«/^-^^Bu^^^^ th. Tenier.
that every one of these races h.! f^ ""*°° *» '>«"eve
source,-that all the mort^^'. ""/'*" '^"^ the same
by this selective breedlnTfror^rf^""* ™«» ^-ve arise.A stU more strl^ln/ ca^ T^k"!^ ^'*^'«"°n-
selective breeding, ^d^tinbeH""* """^ *« «'<"'• by
»o chance of that oartLl inf .

^^ '=*'*' ''«*"« there 1,
^udea. has been V„rd^v"r;":.*:Ji,°' «^ to ^"^ ^
—the case of the domentJTi

"^"^'""y by Mr. Darwin
•nay be some amoLC Li '''~°*-

^ "«« "yXre
J
Wish yon to underhand That?n^»

'" "'«'""' /""">" a^d
I would speak with allmL an^^l"'''"* '"' ^-^Ject;
to say that I am not a ni»Z / ^^ besitatlon, as I reoret
"rt and myste^ »dV ff" '""^•*-

^ ^ow It ta a^'t
speak lightlyr^urf4^^8"P»» Which a m«, mn.t'^ot
standing go« to give ^u"?''*'"'"'

"' "^ " ^y ""der-
«<! unpublished Wo^^t^n Xh^rh"' "" ^"""''^'^
*ir. Darwin. " """"^b I bave gfJaed from
Among the enonnous varietv—i k ,.somewhere about a h«,dri"l^J'7«, 'if7" *""« are

-there are four kinds whicTma^be^L^''' of pigeons.

Thei" n^""*** '"mergence, rt one S t'
'^P«««>ting

Their names are the Carrier U,e P^ ^ *"" another,
the Tumbler. I„ the I^m Hf^" ' '"'''"*^' ««>
repre^nted to thek Sve ,^^% ""'^ are 'each
This first one is the C«rri!«/.

** *" «ach other
excrescence „n „, S ' iTX"^ '""'^ ">!•SsmaUhead; there l« a b^'s " ""^ « comparaUvely
long neck, a veiy longl^^'terv

""" *"" '^^ •' " hw
long w^ngs, and si on T^e 's.^^w'''""*

'««'• large feei.
very large bird, with "erv 1„L ?

"'* """^ *» t^e PouterVa
the Pouter bec'ause itl'^n'-Sfe hfb.?V"*" " " ^^
to sweU up by Inflattog it^.h * °* '""'^ lt» gnUet
that aU pigeon, have a ten^-^1?-.J '"""J" tellyou
tte Pouter it is cairleS^Z^Jl° "^' *" "«". l>"t to
•PP- to be ^ite P-d^^rw^^-^S''^
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pumng themselves out In this wav • anri i M-t u , .
•8 droU a sight as vou r«n »!»

^
' .

*''''* " '* ••out
»' these plg^s nuffln» Ih h."".

*° "^^ "* » '^''B' ^"^
this ridlc£^niaS;jeT*

'"'"'*"« themselves out in

most curio^SisttaliKv th?^ """^ ""'*• " '*

taU, Which, instead o?S^£t'^^«^i^^^^^^ «*<=»» ol Its

many more.—sav thfpM, «. ' feathers, may have
some^lth is man?as^orty!tw^ '""^ll'fr *""* "*
habit of SDreadinffViMt /hoY .u ^"" '''"^'^ •>«« « curious

that they'S fomard an2 ?^K'.."^**" '" ""^h « ^'-V
can be accomSsS i bXve It h'',„"t ""r"

' ""'^ " '^s
of great beauty ^ '°°^^^ "P<"> «« « Poiat

of?hT^a{%atlfoHtr''*':'-;'''* '^'"•"-'- -0

Trm's:rit££SLt?v ----=
Sea^-ffe."

'^^'^ ^''^ p^^rbrsidf^^^js;:

XleTeventSem^Tta^rrT/'t "^ no means the

obtain between tS^^S^ °' ^^^ ««««^<'n<*s which
point Of therstruc^'r'wWeh^as" „'? beel^ ^ *'"«"
less altered • nnrf « ^ "'"«-" nas not become more or
these StlonsL Iha^er "" '"" °' "»* "t^^'ve
for Which I rind;bted to mv friTnV^ ^r**

'''^'^*o»»'

great authorltv ^th^^JZt?^ l"^
**"• Tegetmeler, a

"ou examKem by^ndX yoj. wmTe'',"^,''',
"""="' «

enormous difference lj:thl\V;L:lr^^^^^^ '" *'*

obtained from thwe MSS th, , n " ^^ "P°" "'™- ^

-Uferences ^-^twrth^^^^^^f.S—^s ^ti^t

m'.^^
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*ay. a iMitiiioofi -M ..

j^
-"i«u BEINGS

o' the bone, oMhe f^ m!^™^ """ ""« developmw*
^••'e* « good deal • th. l^ "^ " Sreat deal : rtMh^
the length and size ot vS^i^ '^\ "f'y

«« correlation toa kind of Independent v«SS;„"*/ "*'""» »^ to have
Maount ox naked Skin ro^j"th?evL"'^^- T"™ »^
the beak, may varv cnnrJl i y**' ^nd at the basa nt

:C^'^,-''-P^™™,^^.'rd^t^^^

^^m.'^Tr.^-^CX.FP^^-^^i iSt
so In the others, nere «--?"'*''• ""^ Mmparatlvdv
»l^e of the female and tte ma.rA' ^'''^^^. tSTta ttenunu^r and width of the „^!' '''* '""P* »' the body, ttewent of the rib. a^Vf^Vf^'^ "' the ribs, the devdoj-
the breastbone. We mav tntV ?*' »"** development S
fact beca.«e It has be^^Znt^' *r'~2"'^ ^ menUon thi
»>e high «uthorlty.-thrv«Hf« ^.'•y *"«* '^ assumed to
vertebra. The ^1'

J^° ^"°» «» """her of the «crS
'o««;teen. and that wlZout a^^^J*^'? '™"» «'even toof the vertebras of the back or^?t^.'^""<'° *» the number
«nd position of the t^f^thl^ *""' Then the numbw
and so may the number^th7 "S"^

^"^ enonno^
/eathe„ of the wings Aga,V.L*f"^ ^'^ seconda^
•f the beak.^^though t^y h '

1 1 T.^ *" t''* ^«*t «^
3*t appear to go togX^i^haf ?° ""•"°° '« each other"
whoever you have long feet tLi^" '""''' " '«»8 ''eak
ta the periods of the acqSir^m;nt?f^

"*" differences al«,
tte size and shape of the eMr-?L ?"'''" P'^^age.-
the powers of lUght--s„ pS?!h ..""f

"""•"« of flight, and
enonnous flytag pfwm ; ^thile o^T^*" '"^•'^ "avtoj
litUe Tumbler is so caUed h. ' ° *''* "^^i^ hand, the
faculty Of turning heaZverhT^r/'."* extraor^l^
pursufag a disUn?t courM*^!,, '"„*'" "''• ^stead ^^and voice, of the birds miy^ ^"f^' ^,^« dispositions
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lS!Sf' V. r"^** •*"*• VMtaUon or change may not tak.

K)i



THE CONDITIONS OF EXISTENCEAFFECTING THF vv^rZ"''^^^ ^S

"VING MINGS
"^^P^^^ATION OF

thefr kind. CelTn^Tri'^'-^' *'"" '° -p"°S
tendency to vary-to "a^To a il?

constantly recurring
Such a variety, I poS ou? T "" " *" " '«« ^tent!
causes which we do not u„Serst

° r"* ""'«" ""« fro™
It spontaneous; and It mlahf ^* *' therefore called
oeflnlte and ma;ked thing wUhout?'

'"'° "^'^t'"'* « •
tsdf and the form which L«ded it if1^«"°"» ''^tween
that such a variety havtaB on

"' J ^'""'«'- Ported out,
Petuated to some extent and.nn I'""' "'«"* »•• Per-
«tent, without any direct tate^f^r*'

*° ' ^''y marked
exercise of that process whiih^^""' '"" ^"hout any
then I stated further that hv T '^"'"' «lecUon. ^d
^hich presented the «m« w**

"""y *^'"n those forms
Which had arisen ta tht mS^tn" "' ^"^ ^^^
be perpetuated, as far as we Mn^''"~;*'i''„''"*««»n might
The next quesUon TnTu^ *^' '""Jelnitely.

"

J»
this: Is thl« «yCt to th

"" '"'""'*"' »"« ^<" «
the primitive stod^ whfc"e*° *h« TT' "' ^^'l"""" from
of sefecUve breeding rT^^ be produced by this process
wiU be useful to dfsl th^

considering this question u
Which organic beings vii^l

^^^w-acterisUcs, in respect ^

'

fa ?h
* ^^ characteristics ' ^^ '"'' '°«y consider

1 en°deavoS ?Sow y^l^Tv'th^l^r '"^^act eristics,
upon the table, and ly reference ,n*°"' *'^'='» ^ "ad
ascertatoed facts, that thri^ff

** " ^reat many well-C^ers Pouters', td tu-^S^^mtr °' ««•"» "he
their internal and Importont i^A ^^^f '^"^ ^ any of
very great degree; n7oS mi«h?ti""^K '='*'^«'=t'=" to a
proportions of the skun a„d fL ^^""^ "' "='"«8cs «n the

' ^^ '''^ ^"aracter. of the feet
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waller dwZ^fi P„o™°"V„a'^'° "^ '""

Pbovinck to a r, .T. .
^"°"''=M

.
and a> on from a

Mmmms^PECIEs la pracUce, whatever they may do in theory

oemgs, which are separated one from th»\,.i,.
" '"""8

We have seen uow-to repeat this point once more, and

W^e'the^.'XtoS^^ t^'tK^ ^Smflc^Uon of " Sped-."

,«:«
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•U'tinct from each^ther *""' •*"'* "• *"«='" »>«y bj

point for us to consider
^ ^hl* 1* • BMt toportant

olready pointed out to vW^™^^- '""•'=*'"•*•
« tave

ol t.^ breeds Of Pigeo„TaL7f ^lT '"!^'•»' ""^'^
physiological

peculiaritlw _,, TSi"" "'Pt?" ""»» ^elr
tunibltag, In the TumbW-lh. L.*^"!!;"" '"^" of
to the "homing" bWs-JkT., P«='»^'««Ues of flight,
out the tall, Md waS^T ?„

*""** ''•^" «' «P«a«Sg

.0 characteristtc of"^ the Pouter Th'*'*
""* *"• «^«'.

Phystological modlflcatlons «nH • "f.
"" "" d"« to

M>e»e birds differ as much f.^ u
"" **•*»• "'Pects

ordtoanr species do
^^^ *""='» "tJ^^ •» «ny two

phSloCc.}1,^;uS?amf„S?''^. -" '-"««'t.. It fa .
chaseltsprey by s£ht^ t^^f 'll"*

*"' Greyhound to
" by the icenVthf

''h;;*e^''thrT^'l';
t\« B"gle to t«4

propenslty.-and that lefdT the p ^ *** '** wt-hunting
retrieving. These habits and iL»*^''^'""

*° "» ^abit of
of physiological differences -„i "'I'

"^ '^ t^e results
been developed fro^a common'^stTr"!''';

*"'='» '""^e
every reason to believe Tfiutltl; " ""* ""'« «»
cfrcumstance, that while you mav ™n I "

"L"'*
•*"«"'•'

whole series of physiolorical „L« ^*^"J^ "^^t the
a check to your armiment ™^ ''' ^*'»«'"t Andila
where you do flnd^S »d "thT,''

."' '"*» *» « Poin?
proce.«>s. For there Is a most s?„if

/" *1' "P"»«l"ctlve
respect to natural snecl*JLT? singular circumstance in
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the ofl.pri„g blSd fogetheV iou omIT." " ''"" ""*•
•nd If you breed fmm tK ' ^ ? ««>t«ln the same result.

take member, of two dlstl^t . , '^'i^' ^"^ " V""
theymaybetoeachoLr ind '^^^^^^^^^ ^S*"^"* •"»"«
you wUl And . check wUh .^„"°,f^« "•«<> together,
tJon.. howeve" which T Iha iT-T"^"""""' *'"' «<=*P-
cn).. two .uch S, With ,/,t'*.K'

P'-«<"»Uy- K you
y«. may get off.Sg .n^^S c.'^'ortt'fl*';"'-^"'''"*you attempt to breed fmm .iT- ^ "* ""' "°«». y«t. U
Which .re What .Tc'aU^'^iilC'rhat?'T '='""^*

«^n'^t%r<^!rrof\rvF»"-^^^^^^^
at^J thereTlSK^Srat^vr «" "• ""•"'^^

".•3?is "ai't^Sa^'prrrrti" "•"»•' -«•• "«•
ancet and characteristic nff ' ""* **'e">aJ appear-
Jogicany Crf^t aiddeadeKLr'r^ ""' "^y*'^
the reprodu^ve elementf^ecej^ to a^'^'^u'

"»"» ">'

saw to be Invariably the caLl^h ,hf ?"""• " '»

cross between the AsiariHfhf^f
*''* "*'« '»"'e. the

although crosstab fh" Horse wirthe"^ ".'"'" " '"• *"•»•
and Is constanUy done as far i. i

" '* '"^ «"»»8h.
two mules, a mL wd a fi^-i. "i"

'*""• " y°» tie
from them you get^o offsS' ^^ endeavour to breed
WIU take plal^ m" is "ha "i? 7^1," h?.' ' "" ''"^^llon
hybrids bftw^^n two dlJti^ct 's^ed^

'' '"'' ''''^""^ »' *"•

one'^rrniri.^'tb'^ylt^S «'^-<>^,y clrcumsUnce;
logical explanaUon Is th»tT^ .

^^' common teleo-

the blooTresm«ng from the tlLTT '"" '""""^ "'
another, but you see iJ rtn..

'*°"'"« °' one species with
the kind. ^^ 1 no"h^;^Thu'?.S ^vk'^J^*

"'
breed with each other to «Som..k u**

''^'^'•* «=«nnot
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dowesUcated a„C"' */„ «"'* that when yoTtK t

"" n to, that howevn- hi« ; "omestlcated dI0m». .

wm he .„„, to have the h,aS^^
^'el^^sfS^^
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-which are characteristic of the original wild stock, tlw
Rocic Pigeon.

Now, this is certainly a very remarkable circumstance

;

but I do not see myself how it tells very strongly either
one way or the other. I think, in fact, that this argument
in favour of recurrence to the primitive type might prove
a great deal too much for those who so constantly bring
it forward. For example, Mr. Darwin has very forcibly
urged, that nothing is commoner than if you examine a dun
horse—and I had an opportunity of verifying this illustra-

tion lately, while in the islands of the West Highlands,
where there are a great many dun horses—to find that
horse exhibit a long black stripe down his back, very often
stripes on his shoulder, and very often stripes on his legs.

I, myself, saw a pony of this description a short time ago,
in a baker's cart, near Rothesay, in Bute : it had the long
stripe d(<wn the back, and stripes on the shoulders and legs,

just like those of the Ass, the Quagga, and the Zebra.
Now, if we interpret; the theory of recurrence as applied to
this case, might it not be said that here was a case of a
variation exhibiting the characters and conditions of an
animal occupying something like an intermediate position
between the Horse, the Ass, the Quagga, and the Zebra,
and from which these had been developed 1 In the same
way with regard even to Man. Every anatomist will tell

you that there is nothing commoner, in dissecting the human
body, than to meet with what are called muscular variations—that is, if you dissect two bodies very carefully, you will

probably find that the modes of attachment and insertion
of the muscles are not exactly the same in both, there
being great peculiarities in the mode in which the muscles
are arranged ; and it is very singular, that in some dis-

sections of the human body you will come upon arrange-
ments of the muscles very similar indeed to the same parts
in the Apes. Is the conclusion in that case to be, that
this is like the black bars in the case of the Pigeon, and that
it indicates a recurrence to the primitive type from which the
animals have been probably developed? Truly, I think
that the opponents of modification and variation bad
better leave the argument of recurrence alone, or it may
prove altogether too strong for them.
To sum up,—the evidence as far as we have gone is

against the argument as to any limit to divergences, so far

as structure is concerned ; and in favour of a physiological
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limitation. By selective breeding we can produce structural

divergences as great as those of species, but we cannot

produce equal physiological divergences. For the present

I leave the question there.

Now, the next problem that lies before us—and it is an

extremely important one—is this : Does this selective

breeding occur in nature ? Because, if there is no proof of

It, all that I have been telling you goes for nothing in

accounting for the origin of species. Are natural causes

competent to play the part of selection in perpetuating

varieties ? Here we labour under very great dimcullies. In

the last lecture I had occasion to point out to you the extreme

dUflculty of obtaining evidence even of the Urst origin of

those varieties which we know to have occurred in

domesticated animals. I told you, that almost alw lys the

origin of these varieties is overlooked, su that I could only

produce two of three cases, as that of Gratio Kelleia and

of the Ancon sheep. People forget, or do not take notice

of them until they come to have a prominence; and it

that is true of artificial cases, under our own eyes, and in

animals in our own care, how much more difficult it must

be to have at first hand good evidence of the origin of

varieties In nature I Indeed, I do not know that it is

possible by dhrect evidence to prove the origin of a variety

in nature, or to prove selective breeding ; but I will tell

you what we can prove—and this comes to the same thing

—that varieties exist in nature within the limits of species,

and, what Is more, that when a variety has come into

existence in nature, there are natural caus^ and conditions,

which are amply competent to play the part of a selective

breeder ; and although that is not quite the evidence that

one would like to have—though it is not dh-ect testimony

—yet it is exceeding good and exceedingly powerful evidence

in its way.
As to the first point, of varieties existing among natural

species, I might appeal to the universal experience of every

naturalist, and of any person who has ever turned any

attention at all to the characteristics of plants and animals

in a state of nature ; but I may as well take a few definite

cases, and I will be^n with Man himself.

I am one of those who believe that, at present, there

Is no evidence whatever for saying, that mankind sprang

originally from any more than a single pair ; I must say,

that I cannot see any good ground whatever, or even any
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fresh water ; the station A a marine flsh Is In the sea, and a
marine animal may have a station higher or deeper. So
again with land animals : the diilerences In their stations

are those of dilTerent soils and neighbourhoods ; tome being
best adapted to a calcareous, and others to an arenaceous
soil. The third condition of existence is Food, by which I

mean food in the broadest sense, the supply of the materials
necessary to the existence of an organic being ; In the case
of a plant the inorganic matters, such as carbonic acid,

water, ammonia, and the earthy salts or salines ; In the
case of the animal the Inorganic and organic matters,
which we ha' seen they require ; then these are all, at
least the twu rst, what we may call the inorganic or
physical conditions of existence. Food takes a mid-place,
and then come the organic conditions ; by which I mean
•he conditions which depend upon the state of the rest of

the organic creation, upon the number and kind of living

beings, with which an animal is surrounded. Yoa may
class these under two heads : there are organic beings,

which operate as opponents, and there are organic beings
>rhlch operate as helpers to any given organic creature.

The opponents may be of two khids : there are the indirect

opponents, which are what we may call rioals ; and there
are the direct opponents, those which strive to destroy the
creature ; and these we call enemies. By rivals I mean,
of course. In the case of plants, those which require for their

support the same kind of soil and station, and, among
animals, those which requii* the same kind of station, or
food, or climate ; those are the indirect opponents the
direct opponents are, of course, those which prey upon an
i\nimal or vegetable. The helpers may also be regarded
as direct and indirect : in the case of a carnivorous animal,
for example, a particular herbaceous plant may In multi-
plying be an indirect helper, by enabling the herbivora on
which the carnivore preys to get more food, and thus to
nourish the carnivore more abundantly ; the direct helper
may be best illustrated by reference to some parasitic

creature, such as the tape-worm. The tape-worm exists in

the human Intestines, so that the fewer there are of men
the fewer there wHl be of tape-worms, other things being
alike. It Is a humiliating reflection, perhaps, that we may
be classed as direct helpers to the tape-worm, but the fact

is so : we can all see that if there were no men there would
le no tape-worms.
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It Is extremely diffleult to estimate, in a proper way, the
Importance and the working of the Condltiont of Existence.
I do not think there were any of us who had the remotest
notion of properly cstlmatin(, them until the publication
of Mr. Darwin's work, which has placed them before us
with remarkable clearness ; and I must endeavour, as far
as I can in my own fashion, to give you some notion o(
how they work. We shall find it easiest to take a simple
case, and one as free as possible from every kind of com-
plication.

I will suppose, therefore, that all the habitable pa -t of
this globe—the dry land, aiaountlng to about 51,000,000
square miles,—I will si^pose that the whole of that dry
land has the same climate, and that it is composed of the
same kind of rock cr soil, so that there will be the same
station everywhere ; we thus get rid of the peculiar in-
fluence of diOerent climates and stations. I will then
hnaglne that there shall be but one organic being in the
world, and that shall be a plant. In this we start fair.

Its food is to be carbonic acid, water and ammonia, and the
saline matters in the soil, which are, by the supposition,
everywhere alike. We take one single plant, with no
opponents, no helpers, and no rivals ; it is to be a " faU:
field, and no favour." Now, I wUi ask you to imagine
further that it shall be a plant which shall produce every
year fifty seeds, which is a very moderate number for a
plant to produce ; and that, by the action of^he winds and
currents, these seeds shall be equally and gradually dis-

tributed over the whole surface of the land. I want you
now to trace out what will occur^ and you will observe
that I am not talking fallaciously any more than a mathe-
matician does when he expounds his problem. If you
show that the conditions of your problem are such as may
actually occur in nature and do not transgress any of the
known laws of nature in working out your proposition,
then you are as safe in the conclusion you ardve at as is

ihe mathematician in arriving at the solution of hU problem.
In science, the only way of getting rid oi^ the complications
with wh'.ch a subject of this kind is environed, is to work
in this deductive method. What win be the result, then ?
I will suppose that every plant requires one square foot of
ground to live upon ; aifB the result will be that, in the
course of nine years, the plant will have occupied every
shi^e available spot in the whole globe I I have talked
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upon the blackboard the figures by which I arrive at tbt
result :

—

Pkuti.

1

50

2,500

125,000

6,250,000

312,500,000

15,625,000,000

781,250,000,000

39,062,500,000,000

50 in lit year
50 „ 2nd „
50 „ 3rd „
50 „ 4th „
50 „ 5th „
50 „ 6lh „
50 „ 7th „
50 „ 8th „
60 „ 9th „

Planli.

50
2,500

125,000

6,250,000

812,500,000

15,625,000,000

781,250,000,000

39,062,500,000,000

1,953,125,000,000,000

1,421,798,400,000,000

51,000,000 iq. mile the dry sur-)

face of the earth ,. 27,878,400

—

\ =tq.
the number of »q. ft. in 1 iq. mlie J

being 531,326,600,000,000
•quare feet leu than would be required at the end of the ninth year.

You will see from this that, at the end of the first year
the aingle plant will have produced nfty more of its kind ;

by the end of the 'second year these will have Increased to
2,500 ; and so on, in succeedhig years, you get beyond even
trillions ; and I am not at all sure that I could tell you
'what the proper arithmetical denomination of the total
number really is ; but, at any rate, you will understand
the meaning of all those noughts. Then you see that,
at the bottom, I have taken the 51,000,000 of square miles,
constituting the surface of the dry land ; and as the number
of square feet are placed under and subtracted from the
number of seeds that would be produced in the ninth year,
you can see at once that there would be an immense number
more of plants than thVre would be square feet of ground
for their accommodation. This is certainly quite enough
to prove my point ; that between the eighth and ninth
year after being planted the single plant would have stocked
the whole available surface of the earth.

This is a thing which is hardly conceivable—it seems
hardly imaginable- yet it is so. It is indeed simjly the
law of Malthus exemplified. Mr. Malthus was a clergy-
man, who wo'.ked out this subject most minutely and
truthfully some years ago ; he i owed quite clearly,
and although he was much abused for his conclusions at
the time, they have never yenkeen disproved and never
will be—he showed that in consequence of the increase in
the number of organic beings in a geometrical ratio, while
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Of U>« procM* b Ibe tarn* u U iom« person had nurtuNd
the >.ie and destroyed the other seeds. It does not matter
how the variation Is produced, so long as It Is -lUowed
to occur. The variation hi the plant onea t. ted
tends to become heredltrry and reproduce Itsdt ; ^ seeds
would spread themselves in the same way and take part in
the struggle with the forty-nhie hundred, or forty-nine
thousand, .vlth which they might be expose*^. Thus, by
degrees, this variety, with some slight organic change or
modification, must spread itself over the whole suiface of
the habitable globe, and exth^ate or replace the other
kinds. That is what is meant by Natural Sblbction ;

that Is the khid of argument by which It Is perfectly
demonstrable that the conditions of existence may play
exactly the same part for natural .'arieties as man does for
domesticated varietlc:. No one doubts at aL that partlctdar
clrcumstaaee. may be more favourable for one plant and
less St. for another, and tRe moment you admit that, you
admit the selective power of nature. Now, although I

have been putting a hypothetical caie, you must not
suppose that I have been reasoning hypothetlcally. There
are plenty of direct experiments which bear out what we
may call the theory of natural selection ; there is extremely
good authority for the statement that if you take the seed
of mixed varieties of wheat and sow it, collecting the seed
next year and sowing U again, at length you will And that
out of all your varieties only two or three have ^ >d, or
perhaps even only one. There were one or two vaiietles
which were best fitted to get on, and they have kUled o?it

the other kinds in just the same way and with Just the
same certainty as if you had taken the trouble to remove
them. As I '-ive already said, the operation of nature is

exactly the same as the artificial operation of man.
rut if this be true of that simple case, which I put

before you, where there is nothing but the rivalry of one
member of a species with others, what must be the opera-
tion of selective conditions, when you recollect as a matter
of fact, that for every species of anfanal or plant there are
fifty or a hundred species which might all, more or less, be
comprehended in the same dtanate, food, and station;

—

that every plant has multitudinous animals which prey
upon it, and which are its dhect opponents; and that
these have other animals preying upon them,—that every
olant has Its indhrect helpers in the birds that scatter
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in 111 colour, pcrhopi—the mlnuteit clrcujn«tMic«—will

turn the scale one ytay or the other.

Suppose that by a variation of the blaclc race it had
produced the white man at any time—yju know that the

Negroes are said to believe this to have been the c«-.e, and
to imagine that Cain was the first white man, and that w«
are his descendants—suppose that this had ever happened,

and that the first residence of this human being was on the

West Coast of Africa. There is no great structural dlller-

ence between the white man and the Negro, and yet there

Is something so singularly dillercnt in the constitution of

the two, that the malarias of that country, which do not

hurt the black at all, cut olT and destroy the white. Then
you see there would have been a selective operation per*

formed ; it the white man had risen In that way, he would
have been selected out and removed by means of the

malaria. Now there really is a very curious case of selection

of this sort among pigs, and it is a case of selection of

colour, too. In the woods of Florida there are a great

many pigs, and it Is a very curious thing that they are all

black, every one 'of them. Professor Wyman was there

tome years ago, and on noticing no pigs but these blaclc

ones, he asked some of the people how it was that they

had no white pigs, and the reply was that in the woods of

Florida there was a root which they called the Paint Root,

and that if the white pigs were to eat any of it, it had the

effect of maldng their hoofs crack, and they died, but if

the black pigs eat any of it, it did not hurt them at all.

Here was a very simple catr of ' ^lural selection. A skilful

breeder could not more carefully develope the black breed

of pigs, and weed out all the white pigs, than the Paint

Root does.

To show yon how remarkably indirect may be such

natural selective agencies as I have referred to, I will

conclude by noticing a case nventioned by Mr. Darwin,
and which is certainly one of the most curious of its kind.

It Is that of the Humble Bee. It has been noticed that

there are a great many more humble bees in the neighbour-

hood of towns, than out in the open country ; and the

explanation of the matter is this: the humble bees build

nests, in which they store their honey and deposit the

larvae and eggs. The fleld mice are amazingly fond of the

honey and larvte ; therefore, wherever there are plenty of

Seld mice, <ts la the countiy, the humble bee* are kept
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CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF THE POSI-

TION OF MR. DARWIN'S WORK, "ON
THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES," IN RELATION
TO THE COMPLETE THEORY OF THE
CAUSES OF THE PHENOMENA OF
ORGANIC NATURE

In the preceding Ave lectures I have endeavoured to

give yon an account of those facts, and of those reasonings

from facts, which form the data upon which all theories

regarding the causes of the phenomena of organic nature

must be based. And, although I have had frequent

occasion to quote 'Mr. Darwin—as all persons hereafter, in

speaking upon these subjects, will have occasion to quote
his famous book on the " Origin of Species,"—^you must
yet remember that, wherever I have quoted him, it has

not been upon theoretical points, or for statements in

any way connected with his particular speculations, but
on matters of fact, brought forward by himself, or collected

by himself, and which appear incidentally in his book. If

a man will make a book, professing to discuss a single

question, an encyclopedia, I cannot help it.

Now, having had an opportunity of considering In this

sort of way the different statements bearing upon all

theories whatsoever, I have to lay before you, as fairly

as I can, what is Mr. Darwin's view of the matter and what
position his theories hold, when judged by the principles

which I have previously laid down, as deciding our judg-

ments upon all theories and hypotheses.

I have already stated to you that the Inquiry respecting

the causes of the phenomena of organic nature resolves

itself into two problems—the first being the question of

the origination of living or organic beings ; and the second

being the totally distinct problem of the modification and
perpetuation of organic beings when they have already

come Into existence. The first question Mr. Darwin doei
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£vEr= "-^ - - srai't

Sn^I»l ""'"'^ "' *••= ^"""n Empke. becanse we
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how the planets revolve, and how they are maintained In

their orbits, you cannot tell us what is the cause of the

origin of tke sun, moon, and stars. So what Is ibfi use

of what you have done 1 " Yet these objections would not
be one whit more preposterous than the objections which
have been made to the Origin of Species. Mr. Darwin,
then, had a perfect right to limit his inquiry as he pleased,

and the only question for us—the inquiry being so limited

—is to ascertain whether the method of his inquiry is sound
or unsound ; whether he has obeyed the canons ^hich
must guide and govern all Investigation, or whether he
has broken them ; and it was because our inquiry this

evening is essentially limited to that question, that I spent

a good deal of time in a former lecture (which, perhaps, some
of you thought might have been better employed) in

endeavouring to illustrate the method and nature of

scientiflc Inquiry in general. We shall now have to put in

practice the principles that I then laid down.
I stated to you in substance, if not in words, that wherever

there are complex masses of phenomena to be inquired

into, whether the^ be phenomena of the ailairs of daily

life, or whether they belong to the more abstruse and
diiilcult problems laid before the philosopher, our course

of proceeding in unravelling that complex chain of pheno-

mena with a view to get at its cause, is always the same

;

In all cases we must invent an hypothesis ; we must place

before ourselves some more or less likely supposition

respecting that cause ; and then, having assumed an
hypothesis, having supposed a cause for the phenomena
in question, we must endeavour, on the one hand, to

demonstrate our hypothesis, or, on the other, to upset

and reject it altogether, by testing it in three ways. We
must, in the first place, be prepared to prove that the

upposed causes of the phenomena exist in nature ; that

they are what the logicians call vera causiB—^true causes ;

—

In the next place, we should be prepared to show that the

assumed causes of the phencnnena are competent to produce

such phenomena as those which we wish to explain by
them ; and in the last place, we ought to be able to show
that no other known causes are competent to produce
these phenomena. If we can succeed In satisfying these

three conditions we shall have demonstrated our hypo-
thecs ; or rather I ought to say, we shall have proved
it as far ai certainty Is possible for us ; for, after all, there
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Is no one of our surest convictions whicli may not be

kSowl'JL'* u^
"t« modined by a further accession of

th«7^ "
\ r.l ""f

""" " *""*"''» these conditions

o? thr.« 'J/"* ^^^ hypothesis as to the disappearance
of the tea-pot and spoons In the case I supposed In a

^^mIT l"*i, ^^ '"""'' that our hypothesis on that

«M.d rVr^V""" ^^"- ''"'"•** the^upposed cause
ratlsted m nature, because It was competent to account

„..„
phenomena, and because no other known causewas competent to account for them ; and it Is upon similargrounds that any hypothesis you choose to name te accXj

in science as tenable and valid.
What is Mr. Darwin's hypothesis? As I apprehend

cJZ. ""'"' P"lu" '"/» " '""P* «"»« convenient forcommon purposes than I could And verbatim In his book

^^orin^n ""* "'
K'''^' " '*• *''^* ^» the phenomenaof organic nature, past and present, result from, w are

^«^, ^,^1" *"ter-actlon of those properties of organic

»»WK ''r?*"''
"*' ^^""^ •=""'" Atavism and Varmbiuty.

^v.^'f^"'*?!"'"
o" Existence; or. In other words,

^r^^, » "^'"tence of organic matter, lu tendency totransmit its properties, and its tendency occasionally tovary
;

and, lastly, given the conditions of existence by
fn-tT. '"^''"ll

""*"" ** surrounded-that these put
il^}uf' "*. ^•'^ ""*** °* the Present and of the Pwtconditions of Oroanic Nature.
Such is the hypothesis as I understand it. Now letns sec how it will stand the various tests which I laid

faTJ^f tK'"'-„^"
*"' °"* P""=*' <•» these supposedcauses of the phenomena exist In nature? Is It thefact that In nature these properties of organic matter

w. hi™"" «nf ,::"">hUity-and those phenomena whichwe have called the conditions of existence.—Is It true thatthey exist ? Well, of course. If they do not existr^ Sa{
I have told you In the last three or four lectures mustbe tocorrect, because I have been attempting to prove

i^i \^. •""'*• *"•* ^ take It that there Is abundant
evidence that they do exist ; so far. therefore, the by^^thesis does not break down.

-jk"-

1
^^ ^

i*** "f** P'^*=^ '=<*"'«' """ch more dlfflcult

l?.^^.\r*w
*''* ""'*' bidlcated competent to give

rise to the phenomena of organic nature ? I suspect that
this is indubitable to a certahi extent. It Is demonstrable.
I think, as I have endeavoured to shew you, that they are

i i
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perfectly competent to give rise to aU the phenomena

which are exhibited by Racks In nature. Furthennore,

I believe that they are quite competent to account lor all

that we may call purely structural phenomena which are

exhibited by Species in nature. On that point also I have

already enlarged somewhat. Again, I think that the

causes assumed are competent to account lor most ol the

physiological characteristics ol species, and I not only

think that they are competent to account lor them, but

I thhiu that they account lor many things which other-

wise remahi whoUy unaccountable and inexplicable, and

I may say incomprehensible. For a luU exposlUon ol the

grounds on which this conviction is based, I must reler

you to Mr. Darwin's work ; all that I can do now is to

Ulustrate what I have said by two or three cases taken

almost at random.

I drew your attention, on a previous evening, to the

lacts which are embodied In our systems ol aasslflcatlon,

which are the results ol the examination and comparison

ol the different members ol the animal kingdom one with

another. I mentioned that the whole ol the anhn^

khigdom Is divisible Into five sub-kingdoms ; that each

ol these sub-khigdoms is again divisible into provinces ;

that each province may be divided into classes, and the

classes Into the successively smaUer groups, orders, lamiUes,

genera, and species.

Now, In each ol these groups, the resemblance In structure

among the members ol the group Is closer In proportion

as the group is smaller. Thus, a man and a worm are

members ol the animal kingdom in virtue ol certahi

apparenUy slight though really lundamental resemblances

which they present. But a man and a flsh are membera

ol the same Sub-kingdom Vertebrata, because they are much

more Uke one another than either ol them is to a mona,

or a snail, or any member ol the other sub-kingdoms. For

simUar reasons men and horses are arranged as members ol

the same Qass, Mammalia; men and apes as members

ol the same Order, Primates ; and II there were any anhnals

more like men ' lan they were like any ol the apes, and yet

dlflerent Iron, men hi Important and constant partlciUars

of thek organization, we should rank them as members

of the same FamUy, or ol the same Genus, but as ol distinct

Species. , . - <

That it U possible to arrange all the vwled lormi ol
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mfmalt into groups, having this sort of sfaignlar subvir^dInaUon one to the other, Is a very remarkable circum-
stance

;
but, as Mr. Darwin remarks, this Is a result

which Is quite to he expected. If the principles which helays down be correct. Take the case of the races which

™^ Tl.I.°
•'* produced by the operation of aUvlsmand variabait3% and the conditions of existence whichcheck and modify these tendencies. Take the case of th«

pigeons that I brought before you: there It was shown
that they might be aU classed as belonging to some oneof Ave principal divisions, and that within these divisions
other subordinate groups might be foimed. The membersOf these groups are related to one another In Just thesrnne way as the genera of a family, and the groups them-
selves as the families of an order, or the orders of a cla« :While all have the same sort of structural relaUons with thewild rock-pigeon, as the members of any great naturalgroup have with a real or Imaginary typical form. Now
I'inT '""^ '^ ^•^'''"''' °' P*eeons of every kind have

stock the rock-pigeon
; hence, you see. that If aU specie*of anhnals have proceeded from some common stock~the

fv^f^";! f™,""";-"'
"'*'' structural relaUons, and of oursystems of classlflcaUon, which express those relations,would be just what we And them to be. In oth« word^

i«!j7^.°*^.'"?' r*" "• «> '"• competent to pSeflecU shwilar to those of the real cause.
P™""*:*

Take, again, another set of very remarkabl? facts.—the existence of what are called rudtaientary oroaki.organs for which we can find no obvious use, to the^
"wc^rrhere."""""''

'" """' ^"'^ "" '"•««'• "«'>*»

^w^r *"! "P""'-'"'*' ''0"« »n the leg of the horse.

»H^^ K^*^ '^* ''°"' ""^ ''''*'='' correspond with bone*

r»„H i"^"
*° *="'"*" **"^' "»«* ""Scr* »" the humM

nfrfiiJ^
'*""•.

-f
*"" '•""^ y" ^ they are qulUrudimentaiy, and bear neither toes nor Angers ; so thatthe horse has only one " finger" to his fore-fooi and «»

.w .K
^ ?*' hind-foot. But It U a veiy curious thtogthat the anhnals closely allied to the horse show more to4than he; «s the rhinoceros, for tostance: he has these

^1,^%T".'"™""*' ""* """'o'-lcal facts show v^
^^n^"' '"

.1
^«y,«="»«>y 'Stated to the horse IndeeZSo we may say that anhnals. to an anatomical sense nearly
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related to the horse, have those parti which are mdlmentanr

In hbil, tully developed.

Again, the sheep and the cow have no cnttlng-teeth,

but only a hard pad In the upper Jaw. That is the common
characteristic ol ruminants in general. But the ealt has

In Its upper Jaw some rudiments of teeth which never are

developed, and never play the part of teeth at all. Well,

If you go back In thne, you find some of the older, now

extinct, allies of the ruminants have well-developed teeth

In theh- upper jaws ; and at the present day the pig (which

Is in structure closely connected with ruminants) ha!«

well-developed teeth in its upper Jaw; so that here is

another Instance of organs well developed and very useful,

in one animal, represented by rudimentary organs, for

which we can discover no purpose whatsoever, in another

closely allied animal. The whalebone whale, again, has

homy " whalebone " plates in iU mouth, and no teeth

;

but the young foetal whale, before it is bom, has teeth in

its Jaws ; they, hqwever, are never used, and they never

come to anything. But other members of the group to

which the whale belongs have well-developed teeth in

both Jaws.

Upon any hypothesis of special creation, facU of this

kind appear to me to be entirely unaccountable and

inexplicable, but they cease to be so if you accept Mr.

Darwin's hypothesis, and see reason for believing that

the whalebone whale and the whale with teeth in Its

mouth both sprang from a whale that had teeth, and

that the teeth of the foetal whale are merely remnants

—recollections, if we may so say—of the extinct whale.

So in the case of the horse and the rhinoceros : suppose

that both have descended by ni dification from some

eaiiier form which had the normal number of toes, and

the persistence of the rudimentary bones which no longer

support toes in the horse becomes comprehensible.

In the language that we speak in England, and in the

language of the Greeks, there are identical verbal roots,

dr elements entering Into the composition of words. That

fact remains unintellipible so long as we suppose English

and Greek to be independently created tongues ; but

when It b shown that both languages are descended from

one original, the Sanscrit, we give an explanaUon of that

resemblance. In the same way the existence of idenUcal

•tmctural roots, if I may to term them, entering into the
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oompoilUon of wlddy different animab, U striking evldcnee
in favour of the descent of those animals from a common
original.

To tnm to another Icind of illustration :—If you regard
the whole series of stratified rock»—that enormous thickness
of sixty or seventy thousand feet that I have mentioned
before, constituting the only record we have of a most
prodigious lapse of time, that time being, in oil probability,
but a fraction of that of which we have no record;—if
you observe in these successive strata of rocks successive
groups of animals arising and dying out, a constant suc-
cession, giving you the same kind of impression, as you
travel from one group of strata to another, as you would
have in travelling afrom one country to another ;—when
you find this constant succession of forms, their traces
obliterated except to the man of science,—when you look
at this wonderful history, and ask what it means, it is
only a paiterbig with words if you are offered the reply,—
' They were so created.'

But If, on the other hand, you look on all forms of
organized bein^ as the results of the gradual modification
of a primiti ^ type, the facts receive a meaning, and you
see that these older conditions are the necessary pre-
decessors of the present. Viewed in this light the facta
of palaeontology receive a meaning—upcA any other
hypothesis, I am unable to see, in the slightest degree,
what knowledge or signification we are to draw out of them.
Again, note as bearing upon the same point, the singular
likeness which obtains between the successive Faume and
Florae, whose remahis are preserved on the rocks: yo;
never find any great and enormous difference betweei.
the immediately successive Faunn and Flora, unless you
have reason to believe there has also been a great lapse
of time or a great change of conditions. The animals, for
instance, of the newest tertiary rocks, in any part of the
world, are always, and without exception, found to be
dosely allied with those which now live in that part of the
world. For example, in Europe, Asia, and Africa, the
large mammals are at present rhinoceroses, hippopotamuses,
elephants, lions, tigers, oxen, horses, etc. ; and if you
examine the newest tertiary deposits, which contain the
animals and plants which Immediately preceded those
wbidb now exist in the same country, you do not find
gigaatie specimens of ant-eaters and kangarooa, hot yoa
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And rhinoceroMS. elephanU, lloni, tigers, etc.,—of dUIerent
•pecle* to thoM now living,—but still their dose alliet. U
you turn to South America, where, at the present day, we
have great sloths and armadilloct and creature* of that
kind, what do you nnd in the newest tertiariesT You
And the great sloth-lilce creature, the Megatherium, and
the great armadillo, the Clyptodon, and so on. And lit you
go to Australia you And the same law holds good, namely,
that that condition of organic nature which has preceded
the one which now exists, presents dUIcrences perhaps of
species, and of genera, but ' hat the great types of or;!anlc
structure are the same as those which now flourish.

What meaning has this fact upon any other hypothesis
or supposition than one of successive modiflcation ? But
if the population of the world, in any age, ii the result
of the gradual modiflcation of the forma which peof ed
it in the preceding age,—if that has been the case. It ta

intelligible enough; because we may expect tliat the
creature that results from the modLQcation of an elephantine
mammal shall be something lllce an elephant, and the
creature which is produced by tlie modiflcation of an
armadillo-like mammal shall be like an aimadllio. Upon
that supposition, I say, the facU are intelligible; upon
any other, that I am aware of, they are not.

So far, th< facts of paleontology are consistent with
almost any form of t'.e doctrine of progressive modiflcation

;

they would not be absolutely inconsistent with the wild
speeulaUons of De Malllet, or with the less objectionable
hypothesis of Lamarck. But Mr. Darwln'i views have
one peculiar merit ; and that is, that they are perfectly
consistent with an array of facts which are utterly incon-
sistent with and fatal to, any other hypothesis of progressive
modiflcation which has yet been advanced. It is one
remaricable peculiarity of Mr. Darwin's hypothesis ttiat it

involves no necessary progression or Incessant modiflcation,
and that it is perfectly consistent with the persistence
for any length of time of a given primitive stock, con-
temporaneously with its modifications. To return to
the case of the domestic breeds of pigeons, for e:cample

;

you Iiave the Dove-cot pigeon, which closely resembles
the Rode pigeon, from which tliey all started, existing
at the same time with the others. And if species are
developed in the same way in nature, a primitive stock
and Its modficatioiu may, occasionally, all find tlie con>
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dltloni fitted for their existence ; and thougb they come
Into compcUUon, to a certain extent, wllh one another,
the derlvaUve spedei may not necetsarlly extirpate the
primitive one, or oiee uenA.
Now palcnntology showi ui many tacts which are

perfccUy barm<mlous with these observed ellecU of the
process by which Jr. Darwin supposes species to have
originated, but which appear to me to be totaUy inconsisUnt
with any other hypothesis which has been proposed.
There are some groups of animals and planU, la the fossil
world, which have been said to l>clong to " persistent types "
because they have persisted, with very iitUe change indeed
through a very great range of time, while everything about
them has changed largely. There are families of flsheg
whose type of construcUon has persisted all the way from
the carboniferous roclc right up to the creUceous ; and
others which have lasted through ahnost the whole range
of the secondary rocks, and from th'. lias to the older
terUaries. It Is something stupendous this—to consider
• genus lasthig without essential modlflcaUons through
aJ this enormous lapse of time whUe almost everything
else was changed and modified.

IP"*
I have no doubt that Mr. Darwin's hypothesis

wlU be found competent to explain the majority of the
phenomena exhibited by spccie« in nature; but in an
earUer lecture I spoke cautiously wlih respect to Its power
«• «Pl"'^»lng aU the physiological peculiarities of species.

There is. In fact, one set of these pcculiarilles which the
theory of selecUve modiflcation, as it stands at present.
Is not wholly competent to explain, and that is the group
of phenomena which I mentioned to you under the name
of Hybridism, and which I erpialncd to consist in the
steriUty of the offspring of certain species when crossed
one with another. It matters not one whit whether this
SteriUty Is universal, or whether iJ exists only in a single
case. Every hypothesis Is bound to explain, or, at any
rate, not be inconsistent with, the whole of the facta
which It professes to account for ; and if there is a sing-j
one of these facts which can be shown to be inconsistent
with (I do not merely mean inexplicable by, but contrary
to) the hypothesis, the hypothesis falls to the ground,—
it Is worth nothing. One fact with which it is positively
Inconsistent b worth as much, and as powerful hi negativing
the hypothesis, »s five hundred. If I am right In thus
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denning the obUgatloni or an hypotheeU, Mr. Dwwtn, In
order to place his view* beyond the reach of all pouible
ananlt, ought to be able to demonstrate the ponlbillty
of developing from a particular stock tiy selective breeding,
two forms, which should either be unable to cross one
with another, or whose cross-bred offspring should be
Infertile with one another.

For, you see, If you have not done that you have not
strictly fulfllled all the conditions of the problem ; you
have not shown that you can produce, b> the cause assumed,
an the phenomma which you have in nature. Here are the
phenomena of Hybridism staring you in the face, and
you cannot say, ' I can, by selective modiflcation, produce
these same results.' Now, it is admitted on all hands that,
at present, so far as experiments have gone, it has not
been found possible to produce this complete physiologiciU
divergence by selective breeding. I sUted this very
clearly before, and I now refer to the point, because, if it

could l» p-oved, not only that this has not been done,
but that it cannot be done ; if it could be demonstrated
that it is iviposslble to breed selectively, from any stock, a
form which shall not breed with another, produced from
the same stock ; and if we were shown that this must
be the necessary and inevitable result of all experiments,
I hold that Mr. Durwin's hypothesis would be utterly
shp< lered.

But has this been done 7 or what is really the state of
the case 7 It is simply that, so far as we have gone yet
with our breeding, we have not produced from a common
stock two breeds which are not more or less fertile with one
another.

I do not know that there is a single fact which would
justify any one in saying that any degree of sterility has
been observed between breeds absolutely known to have
been produced by selective breeding from a common stock.
On the other hand, I do not know that there is a single
fact which can justify any one in asserting that such
sterility cannot be produced by proper experimentation.
For my own part, I see every reason to lielieve that it may,
and will be so produced. For, as Mr. Darwin has very
properly urged, when we consider the phenomena of
sterility, we find they are most capricious; we do not
know what it b that the sterility depends on. There are
ome animals which iKill not breed in captivity ; whether
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It arlKji turn tht dmple fact of their being tbnt np and
deprived of their liberty, or not, <»e do not know, but
they certainly will not breed. Whut an aitoundlng thing
thto Is, to And one of the most Important of all functions
annihilated by mere Imprisonment I

So, again, there are cases known of animals which have
been thought by naturalisU to be undoubted species, which
have yielded perfectly fertile hybrids; vhUe there are
other species which pi .nt what everybody believes to
be varieties* which are more or less InfertUe with one
another. There are other cases whirh are truly extra-
ordinary

; there U one, for example, which bar, been
carefully examined,—of two kinds of sea-weed, or which
the male element of the one, which we may call A, fertllUes
the female clement of the other, B ; while the mal>i element
of B wUl not fertUize the female element of A ; so that,
while the former experiment seems to show us that they
are varletiu, the Utter leads to the conviction that they
are $peeiei.

ViTjen we sec how capricious and uucertaln this sterility Is,

how unknown the conditions on which It depends, I say
that we have no right to afflnn that those comiiUons will
not be better understood by and by, and we have nu ground
for supposing that we may not be able to experiment
so as to obtain that crucial result which I mentioned
Just now. So that though Mr. Darwin's hypothesis does
not completely extricate us from this difficulty at present,
we have not the least right to say It will not do so.
There Is a wide gulf between the thing you cannot

explain and the thing that upsets you altogether. There
is hardly any hypotheste In this worid which has not some
fact In connection with It which has not been explained,
but that Is a very diilcrent affair to a fact that entirely
opposes your hypothesis ; in this case all you can say Is,

that your hypothesis Is In the same position as a good
many others.

Now, as to the third test, that there are no other causes
competent to explain the phenomena, I explained to you
that one should be able to say of an hypothesis, that no
other known causes than those supposed by It are competent

* And as I conceive with very good reason ; but it any objector
urges that we cannot prove that they huve been produced by artl-
Oeial or natural selection, the objr^ at be admitted—ultra-
aeoptical as it Is. But In science, > iU jn is a duty.
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to giTt rlM to the phenomena. H«re, I think, Mr. Donrin'k
view b pretty strong. I really believe that tho altemativo
1* either Darwinism or nothing, for I do not know of any
rational conception or theory of the organic universe which
has any sclentlfle position at all beside Mr. Darwin's. I
do not know of any proposition that has been put before
us with the intention of explaining the phenomena of
organic nature, which has in its favour a thousandth
part of the evidence which may be adduced in favour
of Mr. Darwin's views. Whatever may be the objections
to his views, certainly all others are absolutely out of court
Take the Lama'cklan hypoth' , for example. Lamarck

was a great naturalUt, and U ^ certain extent went the
right way to work ; he argued from what was undoubtedly
• true cause of some of the phenomena of organic nature.
He 'aid it is a matter of experience .hat an animal may be
modlfled more or less in consequence of its desires and
consequent actions. Thus, if a man exercise himself at «
blacksmuh, his arms wUl become strong and muscular;
such organic modlfleatlon is a result of this particular
action and exercise. Lamarck thought that by a \v.y
stanple supposition based on this truth he could exidaln
the origin of the various animal species ; he s^id, for
examplt!, that the short-legged bh^ which L /n.nsh,
had been converted into the long-legged waders . desbing
to get the flsh without wetting their feet, and so i etching
their legs more and more through surcesslve gent itlons.
It Lamarck could have shown experlrucntally, that even
races of anhnals could be produced in this way, there
might have been some ground tor his specidatlons. But
he could show nothing of thi !(lnd, and his hypothesis has
pretty well dropped Into obi. < Ion, as it deserved to do.
I said in an earUer lecture that there are hypotheses and
hypotheses, and when people tell you that Mr. Darwin's
strongly-based hypothesis is nothing but a mere modification
ot Lamarck's, you will know what to think of their capacity
for formhig a Judgment on this subject.
But you must recollect 'hat when I say I think it is

either Mr. Darwin's hypothesis or nothing ; that either
we must take his view, or look upon the whole ol wganic
nature as an enigma, the meaiang of which is wholly hidden
from us ; you must understand that I mean that I accept
It provisionally, in exactly the same way as I accept any
other hypothesis. Men of science do not pledge themselvea
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to ortMb ; tbey m bound by aillclM of no lort ; thrre
I* not a ttttglo bcUat that It U not a bounUen duty wlih
tbcm to bold with a light hand and to part with It, chterfully,
tba moment It U nally proved to be contrary' to any fact,
great or tmall. And If In courM of time I ice good reatont
for mch a proceeding. I thall have no heeltatlon In coming
before you. and pobiting out any change In my opinion
without finding the illghtett occation to blush for m doing.
So I lay that we accept tbla view a« we accept any other,
(o long ai It will help ui, and we feci bound to retain It
only to long ai It will «erve our great purpoM—th> iprove-
ment of Man's estate and the widening of his knowledge.
The moment this, or any other conception, ceatet to be
useful for these purposes, away with It to the four winds i

we care not what becomes of it i

But to say truth, although It has been my business to
attend closely to the controversies roused by the pubUcatloa
of Mr. Darwin's book, I think that not one of the enormous
mass of objections and obstacles which have been raised
Is of any very great value, except that sterility case which
I brought before you Just now. All the rest are misunder-
standings of some sort, arising either from prejudice, or want
of knowledge, or still more from want of patience and care In
rending the woric.

For you must recollect that It is not a book to be read
with as much ease as its pleasant style may lead you Ui
imagine. You spin through It as If it r re a novel tht
first time you read it, and think you knew all about it

;

tlie second time you read It you think you know rather less
about It ; and the third time, you r.re amazed to find
how Utile you have really apprehended its vast scope and
objects. I can positively say that I never take it up without
finding In It some new view, or light, or suggestion that
I have not noticed before. That is the best characteristic
of a thorough and profound book: and I believe this
feature of the Origin of Spetla explains why so many
persons have ventured to pass Judgment and criticisms
upon it which are by no means worth the paper they are
written on.

Before concluding these lectures there is one point to
which I must advert,—though, as Mr. Darwin has said
nothing alHMtt man in his book, it «onccms myself rather
than hlm>—fori have strong maintained on sun^i^
occasions that if Mr. Darwin's views are sound, they apply
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w much to man as to the lower mammali, seeing tbat It
is perfeoUy demonstrable tJiat tlie structural difleiciices
wliich separate man from tiie apes are not greater than
those which separate some apes from others. There
cannot be the slightest doubt in the world that the argu-
ment which applies to the huprovement of the hor«e from
an earUer stock, or of ape from ape, applies to the improve-
ment of man from some simpler and lower stock than man.
There Is not a single faculty—functional or structural,
moral. Intellectual, or Instinctive,—there is no faculty
whatever that is not capable of improvement ; there is no
faculty whatsoever which does not depend upon structure,
and as structure tends to vary, it is capable of being
Improved.
WeU, I have taken a good deal of pains at various thnes

to prove this, and I have endeavoured to meet the objections
of those who maintain, that the structural diHerences
between man and the lower animals are of so vast a
character and enormous extent, that even if Mr. Darwin's
views are correct, you cannot imagine this particular
modiflcation to take place. It is, in fact, easy matter to
prove that, so far as structure is concerned, man diOers to
no greater extent from the anbnals which are immediately
below him than these do from other members of the same
order. Upon the other hand, there is no one who estimates
more highly than I do the dignity of human nature, and
the width of the gulf in intellectual and moral matters,
which lies between man and the whole of the lower creation.
But I And this very argument brought forward vehe-

mently by some. " You say that man has proceeded
from a modification of some lower animal, and you take
pains to prove that the structural differences which are
said to exist In his brain do not exist at all, and you teach
that all functions, Intellectual, moral, and others, are the
expression or the result. In the long run, of structures, and
of the molecular forces which they exert." It Is quite
true that I do so.

" Well, but," I am told at once, somewhat triumphantly.
" you say in the same breath that there Is a great moral
and Intellectual chasm between man and the lower animals.
How is this possible when you declare that moral and
Intellectual characteristics depend on structure, and yet
tell us that there is no such gulf between the structure of
man and that of the lower aaimals 1

"
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I think that objection b based upon a misconception ol
tie real relaUons which exist between structure and
fanctlon, between mechanism and work. Function is the
expression ol molecular lorces and arrangements no doubt

;

but, does it follow from this, that variation In function so
depends upon variation in structure that the former It
always exacUy proportioned to the latter 7 If there is no
such relation, If the variation in funcUon which follows on
a variation in structure, may be enormously greater than
tne variation of the structure, then, you see, the objection
falls to the ground.
Take a couple of watches—made by the same maker,

and as completely alike as possible ; set them upon the
table, and the funcUon of each—which is Its rate of going—will be performed in the same manner, and you shall
be able to distinguish no diilerence between them ; but
let me take a pair of pincers, and if my hand is steady
enough to do It, let me just lightly crush together the
bearings of the balance-wheel, or force to a slightly dlflerent
angle the teeth of the escapement of one of them, and of
course you know the fanmediate result will be that the
watch, so treated, from that moment will cease to go.
But what proportion is there between the structural
alteration and the functional result 7 Is it not perfecUy
obvious that the alteraUon Is ol the minutest kind, yet
that slight as It Is, It has produced an biflnlte difference In
the performance of the functions of these two Instruments ?

Well, now, apply that to the present question. What is
It that constitutes and makes man what he is 7 What
Is It but his power ol language—that language giving him
the means of recording his experience"— making every
generation somewhat wiser than its predecessor,—more in
accordance with the established order of the universe ?
What Is it but this power of speech, of recording experi-

ence, which enables men to be men—looking before and
after and. In some dim sense, understanding the working
of this wondrous universe—and which distinguishes man
from the whole of the brute world 7 I say that this func-
tional difference is vast, unfathomable, and truly innnite
In Its consequences ; and I say at the same time, that it
may depend upon structural differences which shall be
absolutely inappreciable to us with our present means of
invesUgaUon. What Is this very speech that we are talking
about 7 I am speaktag to you at this moment, but If you
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were to rfter, in the minutest degree, the proportion of tie
nervous forces now acUve in the two nerves which suppkr
tte musd^ of my glotUs, I should become suddenly dwnl.
Tiie Voice is produced only so long as the vocal chords an
paraUel; and these are parallel only so long as certain
muscles contract with exact equaUty; and that again
depends on the equality of action of those two nerves Ispoke of. So that a change of the minutest kind in the
structure of one of these nerves, or in the sUucture of the
p«rt in which it originates, or of the supply of blood to that
part, or of one of the muscles to which it is distributed,
mij^t render aU of us dumb. But a race of dumb men
deprived of aU communication with those who could speak,
would be UtUe Indeed removed from the brutes. And tho
moral and inteUectual difference between them and our-
selves would be practically infinite, though the naturalist
should not be able to find a sin^ shadow of even speciflo
structural difference.

But let me dismiss this question now, and, in conelu n,
let me say that you may go away with it as my mh.aro
conviction, that Mr. Darwin's work is the greatest con-
tribuUon which has been made to biolo^cal science since
the pnbUcation of the Rigne Animal of Cuvier, and since
that of the Hislorg o/ Deoelopment of Von Baer. I
believe that U you strip tt of iU theoretical part it stiU
remains one of the greatest encyclopedias of biological
doctrine that any one man ever brought forth; and I
believe that, if you take it as the embodiment of an
hyp«thesb, it is destined to be the guide of biological
and psychological speculation for the next thret or four
generations.
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slon for alaiTOs If a highly advanced knowledge, like that
of the eminent Naturalist before us, confronU us with mi
hypothesis as vast as It Is novel. This hypothesis may ormay not be s. -alnable hereafter ; It may give way to
something else, and higher science may reverse what science
has here buUt up with so much skiU and patience, but Its
suiBclency must be tried by the tests of science alone. Ifwe are to maintain our position as the heirs of Bacon and
the acqultters of Galileo. We must weigh this hypothesis
strictly in the controversy which is coming, by the only
tests which are appropriate, and by no others whatsoever.
The hypothesis to which we point, and of which the

present work of Mr. Darwin is but the prelhninary outlinemay be stated in his own language as follows :—" Species
originated by meant of natural selection, or through the
preservation 0/ the favoured races in the struggle for life

" To
render this thesis hitelligible. it is necessary to taterpret Its
terms. In the first place, what is a species ? The quesUon
is a shnple one, but the right answer to it Is hard to find
even if we appeal to those who should know most about It
It is all those animals or plants which have descended
from a single pair of parents ; It is the smaUest dlsUncUy
definable group of living organisms ; it is an eternal and
immutable enUty ; It is a mere abstraction of the human
Intellect having no existence In nature. Such are a few
of the significations attached to this simple word whichmay be cuUed from authoritative sources ; and If, leaving
terms and theoretical subtleties aside, we turn to facts
and endeavour to gather a meaning for ourselves, by study-
ing the things to which, hi practice, the name of species is
applied, it profits us litUe. For pracUce varies as much
as theory. Let the botanist or the zoologist examine and
describe the productions of a country, and one wiU pretty
certainly disagree with the other as to the number, limits
and definitions of the species Into which he groups the very
same thtags. In these islands we are in the habit of
regarding mankind as of one species, but a fortnight's steam
will land us in a country where divines and savans, for once
in agreement, vie with one another In loudness of assertion
if not in cogency of proof, that men are of different species ;

and, more parUcularly, that the species negro is so distinct
from our own that the Ten Commandments have actually
no reference to Uim. Even in the calm region of entomol-
ogy, where, U anywhere In this «InfuI world, passion and
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andlscoverable adaptaUont to purpoit. And w« would
remind thoie who, Ignorant of the fact*, must be moved by
authority, that no one has asserted the incompetence of
the doctrine of final causes, in its application to physiology
and anatomy, more strongly than our own eminent ana-
tomist. Professor Owen, who, spealcing of such cases, says
(Onihe Naturt of Limbs, pp. 39, 40) : " I thtnic it wlU be
obvious that the principle of final adapUtions fails to
satisfy all the conditions of the problem."

But, U the doctrine of final causes wUl not help us to
comprehend the aftomalies of living structure, the principle
of adaptation must surely lead us to undersUnd why
certain living beings are found in certain regions of the
world and not In others. The palm, as we know, wUl not
grow in our climate, nor the oak In Greenland. The white
bear cannot live where the tiger thrives, nor vice vend, and
the more the natural habiU of animal and vegetable species
are examined, the more do they seem, on the whole, limited
to particular provinces. But when we look into the facU
establ'shed by the study of the geographical distribution of
•nimals and plants It seems utterly hopeless to attempt
to understand the strange and apparenUy capricious
relaUons which they exhibit. One would be inclined to
suppose d priori that every country must be naturally
peopled by those animals that are fittest to live and thrive
ta It. And yet how, on this hypothesis, are we to account
for the absence of cattle in the Pampas of South America
when those parts of the New Worid were discovered ? It
is not that they were unlit for catUc, for millions of cattle
now run wild there ; and the like holds good of Australia
and New Zealand. It is a curious ch-cumstance, in fact,
that the animals and plants of the Northern Hemisphere
are not only as weU adapted to live in the Southern Hemi-
sphere as its own autochthones, but are in many cases
absolutely better adapted, and so overrun and extirpate the
aborigines. Qearly, therefore, the species which naturally
Inhabit a country are not necessarUy the best adapted to
Its climate and other conditions. The hihabitants of islands
are often dlsUnct from any other known species of animal
of plants (witness our recent examples from the wort: of
Mr Emerson Tennent, on Ceylon), and yet they have almost
always a sort of general faraUy resemblance to the animals
and plants of the nearest mainland. On the other hand,
there is hardly a species of flsh, sheU, or crab eommon to
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the opposite tide* of the nantm isthmus of Panama.
Wherever we look, then, living nature oner* us riddles of
dimcult solution, if we suppose that what we see I* all that
can be Icnown of it.

But our Icnowledge of life is not eonflned to the existing
world. Whatever their minor dlfTerences, geoiogisU are
agreed as to the vast thickness of the accumulated strata
which compose the visible part of our earth, and the
Inconceivable Immensity of the time of whose lapse they
are the imperfect, but the only accessible witnesses. Now,
throughout the greater part of this long series of stratifled
rocks are scattered, sometimes very abundantly, multi-
tudes of organic remains, the fossUlzed exuvia of animals
and plants which lived and died whUe the mud of which
the rocks are formed was yet soft oore, and could receive
and bury them. It would be a great error to suppose
that these organic remains were fragmentary relics. Our
museums exhibit fossil shells of immeasurphie antiquity,
as perfect as the day they were formed, whole skeletons
Without a limb disturbed—nay, the changed ilesh, the
developing embryos, and even the very footsteps of primeval
organisms. Thus the naturalist finds in the bowels of the
earth species as well deilned as, and in some groups of
anbnals more numerous than, those that breathe the
upper air. But, singularly enough, the majority of these
entombed species are wholly distinct from those that now
live. Nor is this unllkcncss without iU rule and order.
As a broad fact, the further we go back in time the less
the burled species are like existing forms ; and the further
apart the sets of extinct creatures are the less they are
like one another. In other words, there has bc?n a regular
succession of living beings, each younger set being hi a very
broad and general sense somewhat more like those which
now live.

It was once supposed that this succession had been the
result of vast successive catastrophes, destructions, and
re-creations en masse ; but catastrophes are now almost
eliminaUd from geological, or at least paleontologlcal
specuIaUon; and it is admitted on aU hands that the
seeming breaks in the chain of being are not absolute, but
only 'Mive to our imperfect knowledge ; that species
have replaced species, not in assemblages, but one by one

;

and that, if it were possible to have all the phenomena of
the past presented to us, the convenient epochs and lonna-
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ttont of the geologist, though having a certain dlttinctneu,

would fade into one another with limit* at undeflnable at

those of the distinct and yet separable colours of the solar

spectrum.

Such U a brief summary of the main truths which have
been established concerning species. Are these truths

ultimate and irresolvable facts, or are their complexities

and perplexities the mere expressions of a higher law ?

A large number of persons practically assume the former
position to be correct. Hicy believe that the writer of

the Pentateuch was empowered and commissioned to teach

ns tdentifle as well as other truth, that the account we
find there of the creation of living things is simply and
literally correct, and that anything which seems to con-

tradlct it is, by the nature of the case, false. All the

phenomena which have been detailed are, on this view, the

immediate product of a creative fiat and consequently are

out of the domain of science altogether.

Whether this view prove ultimately to be true or false,

it It, at any rate, not at present supported by what it

commonly regarded as logical proof, even it it be capable

of discussion by reason ; and hence we consider ourselves

at liberty to pass It by, and to turn to those views which
profess to rest on a sclent iflc basis only, and therefore

admit of being argued to their consequences. And we
do this with the less hesitation at it so happens that those

persons who are practically conversant with the facts of

the case (plainly a considerable advantage) have always
thought At to range themselves under the latter category.

The majority of these competent persons have up to

the present time maintained two positions,—the flrst,

that every species is, within certain denned or deflnable

limits, fixed and incapable of modincatlon ; the second,

that every species was originally produced by a distinct

creative act. The second position is obviously incapable

of proof or disproof, the direct operations of the Creator

not being subjects of science ; and it must therefore be
regarded as a corollary from the first, the truth or false-

hood of which Is a matter of evidence. Most persons

imagine that the arguments in favour of it are overwhelm-
ing ; but to some few minds, and these, it must be confessed,

Intdlects of no small power and grasp of knowledge, they

have not brought conviction. Among these minds that of

the famous naturalist Lamarck, who possessed a greater
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acqvabiUnce with Uw lower fonnt ot Uf« than any mail ot
hli day, Cuvler not excepted, and wa« a good botanlit to
boot, occupies a prominent place.
Two facU appear to have stroni^y affected the conrte

e( thought of thli remarkable man—the one, that flner
or itronger Unki of afRnlty connect all living belngf with
one another, and that thus the highest creature grades by
multlludinous steps into the lowest; the other, that an
organ may be developed in particular directions by exerting
lUelf in particular ways, and that modiflcaUont once
Induced may be transmitted and become hereditary.
Putting these facts together, Lamarck endeavoured to
account for the first by the operation of the second. Phtce
an animal in new circumstances, says he, and its needs
will be altered ; the new needs will create new desires, and
the attempt to gratify such desires will result in an appro-
pirate modification of the organs exerted. Make a man a
blacksmith, and ><*s brachial muscles will develope In
accordance with the demands made upon them, and in
like manner, says Lamarck, " the efforts of some short-
necked bird to catch fish without wetting himself have,
with time and perseverance, given rise to all our herons
and long-necked waders."
The Lamarckian hypothesis has long since been Justly

condemned, and it is the established practice for every
tyro to raise his heel against the carcass of the dead lion.
But it is rarely either wise or Inrlru i ve to tiest even the
errors of a really great man with mere ridicule, and in
the present case the logical form of the doctrine stands
on a very different footing from Its substance.

If species have really arisen by the operation of natural
conditions, we ought to be able to find those conditions
now at work ; we ought to be able to discover in nature
some power adequate to modify any given kind of animal
or plant in such a manner as to give rise to another kind,
which would be admitted by naturalists as a distinct species.
Lamarck Imagined that he had discovered this oera eausa
in the admitted facts that some organs may be modified
by exercise ; and that modiflcations, once produced, are
capable of hereditary transmission. It does not seem
to have occurred to hfan to inqub-e whether there is any
reason to believe that there are any Ifanits to the amount
of modiflcation producible, or to ask how long an antmni
Is likely to endeavour to gratify an impossible desbre. The
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bird, in oar csanple, would surely liav* renonnccd flih
dinners long betor* it had produced Um leut effect on leg
or neelc.

Since Laraardi's time almost all competent naturalist*
bave left speculations on the origin of species tu such
dreamers as the author oi the Vutlgit, by whose well-
intentioned efforts the Lamarclclan theory received Its
final condemnation In the minds of all sound thinkers.
Notwithstanding this silence, however, the transmutation
theory, as It has been called, has been a " skeleton In the
doset" to many an honest soologlst and botanist who
had a soul above the mere naming of dried plants and
skins. Surely, has such an one thought, nature Is a mighty
and consistent whole, and the providential order established
In the worid of life must. If we could only see It rightly, b«
consistent with that dominant over the mnltiform shapes
of brute matter. But what Is the history of astronomy,
of all the branches of physics, of chemistry, of medicine,
hut a narration of the steps by which the human mind has
been compelled, often sorely against Its will, to recognize
the operation of secondary causes In events where Ignorance
beheld an bnmediate Intervention of a higher power 7 And
when we know that living things are formed of the same
elements as the Inorganic world, that they act and react
upon It, bound by a thousand ties of natural piety, is It
probable, nay Is It possible, that they, and they alone,
should have no order In their seeming disorder, no unity
In their seeming multiplicity, ,«lir!ild suffer no explanation
by the discovery of some central and sublime law of mutual
connexion ?

Questions of this kind have assuredly often arisen, bnt It

might have been long before they received such expression
as would have commanded the respect and attention of
the scientlflc world, had It not been for the publication
of the work which prompted this article. Its author, Mr.
Darwin, Inheritor of a once celebrated name, won his
spurs in science when most of those now distinguished
were young men, and has for the last 20 years held a
place In the front ranks of British philosophers. After a
circumnavigatory voyage, undertaken solely for the love
of his science, Mr. Darwin published a series of researches
which at once arrested the attention of natural!''^ and
geologists : his generalizations have since recelvec. ^..niple

oonflrmatlon, and now command universal assent, nor is
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It questionable that they have had the most important
Influence on the progress of science. More recently Mr.
Darwin, with a versatility which is among the rarest of
gifts, turned his attention to a most difficult question of
zoology and minute anatomy ; and no living naturalist and
anatomist has published a better monograph than that
which resulted from his labours. Such a man, at all events,
has not entered the sanctuary with unwashed hands, and
when he lays before us the results of 20 years' investigation
and reflection we must listen even though we be disposed
to strike. But, in reading his work it must be confessed
that the attention which might at first be dutifully, soon
becomes willingly, given, so clear is the author's thought,
so outspoken his conviction, so honest and fair the candid
expression of his doubts. Those who would judge the book
must read it ; we shall endeavour only to make its line of
argument and its philosophical position intelligible to the
general reader in our own way.
The Baker-street Bazaar has just been exhibiting its

familiar annual spectacle. Straight-backed, small-headed,
big-barreilcd oxen, as dissimilar from any wild species as
can well be imagined, contended for attention and praise
with sheep of half-a-dozen dilTerent breeds and styes of
bloated preposterous pigs, no more like a wild boar or
sow than a city alderman is like an ourang-outang. The
cattle show has been, and perhaps may again be, succeeded
by a poultry show, of whose crowing and clucking pro-
digies it can only be certainly predicated that they will be
very unlike the Bboriginal Phasianua Callus. If the seeker
after animal anomalies is not satisfled, a turn or two in
Seven Dials will convince him that the breeds of pigeons
are quite as extraordinary and unlike one another and
then- parent stock, while the Horticultural Society wUl
provide him with any number of corresponding vegetable
aberrations from nature's types. He will learn with no
little surprise, too, in the course of his travels, that the
proprietors and producers of these animal and vegetable
anomalies regard them as distinct species, with a firm
belief, the strength of which is exactly proportioned to
their ignorance of scientific biology, and which is the
more remaiicable as they are all proud of their skill in
originating such " species."

On careful inquiry it is found that all these, and the
many other artificial breeds or races of animals and
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plants, have been produced by one method. The breeder
—and a skilful one must be a pcrton of much si „.»citT
and natural or acquired perceptive faculty—notes some
slight difference, arising he Itnows not how, in some
individuals of his stock. If he wish to perpetuate the
difference, to form a breed with the peculiarity in question
strongly marked, he selects such male and fcm.ile indi-
viduals as (r'niblt the desired character, and breeds from
thrm. iirii ollspr'ng are then carefully examined, and
those ^lich exhibit V,..e peculiarity the most distinctly are
sclecteii fo, breedinj , and this operation is repeated until
the desi' i? «n!'iui.t of divergence from the primitive
stock is reached. It is then found that by continuing
the process of selection—always breeding, that Is, from
well-marked forms, and allowing no impure crosses to
interfere,—a race may be formed, the tendency of which
to reproduce itself is exceedingly strong ; nor is the limit
to the amount of divergence which may be thus produced
known, but one thing is certain, that. If ccrtahi breeds
of dogs, or of pigeons, or of horses, were known only in
a fossil state, no naturalist would hesitate in regarding
them as distinct species.

But, In ail these cases we have human interference.
Without the breeder there would be no selection, and
without the selection no race. Before admitting the
possibility of natural species having originated in any
similar way, It must be proved that there is in nature
some power which takes the place of man, and performs
a selection md sponte. It is the claim of Mr. Darwin
that he professes to have discovered the existence and
the modus operandi of this natural selection, as he terms
it; and, if he be right, the process is perfectly simple
and comprehensible, and irresistibly deducible from very
familiar but well nigh forgotten facts.

Who, for instance, has duly reflected upon all the con-
sequences of the marvellous struggle for existence which
Is dally and hourly going on among living beings ? Not
only does every anhnal live at the expense of some other
animal or plant, but the very plants are at war. The
ground is full of seeds that cannot rise into seedlings ;
the seedlings rob one another of air and light and water,
the strongest robber winning the day, and extinguishhig
his competitors. Year after year, the wild anhnals with
which man never Interferes are, on the average, acither
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mor« nor less numerous than they were ; and yet wr
know that the annual produce of every pair ii from one
to perhaps a million young,—so that it is mathematically
certain that, on the average, as many are killed by natural
causes as are bom every year, and those oruy escape
which happen to be a little better fitted to resist destruc-
tion than those which die. The individuals of a species

are like the crew of a foundered ship, and none but good
swimmers have a chance of reaching the land.

Such being unquestionably the necessary conditions
under which living creatures exist, Mr. Darwin discovers

in them the instrument of natural selection. Suppose
that in the midst of this Incessant competition some
Individuals of a species (A) present accidental variations
which happen to fit them a little better than their fellows

for the struggle in which they are engaged, then the
chances are in favour, not only of these individual; being
better nourished than the others, but of their predomi-
nating over their fellows in other ways, and of having a
better chance of leaving offspring, which will of course
tend to reproduce the peculiarities of their parents. Their
oilspring will, by a parity of reasoning, tend to predominate
over theh: contemporaries, and there being (suppose) no
room for more than one species such as A, the weaker
variety will eventually be destroyed by the new destructive

Influence which is tlvown into the scale, and the stronger

will take its place. Surrounding conditions remaining
unchanged, the new variety (which we may call B)

—

supposed, for argument's sake, to be the best aoapted for

these conditions which can be got out of the original stock—^wili remain unchanged, all accidental deviations from
the type becoming at once extinguished, as less fit for their

post than B itself. The tendency of B to persist will grow
with its persistence through successive generations, and it

will acquire all the characters of a new species.

But, on the other hand, if the conditions of life change
In any degree, however slight, B may no longer be that
form which is best adapted to withstand their destructive,

and profit by their sustaining, influence ; in which case U
it should give rise to a more competent variety (C), this

will take its place and become a new species ; and thus,

by natural telection, the species B and C will be successively

derived from A.
That tills most ingenious hypothesis enables us to give
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l/u^'^ K°^
""'?'' apparent anomaUes in the distribution

J^^l 7 ^ V'"
raaln phenomena of life and oroanization

Xued"to'ha°ve''
"7"-"°-'"«. -'l '=0 far ifmus "be

preTeeesso.^ But ?» ^""""f
advantage over any of its

calls r/,a„,,e SA:ep«-,_actlve doubt. It 1^ doubt which

xttoI^Kh™f\i''::' " "'""'' ^'"''^ ««* •" doubtlngTtrextinguish Itself by unjustifled belief; and we commendthis state o mind to students of species, wiTh respeTto

?^; o^^'f', °"y °*'^=-" hypothesis, a; to therorVginThe combined investigations of another 20 years mw
c:use?'';„d t! ITT'' '" ''' ^^'•^»''- the'modi^lYgcauses and the selective power, which Mr. Darwin hassatisfactorily shown to exist in nature, are compTtent toproduce aU the effects he ascribes to them, or whether onthe other hand, he has been led to over-estimate the valueof his principle of natural selection, as greatly as L^^rckover-es Unated his vera causa of modification by e^rcse

the moie're.'''/' f!
''"''''' °"* ^"^^"^^g^ possessed bythe more recent writer over his predecessor.- Mr. Darwin

h.rj'T ^P'='=""»"°" «s nature abhors a vacuum.^"
law T"^I!n T' ?" r'f'"'* ^' ^"y constitution;

Th^' K K.^
^^ **'* "' observation and experiment.The ... he bids us follow professes to be not a mereairy track fabricated of ideal cobwebs, but a soHd andbroad bridge of facts. If it be so, it will carAr u sa?e"vover many a chasm in our knowledge, and ield us ?o a

vSs'"the'Z:i'c
""" "' P"" ^ascinatingfut"b^e:^

w . ; ..
'"^ ^*"***' *8^'"'' whom a high authorifvhas so justly warned us. " My sons, dig in the vlnevard "

were the last words of the old man in the falleT and

Sby^'tLTa/r' "° *"""''' ''''' ""^"^ '^^^ '-

66—
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M*, Darwin's " Oaiom of Species "

Everyone knows that that superficial film of the earth',substance, hardly ten miles UJck. which is acceSsSTe tohuman investigaUon, is composed for the most n^t atbeds or strata of stone, the consolidated m .dsannandsof former seas and lakes, which have been depoi^fJ onfupon the other, and hence are the older the de^e^thevUe. me*, mulUtudinous strata present such ^^SS «'»,<««erences among themselves that theTTe

&d^7nr^^\rr-n-?irp&
tha^of the latter, the ktads of Uving foms'^coniaC in'

Though but a film if compared with the total diameterof our planet, the total series of formations is vast tode^

taplies Ume. so are we compeUed to regard thesTminera^masses a. . measure of the time which has elapsed duStheh- accumulaUon. The amount of the time which th^v^present Is of course, in the inverse pro^rtT.n of thetotensity of the forces which have been in S^raUon Ifta the anctent world, mud and sand accnmXted on sea-bottom, at tenfold their present rate, it is de^ thar.

wen m tte same Ume as a stratum of shnUar materialsone foot thick would be formed now. and w« ^ij."

Ke^oit h!S f* l^
'"'• **"*"*»• therefore, the physicalgeologfat had to choose between two hypotheses • eltheTttrjwBbout tie age. which are i^presente^^the ^I

Wulated strata, and which we may caU geologl TnJ^^
*^Mttemmm'$ Magattne, December 1859.
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forces of nature have operated with much the same

average Intensity as at present, and hence the lapse of

time which they represent must be something prodigious

and inconceivable, or, in the prhneval epochs, the natural

powers were inflnitely more Intense than now, and hence

the time through which they acted to produce the effects

we see was comparatively short.

The earlier geologists adopted the latter view almost

with one consent. For they had little knowledge of the

present workings of nature, and they read the records of

geologic thne as a child reads the history of Rome or

Greece, and fancies that antiquity was grand, heroic, and

unlike the present because it is unlike his little experience

of the present.

Even so the earlier observers were moved with wonder

at the seeming contrast between the ancient and the present

order of nature. The elemental forces seemed to have

been grander and more energetic In prhneval times. Up-

heaved and contorted, rifted and Assured, pierced by dykes

of molten matter or worn away over vast areas by aqueous

action, the older rocks appeared to bear witness to a state

of things far different from that exhibited by the peaceful

epoch on which the lot of man has fallen.

But by degrees thoughtful students of geology have

been led to perceive that the earliest efforts of nature

have been by no means the grandest. Alps and Andes

are children of yesterday when compared with Snowdon

and the Cumberland hills ; and the so-called glacial epoch

—that In which perhaps the most extensive physical

changes of which any record remains occurred^ls the

last and the newest of the revolutions of the globe. And
In proportion as physical geography—which is the geology

of our own epoch—has grown into a science, and the present

order of nature has been ransacked to find what, hiberniei,

we may call precedents for the phenomena of the past,

so the apparent necessity of supposing the past to be

widely different from the present has diminished.

The transporting power of the greatest deluge which

can be Imagined sinks Into Irslgniflcance beside that of

the slowly floating, slowly melting Iceberg, or the glacier

creeping along at its snail's pace of a yard a day. The

study of the deltas of the NUe, the Ganges, and the Missis-

sippi has taught us how slow is the wearing action of water,

how vast its effects when time is allowed for its operation.
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U'lt-M*'* u
^' ^"='""=' *•>• "Jeep-sea soundings of th«AUantic, .how that It Is to the slow-growlng cori and

InH .1'°"^.':?*^"'"' ""'"•I'^'Je. which lives Its brieTspacSand then add. lU Uny shell to the muddy cai™ left by itsbrethren and ancestors, that we must look as the aaenU hithe formation of Ihnestone and chalk, and not to hSet^

nh^l!^^ 'toe-are competent to produce all thephysical phenomena we meet with in the rocks .n nn .1!-

bl'n'L.f
\*'!' n^'y "' *'"' ""-"^ left in^he*Vent strlu

tho^ J^h^l^""^
'"=^"'"' '"'°'^» *»"" ">ese were staUar to

»i, ^KK*?
"""^ "''***"• *•«=*<="* beaches are mc" with

hardened sea-sands of the oldest epochs show ripple-mark^such as may now be found on every sandy coat "navmore, the pits left by ancient rata-ai.ops pT^ve that even

?.v. ^^^ ^"'1*'' "Ses, the "bow in the clouds ' m^sthave adorned the pa]«ozoic firmament. So that l^wecou^d reverse the legend of the Seven Sleeper,!- f we

geologic thnes.—there is no reason to believe that sea or

reU^s^ct'oT "'*''''"'''°'^''"'^""'»"h^

Such are the beliefs which modem physical geologists

dn :,"[; f* l"?
"'"• *""'• *"*"•*» holding. But °„ so

f,^«Li '
"''^''i'

*•"'* '"ey by no means prejudge thequestion, as to what the physical condlUon of the globemay have been before our chapters of its history begin!

ta The Lr'' "/f"""
^"^^^ *"-* "'='^°<=« ^hich Islmplied

« *^! °"en-used term " prehistoric epoch ") " pregeologictime" The views Indicated, in fact/are not only

S

consistent with the hypothesis, that ta the stm ea^L^

differtr/Tf .1°'
*'"' ~"'""'"' °' °" world was ve^

tt«t hJL'mk"*.
*"«>; «»y be hei.i by some to necessitaS .toat hypothesis. The physical philosopher who is accu-rately acquainted with the velocity of a cannon-ba^I. andthe precise character of the line which It traverses for a

tbA.V^, '^^''\*' necessitated by what he knows of

^fZl "^ *" '""'^""^ that it came from a certain

tt »,«. f^?"J^
""' '"P*"*'' hy a certain force, and thatIt ha. followed a certain trajectory. In like mLmer, tt«
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•tudcnt ol physical geology, who fully believes In the
unirormity of the general condition of the earth through
geologic time, may feel compelled by wh«t he knows of
causation, and by the general analogy of nature, to suppose
that our solar system was once a nebulous mass, that
it gradually condensed, that it broke up into that wonderful
group of harmoniously roUlng baUs we call planeu and
sateUitcs, and that then each of these underwent Its
appointed metamorphosis, until at last our own share of
the cosmic vapour passed into that condition in which
we first meet with dellnite records of its state, and in which
It has since, with comparatively little change, remained.
The doctrine of uniformity and the doctrine of progression

•re, therefore, perfectly consistent ; perhaps, indeed, they
might be shown to be necessarily connected with one
another.

If, however, the condition of the world, which has
obtained throughout geologic time, is but the sequel to
• vast series of changes which took place In pregeologic
ttaie, then it seems not unlikely that the duration of this
latter is to that of the former as the vast extent of geologic
time Is to the length o: the brief epoch we call the historical
period ; and that even the oldest rocks are records of an
epoch almost infinitely remote from that which could
have witnessed the first shaping of our globe.

It Is probable that no modem geologist would hesitate
to admit the general validity of these reasonings when
applied to the physics of his subject, whence it is the
more remarkable that the moment the question changes
from one of physics and chemistry to one of natural hUtory,
icientiflc opinions and the popular prejudices, which
rellect them in a distorted form, undergo a sudden meta-
morphosis. Geologists and palasontologUts write about
the "beginning of life" and the "first-created forms of
hvlng beings," as if they were the most familiar things in
the world ; and even cautious writers seem to be on quite
friendly terms with the " archetype " whereby the Creator
was guided " amidst the crash of faUing worlds." Just as
It used to be hnagined that the ancient universe was
physicaUy opposed to the present, so it is stUl widely
assumed that the living population of our globe, whether
animal or vegetable, in the older epochs, exhibited forms
•o strikingly contrasted with those which we see around
«u, that there is hardly anything in common between the
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though th« progrw oJ SiwJr* •^•'" «*»'•«>.• Md
round, u,«y entrench th«,.^ve,,nth,''"*".^" '""" Iheir
•» If nothing had haDn«w!f - i^* "•"""«<>' defences
'.e«l«nlngU?he^fKg«'^'g"«' ^""^'"^ «'>.t the TJ

.orS'rjVe"cai«"« r '-"vouring to
negaUve ones are metbvU^l ''?.'""'"' "'Terences (the
undoubtedly obtain beScS^^SeTl"! "'"«"'"••"> '^^'ch
wond, of life, we believe t^lh^ri^"* """ *''* ""odem

The muiutudlnons kinds nf .-.~ .
recent and fossil. Le. w, U ^^^v' """ P'«"t»- "oth

.ub-klngS:"cI;s!re?ott flS-'SLT^"
*"«"-««'

Now It Is a most remM-kahi/!? '
^'"*'"" ""«> 'Pecles.

on the great Bcae^U^^^tlin^^'T'^'T *""»' '^wed-
throughout aU gcoIoglTuSe that th^',

*""'"" ""» '"««
•nd no class whoUy eftlna o, wlthou t ,it.n«"°

•"'-W"*''-™
M we descend to the nnaHlrT. ^"P^'^ntat'ves.

n«Hnber of orders of piaS?, u „K°?.''
** ""*> that the

I have It on the best i!.fIf i.
"""""^ **« hundred ; and

«dus.vely fossfl;^ that thi r .. K
"."' ""* "' »"«'"»

extfact ordtaal tj^pe of ve^tab^^ "»» « «'"8le
we descend to the next »oud or thi / "S? " '» "°t unUl
types Which are wholly^Sct 'r- -*''"*''' ""-^
of animals, on the otLr hand m^ k

'™''*'' °* "'"e"
hundred and twenty or fL^JT' .""^ ''* recJconed at a
nine have noZng ^^L^LT'' '"^ "' ">««• "ght o'
extinct ordinal type,^ i!?JfV''? ^he proportion oj

tt^efore.does„of«ce:d^vXrU?* •^*""« *^"

"«:: "rte^dinTiifr-^'ji r-* '^-.
have been overlooked. Not otSvT^f . '"^i^"'—»*«»« to
i-an Of construction ofSn-Sfs^^^'S^^h^Jt^
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.? ^ ^'. '"<»'«'«'' "™« •» -t prweiit. but there are
pjrtlcvaar kind, of anlinal. ,„d pl.nU whlcl, h.ve •S.SSthroughout vast epoch.. Mmetlme. through the whole

le'o^'n ^ .Hr'*'!
/'"•• *"" ""^ litUe" Chang. 'S

miZ h n f" »t«"«^y. "" tyP'cal form o< .uch a kind

^ *th„« .
"*"

t.Tt""''"' 'yP"'" '" «>ntr.dl,tlnctlon
to those type, which have appeared for but a .hort tbne
In the course of the world's history. Examples ofthwe
per.l.tent type, "re abundant enough In both the vegetable

^i K. r^"^ Wngdoms. The oldest group of plant,with which we are weU acaualntcd Is that of whose remain!
coal 1. con.Ututed

; and, .0 fa, a, they can beTdenSJlS^
the carboniferous plant, are fen... Ir dub^m" .^ «
now lIvTngt

"""^ "'^ generlcally IdenUcal with thoM

Among animals. Instances of the same kind may befound m every sub-kingdom. The G/oft/ff,r,n« of the

«.«'ch„";v*"""'''j'«.l'*
"•"""' *'"• ""' ''hlch occur, in

which Fh/ T T "'*' °' '"'"'' «""'"" i'oramlnlfera.which Ehrenberg has recently described, Mem to indicate
the existence at that remote period of form. .IngulariyC
those which nbw exlsr Among the coral., the paliozo^c

IT." f,^
<:»n»tructed on precLely the .ane type a. themoJio mUlepo.e.

; and If we turn to molluK,. the mostcompetent malacologists faU to discover any ginerlcTs-ttacUon between the Cron.Vr, Llngulm. and DMnmli
the sUurlan rocks and those which now live. Our exlfttagNauUlus has lU representative specie, in ever^S
fonnatlon, from the oldest to the newest ; and ioHooT the

of the mesozolc series, hi a form, at most, speclflcallv
dUIerent from Its living congeners, in the gJeat a^emblaS

sIlZ tHh "''"m^.!""
'"'' •**«""* classesTthe In^cU an^VWer tribe, exhibit a wonderful persistency of type

T.,e cockroaches of the carboniferous epoch are exceedlnSv
shnUar to those which now run about o^ur corce^ "^d
Its locust., termites, and dragon-flies are closely aUled to the

^rfl^ "* y^" r" «^°"P» *"«* »»«' chirrup a^ou?

Z„t,ht'r1f"".'"' ""' •"'""»• •" "^ ^th »wtft grace

thrnli^Ln?^'
"' ?" ''"^y P°°''- *"<•• ^ !"'« manner,the palKozolc scorpion, can only be dlsthigulshed by theeye of a naturalist from the modem ones

Finally, with respect to the VertOrata, the Mme lawhold, good: certain types, such as thosi of thTglnold
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deviation from thTnormiS IZISS^'h'.?""'*'
•""•"«" »'

-nong the C/Me'dJTK' S.'*'.?- .

^^"^
proportion of entirely extwt iZ^ *'^"» '"« '•'Best
UMt of the CrocodU^ ht^^rL Tl' *" «ny-one type,

wencement o7^ iSi,Swir.nth 'T "' '"'» '"o <*">'

with so much conttancy ti^tZ Z'' °/^• P"*"' ^'°»«

It exhJhlU mayS In rdaUonTnT* ^
'"""«• ""'cb

elapsed, be called In I^Scan? And i ,""' .*'''*'' "»
ledge we have ol the andent m^Ju '™P'"«'=' know-

bave persisted comparaUvely wltLut j^? '
»"""" '^P**

quesUon arUes. What hMrin^
without alteration, and the

our notion, or the ^'to^i"«?f^«
*uch t»cU as the«, on

The answer to mJ^a^on ^oulT'""^\''"'^''<'^'^
"««»

view we take resDe2u^« fh» ^f **?' **» '•*P«»«' -n the
M we assmne Jhre^l?„" °,''«^.°' »?«='« m general!

WasrormerbyadMlneTac^otL^i,.'^ ""'' " '"'«•'

•pedes which have Cicessluv '.^"'•J'T'' "«^ ">•
were placed upon the dobehv^th

'**"''' °"« ««<"»«<"

the existence of pcAistenfttn^ .. .." ?""""' "<=''- t"'"
irregularity. Su^TrrpU^^'h^'et^r'^,/" ""'ntell.glble

by tradlUon or by RevdaUon -7 » ^ * "* ""'"'PP'"''ed
analogy of the rest olt^l.Stlon/ofl?''''"''''' "^ *""
who Imagine that bv «ionHn» ?"'"^

' ""^ those
•re strenrheSthe h^K '7 h"'"

"yP"'""''. they
of the Mosaic accoSnt^e «i!r^

advocates of the letter

other hand, we adop? t'h^hJ^h^
niistaktn. If, on tb*

•tudy of physlolo^ lend. ^T "^^ '** *'"•='• "J""" the
Which, having sSedbe^ndl'£f"''~L*''"' hypothesis

^•pporters. tie rSedT^d* Ve"£r,l^''""
'"^

nearly caused lu suffocation bv wtod iTI^' T^"
»"

1» now winning at least the nr^.i, ^^^ Infancy,

best thhiker. of theTv thfr °f
"* """=»* «>' ««" the
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teach lu much. Juit •• • small portion o( a great eurr*
appear! straight, the apparent absence of change In direction
of the line being the exponent of the vast exUnt of the
whole. In proporiion to the part we see ; so. If It be true
that all living species are the result of the modUIcatloo
of other and simpler forms, the existence of these little
altered persUtent types, ranging through all geological
ttoie, must indicate that they are but the final terms of an
enormous series of modiflcatlons, which had theh- being
In the great lapse of pregeologic tUne, and are now perhaps
for ever lost.

In other words, when righUy studied, the teachings of
palKontoIogy are at one with those of physical geology.
Our farthest exploraUons cany us back but a Utile way
above the mouth of the great river of Life: where It
arose, and by what channels the noble tide has reached
the point when it first breaks upon our view. Is hidden
thnn us.

The foregofaig pages contatai the substance of a lecture
delivered bcfote the Royal Institution of Great Britain
many months ago, and of course long before the appear-
ance of the remarkable work on the " Orlghi of Spades,"
Just published by Mr. Darwin, who arrives at very sbnOar
conclusions. Although, In one sense, I might f 'riy say
that my own views have been arrived at independently,
I do not know that I can claim any equitable right to
property In them ; for it has long been my privilege to
enjoy Mr. Darwin's biendship, and to profit by corre-
spondtaig with hhn, and by, to some extent, beconUng
acquainted with the workings of Us sfaignlarly original
and well-stored mind. It was in consequence of my
knowledge of the general tenor of the researches in which
Mr. Darwfai had been so long engaged ; because I had
tiie most complete confidence in his perseverance, bis
knowledge, and, above all tUngs, bis high-mtaided love of
truth ; and, moreover, because I found that the better I
became acquainted with the opinions of the best naturalists
regarding the vexed question of species, the less fixed they
seemed to be, and the more hiclined they were to the
hypothesis of gra'^ual modification, that I ventured to
qieak as stron^^y as I have done in the final paragraphs
of my discourse.

Thus, my daw having so many borrowed plumes, I see
no Impropriety In making a taU to this brief paper by
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tjAtog another handful of fcathm from Mr. Darwin-«nde«vo«rtag to point out In a few word,. In .ct.Th"t'

«-i v"*""" I?™ "•' P^-' •' "1. book, hU docWne.
MiTk' '"•' °" *''' «"' »' »>"'» they re.t And Ido thli the more wUllngly. .. I obierve that already the

book, but to howl over It in a manner which muit temi
greatly to diitract the public mind.

"^

bo^k «?u7i!l Tf*^""
«»»fled than I to .ee Mr. Darwin".

STtf^/"^'..
'ny perwn be competent to perfonn

not ImIJ k
' ' *""'•' •"«"' *'"" ^""fHon U retarded.

»-! !.? I
""^ "•" wcastic ml,reprc«ntation. Everj^one Who ha. .tudied cattle-breeding, or turned pSfancier, or '- pomologi,t," must have been .tnick bvThe

Sd*l%T'""".fi'"^ "' P'"""'y »' "">« kind. oJaKt
^i^HiM^

which have been .ubjected to such arliflctalcondition, a. are impoMd by domestication. Breed, of

fnft^^e' woT """hT '~'" ""« '"°'''«' """ -w^h" dogand the wolf; and the purely artlflcial race, of pigeons
if their origin were unknown, would most assuredly bereckoned by naturali.t, a. di.llnct species and eveMener.

h„^. ,*'1' '^* "Ty» P"""'^*" *n the «.me way. T*.breeder ulect. a pair, one or other, or both, of which

petnate, and then select, from the oilspring of them thoiewhich are most characteristic, rejecting the olhen ^mthe selected oilspring he breeds again, and, taking H«sa»e precaution, a. before, repeat, thi process unfu heha, obtained the precise degree of divergence from theprimitive type at which he aimed.
If he now breeds from the variety thus established for

pure, the tendency to produce this particular varietybecomes more and more strongly hereditary ; and It does

ratrs"deX^r " ""^ ""^^ '" ''' P-istcncyVtt:

Men like Lamarck, apprehending these facts, and know-ing that varieties comparable to those produced by thebreeder are abundantly found In nature, and finding UImpossible to discriminate In some cases between varietiesand true species, could hardly faU to divine the posSythat spec e, even the most distinct were, after all only

^1^*^i:.,^*".f
**''* ^''"*»'"' """ that they had ai?^nby the modification of some common stock. Just as It is
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with good reason believed that turnspits and greyboimdfl,
carrier and tumbler pigeons, have arisen.

But there was a link wanting to complete the parallel.
Where In nature was the analogue ot the breeder to be
found ? How could that operation of selection, which is
his essential function, be carried out by merSv natnral
agencies ? Lamarck did not value this problem ; neither
did he admit his impotence to solve it ; but he guessed a
solution. Now, guessing in science is a very hazardous pro-
ceeding, and Lamarck's reputation has suffered woefully for
the absurdities into which Us baseless suppositions led him.
Lamarck's conjectures, equipped with a new hat and

stick, as Sir Walter Scott was wont to say of an old story
renovated, formed the foundation of the biological specu-
lations of the Vestiges, a work which has done more harm
to the progress of sound thought on these matters than
any that could be named ; and, indeed, I mention it here
stanply for the purpose of denying that it has anything in
common ¥rtth what essentially characterises Mr. Darwin's
work.

,

The peculiar feature of the latter is, in fact, that it
professes to tell us what in nature takes the place of the
breeder ; what it is that favours the development of one
variety into which a species may run, and checks that of
another ; and, finally, shows how this natural selection, as
it is termed, may be the pliysical cause of the production
of species by modification.

That which takes the place of the breeder and selector
in nature is Death. In a most remarkable chapter, On
the Struggle for Existence, Mr. Darwin draws attention
to the marvellous destruction of Ufe which is constanUy
gotog on in nature. For every species of living thing, as
for man, "Eine Bresche ist ein feder Tag."—^Every species
has its enemies ; every species has to compete with others
for the necessaries of existence ; the weakest goes to the
wall, and death is the penalty inflicted on all laggards
and stragglers. Every variety to which a species may give
rise is either worse or better adapted to surrounding cir-
cumstances than its parent If worse, it cannot maintain
Itself against death, and speedily vanishes again. But if
better adapted, it must, sooner or later, " improve " its
progenitor from the face of the earth, and take iU place.
If circumstances change, the \ictor will be similarly sup-
planted by Its own progeny ; and thus, by the operaUon
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of natural causes, unlimited modification may In the lapse
of long ages occur.
For an explanation of what I have here called vaguely

"surrounding circumstances," and of why they continu-
ally change—for ample proof that the " struggle for exist-
ence " Is a very great reality, and assuredly tends to exert
the Influence ascribed to It—I must refer to Mr. Darwin's
book. I believe I have stated fah-ly the position upon
which his whole theory must stand or fall ; and It Is not
my purpose to anticipate a full review of his work. If It
can be proved that the process of natural selection, operat-
ing upon any species, can give rise to varieties of species
so dlflerent from one another that none of our tests will
distinguish them from true species, Mr. Darwin's hypo-
thesis of the origin of species will take its place among
the established theories of science, be Its consequences
whatever they may. If, on the other hand, Mr. Darwin
has erred, either In fact or in reasoning, his fellow-workers
will soon find out the weak points in his doctrines, and
their extinction by some nearer approximation to the truth
will exemplify his own principle of natural selection.

In either case the question is one to be settled only
by the palnstakhig, truth-loving Investigation of skUled
naturalists. It Is the duty of the general public to await
the result In patience ; and, above all things, to discourage,
as they would any other crimes, the attempt to enlist the
prejudices of the ignorant, or the uncharitableness of the
bigoted, on either side of the controversy.
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Bill. Darwin's long-standing and well-earned sdentlfle
eminence probably renden him IndiSerent to that social
notoriety which passes by the name of success ; but U the
calm spirit of the philosopher have not yet wholly super-
seded the ambition and the vanity of the carnal man within
him, he must be well satisfied with the results of his venture
in publishing the Origin of Species. Overflowing the narrow
bounds of purely scientific circles, the " species question "
divides with Italy and the Volunteers the attention of
general society. Everybody hs, read Mr. Darwbi's book,
or, at least, has given an opinion upon its merits or de-
merite ; pletlsU, whether lay or ecclesiastic, decry it with
the mUd railing which sounds so charitable ; bigots de-
nounce it with ignorant invective; old ladies of both
sexes consider it a decidedly dangerous book, and even
savants, who have no better mud to throw, quote antiquated
writers to show that its author is no better than an ape
himself; while every phUosophlcal thinker hails It as a
veritable Whilworth gun in the armoury of liberalism;
and all competent naturalists and physiologists, whatever
their opinions as to the ultimate fate of the doctrines put
forth, acknowledge that the work In which they are
embodied is a solid contribution to knowledge and in-
augurates a new epoch in natural history.

Nor has the discussion of the subject l>een restrabied
within the limits of conversation. When the public is
eager and interested, reviewers must minister to its wants ;

and the genuine littirateur is too much in the habit of
acquiring his knowledge from the book he judges—as the
Abyssinian is said to provide himself with steaks from the
ox which carries him—^to be withheld from criticism of a
profound scientific wor.i by the mere want of the requisite
preliminary scientific acquirement; whUe, on the other
band, the men of science who wish well to the new viewi^

• The Westmiiuler Bevleip, April 1860.
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no lew than those who dispute their validity, have naturally
sought opportunities of expressing theh- opinions. Hence
It is not surprising that almost all the critical Journals
have noticed Mr. Darwin's work at greater or less length

;

and so many disquisitions, of every degree of excellence,
from the poor product of Ignorance, too often stimulated
by prejudice, to the fair and thoughtful essay of the candid
student of Nature, have appeared, that it seems an almost
helpless task to attempt to say anything new upon the
question.

But It may be doubted if the knowledge and acumen of
prejudged scientiflc opponents, or the subtlety of orthodox
special pleaders, have yet exerted their fuU force in mystify-
ing the real Issues of the great controversy which has been
set afoot, and whose end Is hardly likely to be seen by this
generaUon ; so that at this eleveth hour, and even falling
anything new, it may be useful to state afresh that which Is
true, and to put the fundamental positions advocated by
Mr. Darwin In such a form that they may be grasped by
those whose special studies lie in other directions. And
the adoption of this course may be the more advisable,
because notwithstanding Its great deserts, and indeed
partly on account of them, the Origin of Species Is by no
means an easy book to read—If by reading is implied the
full comprehension of an author's meaning.
We do not speak Jesttagly in saying that it is Mr. Darwin's

mlsfortane to know more about the question he has taken
up than any man living. PersonaUy and practically
exercised in loology, In minute anatomy, in geology ; a
student of geographical distribution, not on maps and in
museums only, but by long voyages and laborious coUecUon ;
having largely advanced each of these branches of science,
and having spent many years in gathering and sifting
materials for his present work, the store of accurately
registered facts upon which the author of the Origin of
Species Is able to draw at will is prodigious.
But this very superabundance of matter must have been

embarrassing to a writer who, for the present, can only put
forward an abstract of his views ; and thence it arises,
perhaps, that notwithstanding the clearness of the style,
those who attempt fairly to digest the book And much of
it a sort of intellectual pemmican—a mass of facts crushed
and pounded Into shape, rather than held together by the
ordinary medium of an obvious logical bond : «lne attention
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will, withont doubt, discover this bond, but it is often iiard
t« find.

Again, from slieer want ot room, much has to be taken for
granted which might readily enough be proved; and
hence, while the adept, who can supply the missing linlcs
in the evidence from his own knowledge, discovers fresh
proof of the singular thoroughness with which all difficulties
have been considered and all unjustinable suppositions
avoided, at every reperusal of Mr. Darwin's pregnant
paragraphs, the novice in biology is apt to complain of the
frequency of what he fancies is gratuitous assumption.
Thus while it may l>e doubted if, for some years, any one

is likely to be competent to pronounce Judgment on all the
issues raised by Mr. Darwin, there is assuredly abundant
room for him, who, assumbig the humbler, though perhaps
as useful, office of an interpreter between the Origin of
Species and the public, contents himself with endeavouring
to point out the nature of the problems which It discusses

;

to distinguish between the ascertained facts and the
tbeoreUcal views which it contains ; and Anally, to show
the extent to which the explanation it offers satisHes the
requirements of scientific logic. At any rate, it is this
office which we purpose to undertake in the following
pages.

It may be safely assumed that our readers have a general
conception of the nature of the objecU to which the word
" species " is applied ; but it has, perhaps, occurred to a
few, even to those who are naturalists ex professo, to reflect,
that, as commonly employed, the term has a double sense
and denotes two very different orders of relations. When
we call a group of animals, or of plants, a species, we may
Imply thereby, either that aU these anhnals or planU have
some common peculiarity of form or structure ; or, we may
mean that they possess some common functional character.
That part of biological science which deals with form and
structure is called Morphology—that which concerns itself
With function. Physiology—so that we may conveniently
speak of these two senses, or aspects, of " species " the
one as morphological, the other as physiological. Regarded
from the former point of view, a species is nothing more
than a kind of animal or plant, which Is distinctly definable
from all oth»s, by certain constant, and not merely sexual,
moiphologicai peculiarities. Thus horses form a species,
because the group of animals to which that name is applied
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u distinguished from all others in the worid by the follow
log constantly associated characters. They have—1, A
vertebral column ; 2, Mamm» ; 3, A placental embryo ; 4,
Four legs; S, A single well-developed toe in each foot
provided with a hoof ; 6, A bushy tail ; and 7, Callosities
on the inner sides of both the fore and the hind legs. The
asses, again, form a distinct species, because, with the same
characters, as far as the fifth in the above list, all asses
have tufted tails, and have callosities only on the tamer
side of the fore-legs. If animals were discovered having
the general characters of the horse, bnt sometimes with
cailosities only on the fore-legs, and more or less tufted
tails ; or animals having the general characters of the ass,

but with more or less bushy tails, and sometimes with
callosities on both pairs of legs, besides being intermediate
in other respects—the two species would have to be merged
into one. They could no longer be regarded as morpho-
logically disthict species, for they would not be distinctly
definable one from the other.

However bare and shnple this definition of species may
appear to be, we confidently appeal to all practical
naturalists, whether zoologists, botanists, or palaeontologists,
to say if, in the vast majority of cases, they Imow, or
mean to afilrm, anything more of the group of «nlirin|» or
plants they so denominate than what has Just been stated.
Even the most decided advocates of the received doctrines
respecting species admit this.

" I apprehend," says Professor Owen,* « that few naturalists
nowadays, in describing and proposing a name tor what they call
* a new ipecla,' use that tenn to signify what was meant by it

twenty or thirty yean ago ; that is, an origlnaUy distinct creation,
maintaining its primitive distinction by obstructive generative
peculiarities. The proposer ol the new species now intends to state
no more than he actually knows ; as, lor example, that the difler*

ences on which he founds the spedflc character are constant in
Individuals of both sexes, so far as observation has reached ; and
tliat they are not due to domestication or to artiflcially superin-
duced external circumstances, or to any outward influence within
his cognizance ; that the spedes is wild, or Is such as it appears by
Nature."

If we consider, in fact, that by far the largest proportion
of recorded existing species are imown only by the study

* On the Osteology of the Chlmpanxees aad (^vngs

:

of the Zoological Society, MS8,
Transaction*
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Of their tklns, or bonet, or other lifeless exuvla ; that were acquainted with none, or next to none, ol their physio-
logical peculiarities, beyond those which can be deducedirom their structure, or are open to cursory observation •

•nd that we cannot hope to learn more of any of those
extinct forms of life which now constitute no Inconsiderable
proportion of the known Floia and Fauna of the world •

It Is obvious that the definitions of these species can be onlyor a purely structural or morphological character. It is^bable that naturalists would •lave avoided much con-
luslon of ideas If they had more frequently borne the
necessary limitations of our knowledge in mind. ButwhUe it may safely be admitted that we are acquaintedmxh only the morphological characters of the vast majority
or spedes—the hmcUonal, or physiological, peculiarities of

f..
..?"-'**•'* ««'«^y tovesUgated, and the result of

that study forms a large and most Interesting porUon of
the physiology of leproducUon.
The student of Nature wonders the more and is astonished

ine less, the more conversant he becomes with her opera-
tions

; but of aU the perennial miracles she offers tohls
taspecUon, perhaps the most worthy of admiration is the
development of a plant or of an anhnal from its embryo.Examine the recenUy laid egg of some common animal,
such as a salamander or a newt. It is a minute spheroid
In which the best microscope wUl reveal nothing but a
structureless sac, enclosing a glah^r fluid, holding granules
to suspension. But strange posslbUiUes lie dormant in
that semi-fluid globule. Let a moderate supply of warmth
reach lU watery cradle, and the plastic matter undergoes
changes so rapid and yet so steady and purposelike in
thefr succession, that one can only compare them to those
operated by a skilled modeller upon a formless lump of

J^, .^' *"•' "" Invisible trowel, the mass is divided and
subdivided into smaller and smaller portions, until it Is

r ..T**..*^ ."" "BSregatlon of granules not too large to
build withal the finest fabrics of the nascent organism
And, then, it is as if a deUcate finger traced out the line to

^f .*^"y !*• ^^ *•" ^P*"^ column, and moulded the contour
or the body

; pinching up the head at one end, the tall atthe other, and fashioning flank and limb into due sala-mandrine proportions, ta so artlsUc a way, that, after
watching the process hour by hour, one is almost involun-
tMily possessed by the noUon, that some more subUe aid
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!2.!?^?° ^."^" «lwomaHc, would show the hidden artbt.
with Us plan before him, striving with ikUful manlpulaUon
to perfect his work.

w.1fri"?h!
*'""'*';!!?'',"'• ?''*""« amphibian ranges the

waters, the terror of his Insect contemporaries, not only are

of which to Its frrnne growth takes place. laid down, each
ta lU proper spot, and In such due proportion ti> the
rest, as to reproduce the form, tlie colour; and the size
characteristic of the parental stock ; but eC«^he wond«-'
ful powers of reproducing lost parts possessed by these

?"^»*.J^
controlled by the :,me governing tendency.

and as Spallanzanl showed long ago, these parts not onlygrow again, but the redintegrated limb is formed on thesame type as those which were lost. The new jaw. or leg.

JL»"7Ju*'.'?'*
"*'"' ''y ""y «"»<lent more like that of afrog. What Is true of the newt U true of every animal

«1 Lr"^ P'!:?'
'.

*'"' '"=°™ ^^ t» "uUd Itself upagain Into a woodland giant such as that from whose twig

JL ' ^' "P*"" "' ^""^ humblest Uchen reproduces the
ereen or brown Incrustation which gave It birth : and at

^^uw 'tV"" "/ ^*"', ""•'' °' "'"• *•" *"d t»«t resembled
neither the paternal nor the maternal side of the housewould be regarded as a kind of monster.

f„™«» ** }^^ ?* f"" *" "*""="' ^ ^ "^»8 "elngs, the

S^i^r„,^r' M*" *«»'»^8-the one scheme whlfh theArchaus of the old speculators strives to carry out seems

T? u ti? T"^^
the offspring into the likeness of the parent.

It is the first ^at law of reproduction, that the oflsprhig

ShlngXe" "' ''"''"* " P"''"''' "'*'« Closely thJ

^tt'J!"'
*'"/»/"« "Jay *ow us how this law is a necessary

conscience of the more general laws which govern matt«^

«nnJ^ .^1"?'*^ *' '""'^ '=''" """^'y ^ '«!«» than that Itappears to be in hannony with them. We know that the

nhv^n nhP^' ^''^''lT °°* ^'"''^'""S apart from other

for^ t^^h-T'""'
•"**T '^*'' *•"»»

' ""> ""tter and

iZ^/^ »^°
Jl'"'**

"' *"* <">« «rtist who fashions theUvfag as weU as the llfele«,. Hence living bodies shouldobey the same great laws as other matter-nor. throughout

Th^v .^ ^^.f^ t ^V "^ ^'^'^ application th;n this, thata body impelled by two forces takes the direction of their
resultant. But Uving bodies may be regarded « nothtai
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0/ «« «, compels.S "or .^'mk'*
"" dWerence.

.opposed sin^estoS^^°^Ueff,.^^«P"?"'"venws of the

" tadependert oV any o "her Ivtoa ^h'f
'"^''

'I
^^ """"'
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either \r tomi or In ttrueture. There li alwayi ctrtalii

amount of deviation, not only frora the preclie character!
of a ilngle parent, but when, at tai most animal* and many
planta, the texei are lodged In diitinct Indlvidualf, from
an exact mean between the two parents. And Indeed, on
general princlplei, thit lUght deviation seemi a* Intelligible

at the general ilmilarlty. If we reflect how complex the
co-operating " bundlet of forces " are, and how Improbable
it is that, in any case, their true resultant shall coincide

with any mean between the more obvious charactert of

the two parents. Whatever be Itt cauie, however, the
co-existence of this tenden'"' to minor variation with the
tendency to general similarity. Is of vast Importance in itt

bearing on the questlop of the origin of species.

As a general rule, the extent to which an offspring diltert

from Its parent Is slight enough ; but, occasionally, the
amount of difference is much more strongly marked, and
then the divergent offspring receives the name of a Variety.
Multitudes, of what there Is every reason to believe are
such varieties, are known, but the origin of very few hat
been accurately recorded, and of these we will select two
as more especially illustrative of the mdln features of

variation. The first of them Is that of the " Ancon," or
" Otter " sheep, of which a careful account It given by
Colonel David Humphreys, F.R.S., in a letter to Sir Joseph
Banks, published In the Philosophical Transactions for

1813. It appears that one Seth Wrigh ' the proprietor of a
farm on the banks of the Charles Ri- , In Massachusetts,
possessed a flock of fifteen ewes and . ram of the ordinary
kind. In the year 1791, one of ti.e ewes presented her
owner with a male lamb, differing, for no assignable reason,
from its parents by a proportionally long body and short
bandy legs, whence it was unable to emulate Its relatives In

those sportive leaps over the neighbours' fences. In which
they were ir the habit of indulging, much to the good
farmer's vexation.

"'he second case is that detailed by a no less unexceptlon-
ab.. authority than Reaumur, in his Art de fain iclore lea

PouMs. A Maltese couple, named Kelleia, whose hands
and feet were constructed upon the ordinary human model,
had bom to them a son, Gratio, who possessed six perfectly

movable fingers on each hand, and six toes, not quite to
Well formed, on each foot. No cause could be assigned for

the appearance of this unusual variety of the human spedct.
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fwo cireumitancet are weU worthy of remark In both
*••« «••»• In each, the variety appear* to have arlien In
niD force, and, as It were, per taltum ; a wide and dcflnlte
difference appearing, at once, between the Aneon ram and
the ordinary theep ; between the ilx-flngered and six-toed
Gra^o Kellela and ordinary men. In neither caM I* It
poiilble to point out any obvious reason for the appearance
of the variety. Doubtless there were determining causes
for these as for all other phenomena ; but they do not
ap^iear. and we can be tolerably certain that what are
ordinarily understood as changes In physical conditions,
as In dhnate. In food, or the like, did not take place and
bad nothing to do with the matter It was no case of what
Is commonly called adaptation to chxumstances ; but, to
use a conveniently erroneous phrase, the variations arose
spontaneously. The fruitless search after nnal causes lead*
their pursuers a long way ; but even those hardy teleologUU,
who are ready to break through all the laws ot physics In
chase of their favourite will-o'-the-wisp, may be puzzled
to discover what purpose could be attained by the stunted
leg* of Seth Wright's ram or the hexadactyle members of
Gratio Kellela.

Varieties then arise we know not why ; and It Is more
than probable that the majority of varieties have arisen In
thta " spontaneous " manner, though we are, of course, far
from denying that they may be traced, in some cases, to
distinct external Influences; which are assuredly com-
petent to alter the character of the tegumentary covering,
to change colour, to increase or dhnlnlsh the size of muscles,
to modify constitution, and, among plants, to give rise to
the metamorphosis of stamens Into petals, and so loUh.
But however they may have arisen, what especially
Interests us at present Is, to remark that, once In existence,
varieties obey the fundamental law of reproduction that
like tends to produce like, and their olTspring exemplify it
by tending to exhibit the same deviation from the parental
stock as themselves. Indeed, there seems to be. In many
InstanceR, a pre-potent Influence about a newly-arisen variety
which give* It what one may call an unfair advantage over
the uonnal descendants from the same stock. This Is
strikingly exempllfled by the case of Gratio Kdlela, who
married a woman with the ordinary pentadactyle ex-
tremities, and had by her four children, Salvator, George,
Andr<, and Marie. Of these children Salvator, the eldest
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IKV, had ilx flngen and itx toes, 111m hb (ather ; tha Mcond
and tUrd, abo boyt, had Hve Hngen and nve toeg. Ilka thair
mother, though the handt and feet o( George were ilWitlr
datormed. The lait, a girl, had nve flngen and flvetoli
but tha thumbs were sllghUy deformed. The variety thua
reproduced lUelf purely In the eldest, whUe the normal
type rq>roduced Itself purely In the third, and almost
purely in the second and last : so that U would seem, at
nrst, as If the normal type were more powerful than the
variety. But all these chUdren grew up and intermarried
With normal wives and husband, and then, note what took
place : Salvator had four lUdren. three of whom exhibited
the bexadactyle members of their grandfather and father.
whUe the yoiinijert had the penUdactyle limbs of tha
mother and (= .ndmother ; so that here, notwlthsUndlag
a double pentadaclyle dUuUon of the blood, the hexadaet^
variety had the best of It. The same prepotency of the
variety was stiU more markedly exemplilled in the progeny
of two of the other chUdren, Marie and George. Marie
(Whose thumbs only were defonned) gave birth to a boy
with six toei,' and three other normaUy formed chUdren

;

but George, who was not quite so pure a pentadactyle.
begot, first, two girls, each of whom had six fingers and
foes i then a girt with six lingers on each hand and six toet
on the right foot, but only Ave toes on the left ; and lasUy.
a boy with only Ave fingers and toes. In these instancM
therefore, the variety, as It were, leaped over one genera-
tion to reproduce Itself In fuU force in the next. FlnaUy

*w./"^^ penUdactyle Andr* was fie father of many
children, not one of whom departed from the nonnal
parental type.

If a variaUon which approaches the nature of a mon-
strority can strive thus forcibly to reproduce itself, it is not
wonderful that less aberrant modiflcaUons should tend tobe preserved even more strongly ; and the history of tha

^fr.u *f? *!' •" ^}^ ""P"*'* ParUculMly InstnicUve.
With the cuteness characteristic of their nation, the
neighbours of the MassachusetU farmer imagined It would
be an exceUent thing If aU his sheep were toibued with
the stay-at-home tendencies enforced by Nature upon the
newly-arrived ram ; and they advised Wright to kiu
the old patriarch of his fold, and InstaU the Ancon ram inhU pUce. The reiult justined their sagacious anUcipations
and coincided very neariy with what occurred to tb«
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pnieny of Cratio Kellela. The young Iambi wen almott

K
*''* *'*'"' •""* Ancone, or pure ordinary iheep.* But

when (uflldent Ancon sheep were obtained to Interbreed
with one another, It wai found that the oRiprtng wa« always
pure Anoon. Colonel Humphreys, In fact, states that he
was ac«iualnted with only "one questionable case of a
contrary nature." Here, then. Is a remarkable and well-
established instance, not only of a very dlt' • race being
established per lattum, but of that race I c o g •• true"
at once, and showing no mixed forms, even when crossed
with anof.:.t'r breed.
By taking care to select Ancons of both sexes, for breeding

from. It thus became easy to establish an extremely weU-
marked race ; so peculiar that, even when herded with other
iheep. It was noted that the Ancons kept together. And
Uiere is every reason to believe that the existence of this
breed might have been Indennltely protracted ; but the
Introduction of the Merino sheep, which were not only very
niperior to the Ancons in wool and meat, but quite as quiet
and orderly, led to the complete neglect of the new breed,
•o that, In 1813, Colonel Humphreys found It difflcult to
obtain the specimen, whose skeleton was presented to Sir
Joseph Banks. We believe that, for many years, no
remnant of it has existed In the United States.
GraUo Kellela was not the progenitor of a race of slx-

flngered men, as Seth Wright's ram became a nation of
Ancon sheep, though the tendency of the variety to per-
petuate Itself appears to have been fully as strong In theme case as In the other. And the re««o-. of the difference
k not far to seek. Seth Wright :,..,!< ,.,,,( not to weaken
the Ancon blood by matching \ •, Ancon t with any but
males of the same variety, whi <ira((o liuif a i sons were
too far removed from the pati' .

.
' t<„.a, ,.o ntermarry

with theh- sisters ; and his grandchildrtn &<? n not to have
•Colonel Humphreys' statemenU are exccc - xpUcIt on this

point :—•' When an Ancon ewe is Impregnate j « common ram.
the increase resembles whoUy either the eve or the ram The
Increue of the common ewe impregnated by an Ancon ram foUows
entirely the one or the other, without blending any of the disUn-
gnishtog and essential pecuUaritles of both. Frequent instances
aave happened where common ewes have had twins by Ancon ramsWien one exhibited the comidete marks and features ef the ewe.'
the other of the ram. The con -as been rendered singularly
sWkiBfc wh?n one short-legged anu o.M! long-kgged Ism!>. pruducedt a birth, have been seen sucldng the dam at the same time."—
PMIfophical Trantactions, 1813, PL I. pp. 89, 90.
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been attracted by their six-dngered cousin*. In otlier
words. In the one example a race was produced, because,
for several generations, care was taken to select both parents
of the breeding stock from animals exhlbiUng a tendency
to vary In the same condiUon ; while. In the other, no race
was evolved, because no such selection was exercised. A
race is a propagated variety ; and as, by the laws of repro-
duction, offspring tend to assume the parental forms, they
will be more likely to propagate a variation exhibited by
both parents than that possessed by only one.
There is no organ of the body of an antanal which may

not, and does not, occasionally, vary more or less from the
normal type ; and there is no variation which may not be
transmitted, and which, if selectively transmitted, may not
become the foundation of a race. This great truth, some-
times forgotten by phflosophers, has long been familiar to
practical agriculturists and breeders ; and npon it rest all
the methods of improving the breeds of domestic animals,
which, for the last century, have been followed with so
much success in England. Colour, fonn, size, texture of
hair or woof, proportions of various parts, strength «»
weakness of constituUon, tendency to fatten or to remain
lean, to give much or litUe milk, speed, strength, temper.
Intelligence, special Instincts; there Is not one of these
characters whose transmission is not an every-day occur-
rence within the experience of catUe-breeders, stock-
farmers, horse-dealers, and dog and poultry fanden. Nay,
It is only the other day that an eminent physiologist. Dr.
Brown-S^quard, communicated to the Royal Society his
discovery that epilepsy, artifldally produced in guinea-
pigs, by a means which he has discovered, is transmitted
to their offspring.

But a race, once produced, is no more a fixed and toimut-
able enUty than the stock whence it sprang ; variations
arise among its members, and as these variations are trans-
mitted like any others, new races may be developed out of
the pre-existing one ad infinitum, or, at least, within any
Itaiit at present determined. Given sufficient time and
BufflclenUy careful selection, and the multitude of races
which may arise from a common stock Is as astonishing as
are the extreme structural differences which they may
present. A remarkable example of this is to be found in
the rock-pigeon, which Dr. Darwin has, in our opfaiion,
satisfactorily demonstrated to be the progenitor of all our
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domestic pigeons, of which there are certainly more than a
hundred well-marked races. The most noteworthy of
these races are, the four great stocks known to the " fancy "

as tumblers, pouters, carriers, and fantails ; birds which
not only differ most singularly In size, colour, and habits,
but in the form of the beak and of the skuU : in the pro-
portions of the beak to the skull ; in the number of tail-

feathers ; in the absolute and relative size of the feet ; in
the presence or absence of the uropyglal gland ; in the
number of vertebrse in the back ; in short, in precisely

those characters in which the genera and species of birds
differ from one another.

And it is most remarkable and instructive to observe, that
none of these races can be shown to have been originated
by the action of changes in what are commonly called

external circumstances, upon the wild rock-pigeon. On
the contrary, from time immemorial, pigeon fanciers have
had essentially similar methods of treating their pets,

which have been housed, fed, protected and cared for in

much the same way in all pigeonries. In fact, there is no
ca:; better adapted than that of the pigeons to refute the
doctrine which one sees put forth on high authority, that
" no other c): racters than those founded on the develop-
ment uf bone for the attachment of muscles " are capable of

variation. In precise contradiction of tills hasty assertion,

Mr. Darwin's researches prove that the skeleton of the
wings in domestic pigeons has hardly varied at all from
that of the wild type ; while, on the other hand, it is in
exactly those respects, such as the relative length of the
beak and skull, the number of the vertebra:, and the
number of the tail-feathers, in which muscular exertion can
have no important influence, that the utmost amount of

variation has taken place.

We have said that the following out of the properties

exhibited by physiological species would lead us into

difficulties, and at this point they begin to be obvious

;

for if, as the result of spontaneous variation and of selective

breeding, the progeny of a common stock may become
separated into groups distinguished from one another by
constant, not sexual, morphological characters, it is clear

that the physiological definition of species is likely to

clash with the morphological definition. No one would
hesitate to describe the pouter and the tumbler as distinct
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speciei, If they were found fown, or If their skfats and
skeletons were imported, as those of exoUc wild blrd«
commonly are—and without doubt. If considered alone,
they are good and distinct morphological species. On the
other hand, they are not physiological species, for they
are descended from a common stock, the rock-pigeon.
Under these circumstances, as It is admitted on aU sides

that races occur in Nature, how are we to know whether
any apparently distinct animals are really of different
physiological species, or not, seeing that the amount of
morphological difference is no safe guide? Is there any
test of a physiological species 7 The usual answer of physio-
loglsU Is In the afflrmaUve. It is said that such a test
Is to be found In the phenomena of hybridization—in the
results of crossing races, as compared with the results of
crossing species.

So far as the evidence goes at present, Individuals, of
what are certainly known to be mere races produced by
selection, however distinct they may appear to be, not
only breed freely together, but the offspring of such crossed
races are orily ptrfecUy fertile with one another. Thus,
the spaniel and the greyhound, the dray-horse and the
Arab, the pouter and the tumbler, breed together with
perfect freedom, and their mongrels, if matched with other
mongrels of the same kind, are equally fertile.
On the other hand, there can be no doubt that the In-

dividuals of many natural species are either absolutely
infertile, If crossed with individuals of other species, or,
if they give rise to hybrid offspring, the hybrids so produced
are infertUe when pah-ed together. The horse and the ass.
for insUnce, if so crossed, give rise to the mule, and thereU no certain evidence of offspring ever having been produced
by a male and female mule. The unions of the rock-pigeon
and the ring-pigeon appear to be equaUy barren of result
Here, then, says the physiologist, we have a means of
distinguishing any two true species from any two varieUes.
If a male and a female, selected from each group, produce
offspring, and that offspring is ferUle with others produced
in the same way, the groups are races and not species. If
on the other hand, no result ensues, or if the offspring are
infertUe with others produced in the same way, they are
true physiological species. The test would be an admirable
one. If, In the flrst place, it were always pracUcable to
apply It, and i^ in the second, It always yielded resuIU
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ra$cq)tlble of a deflnite Interpretation. Unfortunately,
In the great majority of cases, this touchstone for species it

wholly Inapplicable.

The constitution of many wild animals is so altered
by confinement that they wHl not breed even with ttielr

own females, so that the negative results obtained from
crosses are of no value ; and the antipathy of wild animals
of different species for one another, or even of wild and
tame members of the same species, is ordinarily so great,
that it is hopeless to look for such unions in Nature. The
hermaphrodism of most plants, the difficulty in the way
of Insuring the absence of their own, or the proper working
of other pollen, are obstacles of no less magnitude in
applying the test to them. And in both animals and plants
is superadded the further difficulty, that experiments
must be continued over a long time for the purpose of
ascertaining the fertility of the mongrel or hybrid
progeny, as well as of the first crosses from which they
spring.

Not only do these great practical difficulties lie in tlie

way of applying the hybridization test, but even when
this oracle can be questioned, its replies are sometbnes
as doubtful as those of Delphi. For example, cases are
cited by Mr. Darwin, of plants wliich are more fertile with
the pollen of another species than with their own ; and
there are others, such as certain fuci, whose male element
will fertilize the ovule of a plant of distinct species, while
the males of the latter species are ineRective with the
females of the first. So that, in the last-named instance, a
physiologist, who should cross the two species In one way,
would decide that they were true species ; while another,
who ii'ii> uld cross them in the reverse way, would, with
equal justice, according to the rule, pronounce them to be
mere races. Several plants, wliich there is great reason
to believe are mere varieties, are almost sterile when
crossed ; while both animals and plants, which have
always been regarded by naturalists as of distinct species,

turn out, when the test is applied, to be perfectly fertile.

Again, the sterility or fertility of crosses seems to bear no
relation to the structural resemblances or difierences of
the members of any two groups.

Mr. Darwin has discussed this question with singular
ability and circumspection, and liis conclusions are summed
up at toUowi, at page 276 of hi* work :

—
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"Flnt cnxses between. fomu lufllclently diiUnct to be ranked
M (pedei, and tbelr hybrids, are very generally, but not univerully,
•teiile. The iterillty is of all degrees, and is otten so slight that
the two most careful experimentalists who have ever lived have
come to diametrically opposite conclusions in ranking forms by this
test. The sterility is innately variable in individuals of the same
species, and is eminently susceptible of favourable and anfavourabla
conditions. The degree of sterility does not strictly follow syste-
matic affinity, but is governed by several curious and complex laws.
It is generally different, and sometimes widely different, in i«ciprocal
crosses between the same two species. It is not always equal in
degree in a first cross, and in the hybrid produced from this cross.
" In the same manner as in grafting trees, the capacity of one

species or variety to take on another is incidental on generally
unknown differences in their vegetative systems ; so in crossing,
the greater or less facility of one species to unite with another is

incidental on unknown differences in their reproductive systems.
There is no more reason 'o think that species have been specially
endowed with various degrees of sterility to prevent them crossing
and breeding in Nature, than to think that trees have been specially
endowed with various and somewhat analogous degrees of difBculty
in being grafted together. In order to prevent them becoming in-
arched in our lorests.

" The sterility of first crosses between pure species, which have
their reproductive systems perfect, seems to depend on seven!
circumstances ; In some cases largely on the early death of the
embryo. The sterility of hybrids which have their reproductive
systems imperfect, and which have had this system and their whole
organization disturbed by being compounded of two distinct species,
seems closely aUied to that sterility which so frequently aflecU pure
speciei when their natural conditions ot life have been disturbed.
This view Is supported by a parallelism ot another kind : namely,
that the crossing of forms, only sUghUy different, is favourable to
the vigour and fertility of the offspring ; and that slight changes in
the conditions of life are apparently favourable to the vigour and
fertility ot all organic beings. It is not surprising that the degree ot
difficulty in uniting two species, and the degree of sterility of their
hybrid offspring, sliould generally correspond, though due to distinct
causes ; tor both depend on the amount of difference ot some kind
between the spcdes which are crossed. Nor Is It surprising4hat the
facility of effecUng a first cross, the fertiUty ot hybrids produced
from It, and the capacity ot being grafted togetfaer^though this
latter capacity evidently depends on widely different circumstance*
—should all run to a certain extent paraUel with the systemaUc
affinity of the forms which are subjected to experiment ; for syste-
matic affinity attempts to express alt kinds of resemblance between
all spedes.

" Firtt crossra between forms known to ba varieties, or sufficiently
like to be considered as varieties, and tbelr mongrel efl^ring, are
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yry g"»««Ily, but not quite oiUvenally, fertile. Nor I* this neaHy
jenenl and perfect fertlUty turpriiing, wlien we lemember liow
liaUe we are to argue In a circle wlti> respect to varietlei lo a itate
of Nature

; and when we remember that the greater number of
varieUet have been produced under dometticaUon by the eelection
of mere external differenoM, and not of dlllereneei in the repro-
ducUve lyitem. In aU other reipeeU, excluding fertiUty. thereU a close general rcicmblanoe between hybrids and mongnla."—
Pp. 276-8.

We fully agree with the general tenor of this weighty
passage

; but forcible as are these arguments, and Uttle
as the value of fertUlty or Infertility as a test of speciesmay be, it must not be forgotten that the really important
fact, so far as the InquUy Into the origin of species goes,
is, that there are such thtags In Nature as groups of animals
and of plants, whose members are hicapable of fertile
union with those of other groups; and that there are
such things as hybrids, which are absolutely sterile when
crossed with pther hybrids. For U such phenomena as
these were exhibited by only two of those assemblages of
living objects, to which the name of species (whether It
be used in iu physiological or in its morphological sense)
Is given, it would have to be accounted for by any theory
of the origin of spedes, and every theory which could not
account for It would be, so far, imperfect.
Up to this point we have been dealing with matterr of 'act,

and the statements which we have laid before the reader
would, to the best of our knowledge, be admitted to contain
a fair exposiUon of what is at present known respecting
the essential properties of species, by aU who have studied
the quesUon. And whatever may be his theoretica' views,
no naturalist wiU probably be disposed to demur o the
followhig summary of that exposition :—

Living betaigs, whether anbnals or plants, are divisible into
inulUtudes of dlstincUy definable kinds, which are morpho-
logical species. They are also divisible into groups of
todividuals, which breed freely together, tending to repro-
duce their like, and are physiological species. Normally
resembling their parents, the offspring of members of these
species are still liable to vary, and the variation may be
perpetuated by selecUon, as a race, which race, in many
cases, presents aU the characteristics of a morphologic^
species. But It is not as yet proved that a race ever
exhibits, when crossed with another race of the same species.
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thoie phenomena of hybridization which are exhibited by
many species when crossed with other spedei. On the
other hand, not only is it not proved that all species give
rise to hybrids infertile InUr se, but there is much reason
to beUeve that. In crossing, species exhibit every gradation
from perfect sterility to perfect fertility.

I

Such are the most essential cbaracterisUcs of ipedes.
Even were man not one of them—a member of the same
system and subject to the same laws—the question of
their origin, theb- causal connexion, that is, with the other
phenomena of the universe, must have attracted his
attention, as soon as his inteUigence had raised itself above
the level of his dally wants.

Indeed history relates that such was the case, and has
embalmed for us the speculations upon the origin of living
beings, which were among the earliest products of the
dawntaig InteUectual activity of man. In those early days
positive knowledge was not to be had, but the craving
after it needed, at all hazards, to be satisfled; and according
to the country, or the turn of thought of the speculator,
the suggestion that all living thfags arose from the mud
of the Nile, from a primeval egg, or from some more anthro-
pomorphic agency, afforded a sufficient resting-place for his
curiosity. The myths of Paganism are as dead as Osiris
or Zeus, and the man who should revive them, in opposiUon
to the knowledge of our time, would be justly laughed to
scorn; but the coeval imaglnaUons current among the
rude taihabitants of Palestine, recorded by writers whose
very name and age are admitted by every scholar to be
unknown, have unfortunately not yet shared their fate,
but, even at this day, are regarded by nine-tenths of the
clvUized worid as the authoritative standard of fact and
the criterion of the justice of scientiflc conclusions. In aU
that relates to the origin of things, and, among them, of
species. In this nineteenth century, as at the dawn of
modern physical science, the cosmogony of the semi-
barbarous Hebrew is the incubus of the phBosopher and
the opprobrium of the orthodox. Who shall number the
paUent and earnest seekers after truth, from the days of
Galileo untU now, whose lives have been embittered and
their good name blasted by the mistaken zeal of BibUo-
laters 7 Who shall count the host of weaker men whose
«ense of truth has been destroyed In the effort to harmonize
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however venerable and „„
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being the result of the modification of any other form of
living matter—or arising by natural agencies—but being
produced, as such, by a supernatural creative act.

The other, the so-called " transmutation " hypothesis,
considers that all existing species are the result of the
modiflcation of pre-existing species, and those of their

predecessors, by agencies similar to those which at the
present day produce varieties and races, and therefore in
an altogether natural way ; and It is a probable, though
not a necessary consequence of this hypothesis, that all

living beings have arisen from a single stoclc. With
respect to the origin of this primitive stoclc, or stocks, the
doctrine of the origin of species is obviously not necessarily
concerned. The transmutation hypothesis, for example,
is perfectly consistent either with the conception of a special
creation of the primitive germ, or with the supposition
of its having arisen, as a modification of inorganic matter,
by natural causes.

The doctrine of specinl creation owes its existence very
largely to the supposed necessity of making science accord
with the Hebrew cosmogony ; but it is curious to observe
that, as the doctrine is at present maintained by men of
science, it is as hopelessly inconsistent with the Hebrew
view as any other hypothesis.

If there be any result which has come more clearly out
of geological investigation than another, it is, that the
vast series of extinct animals and plants is not divisible,

as it was once supposed to be, into distinct groups, separated
by sharply-marked boundaries. There are no great
gulfs between epochs and formations—no successive
periods marked by the appearance of plants, of water
animals, and of land animals, en masse. Every year adds
to the list of links between what the older geologists
supposed to be wldriy separated epochs : witness the crags
linking the drift with older tertiaries ; the Maestricht
beds linking the tertiaries with the chal'' ; the St. Cassian
beds exhibiting an abundant fauna of ' ed mesoioic and
palteozolc types, in rocks of an epoch tee supposed to
hi eminently poor in life; witness, lastly, the incessant
disputes as to whether a given stratum shall be reckoned
devonian or carboniferous, Silurian or dtvonian, Cambrian
or Silurian.

This truth is further illustrated in a most interesting
manner by the impartial and higlily competent testimony
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But rappoM we prefer to admit onr Ignorance rather than

adopt a hypothesis at variance with all the teadiings of

Nature T Or, suppose for a moment we admit the explaaa-

tlon, and then seriously ask ourselves how much the

wiser are we; what does the explanation explain T Is

It any more than a grandiloquent way of announcing the

fact, that we really know nothing about the matter 7 A
phenomenon is explained when it Is shown to be a case of

some general law of Nature ; but the supernatural inter-

podtlon of the Creator can, by the nature of the case,

exemplify no law, and it species have really arisen in this

way, it is absurd to attempt to discuss their origin.

Or, lastly, let us ask ourselves whether any amount of

evidence which the nature of our faculties permits us to

attain, can Justify us bi asserting that any phenomenon

is out of the reach of natural causation. To this end it

Is obviously necessary that we should know all the con-

sequences to which all possible combinatlonii, continued

through unlimited time, can give rise. If we knew these,

and found 'none competent to originate species, we should

have good ground for denying their origin by natural

causation. Till we know them, any hypothesis is better

than one which involves us in such miserable presumption.

But the hypothesis of special creation Is not only a mere

specious mask for our Ignorance ; its existence in Biology

marks the youth and imperfection of the science. For

what Is the history of every science, but the history of the

eltanlnatlon of the notion of creative, or other Interferences,

with the natural order of the phenomena which are the

subject-matter of that science? When Astronomy was

young "the morning stars sang together for Joy," and

the planets were guided In their courses by celestial hands.

Now, the harmony of the stars has resolved Itself into

gravitation according to the Inverse squares of the distances,

and the orbits of the planets are deduclble from the laws

of the forces which allow a schoolboy's stone to break a

window. The lightning was the angel of the Lord ; but

It has pleased Providence, in these modem times, that

science should make It the humble messenger of man,

and we know that every flash that shimmers about the

horizon on a summer's evening is determined by ascertain-

able conditions, and that its direction and bri^tsess

might, if our knowledge of these were great enou^, have

been calculated.
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""hnals which inhabit the sea on opposite

.n.« ?
the isthmus of Panama are wholly distinct • the

SSS^t f^"* "f"''
^'•"='* ^hablt islandf are commonfy

v^ave^"". r".."'
*'"' neighbouring malnland,?^d

uLtZlArt^"uK of aspect. The mammals ofTateit terUary epoch in the Old and New Worlds belong

^SStT' *™'"' -' ^"'""y «^°"P»' » those which now
ISS?«

"*
»r'.^!!*.«'°«^'"P'"^"' «'"• The crocoduTa^n^Ules which existed in the earliest secondary epoch weresinUlar to general structure to those now living bStTxhiblt
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tIMht diffenncM In their vertebra, iumI pmmcm. uid

one or two other points. The gulnea-pig bu teeth which

re ibed before It Is bom, and hence can never subserve the

masticatory purpose for which they seem contrived, and,

In like manner, the female dugong has tusks which never

cut the gum. All the members of the same great group run

through sbnilar conditions In their development, and all

their parts. In the adult state, are arranged according to

the same plan. Man Is more like a gorilla than a gorilla

Is like a lemur. Such are a few, taken at random, among
the multitudes of similar facts which modem research has

established ; but when the student seeks lor an explanation

of them from the supporters of the received hypothesis

of the origin of species, the reply he receives is. In substance,

of Oriental simplicity and brevity—" Mashallah I It so

pleases God I " There are dlllerent species on opposite

sides of the Isthmus of Panama, because they were created

different on the two sides. The pliocene mammals are

like the existing ones, because such was the plan of creation ;

and we find radlmental organs and similarity of plan,

because It has pleased the Creator to set before Himself a

"divine exemplar or archetype," and to copy It In His

works ; and somewhat ill, those who hold this view bnply,

in some of them. That such verbal hocus-pocus should

be received as science will one day be regarded as evidence

of the low state of Intelligence in the nineteenth century.

Just as we amuse ourselves with the phrasco(ogy about

Nature's abhorrence of a vacuum, wherewith TorrlceUI's

compatriots were satls&ed to explain the rise of water In a

pump. And be it recollected that this sort of satisfaction

works not only negative but positive 111, by discouraging

Inquiry, and so depriving man of the usufruct of one of

the most fertile fields of his great patrimony. Nature.

The objections to the doctrine of the ori^ of species by
special creation which have been detailed, must have

occurred, with more or less force, to the mind of every

one who has seriously and Independently considered the

subject. It Is therefore no wonder that, from time to

time, tlds hypothesis should have been met by counter

hypotheses, all as well, and some better, founded than itself

;

and it is curious to remark that the inventors of the opposing

views seem to have been led into them as much by their

knowledge of geology, as by their acquaintance with biology.

In fact, when the mind has once admitted the conception of
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TH.J*^
'""• «"»!»•«' to "How that 11 . ^ belnn have

SD!S.m.?£!:!'M
'*'"""'"'•'*' •PwS.tlon.

Of De Malllet and Us luccMion are I ramDlament
of SdUa'i demonstration o^ ; , „ true -( fossU.A contemporary of Ne>.:<. and oi . ibnlU. sbarlnc
therefore in the Intellectual acUvlty of the re^iarkaWi
age which witnessed the birth of modem physical sdenee

?h*""2L'"k^?"'*'
^" "' " '""^ life a. a cons^iL^ aS^ithe FYench Government In viu-lous Mediterranean ports.For sixteen years. In fact, he held the office of Consul-

General In Fpypi, and the wonderful phenomena oiTeredby the valley of the Nile appear to have strongly Impressed
Bis mind, lo I. ,( .lirected hiJ attention to aU facts of asimilar ord.r Nhieh came .viihlu his observation, and tohave led him to ^,^cn..<^c on Ine origin of the wesent
condition of our .;1 ,1,« nd if Its inhabltanU. But, with allhis rdour for sclcnc- Oe M.illct seems to have hesitated
to pubUsh views which, notwithvtnnding the Ingeniousattempts to reconcUe them with the Hebrew hyDot'i-iiis
contahied In the prefac! to TeUiamed, were hardiv (,>>
to be received with favoi it by his contemporarie-
But a short time had elapsed sHci more than ., , ..f li-

great anatomists and physicists of tlie Italian chooi h • t

paid dearly for their endeavours lo dissipate «mh o' (>«
prevalent errors; and their lUustrlous pupU, !j,v>' fii
founder of modem physiology, had not farei^ .^r «.J< Za country less oppressed by the benumbing Innuences, .( Hvw
logy, as to tempt anyman to follow his example. Prob^'t.iv
not uninfluenced by these considerations, his Catholicm^esty s Consul-Gencral for Egypt kept his theories to htai-
self throughout a long life, for TtlUamtd. the only scientificwork which Is known to have proceeded from his nen
was not printed till 1735, when lU author had reached the
ripe age of seventy-nine ; and though De Malllet lived
three years longer, his book was not given to the world
brfore 1748. Even then It wa, anonymous to those whf
«.?* *^"** "' *•** »nagrammatlc character of Its
tlUe

;
nd the preface and dedication are so worded as

In <»se of necessity, to give t!
, .rinter a fair chance of falUuil

/«" d*"" /
""""" ***"* *'"' "'*'''' *'* '"**"^*^ '•» " we'^

The H>eculatlons of the supposititious Indian sage.
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though quite at sound m those of many • *< Mosaic Gtaiogy,"
which sells exceedingly well, have no great value M we
consider them by the light of modern science. The water*
aie supposed to have originally covered the whcrie globe

;

to have deposited the rocky masses which compose Its

mountains by processes comparable to those wUch are
now forming mud, sand, and shingle ; and then to have
gradually lowered their level, leaving the spoUs of their
animal and vegetable inhabitants embedded in the strata.

As the dry land appeared, certabi of the aquatic animals
are supposed to have taken to it, and to have become
gradually adapted to terrestrial and atrial modes of exist-

ence. But If we regard the general tenor and style of the
reasoning in relation to the state of knowledge of the day,
two circumstances appear very well worthy of remark.
The first, that De Maiilet had a notion of the modiflability
of living forms (though without any precise information
on the subject), and how such modiflability might account
for the origin of species ; the second, that he very clearly

apprehended the great modem geological doctrine, so
strongly insisted upon by Hutton, and so ably and com-
prehensively expounded by Lyell, that we must look to
existing causes for the explanation of past geological

events. Indeed, the ''/lowing passage of the preface,
in which De Maiilet is supposed to speak of the Indian
philosopher Telliamed, his alter ego, might have been
written by the most philosophical uniformltarlan of the
present day :

—

" Ce qu'il y a d'<!tonnaiit, est que pour arriver k cea eonnolssances
U lemble avoir ptrvertl Tordre naturel, puisqu'au liea de t'attacher

d'abord k rechercber I'orlgine de notre globe il a commence par
travailler k I'lnstruire de la nature. Mais k I'entcndre, ce renveree-
ment de I'ordre a tti pour lu: I'eflet d'un g6nie favorable qui I'a

condolt pas k pas et comme par la main aux dicouvertes ks plus
sublimes. C'est en dteomposant la substance de ce globe par nne
anatomie exacte de toutes ses parties qu'il a premiirement appris de
quellei matiires il itait compos6 et quels arrangemens ces mtmes
matiires observaient entre elles. Ces lumiires Jointes k 1 esprit da
comparalson toujours n^cessaire k quiconque entreprend de percer
les voiles dont la nature aime k se cacher, ont servi de guide k
notre pbilosophe pour parvenlr k des eonnolssances plus inter-

essantes. Par la matiire et I'arrangement de ces compositions il

prMend avoir reconnu qnelle eSt la vWtable origine de ee
globe que nous babitons, comment et par qui il a eti fonne."

—

Pp. XiX. X2.

^V-
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hence perhapg, the general neglect of his work Rnhin!f.^
speculation, are rather behlnd.lhan In advance of thot of
?^«fh .

• /."" *'"'"8'' ^'""^^u' """y have played with the

.p^rpfrJTyTv hi!" aen^''"!''"'' "V" ^«»»""'tatlon of

views • D^v h^ ,^ * ""^ cosmologlcal and geologicalviews
,

partly by the conception of a craduated th^t,

ing the circumstances which surround it you vriU a»fr »Iacttons, and hence. In the long run, chaie'^o^cl^cu^tancemust produce change of organization All th» TL- !

She '

Ytr"*?'''"!^'''"™"''"'
Within the water tt^I

• See PA«. Zoologtque, vol. 1. p. 222. e{ uq.
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said to have wantt or actioni, become modifled ? To this
he repliei, that they are modifled by the changes In their
nutritive processes, which are effected by changing circum-
stances ; and it does not seem to have occurred to him that
auch changes might be as well supposed to take place among
animals.

'Whm we have said that Lamarcic felt that mere specula-
tion was not the way to arrive at the origin of species, but
tliat it was necessary, in order to the establishment of any
sound theory on the subject, to discover by obssrvation
'Or otherwise, some vera causa, competent to give rise to
them ; that he affirmed the true order of classification

to coincide with the order of their development one from
another ; that he insisted on the necessity of allowing
sufficient ttane, very strongly ; and that all the varieties of
instinct and reason were traced back by him to the same
cause as that which has given rise to species, we have enu-
merated his chief contributions to the advance of the ques-
tion. On the other hand, from his ignorance of any power
in Nature competent to modify the structure of animals,
except the development of parts, or atrophy of them, In
•consequence of a change of needs, Lamarck was led to attach
infinitely greater weight than it deserves to this agency,
and the absurdities into which he was led have met with
deserved condemnation. Of the struggle for existence, on
which, as, we shall see, Mr. Darwin lays such great stress,

Iw had no conception ; indeed, he doubts whether there
really are such things as extinct species, unless they be such
large animals as may have met their death at the hands of

man ; and so little does he dream of there being any other
destructive causes of work, that, in discussing the possible

-existence of fossil shells, he asks, " Pourquol d'ailleurs

«eroient-ils perdues dis que I'homme n'a pu opirer leur

destruction 1 " (Phil. Zool., vol. i. p. 77.) Of the influence

of selection Lamarck has as little notion, and he makes no
vse of the wonderful phenomena which are exhibited by
domesticated animals, and illustrate its powers. The vast
influence of Cuvier was employed against the Lamarckian
views, and, as the untenability of some of his conclusions

was easily shown, his doctrines sank under the opprobrium
of scientific, as well as of theological, heterodoxy. Nor
have the efforts made of late years to revive them tended
to re-establish their credit in the mindc of sound thinkers

acquainted with the facts of the case ; indeed it may be
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arth^^t^r •"•" -"-- -- '-- •"•

h^nfwl K^«?* •uPPorter. of the .pedal ctmUod

n.M- .l
""* .^eht, their position seemed more ImDrea-

?at hv :S 'T'."
""* "y "' »*" '"""«"* .trength, at «y

beln»J^M°'''^°""./""r "' •" *•" "ttempts which Sdbeen made to carry It. On the other hand, however much
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Such being the general ferment in the minds of naturalistsIt is no wonder that they mustered strong in the rooms ofthe Linnean Society, on the 1st of July of the yew Tsss

^llVir^''' "y ""*"»" "^'"8 °» o^PPOsUe sTde^of the'globe, working out theh- results IndependenUy and vet J™feeing to have discovered one and t'ke saTe'^.'oMon o?^ithe problems connected with species. The one of these

l^v^^Var "'"'
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•"""
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^LT^. " .*^•
''"*"' "f ^P"'« '' «" enlargemwtTbut'

• complete statement of Mr. Darwin's doctrine iTlootod
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for In the large and weU-iUuttrated work Mrhich he It taid to
be preparing for publication.

The Darwinian hypothesis has the merit ot being eminently
simplo and comprehensible in principle, and lU essential
posiUons may be sUted in a very lew words : all species
have been produced by the development ol varieties from
common stocks by the conversion of these first into per-
manent races and then into new species, by the proceu of
natural uleetton, which process is essentiaUy identical with
that artificial selection by which man has originated the
races of domesUc animals—the ttruggU for existence taking
the place of man, and exerting, in the case of natural
selection, that selective action which he performs in artificial
selection.

The evidence brouglit forward by Mr. Darwin in support
of his hypothesis is of three kinds. First, he endeavours to
prove that species may be originated by selection ; secondly,
he attempts to show that natural causes are competent to
exert selection ; and thirdly, he tries to prove that the most
remarkable and apparenUy anomalous phenomena exhibited
by the dUtributlon, development, and mutual relations of
species, can be shown to be deduclble from the general
doctrine of their origin, which he propounds, combined with
the known facts of geological change ; and that, even if all
these phenomena are not at present explicable by It, none
are necessarily inconsistent with it.

There cannot be a doubt that the method of inquiry which
Mr. Darwin has adopted is not only rigorously in accordance
with the canons of scientific logic, but that It is the only ade-
quate method. Critics exclusively trained in classics or In
mathematics, who have never determined a scientific fact
in theh- lives by InducUon from experiment or observation,
prate learnedly about Mr. Darwin's method, which is not
inductive enough, not Baconian enough, forsooth, tor them.
But even if practical acquaintance with the process of
scientific tavesUgatlon is denied them, they may learn, by
the perusal of Mr. Mill's admirable chapter " On the Deduc-
Uve Method," that there are mulUtudes of scientific inquiries,
In which the method of pure Induction hdps the investigator
but a very little way.

" The mode of Investigation," says Mr. Mill, " which, from the
proved Inappllcabfflty of direct methods of observaUon and expert-
nent, ranalns to as as the main sonrce ot the knowledge we possess,
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«r on Mquln, rapMUng the condiUoni and Um of neamno* ofin* mort complex phenomena, It eaUed. in iU moet general e' -
pws8ion, the dedncUve method, and consisu of three operaUont

.hr.hfh"".*"'^^"*!
'"''"*"''"! theeecond,ofraUoclnaUon; andthe third, of veriflcatlon."

Now. the condltloni which have determined the existence
or species are not only exceedingy complex, but, so far at the
great majority of them are concerned, are necessarily beyond
our cognizance. But what Mr. Darwin has atUmpted todo Is In exact accordance with the rule laid down by Mr.
MUl

;
he has endeavoured to determhie certahi great facU

Inductively, by observaUon and experiment; he has then
reasoned from the daU thus furnished ; and lasUy, he has
tested the validity of his ratiocination by comparing his
deducUons with the observed facts of Nature. Inductively
Mr. Darwin endeavours to prove that species arise in a given
way. DeducUvely, he desires to show that, If they arise in
that way, the facts of distribution, development, classlflca-
uon, etc., may be accounted for, i.e. may be deduced from
their mode of origin, combined with admitted changes In
physical geography and climate, during an Indeflnite period.And this explanation, or coincidence of observed with
deduced facts, is, so far as It extends, a veriflcatlon of the
Darwinian view.
There is no fault to be found with Mr. Darwin's method,

tflen
; but it Is another question whether he has fulfilled all

the conditions imposed by that method. Is it satisfactorily
proved, in fact, that species may be originated by selection 7
that there is such a thing as natural selection 7 that none of
the phenomena exhibited by species are inconsistent with
the orlgUi of species in this way 7 If these quesUons can be
answered In the affirmative, Mr. Darwin's view steps out of
the rank of hypotheses into those of proved theories ; but,
so long as the evidence at present adduced falls short of
enforcing that affirmation, so long, to our minds, must the
new doctrine be content to remaUi among the former—an
extremely valuable, and in the highest degree probable,
doctrine, Indeed the only extant hypothesis which is worth
anything In a sclentlflc point of view ; but stiU a hypothesis,
and not yet the theory of species.

After much consideration, and with assuredly no bias
against Mr. Darwin's views, it is our dear conviction that,
as the evidence stands, it is not absolutely proven that a
group of animals, havtaig all ti.i characters exhibited by

7•Man. »Baii^L3JK, 1^
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(pedes in Nature, has ever been originated by sdecflen,
whether artUlcial or natural. Groups having the morpbo«
logical character of species, distinct and permanent raeea
In fact, have been so produced over and over again ; b«t
there is no positive evidence, at present, that any group •(
animals has, by variation and selective breeding, given
rise to another grou;^ which was even in the least degree iafer-
tile with the first. Mr. Darv^ln Is perfectly aware of this
weak point, and brings forward a multitude of ingenious and
Important arguments to diminish the force of the objection.
We admit the value of these arguments to their fullest
extent ; nay, we will go so far as to express our belief that
experiments, conducted by a skilful physiologist, would very
probably obtain the desired production of mutually more
or less infertile breeds from a common stock, in a compara-
tively few years ; but still, as the case stands at present, this
"UtUe rift within the lute" Is not to be disguised nor over-
looked.

In the remainder of Mr. Darwin's argument our own
private ingenuity has not hitherto enabled us to pick holes
of any great Importance ; and judging by what we hear and
read, other adventurers In the same field do not seem to have
been much more fortunate. It has been urged, for instance,
that In his chapters on the struggle for existence and on
natural selection, Mr. Darwin does not so much prove that
natural selection does occur, as that it must occur ; but, in
fact, no other sort of demonstration Is attainable. A race
does not attract our attention in Nature until it has. In all
probability, existed for a considerable time, and then It is
too late to inquire into the conditions of its origin. Again,
It is said that there is no real analogy between the selection
which takes place under domestication, by human influence,
and any operaUon which can be eflected by Nature, for man
interferes intelligently. Reduced to its elements, this
argument implies that an effect produced with trouble by an
Intelligent agent must, A fortiori, be more troublesome, if
not impossible, to an unintelligent agent. Even putting
aside the question whether Nature, acting as she does accord-
ing to definite and invariable laws, can be rightly called an un-
intelligent agent, such a position as this is wholly untenable.
Mix salt and sand, and It shall puzzle the wisest of men, with
his mere natural appliances, to separate all the grains of sand
from all the grains of salt ; but a shower of rain will effect
the same object In ten minutes. And so, whileman may find
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it tax aH hb Intdllgamwi to leparate any variety which ariwt,
and to breed sdectivety from it, the destructive agencies
incessantly at woric in Nature, if tbey And one variety to be
more sohible in circumstances than the other, wili inevitably,
in the long run, eliminate it.

A frequent and a just objection to the Lamarclcian hypo-
thesis of tlie transmutation of species is based upon the
alMence of transitional forms between many species. But
against the Darwinian hypothesis this argument hat no
force. Indeed, one of the most valuable and suggestive
parts of Mr. Darwin's woric is that in which he proves,
that the frequent absence of transitions is a necessary con-
sequence of his doctrine, and that the stock whence two or
more species have sprung, need In no respect be intermediate
between these species. It any two species have arisen from
a common stocic in the same way as the carrier and the
pouter, say, have arisen from the rock-pigeon, then the com-
mon stock of these two species need be no more intermediate
between the two than the rock-pigeoa is between the carrier
and pouter. Qeariy appreciate the force of this analogy,
and all tlie arguments against the origin of species by selec-

tion, based on the absence of transitional fonns, fall to the
ground. And Mr. Darwin's posittea might, we think, have
been even stronger than it is if he had not embarrassed him-
self with tlM aphorism, " Natura nan facit saltum," which
turns up so often in his pages. We tielieve, as we have said

above, that Nature does make jumps now and then, and a
recognition of the fact is of no small importance in disposing
of many minor objections to the doctrine of transmutation.
But we must pause. The discussion of Mr. Darwin's

arguments in detail would lead us far beyond the limits

within which we proposed, at starting, to confine this article.

Our object has been attained if we have given an intelligible,

however brief, account of the established facts connected
with species, and of the relation of the explanation of those
facts offered by Mr. Darwin to the theoretical views held by
his predecessors and his contemporaries, and, above all, to the
requirements of scientific logic. We have ventured to point
out that it does not, as yet, satisfy all those requirements ;

but we do not hesitate to assert that it is as superior to any
preceding or contemporary hypothesis, in the extent of
observational and experimental basis on which it rests, in

its rigorously scientific method, and in its power of explaining
biological phenomena, as was the hypothesis of Copernicus

•1 It
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to the speculation* of Ptotemy. But tho plaiMtaiy orbits
turned out to be not quite circular altar aU. and, grand M
wa« the service Copernicus renderml to tdaaca. Kepler and
Newton had to come after hfan. What M the orbit of Dar^
wlnism should be a lltUe too circular I What if speciat
should offer residual phenomena, here and there, not
explicable by natural sctectlMt Twenty years hence
naturalUts may be in a i^aMe* to say whether tUs ii.
or U not, the case ; but la eMter event they will owe the
author of The Origin tf Speei<9 an tanmense debt of gratitude.We should leave a very wrong Impression on the reader's
.tod if we pcmltted htoi to suppose that the value of that

work depends whoMj- on the ultimate Justlflcation of the
theoretical views which it contains. On the contrary,
if they were disproved to-morrow, the book would stiU be
the best of its ktod—the most compendious statement of
weU-stfted facts bearing on the doctrine of species that has
evCT appeared. The chapters on Variation, on the Struggle
for Existence, on Instinct, on Hybridism, on thelmpertection
of the Geological Record, on Geographical Distribution, have
not only no equals, but, so far as our knowledge goes, no
compeUtors, wlthta the range of biological literature. And
viewed as a whole, we do not believe that, stoce the publi-
cation of Von Baer's Researches on Development, thhly
years ago, any work has appeared calculated to exert so
large an influence, not only on the future of Biology, but in
extending the domination of Science over regions of thought
Into which she has, as yet, hardly penetrnted.
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J. UiBui D» Darwin'ichb ScnoprimaiTHBonn bin Vobtbao
VON A. KBlLlKKK. Leipzig, 1864.

» E«*MtNA«ON DU LiVHB DB M. DaBWIN IUR L'ORiaiNB dbs
Esptcu. Par P. I'LounBHi. ParU, 1864.

In the course of the present year several foreign com-
mentaries upon Mr. Darwin's great work have made their
appearance. Those who have perused that remarkable
chapter of the Antiquity of Man, in which Sir Charles
LyeU draws a paraUel between the development of species
and that of languages, wlU be glad to hear that one of the
most eminent phUoIogers of Germany, Professor Schleicher,
has, independently, published a most instructive and philoso-
phical pamphlet (an excellent notice of which is to be found
In the Reader, for February 27th of this year) supporting
•imOar views with all the weight of his special knowledge and
established authority as a linguist. Professor Haeckel, to
whom Schleicher addresses himself, previously took occasion.
In his splendid monograph on the Radiolaria,^ to express his
high appreciation of, and general rx)ncordance with, Mr.
Darwin's views.

But the most elaborate criticisms of the Origin of Species
'

which have appeared are two works of very widely different
merit, the one by Professor Kdlllker, the well-kntvvi:
anatomist and hlstologist of WOriburg ; the other by M.
Flourens, Perpetual Secretary of the French Academy of
Sciences.

Professor kCOIllker's critical essay Upon the Darwinian
Theory is, like all that proceeds from the pen of that
thoughtful aiid accomplished writer, worthy of the most
careful cousideralion. It comprises a brief but clear sketch of
Darwin's views- followed by an enumeration of the leading
difficulties in the way of their acceptance; dimculties
Which would tippear to be insurmountable to Piofessor

* <Flm htataral ttalorj Review, 1864.
t Zfie Sadialarten : erne Menogmpliie, p. 231.
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KUUlcer, Inaunueh m he propoiM to rcplMC Mr. Darwin'i
Theory by one which he temii the Thury of HtUnftntoui
GtntratUm, We ihall proceed to consider flrtt the dettruc-
Uve, and secondly, the constructive portion ot the essay.
We regret to And ourselves compelled to dissent very

widely from many ot Professor KOUlker's remarks ; and
from none more thoroughly than from those In which he
seeks to deflne what we may term the philosophical position
of Darwinism.

" Oarwin," says Proltaiar KSlUkir, " li, in the fUUett nnsi of
the word, TdsofegtoL He tayi quite <ll$tlnctly (Fint EdiUon,
pp. 19», aOO) that every particular in tlie itructure of on animal
has bean created lor its beneflt, and he rcgutii tlie wliole teriet ol
4aitanal IMnt only from this point ol view."

And again:

" 7. Tlie teleological general conoepUon adopted by Darwin Is a
miitalien.one.

" VarieUei arise IrrespccUvely ol tlie noUon of punKwe, or ol
utility, according to general laws ol Nature, and may be either
usatul, or liurtful, or Indiflerent.
" The anumption that an organism exists only on account of soma

definite end in view, and represenU something mora than tha
incorporaUon of a general idea, or law, implies a one-sided conception
of the nniveisa. Assuredly, every organ lias, and every organism
fulfils, its end, but its purpose is not the condition of its existanoe.
Every organism is also sufDclently perfect for the purpose it serves,
and in that, at least, it is useless to seek for a cause ol its Improve-
ment."

It is singular how difTerently one and the same book will
Impress dlflcrent minds. That which struck the present
writer most forcibly on his first perusal of the Origin of
Species was the conviction that Teleology, as commonly
understood, had received its deathblow at Mr. Darwin's
hands. For the teleological argument runs thus: an
organ or organism (A) Is precisely fitted to perform a
function or purpose (B) ; therefore it was specially con-
structed to perform that function. In Paley's famous
iliustration, the adaptation of all the parts of the watch
to the function, or purpose, of showing the time, is held to
be evidence that the watch was specially contrived to that
end ; on the ground, that the only cause we know of,
competent to produce such an effect as a watch which shall
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ihft"K' ."Try' ""' '"y ""• •»«» ""^ "We to .nowthat the watch had not b«en made direcUy by any oenon

proceeded from a structure which could hardly be cauJd
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**" ''"««entary

; «,d that going back «dhack In time we came at last to a revolvlnB barrel .. nl.
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"'^ ""Intelligent agents, as weU as of the
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*•* ''* "o"' *"»• 'he watch. 1. exactlywhat the estabUshment of Darwins Theory will do f" the

h^S^* Tl'^-
''°' *"" »*»"'"' that eve^ orgaiSw i„

Darwta subsUtntes the conception of somethtag which \mvfairly be termed a method of trial and erra?* OrgwJZvary tacessanUy; of these variations the few me!?^^surroundtag condlUons which suit them and twte; themany are unsulted and become extinguished.
According to Teleology, each organism is like a rifle bulletflred rtralght at a mark ; according to Darwin, organbm.

m ^de^"^ "* "' "'""" """ """ 'o^ething i,d?S
mmi^'"i!!'M*'""°^?*.""

organism exists because It wasmade for the conditions in which It Is found : for the

w!17^f^ organism exisU because, out of many of lU
fh '

Jf.*'''
""'y °"^ ''hich has been able to persist Inthe condlUons in which it Is found.

Tdeolonr ImpUes that the organs of every organism areperfect and cannot be Improved; the Darwinian theoiy
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simply afllnns that they work vrell enough to enable the
organism to hold its own against such competitors as It

has met with, but admits the possibility of indefinite im-
provement. But an example may bring into clearer light

the profound opposition between the ordinary teleological,

and the Darwinian, conception.

Cats catch mice, small birds and the like, very well.

Teleology tells us that they do so because they were expressly

constructed for so doing—that they are perfect mousing
apparatuses, so perfect and so delicately adjusted that no
one of their organs could be altered, without the change
involving the alteration of all the rest Darwinism affirms,

on the contrary, that there was no express construction

concerned in the matter; but that among the multi-

tudinous variations of the Feline stock, many of which died
out from want of power to resist opposing influences, some,
the cats, were better fitted to catch mice than others,

whence they throve and persisted, in proportion to the
advantage over their fellows thus offered to them.
Far from imagining that cats exist in order to catch mice

well, Darwinism supposes that cats exist because they catch
mice well—mousing being not the end, but the condition,

of theb" existence. And if the cat type has long persisted as

we know it, the interpretation of the fact upon Darwinian
principles would be, not that the cats have remained
invariable, but that such varieties as have incessantly

occurred have been, on the whole, less fitted to get on in

the world than the existing stock.

If we apprehend the spirit of the Origin of Species rightly,

then, nothing can be more entirely and absolutely opposed
to Teleology, as it is commonly understood, than the
Darwinian Theory. So far from being a " Teleologist in

the fullest sense of the word," we would deny that he is a
Teleologist in the ordinary sense at all ; and we should say
that, apart from his merits as a naturalist, be has rendered
« most remarkable service to philosophical thought by
enabling the student of Nature to recognise, to their fullest

extent, those adaptations to purpose which are so striking

in the organic worid, and which Teleology has done good
service in keeping before our minds, without being false

to the fundamental principles of a sdentiflc conception of

the universe. The apparently diverging teachings <rf the
Teleologist and of the Morphologist ore reconciled by the

Darwinian hypothesis.
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But leaving our own impressions of the Origin of Species,
and turning to tiiose passages specially cited by Professor
Kdlliker, we cannot admit tiiat they bear the interpretation
he puts upon them. Darwin, if we read him righUy, does
not affirm that every detail in the structure of an animal
has been created for Its benefit His words are (p. 199) :—

"The foregoing rnnarks lead me to say a tew words on the protest
lately made by some naturalists against the utilitarian doctrine
that every detail of structure has been produced for the good of its
possessor. They believe that very mr<ny structures have been
created lor beauty in the eyes of man, or for mere variety. This
doctrine, if Hue, would be absolutely fatal to my theory ^y<!t I
fully admit that many structures are of no direct use to tneir
possessor."

And after sundry Illustrations and qualifications, he
concludes (p. 200) :

—

" Hence every detail of structure in every living creature (maldng
some little aUowance for the direct action of physical condiUons)
may be viewed either as having been of special use to some ancestral
form, or as being now of special use to the descendants of this form-
either directly, or indirectly, through the complex laws of growth."

But it is one thing to say, Darwlnically, that every detail
observed in an anhnal's structure is of use to it, or has been
of use to its ancestors ; and quite another to affirm, teleo-
logically, that every detail of an animal's structure has been
created for its benefit. On the former hypothesis, for
example, the teeth of the fcetal Baltena have a meaning

;

on the latter, none. So far as we are aware, there is not a
phrase in the Origin of Species, inconsistent with Professor
Kolliker's position, that "varieties arise Irrespectively of
the noUon of purpose, or of utUity, according to general
laws of Nature, and may be either useful, or hurtful, or
Indifferent"

On the contrary, Mr. Darwin writes (Summary of Chap.

" Our ignorance of the laws of variation is profound. Not in
one case out of a hundred can we pretend to assign any reason why
this or that part varies more or less from the same part in the parenU.
... The external conditions of life, as cUmate and food, etc seem
to have induced some slight modiHcations. Habit, in producing
oonstitutional differences, and use, in strengthening, and disuse, in
wmkening and diminishing organs, sc«n to have been mm* Dotent
In their effecU."

:l
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And nnaUy, as U to prevent all possible misconception,
Mr. Darwin concludes his Chapter on Variation with these
pregnant words :

—

" Whatever the caiue may be of each sUght difference in the
odspring from their parents—and a cause for each must exist—it
Is the steady accumulation, through natural selection of such
differences, wnen benellcial to the individual, that gives rise to aU
the more important modilications of structure, by which the In-
numerable beings on the face of the earth are enabled to struggle
wltb each other, and the best adapted to survive."

We have dwelt at length upon this subject, because of Its
great general Importance, and because we beUeve that
Professor KOUlker's criticisms on this head are based upon
a misapprehension of Mr. Darwin's views—substanUally
they appear to us to coincide with his own. The other
objections which Professor KflUlker enumerates and dis-
cusses are the following :

" 1. No transitional forms between exlsUng species are Imown •

and Imown varieUes, whether selected or spontaneous, never go so
far as to establish new species."

To this Professor K6111ker appears to attach some weight.
He makes the suggesUon that the short-faced tumbler
pigeon may be a pathological product.

" 2. No transiUonal forms of animals are met with among the
organic remains of earlier epochs."

Upon this, Professor KoUlker remarks that the absence
of transitional forms in the fossU world, though not neces-
sarUy fatal to Darwin's views, weakens his case.

" 3. The struggle for existence does not talce place."

To this objecUon, urged by Pelzeln, K6Uiker. very lusUv
attaches no weight

" 4. A tendency of organisms to give rise to useful varieties, and
natural selecUon, do not exist.
•• The yarieUes which are found arise in consequence of manifold

external taflnences, and it is not obvious why they all, or parUaDy
shotdd be parUcularly usefid. Each anbnal suffices for iU own ends,'

i-*i^f n"
"™ not allow us to give Professor KSUiker's argumenU

ta ?hI"2iJ"","'?*" '^.'""' « '^ "«" »««»"t«' venion of themin the Rtader for August 13th and 20th. 1864.
^^
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!f„»
"'"' "' "1 '^"'l.'

"'' """" "» '"'"'" development. Should,however, a variety be u.eful and even maintain It.elf. there 1. noobviou* reMon why it should change any further. The whole con-cepUon oJ the Imperfection of organisms and the necessity of theirbecoming perfected is plainly the weakest side of Darwin'. Theoryand a pis alter (NothbehelO because Darwin could think of no other'
principle by which to explain the metamorphoses which, as I alsoDeueve, nave occurred."

Here again we must venture to dissent completely from
ftofessor KdUlker's conception of Mr. Darwin's hypothesis.
It appears to us to be one of the many peculiar merits of
that hypothesis that It involves no belief In a necessary and
continual progress of organisms.
Ag^n, Mr. Darwin, If we read him aright, assumes no

special tendency of organisms to give rise to useful varieties
and knows nothing of needs of development, or necessity
of perfection. What he says is. In substance : All organisms
vary. It Is In the highest degree Improbable that any given
variety should have exacUy the same relations to sur-
rounding conditions as the parent stock. In that case It
Is either better fitted (when the variation may be caUed
useful), or worse fitted, to cope with them. If better, Itwm tend to supplant the parent stock ; « worse. It will
tend to b« extinguished by the parent stock.

If (as is hardly conceivable) the new variety is so per-
fecUy adapted to the conditions that nc Improvement upon
it Is possible,—it will persist, becau.se, though it does not
cease to vary, the varieties wUl be inferior to Itself.

If, as is more probable, the new variety is by no means
perfectly i ted to Us conditions, but only fairly weU
adapted to ..ncm, it will persist, so long as none of the
varieOes which it throws oft are better adapted than Itself.
On the other hand, as soon as it varies In a useful way, i.e.

when the variation is such as to adapt it more perfectly to
iU conditions, the fresh variety wUl tend to supplant the
former.

So far from a gradual progress towards perfection forming
any necessary part of the Darwinian creed, it appears to
us that it Is perfecOy consistent with indefinite persistence
In one estate, or with a gradual retrogression. Suppose,
for example, a return of the glacial epoch and a spread
of polar climatal condiUons over the whole globe. The
operation of natural selection under these drcumstances
would tend, on the whole, to the weeding out of the higher

fl
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?'r2^1fr"
,"" *'"' cherishing of the lower forms of lifeCryptogamic vegetation would have the advantage ov«

WfT^''"i''i "^.''™^°'' "^^'^ Co«"«; Crustacea overInsecta. and Amphlpoda and Isopoda over the higherCrustacea: Cetaceans and Seals over the Primates- thecivlllzaUon of the Esquimaux over that of thVE^opVan!

P^eXL^ti "'"""J"!*" that If the later organism, haveproceeded from the earlier, the whole developmental serie. fmmUje .implen to the highest, eould not now e^Tln such « «ii^"simpler orgamsms must have disappeared."

thlf^il^^^
Professor K„.. cer replies, with perfect Justice

Jrl no^"*?""°"
'"""" ^y P*'«'" <»«« not really foUowfrom Darwin's premisses, and that. If we take the facU ol

Sirot^n-Tt,;^^, --• ^^'^y -•>- support^h^^

a^^«^/;he^p:/-s;r;u^^^^^^
„™/ .T'" ' "*'• " """' "« demonstrated that form, tTv beproduced by selection, which, like the present sharplySSel

The weight of this objection Is obvious ; but our imor-ance of the conditions of fertility and sterUity. the wa?^ ofcarefully conducted experiments extending ov^rlongseriefof years, and the strange anomalies presented^ the resetsof the cross-fertUlzatlon of many plants, should aU Zm

The eighth and last stands as follows :—

u,}o\i5:„^^rthTreX^br„srp^^^
,eri.» of organic form, from the simpler toX'^^re perf^r'^'"'"'

,v.n^^
""" "' «™"^ '"'™ "' Nature explains tU, harmonv

ZZllrf"^"""' """ "^ """8' '«''' "risen feparat^ SnSe'
wSlLrl™' r'"':-

°"''" ">""'' "">* inorg«Je nature in
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dun horses and the terth oT th^,"?'^.
.""= "''P« »'

not explained by the "exJenl /""^ ^""""'' "^

classmcatlon ofaToWecti^f s on " n™"'' i*

"^*"'"'"

atoms, and o( which they may be In the itH^t^?^
th. deicendutti ».. .ubJecM 1 '

'"""' """•

J'.2;sSt;'s?."rK»"£iS£r.ii,""b! -^ *

St. '"'.rAtt?* ?£"'oV£S",'' " "?"" '•
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" The (undnmental conception of ttali hypothetli li, that, under
the Influence of a general law of development, the germt of organiun*
produce other* diflerent from themselves. Thii might happen (I)
by the fecundated ova pauing. In the course of their development,
un'!er particular circumstances, into higher forms j (2) by the
pi.mltlve and later organisms producing other organisms without
fecundation, out of germs or eggs (Parthenogenesis)."

In favour of this hypothesis, Professor Kfilllker adduces
the veil - known facts of Agamogenesls, or " alternate
generation " ; the extreme dissimilarity of the males and
females of many animals ; and of the males, females, and
neuters of those insects ^ ;h live In cu!onie.s : and he
defines its relations to the ^ irwinian theory as follows :

" It li obvious that my hypothesis Is apparently very si.iiUar to
Darwin's, Inasmuch as I also consider that the various for.ms of
animals have proceeded directly from one another. My hypoti>csls
of the creation of organisms by heterogeneous generation, however,
it distinguished very essentially from Darwin's by the entire absence
of the principle of useful variations and their natural selection

:

and my fundamental conception Is this, that a great plan of de-
velopment lies at the foundation of the origin of the wliole organlo
world, impelling the simpler fonns to more and more complex
development. How this law operates, what influences detenninc
the development of the eggs and germs, and impel tliem to assume
constantly new forms, I naturally cannot pretend to say; but I
can at least adduce the great analogy of the alternation of genera-
tions. If a Bipirmaria, a Brachialaria, a Pluleus, Is competent to
produce the Echinodcrm, which is so widely diflerent from It ; If
a hydrold polype can produce the higher Medusa ; If the vermiform
Trematode " nurse ' can develop within itself the very unlike Cercaria,
It will not appear Impossible that the egg, or ciliated embrj-o, of a
sponge, for once, under special conditions, might become a hydrold
polype, or the embryo of a Medusa, an Echlnoderm."

It is obvious, from these extracts, that Professor Kdlliker's
hypothesis is based upon the supposed existence of a clnse
analogy between the phenomena of Agamogenesls and the
production of new species from nre-existing ones. But Is the
analogy a real one ? We think that it is not, and, by the
hypothesis, cannot be.

For what are the phenomena of Agamog' nesis, stated
generally ? An impregnated egg develops in-o an asexual
form, A ; this gives rise, ascxually, to a second form or
forms, B, more or less diflerent from A. B may multiply
asexuaily again ; in the simpief ca.se5, however, it does
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from an ordinary Ewe'i ovum. Indeed we have always
thought that Mr. Darwin has unneceuarily hampered
hlnuelt by p. lering to strictly to his favourite " xVatura
non (adt saltum." We greatly suspect that she does ir
considerable Jumps In the way of variation now and tl
and that these saltations give rise to some of the gapr
which appear to exist in the series of known forms.

Strongly and freoy as we have ventured to disagree with
Professor Kbllllcer, we have always done so with regret,
and we trust without violating that respect which Is due,
not only to his scientWc eminence and to the careful study
which he has devoted to the subject, but to the perfect
fairness of his argumcntallot; and the generous appreciation
of the worth of Mr. Darwin's labours which he always
displays. It would be satisfactory to be nbie to say as
much for M. Flourens.
But the Perpetual f^cretary of the Krcnch Academy of

Sciences deals "ith Mr. Darwin as the flrst Napoleon would
have treated an " Iddologue " ; and whUe displaying a
painfiU weakness of logic and shallowness of InfirmaUon
assumes a tone of authority, which always touches upon
the ludicrous, and sometimes passes the limits of sood
breeding.

For example (p. 56) :

—

" M. Darwin coitinue :
' Aucune <'<«tlncUon absolue n'a tti et

ne peut etre 6tabUe entre lei cspfces et les vaUitis/ Je vous ai
d(ij cut que vous vous tromples ; une dlsUncUon abiolue s^pare les
vanetes d avec les esp<ces."

" Je vous ai dijA dil ; moi, M. le Secretaire perp^tuel de
I Acadimie des Sciences : et vous

•" Qui i,-",es lien,

Pas m&ne Acad6mlclen ;
•

What do you mean by asserting the contrary ? " Being
devoid of the bksslngs of an Atademy In England, we are
unaccustomed to see our ablest men treated in this fashion
even by a " Perpetual Secretary."

'

Or again, considering that U there is any one quaUty of
Mr. Darwin's work to which friends and foes have alike
borne witness, it is his candour and fairness in admittina
and discussing objections, what is to be thought of M
Flourens' assertion, that
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(p!^.)"'"** "• *"• '"• *" '"*•"" '^ l»rt«i«il Mi opinion.."

Once more (p. 65) :—

"Enlln I-oumge d« M. Darwin para. On n* p«ut ou-Iif.frapp* du tal.nt d. I'autcur. Mai. %,, d'ldJ^ oSwrT™
r^tn^.'"'- "ti

'"''" ^"'""
' Quel langage pr«,„u,u"Vt vld.^

•olldlW de I'MpHt Franjal., que d«vene»-vou. ? " '"""'"' O

" Obscure Ideas," " metaphysical Jargon." ••
nretenlloii.

Ki . ; . ^- ^*™'" •"" "^ny and hot opponent, on

i^Uect to h'" "r"!l """ '" "=''"«"y- but we do not

r!?^ „- . ^u"* ll""''
P''e<^'»e«y these sins In the Ionscatalogue ot those hitherto laid to his charge. It ta worthwhUe, therefore, to examine Into these discoverleslflwud

^'i'of';i.*Klo!Jr1,n°s'
'"• "'"^'"'^ -' .oUdlty-'K

.i.ftT'"?"*
*° "• '^°"''fn». Mr- Dprwln's great error lithat he has personified Nat-re (p. 10), and further thaYhe

"Imagined a natural .election: he Imagine, aftensards that thi.

fin!!!.''//
';,;''""" <'^"*"" "'"'"> '""^'' "o ^v™ [o Na,url ,';

.ekc"tfon"'
^ *"' ""^ ^- """'*"' «""8ulshes natural

" Voyon. done encore une foi., ea qu'il pent y avoir de fo,rf*dan. ce qu'on nomme ««Hon noluttKe.
'°'"'*

" L-lketion natunlle n'e.t lous un autre i .m que la nature P„,„

n faidra done auss! personnifler /•o^onijaWon et dJre n^«
/o/V«ni.a//<,n choWt forjan,•,„„„„. viiZionZu^lU ett cetf^

™11 .
""^ ^". ^' '^" •"' "^"^ """ <«"» 1" bol., at «taSt

^'X .:°?";^'3^'.;'" '"" "" = ''- "'"t p.. piu.^x:
v'^""', 'i^f

'". "^^y *" *•>«* 1.. Flourens can make ofNatural SelecUon. We have given the orlgm^rtaTew lesf
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fi.*""fL'"'J"u*'.'°"'''
•'• "BO'ded at a IravMly ; but with

n.L°:;*" "
^"°'"" "" '"""' ** '"•y "y to anfllye th,

fi™ "••..1.
^°' '" '"8»"''««' being. Nature 1. only organiza-

tion, neither more nor lets."
»••«

Organized beings then have abiolutely no relation to

urhiHl' rr^'.E'f"' """ "" ""P™" »" oU o?

™an. ? ' ,•"!•.'*• "'P"' '" '»•* """"• •'••'Bht above It ; the

^ni^i ^., *fl"' T"."" •" ^"^'^ '•»^' •"' '"""ence upon•nlmal life
; the tubstltuUon of carbonic add for oxyScn

^hr,H.H
"""»""•" ^''"''' '""' "°»"«'y' That thete areab urdUle. no one should know better than M. FlourenYt

™n..M*^ "J'
}°'^'^ dcductlont from the atterllon Jut

?Zh„'
'"" ''""? *"" '"'">" »««l^n"'nt that natiral

organlzriron!""'
" '^ " °'"«'""'""°" «=hoo.e. and telecU

fi,i^''!'hf 'I''"
"'

Tw*.
«""""<«» (what no lane man denlet)

hv ~M . ''""''tf..'"
'"' "' ""y «'^''" "^B""'"" "re '"createdby certain condition, (A) and diminished by their oppotltw

i^nUm'"
' '». """hematicaily certain that any chtSge S

innuence in favour of that organism, tending to Itt increau

^ ?xtXTr,' T" ?7 "'"'"*« '" '»>"' llec\7on M (B

rrnit- . » » »«'«"ve Influence against that organltmtending to Us decrease and extinction
»""•«.

Or, on the other hand, condltlont remaining the tame, leta given organism vary (and no one doubts that they dovary) In two dlrecUont
: into one form (a) better fitted to

sernd"';*'.
!'"'

T''i'°"»
^'"'" *"" orlU^ llrclc" .^d :second (*) left well adapted to them. '1 n It It no lest

setcMv/ffl
**" ?"?'"""' '" I"*"""" mutt exe?clt a

/M ^y t
^?"'=* •? '"^"^ "' <"> "nd 08'Unst (6), so that

^ Vw m"^*°
predominance, and (*) to exUrpation.

That M. Flourens should be unable to perceive the loidcalyecetsly of these simple arguments, which 1 e at thefoundaUon of all Mr. Darwin's reasoning ; that he should

reTaU„"„",^r
'^"f'Sable deduction from the obse^ed

[hl^T.fK
"'B-''"''""! to th« conditions which lie around

^hfrnin!^.
" »?t«P»'y^'<=«J "'onne substantlelle." or achimerical personification of the powers of Nature wouldie ln<-redlble, were it not that other passages of Ws wo kleave no room for doubt upon the subject.

on me dit «re neoiucltnle. sani .'apercevolr que le contre-senililWral est prtdstoent U : ikelion incoiueUntt." (P. 52T
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u,nu«r uecie
. L« xixt im Mt plu> de ixnonnincnlloin." (P. 53.»

M. Flouren* cannot imagine an u..consclo..s lel .ctlon-lt im

IL'd'^v/.H"" ip-y
°' "'""y ''«^'' " much?on,dou,„«.

« in^nn.f'"';''''^'
*"" 8^*"' ^''"' "'«<•»*",• from amonJan Innnlty of masses of silex of aU shapes and size, whi^h

ov^ a ^eat area •
t!' ^ZJ'T'V''''^. "'' "'<="""^-

..w.,1".
"re"- TI... sand has been " unconscious!

v

selected from amidst the gravel in which it first iay with

by the aid of a sieve. Physical Geology 1, fmi of such

the iillhT^f
*""

^If"'?"
°"' •" '^' '^" ''»« the hard of

in» !k "k '"""" "* ^soluble, of ,e fusible from the

in the habit of ascribing consciousness.
But that which wind and sea are to a sandy beach th.sum of Influenr^s, which we term the "cond?' 4 o?

out from' h' l"
"^"1

r^""''""-
The wealc a Iftedout from the strong. A frosty night " selects " th o,rf„

plants in a plantation from'^among the tender onCa^eflectuaUy as if it were the wind, and they the sand nnHpebbles of our Ulustration
; or. on the other hand a" "

t£e S''"" °f
" «";'•*"" "«'' """ operative in c'uttnlthe weaker organisms down. The thistle; which has SDreadover the Pampas, to the destruction of native pfant,has been more eflectuaUy "selected" by the unconsciousoperation of natural conditions than if a thousand all

culturists had spent their time in sowing It

"'°"*^'"* "B^i-

.mIV'T "'M'- Darwin's many great services to Biological

act^ He h«t 'r '''"'T'r'"'
*'"' ^'Kn'fl'^once of thesifacts. He has shown that—given variation and dvenchange of condltlons-the inevitable result is thTexerdse

^oXr 1."/"""^"^*' "P°" °'«'^™^ t""' one is h iped andanother is Impeded
; one tends to predominate, another todisappear; and thus the UMng world bears ^Ithi^ lUelf!
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SJwgi*
'""'"'"•'«' ''y- tapiU... towawJa InccMant

But the truths just sUted are as certain as any other

h«M IV'i
q-ilte independently of the troth, or false-

thfm . La'fhTw "^ ^^"^ ^- ^""^ •>" I'^'^d upon

^n^.'nr»t i^-
^''""''». 'n^'tag the substance ^d^png at a shadow, should be bUnd to the admirable

nothing there but a " d^mi4re erreur du dernier dtele "-a personlflcauon of Nature-leads us Indeed to cry with

51vene;:rs"?.'i'"' ° *""•"" '^ ''-"'^^ Fran^^e

fi^'^T^T ""A!" **•=*' ""'"y '«"«<» to comprehend the

wlK''"'' ."'.*'''' •""*^'«' ^Wch he assails so ruddy.His objections to detaUs are ol the old sort, so battered and

S^.S'V".*"" '"^"^ °' *"* Channel, ihat not^vT.
Quarterly Reviewer could be taduced to pick them up torthe purpose of relting Mr. Darwfai over again. We have

anlmt.'i.'"', A
""^ •?""""'«'

;
M. Roulh, and the domesUcated

anhnals of America
; the difficulties presented by hybridism

M^I fnTT"'""^J
Darwinism a ri/acciamel Td"

Mafllet and Lamarck
; Darwinism a system without aMmmencement, and its author bound to believe In M

WW « ; T- '*'• .""^ *"* """^ " "^ '>y heart, and withwhat reUef one reads at p. 65—
" Je laisse M. Darwin I

"

But we cannot leave M. Flourens without calling ourreadCTs attenUon to his wonderful tenth chapter. " De la
ft-«eristence des Germcs et de I'Eplginise," which opens

" Spontaneous generaUon Is only a dUmera. Tliij point estab-lished, two hypotheses remain: that of pr^-existence S^d that^
ttfXr." ?R 163.)'

"""' ^^'~"'"" "" " "'"<= "••""''•«»° "
"The doctrine of tpigermh is derived from Harvey : followinB bvocular inspection the development of the new being te the Windso?does, he saw each part appear successively, and taking the mle"

(P.TM.r""
"°'""" ot formation he imagined ep/S?"

On the contrary, says M. Flourens (p. 167),

" "^^ new ^eing is formed at a stroke (tout d'un coup), as a wholeinstantaneously; it i. not fomed part by p^ ani"m,„ni
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^XX^:"
»^:J

Sj^-ens uses language which
Rathke. of Coste, and thelT^;!

^'"""''' "' Von Baer. o"
ta Germany. Fraice? anS EnZ.^n°"^*^ """ ^•'"^"o"M Darwin " imaoina" T^T f "* non-existent

: and
7"'<'j/na"thatdSewWeh^ ^*'^f"°».

»o riaA^ey
dalm to the veneratl^"o, pSrifJt?'"!.?".''^*'" Sreater

posteroM^'so *tterlv n'''
"'^^ '^""'^'^ "' "> ^«ct. so pre-

abso,„te,'g„oran "ofsot'^F^'h 'T""
«»ytWng C

that we should have passed it f
«taWlshed facts

appeared to afford Io„Td„t o M 'p,'" '"^"'=« »""* "not
«» Pi-wf. repudiation of ^if„°^- ?^°n™ns' unhesltatine
gresslve modWcatio„ of 1^^°^.?' *"'' ''°'=*'^"« "^

p"^'

"mains „„i„flue^,,j\J
'^^ngbetags. He whose nfind

mena of development must in'd.^f"?* '^*'' ^^e pheno-
moOves towards^he enCvoS to t™

°"' "' '"« ^^^^^
between the different eXtagfor^^ of n",

" «^"'"'= '*"««<>»
Ignorant of Geology, find no dim^» ^^°^^ ^""o «•
world was made « it is Lid^h^ J!

^" '"'""ving that t"e
hJs ory. sees no reason to r«td tht i^""'^'

"''*''*°«'' ^
Indicate the site of a Rnmo^" "* ^^''^ mounds which

if^^
of the plev^°",s-S'irri,''"*p-^^^believes that embrvos ^ , /° **• ^lourens, who

naturaUy finds nSeultv in
°?'?, ''*""' '>'"« cou^"

into existence In the"^way ° '"^ ^^^^ '^'^"^ '^^

iif

66—0
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ON THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE
MAN-LIKE APES

^S„*SrSuoTc"„r:'', "^ *•«'— processes
mere dream,

: bTlt Is staX h ^ "T*" """> "^'y '"to
out to have been a ha^^t "l""*" *^* '^"'»" '"«
Ovid foreshadowed thrdTs^l"?,.? ', ^/u

'^8'"8 » ''""ty-
AUanUs was an taarinatinr^ .°V^' ««°'°e''t •• the

^esternworldranrthouBhth.^*. ?!,'""'''"'' '°"»'J "
and Satyrs have an eSce „„1"'^'/k™' °' Centaurs
creatures approachinff^,^ ""^^ *'"' "a^ms <>' art,

essenual stKe''"^dTt aTthoro'^l^
*?«» ^^''^^ '»

goat's or horse's h^lf of the nf^M ?^"^ ''™*'^ " '»•«

not only known, but notoriou?^ "^ compound, are now

Description of tHeK'ni'^ 0/ CoC^d"//
'" '''/'^'""'^

note3 of a Portuguese saUor %,hZ^'r ^^ "P ''o™ ^^e
' In 1598. The tenthVh=^.' . .Y?° ^°P«^' a""* Published
Anlmalibus qL n hac P^ov5'„of«

'"* ^°* '^ «"""'"' " ^e
a brief passage to the eCth^^Pf"""*"'" «°'J contains
on the banks of the Z.Se thtV" *"' ^""^^ ~"»'^.
which afford great delighTtA the nnhT P'""""^''* of apes
gestures." As this Xht anniv ?i'' ?^

'^'"""^ ''"«'"'

apes, I should have th«lM/„f?»?°.°'' ""^ '^'' "^
pe Bry. whose engrSs mustrate h^''^ "°J I'i*

'''°*''''»

ta their eleventh AraununluTflnJ f
'""'''• *''°"8lit fit.

magnatum deHclt " c" r'-"^ f!t*'"' °' ^''cse " Stale
these apes Is fSuy coplTd J^ ttl

'""^ j""*" « contains
It Win be observed that "^hey 1 t^Sn^^^

^^^«- ^)' '«<Juni ^ney are tall-less, long-armed, and

n«talo. I"Sb«TtaJXr™«^T'" "^K^i."*"'-
C««'^d

*«>ni«t«. FmcotuTuiuD^n. ^°'^ ^""^' <*« B^y. ft»tnim

197

' 1> '

i:
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large-eared ; and about the size of Chimpanzeet. It may
be that these apes ere as much figment* of the Imagina-
tion of the ingenious brothers as the winged, two-legged,

crocodile-headed dragon which adorns the same plate ; or,

on the other hand, it may be that the artists have con-

structed their drawings from some essentially faithful

description of a Gorilla or a Chimpanzee. And, in either

case, though these figures are worth a passing notice, the
oldest trustworthy and definite accounts of any animal of

this kind date from the 17tb century, and are due to an
Englishman.

'^:Si>

Fia. 1.—SImie magnatom delidB.—De Bry, 1598.

The first edition of that most amusing old book, Purehas
his Pilgrimage, was published in 1613, and therein are to be
found many ref rences to the statements nt one whom
Purehas terms " Andrew Battell (my neere neighbour,

dwelling at Leigh in Essex) who served under Manuel Silvera

Persra, Governor under the King of Spaine, at his city of

Saint Paul, and with him went farre into the countrey of

Angola " ; and again, " my friend, Andrew Battle, who
lived In the kingdom of Congo many yeares," and who,
" upon some quarell betwixt the Portugals (among whom
he was a sergeant of a band) r id him, lived eight or nine
moneths in the woodes." From this weather-beaten old

soldier, Purehas was amazed to hear " of a kinde of Great
Apes, if they might so bee termed, of the height of a man.
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men and women in their whole bodily shane tt,.„ iil I

ims province of Mayombe is all woodt .nH —

.

Hut they bave great (lore of eleDhaM'a n«i. -m-i.

le^^gurrornth^'ard^oTcap: ^0^^^ \:

dedinatlon ?L!, K **
*''*'° ^''^ *"°"« ">«»»» his south

h^t'^fTC^afnnSr^^^^
many Hands and people dwellino in th^m tk ' ""*.''"*'>

.0 cov«.ed with bLoU^onK ^^Jt^Z^'Zl
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" The greatest of these two monsters is called Pongo

In their language, and the lesser is called Sngeco. This
Pongo is In all proportion like a man; but that he is
more liice a giant in stature than a man ; for be Is very
tall, and hath a man's face, hollow-eyed, with long baire
upon his browes. His face and eares are without haire,
and his hands also. His bodle is full of halre, but not
very thicke ; and it is of a dunnlsh colour.
" He diSereth not from a man but in his legs ; for they

have no calfe. Hee goeth alwaies upon his legs, and
carrieth his hands clasped in the ripe of his necke when
he goeth upon the giound. They sleepe in the trees, and
build shelters for the lalne. They feed upon fruit that
they And in the woods, and upon nuts, for they eate no
kind of flesh. They cannot speake, and have no under-
standing more than a beast. The people of the countrie,
when they travalle in the woods make flres where they
sleerL in the night; and in the morning when they are
gone, the Pongoes will come and sit about the Are till it
goeth out; for they have no understanding to lay the
wood .together. They goe many together and kill many
negroes ihat travalle in the woods. Many thnes they fall
upon the elephants which come to feed where tliey be,
and so beate them with their clubbed fists, and pieces of
wood, that they will runne roaring away from them.
Those Pongoes are never tf';en alive because they are so
strong, that ten men cannoc hold one of them ; but yet
they take many of their young ones with poisoned arrowes.
" The young Pongo hangeth on his mother's belly with

his hands fast clasped about her, so that when the countile
people kiU any of the females they take the young one,
which hangeth fast upon his mother.
"When they die among themselves, they cover the

dead with great heaps of boughs and wood, which is
commonly found ta the forest." *

• Puichu' marginal noU, p. 982 :—" The Pongo giant ape. Ha
told me in contererice with him, that one ol these Pongoes tooke a
negro boy of hia which lived a moneth with them. For they hurt
not those which they surprise at unawares, except they look on them •

which he avoyded. He said thefr hlghth was like a man's, bat their
bignctse twice as great. I saw the negro boy. What the other
monster should be he hath forgotten to relate ; and these papers
came to my hand since his death, which, otherwiie, in ray often con-
ferences, I might have learned. Perhaps he meaneth the Pinny
Pongo kfflets mentioned."

"^'
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«» relate, while the name "Ponoo" annii^ ^ Zi!

i^»- L ,!f^''*^~**«» t° h«ve died otttTt l««?to Its primlUve fonn and slgnlflcaUon IndcS thJr?^

^ tot^^;h"h:::;,X u "
*°^^ <^-t^.e„se'c

fathoms deepe. whereon It beateth mlghtST^thT
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ttreame which runneth out o( the river into the lea. Thit
river, In the mouth thereof, U at leatt four miles broad

;

but when you are about the Hand called Puiigo, it U not
above two mllei broad. ... On both (Idee the river there
etandeth many trees. ... The Hand caUed Pongo, which
hath a monstrous high hill."

The French naval officers, whose letters are appended
to the late M. Isidore Geoff. Saint HUalre's exceUent
essay on the Gorilla,* note in simUar tertai the width

of the Gaboon, the trees that
line its banks down to the
water's edge, and the strong
current that sets out of
it. They describe two
islands in its estuary;—
one low, called Perroquet;
the other high, presenting
three conical hills, called

Conlquet ; and one of them,
M. Franquet, expressly
states that, formerly, the
Chief of Cuniquet was
called Meni-Pongo, meaning
thereby Lord of Pongo;
and that the N'Pongues
(as. In agreement with

Dr. Savage, he affirms

I the natives call them-
I selves) term the estuary
of the Gaboon Itself

N'Pongo.
It Is so easy. In dealing with savages, to misunderstand

their applications of words to things, that one is at first
Inclined to suspect Battell of having confounded the name
of this region, where his " greater monster " still abounds,
with the name of the animal Itself. But he Is so right
about other matters (Including the name of the "Issser
monster") that one Is loth to suspect the old traveller
of error; and, on the other hand, we shall find that a
voyager of a hundred years' later date speaks of the name
" Boggoe," as applied to a great Ape, by the inhabitants
of quite another part of Africa—Sierra Leone.
But I must leave this qu<;!»tlon to be settled by phllo-

• Archives du Mmlum, tome x.

Fio. 3.—The Onng ot Tulplui, 1641.
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logeri and traveUen ; and I ibould harlly have dwelt to
long upon It except for the curious pt.rt played by thisword 'Pongo- In the later history of the man-like
Apes.

The generation which succeeded BatleU saw the first of
the man-like Apes which was ever brought to Europe, or.
•t any rate, whose visit found a historian. In the third
f9°\°^J»ipl"*' Obtenfatioi Medlete, published in 1641.
the 66th chapter or section Is devoted to what he calls
SatyruM indleus. " caUed by the Indians Orn.ng-autang. orMan nf-the-Woods. and by the Africans Quotas Morrou."
1 gives a very good figure, evldenUy from the life, of
the spechnen of this animal. " nostra memoria ex Angola
delatum, presented to Frederick Henry Prince of Orange.
Tulplus says It was as big as a child of three years old,and as stout as one of six years : and that lU back was
covered with black hah-. It Is plainly a young Chimpanzee.

111. .
meanwhUe. the existence of other, Asiatic, man-

Ulce Apek became known, but at first Ir. a very mythical
fashion Thus Bontlus (1658) gives an altogether fabulous
and ridiculous account and figure of an anhnal whi.h he
c&Js Orang-outang "

; and though he says, " vldl Ego
cujus efflglem hlc exhlbeo," the said efflgles (see Fig. 6
for Hoppius' copy of it) is nothing but a very hahy woman
Of rather comely aspect, and with proportions and feet
wholly human. The judicious English anatomist, Tyson,
was justified In saying of this description by Bontlus.

I confess I do mistrust the whole representation."
It Is to the last mentioned writer, and his coadjutor

Cowper. that we owe the first account of a man-like ape
which has any pretensions to scientific accuracy and com-
geteness. The treatise entitled. "Orang-outang, aiveHomo Syheatrt$

; or the Anatomy of a Pygmie compared
with that of a Monkey, an Ape, and a Man," published by
the Royal Society in 1699. Is, Indeed, a work of remark-
able merit, and has, in some respects, served as a model
to subsequent Inquh-ers. This " Pygmie," Tyson teUs us,
was brought from Angola, in Africa ; but was first taken

a great deal higher up the country "
; Its hair " was of a

coal-black colour, and strait," and " when It went as a
quadruped on all four, 'twas awkwardly ; not placing the
palm of the hand flat to the ground it walk'd upon
Its knuckles, as I observed It to d . weak and had
not strength enough to support Its uy."—" From the
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top of the head to the heel of the foot. In itnit ih.. »mewnred twenty-ilx Inchee." ^ "^* ""••

"

t«Snfe,^i%W..ro^,'?,T;.^«l^^
juutomtaed h.vlng met unexpectedly S2.S^VtJ«tS«.. I «n .bl. to b.« independent titCS^ to iKn^

not. r wd 4.-TI1. • >,ml.' ndae«l tWDM • nd a, ICM.
Xyioa't

presented It to thi Cheltenh.™ « Pyg"iie.' Dr AU««lyce

PCTmltled ™ to bomyr 5h,'t^''"rtiil^"°'«''«M'««^
onmnent. ' " "' P«™«P«. It* mott nmarkable
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vwerencM Mtwcen the two, and he conclude* hli mamoir

wung or Pygmle more resembled a Man than Am ».h

S^;'!k''thC"".'"' 'r^-^'" distinct head." ^tS"n
ta^Wc?-T.''i^«„^"r '"'*' P'"«'-P'". the respwuin wnicn the Ourang-outang or Pygmle dWTer'd fromMm «d resembled more the Ape aVd Monkiy ktad"
exu«t i„ trf '""'^ "' ">• literature of the subject

^IM.^.S.'* **"•• °" ""»«^'' "f'vei at the cone" on
^ni^ ^*S" " " "*•""'="' "«"•«' with the^no. of

wttWo """'.
2,' ^'P'"')' ">« Barrls of d'Areo". n«

A.S'ta'l^l**' " ^^P"***." "y which one of the Afriou,

^^r^t .^UoVl-adTri'lr^.^ «>- ^
ssfbts-^jTatri^^ '^ ''""""• '•^ ^'" - s-ss.

Jfer''^^* "" '"'™''» *•' S'*™ ^"•. P- «. thh

hv'tL'llM.""*
•*.**""'* »*^8« wrt of anhnal, caUed

« ,M? 7^1°
"*" •" *"» «»"»t^ MandrlU,* W^why U 1.so Mlled I know not. nor did I ever hear the name befor.neither can those who call them «, t^. excepTlt bff?;mmmm

pSushedln 168? I 2^d " nJJfJ"
°"<'*"t«n'> what they „;d,"

and Baboon, to caUed
" " nnil " .

Ai«o a large overgrown Ape
1.1
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It VlZ r?"""^°'." ""'"=" """t"^'' """gh nothing

M«^„ ,
i^P*- ^'^ *"""*»' when fuU grown, are a!big in circumference as a middle-sized manV-the^eMmuch shorter, and their feet larger; the^^, ^

^^L^^'Z°'''T. ''•'« "'-•' '« monstroully^g. ^dthe face broad and flat, without any other hi but tbl

Ups thin. The lace, which Is covered by a white skin h
7XZ'\ "^7' "!!"« "" °^'' vvrinkled as wfth o d agette teeth broad and yellow; the hands have no morehalp than the face, but the same white skin, thoug" ^!

F.O. 6.-F.crimll. oj Wllltam Smith-. Ilgu« oj th. « aiMdriU," 17«,

i L«r Th
°^^ " ""^^'"^ **''• '°»e '""'^k hair, likea bear They never go upon aU fours, like apes; butcry. when vexed or teased, just like chfldl-en.

T .h^l" ''*' "* ^'''"''"°' ""« Mr. Cummerbus. whomI shaU have occasion hereafter to mention, made me^present of one of these strange anhnals. wh ch we c^edby the natives Boggoe
: it was a she-cub. of six moSage, but even then larger than a Baboon. Igave it l„

n^f./°h°r "' *'"' ''"^"' *•"' •'"^'^ how toTed anS
P^^T '

''**"8 a ^"'y **'"'^'" ^"'^ 0' onhnal
; but whenever I went off the deck the saUors began to teLrit-some loved to see Its tears and hear It <Jy ; otherThat;^lU snotty-nose; one who hurt it. bel„7ciecked bj t^
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negro that took care of It, told the slave he was very fond
of his country-woman, and asked him U he should not

«„n./i*'.w ".uT"*'
"^^ ^^'^ *•»* "'"V" ^«ry readily

»wj «;
^''•^^' no my wife; this a white woman-tWs fit wUe for yon.' This unlucky wit of the negro's,

I fMcy, hastened Its death, for next momhig It was founddead under the windlass."

ff„^?„*?^
Smith's 'MandrUl,' or Boggoe,' as his descrlp-Uon and figure testify, was, without doubt, a Chimpanzee.

Ltonaius knew nothing, of his own observation, of theman- ike Apes of either Africa or Asia, but a dlssertaUonby his pupil Hopplns In the Amcenllalts Aeademlca (VI

Fio. 8.—The Anttaropomorphi of LInnseui.

Anthropomorpha
') may be regarded as embodylno hisviews respecting these animals.

*

The dissertation is illustrated by a plate, of which theaccompanying woodcut. Fig. 6, is a reduced copy. The
figures are entlUed (from left to right) 1. Trogloduta
Bontii; 2. Lucifer Aldrovandi ; 3. Satyms Tulpii 4

fictitious Ourang-outang,' in whose existence, howeverLlim*us appears to have fuUy believed ; for In the standardecUUon of the Sgstema Nalurm. it is enumerated as asecond species of Homo ;
" H. nocturnus." Lucifer Aldro-rond/is a copy of a figure In Aldrovandus, De Quadrupedt-bus digdalis uwipans. Lib. 2, p. 249 (1645). entlUed " Cer-

wpxthecus lormjB rarse Barbilius vocatus et orlginem achina ducebat." Hopplus is of opinion that this ma7b2

m
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-ffl™I Ik"* f
""o"'" P«»Pl«. 0' Whom Nlcolaui KOplng

and aU I In the SysUma Nature Unneus calls It In anote. Homo eaudfitus, and seems Inclined to regard It asa tUrd specie, of man. According to Temmlnck. Satgrus

I^^, ^ ",52?^ "' *•" "8^ •" « Chimpanzee published by

f„^/ ^ \l^i.
"^^"^ ^ ^^' "°t seen It to the s2Z

as possibly a distinct species from SatgruM syloestri,. The
last named Pygiueus Edwardi, U copied from the figureof a young "Man of the Woods," or true Orang-Utan.
given In Edwards' GUaning, of Natural History (1758)

nn^"^''^ riu™"" '°««°«te than his great rival. Notonly had he the rare opportunity of examining a youngChimpanzee to the Uvtog state, but he became po^ssedof an adult Asiatic man-Ul,. Ap<H-the first and tte l«rtadult specimen of any of these anhnals brought to Europe
for many years. With the valuable assistance of Dau-
„", ' ®"?°° /"'*'« «" exceUent description of this

^TZ": ^'"^^ Z™""
»t» sfagular proportions, he tennedK^ ^*' °' ^"'^*"'- " *• ""* '"°''«° *»'»-

nms when, to 1766, Buflon wrote the fonrteenUi volume

v„„n^ S* ^VS "*. """ PersonaUy familiar with theyoung of one kind of African man-like Ape. and wlUithe adult of an Asiatic specle»-wWIe the Orang-Utan«id the Mandrill of Smith were known to him b^feport
Furthermore, the Abb6 Prevost had translated a ^od
deal of Purchas' Pilgrims toto French, to bis HUtoire
ginirale de. Voyages (1748), «,d Oiere Buflon fomid aversion of Andrew BatteU's account of Uie Pongo and

J^Lf"^?T u"^
*'"''* ^'^ ^""<"' «««=>"?»» to weld

together toto harmony to his chapter enUUed " Les Orang-outangs ou le Pongo et le Jocko." To this UUe the foUow-
tog note is appended :

—

„„'l^™°*r"'f"*,'!T ^ "* "^^ «" 1°^" orientalei
: Pongonom de cet animal i Lowando Province de Congo.

•aopt*. En est 1 article que nous avons retranch*."

Thus It was that Andrew BatteU's "Engeco" became
metamorphosed toto " Jocko," and, to the latter shape,
was spread all over the world, to consequence of the ex-
tensive popularity of Buffon's works. The Abb* Prevost
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and Buflon between them, however, did a good deal moredtaflgurement to Battell's sober account than 'cut^B off

hJ^""^ '^"^ ""'' •"^« "^ "Dderstandlng more than .

Mata pf't
"""'''*"""' "" '^ ""''" ^""««x" :^d

Xh kl^?h!f "«^!«<«'' "H« told me In conference

hil^',. i ""' "' *•"*" P°°8«« tooke a negro boy of

ini«: ."° 'f
"**• '"* '"'«^" "» P«tlt negre qui pawTunan enuer dans la society de ces anlmaux."

Aiter quoting the account of the great Ponao Buffon
Justly remarks, that all the ' Jockos ' aS ' Oranffl°'hltw^o?~"8M to Eu,,jpe were young ; and he sV^g«ts

"
at tatheh- ^dult condition, they might be as blgTthe Pongo

"^..ror^s'id'Vi'n^-rrof^^^^^^^^^

Jodco, and confounded the former with so totaUy^^

Twenty years later Buffon changed his ODinion • «„a

'^r^" "*?*="" ''"'' ">* Orangs coM^ "'geS^with two species,-a large one, the Pongo of Battell IIS^

EMt Indton Orang; and that the young amm^s fromA^ca. Observed by hlmseH and TulplL. afe SVo^^"^

in ^17^^
"neanwhUe the Dutch naturalist, Vosmaer, ga^ ^

to 1778 a very good account and figure of a youMbranffbrought alive to HoUand, and his country™J ?hefa^"l*i

Orang-utan of similar value to that of lyion on the CWmpanzee He dissected several females Md a male T^wWch. from the state of their skeleton and tSe^de;.jSo^he JusUy supposes to have been young. Howler iudrinoby the analogy of man. he condudef that ILey ^ffi"?
^'h^^^.'^'Vr "*' '» '>''«'•' '" the admt'^rn^tlon

o^h^Tur^a^^ {nS^ra^g'" " '"^ '^«^= ^«"-^"-
« The Orang," says he. " differs not only from the Pigmy

• Hlitolre Naturelle, Suppl. tome 74me, 1789.

1
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of Ty$on and from the Orang of Tulplus by lU pecnUw
colour and Its long toes, but also by its whole external
lonn. lU arms, lU bands, and lU feet are longer, while the
thumbs, on the contrary, are much shorter, and the great
toes much smaller in proportion." • And again, " The true
Orang, that is to say, that of Asia, that of Borneo, is con-
sequenUy not the Pithecus, or talUess Ape, which the Greeks,
and especially Galen, have described. It is neither the
Pongo nor the Jocko, nor the Orang of Tulpius, nor the
Pigmy of Tyson,—rt it an animal of a peculiar tpeeia, as I
shall prove in the clearest manner by the organs of voice
and the skeleton in the following chapters "

(1- c. p. 64).A few years later, M. Radermacher, who held a high
office in the Government of the Dutch dominions In India,
and was an active member of the Batavlan Society of Arts
and Sciences, published. In the second part of the Trans-
actions of that Society,! a Description of the Island of
Borneo, which was written between the years 1779 and
1781, and, among much other interesting matter, con-
taln^ some notes upon the Orang. The small sort of
Orang-utan, viz. that of Vosmaer and of Edwards, he
says, is found only in Borneo, and chiefly about Banjer-
masslng, Mampauwa, and Landak. Of these he had seen
some fifty during his residence in the Indies ; but none
exceeded 2} feet In length. The larger sort, often regarded
as chlmaera, continues Radermacher, would perhaps long
have remained so, had it not been for the exertions of the
Resident at Rembang, M. Palm, who, on returning from
Landak towards Pontlana, shot one, and forwarded It to
Batavla In spirit, for transmission to Europe.

Palm's letter describing the capture runs thus :
—" Here-

with I send your ExceUency, contrary to all expectation
(since long ago I offered more than a hundred ducats to
the naUves for an Orang-Utan of four or Ave feet high) an
Orang which I heard of this morning about eight o'clock.
For a long time we did our best to take the frightful beast
alive in the dense forest about half way to Landak. We
forgot even to eat, so anxloi;s were we not to let him escape

;

but It was necessary to take care he did not revenge himself,
as he kept contlnuaUy breaking off heavy pieces of wood
and green branches, and dashing them at us. This game

• Camper, (Eunra, 1. p. 56.

Delt^'^S:dS "uit"-
«'""^"=^ Geaootschap. Tweed. •
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^^ITu!"^
o'dock In the afternoon, when we determinedto shoot hta; In which I succeeded very weU, and Indeedbetter than I ever shot from a boat before ; for the bullet

r^ai^ ' w *"*
V'^!."'

••" '•"="*• '° '•"«' •>« ^'^ »ot much

An pIh""
""'' ""'* "*** "">"»*»« h" '««d °t W» wounds

^m a?v M '^\?. "''"•• *" '" •"•" ^h*" we arrived "
Palm gives his height from the head to the heel as 49 Inches.A very intelligent German officer. Baron Von Wurmb
s'l^.:* "t ''"c^

'''"' « P°** '» »•>« Dutch EasV Maservice and was Secretary of the Batavian Society, studiedthis animal, and his careful description of It. entiUed

Camper-i origiiud rtetcha, m reproduced by LtreST

Z^^^^'^'^.^7.^1^'"^
^'°'"« Eorneosche Orang-outang

vl^nlh^.f^^^*''^'"
^'"^'"y"'^ TVansacUons. AtterVon Wimnb had drawn up his description he states, to

tifl^nt f't^'^'l"'
^*''- '»• "".'that the spe^en

7Z !.?!k"^'"°P'' ^ "'^•'y '» !>« placed in the coUe"Won of the Pnnce of Orange; "unfortunately," he con^

W^'^K ^7!,^'"^u*'"'*
^^^ *"P ^''^ ''««» wreckiid." Von

wh^^ thf " *'"' """ °' t""* y"^ i'«l. t»«' letter toWhich this passage occurs being the last he wrote; butto his posthumous papers, published to the fourth part ofthe TransacUon, of the Batavian Society, there Is a brief
• " Briefe de

Gotha. 1794."

If

1 v. T/aimo und des H. Baron von Wollzogen.
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description, with measnremenU, of a female Ponso four
feet high.

Did either of these original specimens, on which Von
Wurmb's descriptions are based, ever reach Europe T It
Is commonly supposed that they did ; but I doubt the
fact For, appended to the memoir De VOurar-g-outat^, In
the coUected cdlUon of Camper's works, tome 1., pp. 64-60,
if a note by Camper himself, referring to Von Wnnnb't
papers, and conUnuing thus :—" Heretofore, this kind of
ape had never been known in Europe. Radermacher has
had the kindness to send me the skuU oi one of these animals,
which measured fifty-three Inches, or four feet five Inches,
In height I have sent some sketches of It to M. Soemmering
at Mayence, which are better calculated, however, to give
an idea of the form than of the real size of the parts."
These sketches have been reproduced by Fischer and

by Luca, and bear date 1783, Soemmering having received
them In 1784. Had either of Von Wurmb's specimens
reached Holland, they would hardly have been unknown
at this time to Camper, who, however, goes on to say :—
" It appears that since this, some more of these monsters
have been captured, for an enUre skeleton, very badly set
up, which had been sent to the Museum of the Prince of
Orange, and which I saw only on the 27th of June, 1784
was more than four feet high. I examined this skeleton
again on the 19th December, 1785, after It had been ex-
ceUenUy put to rights by the ingenious Onymus."

It appears evident, then, that this skeleton, which
Is doubUess that which has always gone by the name
of Wurmb's Pongo, b not that of the animal described
by him, though unquestionably similar in aU essenUal
points.

Camper proceeds to note some of the most Important
feati<res of this skeleton , promises to describe it in detaU
by-and-bye

; and is evidently In doubt as to the relation
of this great ' Pongo ' to his " petit Orang."
The promised further investigations were never carried

out
; and so it happened that the Pongo of Von Wurmb

took Its place by the side of the Chimpanzee, Gibbon,
and Orang as a fourth and colossal species of man-like
Ape. And Indeed nothing could look much less like the
Chimpanzees or the Orangs, then known, than the Pongo

;

for all the specimens of Chimpanzee and Orang which
had been observed were smaU of stature, singularly human
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ta aspect, genUe and docUe ; whUe Wurmb'f Ponoo wai •monster almoU twice their size, of vast strenothiS^^ness. and very brutal in expr;sUon: lu BfattTroleX;
muzzle, armed with strong teeth, being fu^^'hU d^CSby the outgrowth of the cheeks into fleshy lobes.

°""'^''

of th!" n ^; »
««'»•''«"« '«""> the usual marauding hablU

ti^J^
RevoluUonary armies, tne -Pc^go' skeleton wascaiTled away from Holland into F>anc?. and notlL of

Lm 'ih-"^"*'"'''^
*" <l«""">»t"t"» »t» entire dlsSeL^ . ",SJ!"« '"" ^^ "«'""y '^th the baboons wwegiven, in 1798. by Geoflroy St. Hllalre and Cuvler

»H«i?"
'" p"^'"'» ^"Wea" Elemtnlaire, and in the first

J^i« » " " 'P"^'*' *" ^«''°°n- However, so early as1818 It appear, that Cuvler saw reason to alter this opWo"

piZ. f^' ^'^ "'^'' ""^ "y "^'^i"'. that the BorneanPongo is simply an adult Orang. In 1824. RudoloU

and completely than had been done by his predecessorathat the Orangs described up to that ttaie were all y"unK

probably be such as those seen in the Pongo of WnraT
1„V«'

"'^"nd edlUon of the Regne Animal (1829)/^infers, from the 'proportions of aU the parts' uidThearrangemenU of the foramina and sutures of the head ' that

do.^rSl.'*;'" "f
""^ °' *•«= Orang-utan.

'
at least ^fiv^

nla^J T ?""^f*'^
*"•* ^^ conclusion was eventuiSv

pSed to th:!"A"^* ^y P"*'*""' Owen-s Memoh^

hrT«!l- I,
' ^?<!''V''"'' TronsacWon. for 1835. and

Temmtack's memoir is remarkable for the completeMsTof

tte form of the Orang undergoes according to age and sexTledemann first published an account of the bf^of thiyoung Orang. while Sandlfort. MQUer and Schlege[.lL«ibedthe muscles and the viscera of the adult. Md mv* the

SdlS ^dia,. Ape In a state of nature ; and a. important

mom^nfh f7'
"''"

T'^" "y '«*'='• observers, we are at thismoment better acquainted with the adult of the Orang-Ctan,

Saiurltch-Rauiuhen EnUmiegelung, p. 115, 1813
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than with that ot any of the other greater man-like
Apes.

It li certainly the Pongo ot Wurinb ; * and it is ai cer-
tainly not the Pongo ot Battel!, Kelng that the Orang-
utan Is entirely conflned to the great Asiatic islands ot
Borneo and Sumatra.
And while the progress ot discovery thus cleared up

the history of the Orang, It also became established that
the only other man-like Apes in the eastern world were
the various spicies of Gibbon—Apes of smaller stature,
and therefore attracting less attention than the Orangs,
though they are spread over a much wider range of
country, and are hence more accessible to observation.

Although the geographical area Inhabited by the ' Pongo

'

and ' Engeco ' ot Battell is so much nearer to Europe than
that in which the Orang and Gibbon are found, our acquaint-
ance with the African Apes has been of slower growth;
indeed, It is only within the last few years that the truthful
story of the old English adventurer has been rendered fully

Intelligible. It was not until 1835 that the skeleton of the
adult Chimpanzee became known, by the publication of
Professor Owen's above-mentioned very excellent memoir
On the oiteologg of the Chlmpataee and Orang, in the
Zoological Transactions—a memoir which, by the accuracy
of its descriptions, the carefulness of its comparisons, and the
excellence of its figures, made an epoch In the history of our
knowledge of the bony framework, not only of the Chim-
panzee, but of all the anthropoid Apes.
By the investigations herein detailed, it became evident

that the old Chimpanzee acquired a size and aspect as
different from those of the young known to Tyson, to
Buffon, and to Traill, as those of the old Orang from the
young Orang ; and the subsequent very important re-
searches of Messrs. Savage and Wyman, the American
missionary and anatomist, have not only confirmed this
conclusion, but have added many new detalis.f

* Speaking broadly and without prejudice to the question, wlietber
there be more than one species of Orang.

t See " Observations on the external characters and habits of the
Troglodytes niger, by Thomas N. Savage, M.D.. and on its organiza-
tion, by Jeflries Wyman, M.D.," Boston Journal 0/ Natural Htttory,
vol. iv., 1843-4 ; and " External characters, habits, and osteology
of Troglodytes Gorilla," by the same authors, tbtd., vol. v., 1847.
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Om ot Um most Intereiting among the many valuable
difcoveries made by Dr. Thoma* Savage U the fact, that
the natives in the Gaboon country at the present day,
apply to the Chimpanzee a name—" Ench^eko "—whlrh
Is obviously identical with the " Engeko " ot Battell ; a
discovery which has been conOrmed by all later inquirers.
Battell's "lesser monster," being thus proved to be a
veritable existence, of course a strong presumption arose
that his " greater monster," the ' Pongo,' would sooner or
later be discovered. And, Indeed, a modem traveller,
Bowdich, had. In 1819, found strong evidence, among
the natives, of the existence of a second great Ape, called
the ' Ingena,' " five feet high, and four across the shoulders,"
the buUder of a rude house, on the outside of which it slept

In 1847, Dr. Savage had the good fortune to malce
another and most important addition to our knowledge
of the man-like Apes ; for, being unexpectedly detained
at the Gaboon river, he saw in the house of the Rev. Mr.
Wilson, a missionary resident there, " a skull represented
by the natives to be a monkey-like animal, remarkable
for its size, ferocity, and habits." From the contour of
the skull, and the information derived from several in-
telligent natives, " I was induced," says Dr. Savage
(using the term Orang in its old general sense), " to believe
that it belonged to a new species of Orang. I expressed
this opinion to Mr. WUson, with a desire for further investi-
gation ; and, if possible, to decide the point by the inspec-
tion of a specimen alive or dead." The result of the
combined exertions of Messrs. Savage and Wilson was not
only the obtaining of a very full account of the habits of
this new creature, but a still more important service to
science, the enabling the excellent American anatomist
already mentioned. Professor Wyman, to describe, from
ample materials, the disUn':tive osteological characters of
the new form. This animal was called by the natives of
the Gaboon " Eng^ena," a name obviously identical with
the " Ingena " ot Bowdich ; and Dr. Savage arrived at the
conviction that this last discovered of all the great Apes
was the long-sought " Pongo " of Battell.
The justice of this conclusion, indeed, is beyond doubt—tor not jnly does the ' Eng£-ena ' agree with Battell's

" greater monster " in its hollow eyes, its great stature,
and its dun or iron-grey colour, but the only other man-
like Ape which inhabits these latitudes—the Chimpanzee

"if

3
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-U at once MmtlflM), by lu imanw dM. u th« "|«MefmoMtM-, md U mduded from my poutbmty of bdiia
th. Pongo.' by th. tact that It to black and not dun/t'
•ay nothing of tb« Important drenmstance already men-
tioned that It ttlU retalni the name of • Engeko.' or ' E^S^
•ko/ by which BatteU knew It

In leeking for a ipcdfle name for the • Enae-ena.' how-

•v^naF-: h„ra«•H.^^J'^'•"'•''
'"• »2ch S;i,!;::d

Pongo
; but finding In the andent Periplut of Hanno

the word "Gorilla " applied to certain hairy ..vag.Se
dl«overed by the Carthaginian voyager In an UlaSd^on thiAfrican eoait, he attached the epedflc name " Gorilla" to

I-!-""!.'?V**!,"" '^'•* '*• P"»"»* weU-known appdla-Uon. But Dr. Savage, more cautious than some of bit•ucceuort, by no means IdentlHe. his ape with Hanno's
wild men. He merdy says that the latter were " prob-

^rL M'^ th* «Pecl« of the Orang
;
" and I quite igrttwith M. Brull* that there Is no ground for Identifyina them^em GoriUa ' with that of the Carthaginl.n aSnSL

.K . i^.!?*
memoir of Savage and Wyman was pubUshed

the'skdeton of the GorlUa has been InvesUgated by pJo-'
fessor Owen and by the late Professor Duvemoy, of the
Jardta des Plantes, the latter having further suppUed avaluable account of the muscular system and of many of

^•v.n.^K***"
P"-' ^^^ -"''«"" mlsdonaries and

^l T J?"''"
«"""™«* M" expanded the account

origtoaUy given of the habits of this great man-like Ape,which has had the singular fortune of being the first tobe made known to the general worid and the last to be
scienUflcaUy InvesUgated.

i"^?
"»t"^«» ""O » ••a" have passed away since Battdl

told his stories about the ' greater ' and the • lesser monsters

'

to Purchas, and it has taken nearly that time to arrive atthe dear result that there are four distinct kinds of Anthro-poids—In Eastern Asia, the Gibbons and the Orange • hiWestern Africa, the Chhnpanzees and the GorUla. '

The man-like Apes, the history of whose discovery has

i"„H ^f*!!} .ll^^r'
'"'^'' ''''^^ characters of structure

and of distribuUon m common. Thus they aU have thesMne number of teeth as man-possessing four indsors,
two cantoes, four false molars, and six true molars in each

„ni: "I
U'*"' ^.^' *° ^^^ "''"1' condition

; while the
milk denUUon consists of 20 teeth—or four Indson, two
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canliies, and four molar* In Meb jaw. They are what amcalled ctarrhln. Ap«.-that U their nMtriUhav*^
lZ°:ZT''""\

•""
^r^

downward.: and. ™Aheror.'their arm* ara always longer than their leg*, the differenVebdng .omeume. greater and Mmetlme. leu f.o that IIthe four were ^ranged In the order of the length of the^anil ta proporUon to that of their lege, we ^ould havethta «rie.-Orang (lt_l). Gibbon (H^l), GorUla Ol-n
Chimpaniee (1,V-1). In aU, the foreVmb. Wtermtaated

S'.^c;«?;''"Vi"'.^"'
'""«•' »' •••»'*" thumb™ whSethe great toe of the foot, always smaUer than in Man is far

S?™KTr'"' .''•"" '" ""^ "" «" "0 oppo,ed°lU^e athumb, to the rest of the foot. None of these apes have tSi^

motr" "'^l'"?.
P°'"" *"• '='>"'' Po-x^hes common ,Zig

worW.
^' ^"'^ •" " '-'•abltants of uT oW

lim^''.H*i!?'^r*
""

m"?'
""""*• •'•»<J«e»t, and longest-limbed of the man-!Ike apes ; their arms are iongu' inproportion to their bodies than those of any of Z'otr^man-like Apes, so that they can touch the ground when

tTe o;/*"^ ^k""* r '""8'' *"«' ^•'*'' feet, and they a^"the only Anthropoids which possess callosities like thelower monkeys. They are variously coloured. TheOrangshav« arms which reach to the ankles in the erect posiUonof the antaal
; their thumbs and great toes" are ve^ short

^i V!"^!^' '°"5" '••''" ^^'"^ """''•• They are Coveredwith reddish-brown hair, and the sides of the face, In adultmales, are commonly produced into two crescentlc, flexible
«a^scences, like fatty tumours. The CWmpanzwsTv:
arras which reach below the knees ; they have large thumbs

t'^iTTS'^M' *^'''J'r«*» »« '»"«« than theh- feet^wd
their ha^ Is black, whUe the skin of the face Is pale. The
i^f^^K K^'

*"". *™' '"'''* ""<=•• ^ the middle of the leg,

i hILl Z^' '^Af'd*-
^'"' ''"^^ "•"«« *•>«" fe hand!a black face, and dark-grey or dun hair.

For the purpose which I have at present in view It is
unnecessary that I should enter Into any further ml'nutl"
respecting the distinctive characters of the gen^ mH
species Into which these man-like Apes are divl^d^y
naturalists. Suffice it to say, that the Orangs and theGibbons constitute the dIsUnct genera, StmiaandHylo-
bales- whUe the Chimpanzees and Gorillas arc by 3eregarded shnply as distinct species of one genus, Trojr
dytes; by o- jrs as distinct genera-rro^/odtfte, bring
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NMTved for tb* OilmpuuMt, and Gorltta tot th* Bb|A-
MM or Pongo.

Sowd knowUdg* rMpectlng the hablU and mode of Ulli

of tbc man-like Apei hai been even more dlfllciilt of attain-

ment than correct Information regarding their itmcture.
Once In a generation, a Wallace may be found phyil*

caUy, mentally, and morally quallfled to wander unMathed
through the tropical wUdi of America and of Aala ; to form
magnlflcent collection! ai he wanden ; and withal to

think out lagaclously the condusloni luggetted by hit

coUectloni ; but, to the ordinary explorer or collector, the
dense foreett of equatorial Ada and Africa, which conitltute

the favourite habitation of the Drang, the Chlmpaniee,
and the Gorilla, prcMnt difltcultiet of no ordinary mag-
nitude : and the man who risV* hit life by even a ihort vlilt

to the malarioui ihoret of those regions may well be excused
If he shrinks from facing the dangers of the Interior ; If ho
contents himself with stbnulatlng the Industry of the better

scanned natives, and collecting and collating the more or
less mythical reports and traditions with which they are too

ready to supply him.
In such a manner most of the earlier accounts of the habits

of the man-Uke Apes originated ; and even now a good
deal of what passes current must be admitted '.~ have no
very safe foundation. The best information we possew
is that, based almost wholly on direct European testimony
respecting the Gibbons ; the next best evidence relates to

the Grange ; while our knowledge of the habits of the
Chimpanzee and the Gorilla stands much in need of

support and enlargement by additional testimony from
Instructed European eye-witnesses.

It will therefore be convenient in endeavouring to form
a notion of what we are Justified in believing about these

animals, to commence with the best known man-like
Apes, the Gibbons and Orangs ; and to make use of the
perfectly reliable information respecting them as a sort of

criterion of the probable truth or falsehood of assertions

repecting the others.

Of the Gibbons, half a dozen species are found scattered

over the Asiatic islands, Java, Sumatra, Borneo, and
tliTough Malacca, Slam, Arracan, and an uncertain extent

of Hlndostan, on the main land of Asia. The largest

attain a few inches above tliree feet in height, from the
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crewB to Uw bed, to that they are ihorter than the other
man-like Apei; while the denderneii of their bodiee
renders their mati tar smaller in proportion even to thii
diminished height.

Dr. Salomon Mailer, an accomplished Dutch naturaUst,
who lived lor many years in the Eastern Archipelago, and
to the resulU of whose personal experience I shall fre-
quenUy have occasion to refer, states that the Glbbona
•re true mountaineers, loving the slopes and edges of the
hiUs, though they rarely ascend beyond the limit of the
Hg-trees. AM day long they haunt the tops of the taU
trees; and though, towards evening, they descend in
small troops to the open ground, no sooner do they spy
a man than they dart up the hUl-sides, and disappear in
the darker valleys.

All observers testify to the prodigious volume of voice
possessed by these anbnals. According to the writer
whom I have Just cited, in one of them, the Slamang, " the
wice is grave and penetrating, resembling the sounds
gOek, gSek, goek, gSek, goek ha ha ha ha haaaSS. and may
easUy be heard at a distance of half a league." While the
cry is being uttered, the great membranous bag under
the throat which communicates with the organ of voice,
the so-called " laryngeal sac," becomes greatly distended,
diminishing again when the creature relapses into silence.
M. Duvaucel, likewise, affirms that the en- of the Slamang

may be heard for miles—making the woods ring again. So
Mr. Martin • describes the cry of the agile Gibbon as " over-
powering and deafening " in a room, and " from Its strength,
well calculated for resounding through the vast forests." Mr.
Waterhouse, an accomplished musician as well as zoologist,
says, " The Gibbon's voice is certainly much more powerful
than <.hat of any singer I have ever heard." And yet it is
to be recoUected that this animal is not halt the height ot,
and far less bulky In proportion than, a man.
There is good testimony that various species ot Gibbon

readily take to the erect posture. Mr. George Bennett,t
a very excellent observer, in describing the habits of a
male Hylobates syndactylus which remained for some time
in his possession, says :

" He invariably walks in the erect
posture when on a level surface ; and then the arms either

* Man and Monkitt, p. 423.
t Wiuubr/n«« in Nta South Wale», vol. il. chap. vM., 1894.

m
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hang down, enabling him to assist himself with his knuckles

!

or what is more usual, he keeps his aims uplifted In nearly
an erect poslUon, with the hands pendent ready to seize
a rope, and climb up on the approach of danger or on the
obtrusion of strangers. He walks rather quick in the erect
posture, but with a waddling gait, and is soon run down if,
whilst pursued, he has no opportunity of escaping by climb-
ing. .. . When he walks in the erect posture he turns
the leg and foot outwards, which occasions him to have a
waddling gait and to seem bow-legged."

Dr. Burrough states of another uibbon, the Horlack or
Hooluk

:

" They walk erect ; and when placed on the floor, or
In an open field, balance themselves very prettily, by
raising their hands over their head and sUghUy ben'dhig
the arm at the wrist and elbow, and then run tolerably
fast, rocking from side to side ; and, if urged to greater
speed, they let fall theh- hands to the ground, and assist
themselves forward, rather jumping than running, stiU
keeping the body, however, nearly erect."
Somewhat different evidence, however. Is given by Dr.

Winslow Lewis : •
=- j

" Their only manner of walking was on their posterior
or inferior extremlUes, the others betog raised upwards
to preserve their equUibrium, as rope-dancers are assisted
by long poles at fairs. Theh- progression was not by
placing one foot before the other, but by simultaneously
using both, as in jumptag." Dr. Salomon MiUier also
states that the Gibbons progress upon the ground by a
short series of tottering jumps, effected only by the hind
limbs, the body befag held altogether upright.
But Mr. Martta (l. c. p. 418), who also speaks from direct

observaUon, says of the Gibbons generaUy:
" Pre-eminenUy qualified for arboreal habits, and display-

ing among the branches amazing activity, the Gibbons are
not so awkward or embarrassed on a level surface as might
be Imagined. They walk erect, with a waddling or unsteady
gait, but at a quick pace ; the equlUbrlum of the body re-
quhlng to be kept up, either by touching the ground with
the knuckles, first on one side then on the other, or by uplift-
tag the arms so as to poise it. As with the Chimpanzee, the
whole of the narrow, long sole of the foot is placed upon the

• Biuhn Journal of Natural HUhry, vol. I., 1834.
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ffrwind at once and raised at once, without any eIa,UcUy of

em. 8.—A Gibbon (H. pOuliu). Ma Wolt

it t^lZt^ """^l?*
concurrent and Independent testimony.

I^MtT^''^^^ **" ^'"'^*-'^ ""»' '"« Gibbons coZoS^and habitually assume the erect atUtude.
"^""ly
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But level ground is not the place where theae anlmali
can display their very remarkable and peculiar locomotive
powers, and that prodigious activity which almost tempts
one to rank them among flying rather than among ordinary
climbing mammals.

Mr. Martin (1. c. p. 430) has given so excellent and graphic
an account of the movements of a Hylobates agilis, living in
the Zoological Gardens, in 1840, that I will quote it in full ;

" It is almost impossible to convey In words an idea of
the quickness and graceful address of her movements : they
may indeed be termed aerial, as she seems merely to touch
in her progress the branches among which she exhibits her
evolutions. In these feats her hands and arms are the sole
organs of locomotion ; her body hanging as if suspended
by a rope, sustained by one hand (the right, for example),
she launches herself, by an energetic movement, to a distant
branch, which she catches with the left hand ; but her hold
is less than momentary : the hnpulse for the next launch
is acquired : the branch then aimed at is attained by the
right hand again, and quitted Instantaneously, and so on,
in alternate succession. In tMs manner spaces of twelve
and eighteen feet are cleared, with the greatest ease and
uninterruptedly, for hours together, without the slightest
appearance of fatigue being manifested ; and it is evident
that, if more space could be allowed, distances very greatly
exceeding eighteen feet would be as easily cleared ; so that
Duvaucel's assertion that he has seen these animals launch
themselves from one branch to another, forty feet asunder,
startling as it is, may be well credited. Sometimes, on
seizing a branch in her progress, she will throw herself, by
the power of one arm only, completely round it, making a
revolution with such rapidity as almost to deceive the eye,
and continue her progress with undiminished velocity. It
is singular to observe how suddenly this Gibbon can stop,
when the impetus given by the rapidity and distance of
her swinging leaps would seem to require a gradual abate-
ment of her movements. In the very midst of her flight

a branch is seized, the body raised, and she is seen, as if by
magic, quietly seated on it, grasping it with her feet. As
suddenly she again throws herself into action.
"The following facts will convey some notion of her

dexterity and quickness. A Uve bird was let loose in her
apartment ; she marked its flight, made a long swing to
a distant branch, caught the bird with one band In her
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PMMge, and attained the branch with h>r nti.-. 1. ^

tion these formidable teeth had been med do4 • h.,t "threatened, she would stlU turn on her keener ^.V^hK

'

«. tosects but appear generally to 'avKhn^'^/ooS A

• ATttl^e^lde il^dlC wa?h\^r^tc:-Z ^^r

morning," says Mr. Bennett. " I was writ inJ fhi k?
"

f^T *1f"*
*"'"*'*'' ""= ?'«<=« ''here I sat. Sended

IL '..''^' ***'"« "»* ''"sUy occupied, took the soaoand moved away with it in his paw. When he hadwS
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halt the length of the cabin, I spoke quleUy, without frighten-

ina him. The Instant he found I saw him, he walked back

again, and deposited the soap nearly in the same place from

^ence he had taken It. There was certataly something

more than instinct In that action : he evidenUy betrayed

a consciousness of having done wrong both by his first and

last acUon»—and what 1* reason if that Is not an exercise

of it 1

"

The most elaborate account of the natural history of

the Orano-Utan extant, is that given in the " Verhande-

llngen over de Natuurlljke Geschiedenis der Nederland-

sche overzeesche Berittlngen (^839-45)," by Dr. Salomon

MMler and Dr. Schlegel, and i shaU base what I have to say

upon this subject almost enttely on their statements, adding

here and there, particulars of toiterest from the writings of

Brooke, Wallace, and others.

The Orang-utan would rarely seem to exceed four leet

in height, but the body is very bulky, measuring two-thirds

of the height in cta'cumference.*

The Orang-utan is found only in Sumatra and Borneo,

and Is common hi neither of these Islands—to both of which

it occurs always to low, flat plains, never to the mountains.

It loves the densest and most sombre of the foresU, which

extend from the sea-shore inland, and thus is found only

In the eastern half of Sumatra, where Jone such forests

occur, though, occasionally, it strays over to the western

On the other hand, it is generaUy distributed through

Borneo, except to the mountatos, or where the populaUon

• The largest Orang-Dtan, cited by Traunjnck, >n«»S!lli^i^
landing ^ght. 4 tt. ; but he mentions having just «fe»v»4 "™
Suu. <lptWo^^m Orang 5 ft. 3 in. high. S-*^'8J' "^ MttUer say

Sat thete largest old male measured, upright, 1.25 Netherlands

" d "
J and from the crown to the end ol Uje t<>«»J-5 ?>,'

™
dreumjerence ol the body being about 1 el. The

l"*"*
»'<»*"? «

SSTo9 d Ugh, when standing. The adult "keleton in th. CoUege

rfSu^geoM' Museum, 11 set upright, would stand 3 It. 6-« l"- *«>"

?J„^ to sole. Dr. Humphry gives 3 ft. 8 in ..= *'"•
"•^..^.'if\^*

Sro Orangs. Of seventeen Orangs examined by Mr. WfOlace, the

iMoeit WM 4 ft. 2 in. high, from the heel to the crown of the head.

lE*lUS« St John, however, in hi. Lilt in thtfor^ o/ tte

fS- eSS Wis us of an Orang of " 5 ft. 2 In., measuring fairly from

ftfhMd totte heel," 15 in" across the face, and 12 in. """"d the

^°
It do« not appear, however, that Mr. St. John measured this

(^ang himself.
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Except ta the paWng time, thrcd male, usuaUy „ve by

««. 9.-A» adul, „„, o™.g-u.„. ^,er Mauer ^i s^hleg...
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their oflspring. The young Orangs seem to remain un-

usually long under their mother's protection, probably In

consequence ol their slow growth. While climbing, the

mother always carries her young against her bosom, the

young holding on by his mother's hair.* At what time of

lite the Orang-utan becomes capable of propagation, and

how long the females go with young, is unknown, but It Is

probable that they are not adult until they arrive at ten

or fifteen years of age. A female which lived for five years

at Batavla, had not attained one-third the height of the

wild females. It is probable that, after reaching adult

years, they go on growing, though slowly, and that they

live to forty or fifty years. The Dyaks tell of old Orangs,

which have not only lost all their teeth, but which find it

so troublesome to climb, that they maintain themselves on

windfalls and juicy herbage.

The Orang Is sluggish, exhibiting none of that marvel-

lous activity characteristic of the Gibbons. Hunger alone

seems to sth- him to exertion, and when it Is stilled he

relapses Into repose. When the animal sits, it curves Its

back and bows its head, so as to look straight down on

the ground ; sometimes it holds on with its hands by a

higher branch, sometimes lets them hang phlegmatlcally

down by its side—and in these positions the Orang will

remain, for hours together. In the same spot, almost with-

out stirring, and only now and then giving utterance to

Us deep, growling voice. By day, he usually climbs from

one tree-top to another, and only at night descends to the

ground, and if then threatened with danger, he seeks

refuge among the underwood. When not hunted, he

remains a long time in the same locality, and sometimes

stops for many days on the same tree—a firm place among

its branches servhig him for a bed. It is rare for the

Orang to pass the night in the summit of a large tree,

probably because It Is too windy and cold there for him

;

but, as soon as night draws on, he descends from the

height and seeks out a fit bed in the lower and darker

part, or in the leafy top of a small tree, among which he

* See Mr. Wallace's account of an Infant " Orang-utan," in the

Annali of NaUiral History for 1856. Mr. Wallace provided his

interesting charge with an artificial mother of buOalo-sldn, but the

cheat was too successful. The infant's entire experience led it to

isodate teats with hair, and feeling the latter, it spent its eziitence

in vain endeavours to discover the fonner.
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characteristic and striklL an «^
"" "' ^""'e" «>

he determine. toMeep the™ V'J^''"""''-
B"' wherever

of nest: little bouXa^rt if
Prepares himself a sort

the Elected spot"\„d bent rr„'
"", •*""*" '*»«"'*•'«' «>»»"

While to make the bed soft^e^M""'" ^l" ""« -""'"er;

them. Those which Mmi^tV "'''"*' .'=''=•' "« '«'" ov,;
fresh, were situated a^"he,Z' „'??'' ?' "'*'" "*'"« ^'nr
above the ground and hL^M .**" *° twentV-lve feet
of two or three f?ets„t '"•"'"'""• ""the average,
thick With SntLves^'oZ" '""='""' ""'"^ "«='«»
for the cracked twi^s which u^tZT'" ""'""'"'le only
formed a regular plaffor^ " ^"""l "l " <=°"""°" centre,

Brooke, " which then^« .,!?'"'''«
J"'-"

says Sir James
would be more pronL^cai i^

''' '" ''""'> *" *"« ''««.
no roof or covefo? any'^^n "-^^V.T'' *°' " •"«»

they form this nest Is curious an? I i«d
"'^ """ ^''"=''

of seeing a wounded fem^e weavf th» h
"" "PPo^unity

and seat herself, within a minuL'"
""*'"' '"^ether

hedrr?h:^uris°r'i.:!j:°'T r'^ '--» •>'»

sipated the mists H^ L. ?* '""'^*»" ""^ has dis-

hed again ab"ut five but 'In"""' "l""'
""'* 8oes to

»Xe trJ!:^
--IJ^errr halfU?VwS

toS^no*rbo°dyT„d'rtt?n '^^ r/ '''^^»«"'
When the night is cold wfnHt ^ ^.'* ^^^^ "^ •''^ hand,
his body with a hean A,T ^'

'"" '^"^^ •>* "^u^lly covers
like those of\hich his be^"?;;'

'^''"'' "' F«=™ leaves,

careful to wan nn hit k .*f
"*''*• """ '"' «* especially

covertag h^sdf .^n^M.lfl'"
*•"""• " '» ^^^^ "ahlt of

^•'^t'.e^pllVrt^'n^Mt*''^ ''' *° *"" '^''

ofZr&U'duS^Tfhri'^reTr''^ *"* "-*»
squatting on a thick branch JT^h' ** ''''^ '""•"y '«««>

the Gibbons do Th» n ' *'*''*'" *P*»' ""•* I-artlcularly

himself to the dend^r leafrLrH*"" '""*"^' «=«»«««
right at the ton if n,.*^ branches, so that he is seen

reUted to the !«««!'«'• " T'"' °' "'" ^^ch Is closely

especiaUy*"o\ttTKa" "k^th''"'"
""''^' '^^

no callosities ^.i^h „.
""^ '•"* " provided with

apes, a^d ev'erb^ tteTih^h'"^'*" "^ "'""^ »' *"« '°wer«ia even by the Gibbons ; and those bones of the
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pelvis, which are tenned the tochla, and which form the

lolid tramework of the surface on which the body rests

in the sitting posture, are not expanded like those of the

apes wliicb possess callosities, but are more like those

of man.
An Orang climbs so slowly and cautiously,* as, in tills

act, to resemble a man more than an ape, taking great

care of his feet, so that injury of them seems to affect Iiim

tar more than it does other apes. Unlike the Gibbons,

whose forearm* do the greater part of the work, as they

swing from branch to branch, the Orang never mak^s
even the smallest jump. In climbing, he moves alternately

one hand and one foot, or, after having laid fast hold with

the hands, he draws up both feet together. In passing

from one tree to another, he always seeks out a place

where the twigs of both come close together, or interlace.

Even when closely pursued, his clrcimispectlon is amaz-
ing : he shakes the branches to see if they will bear liim,

and then bending an overhanging bough down by throw-

ing his weight gradually along it, he makes a bridge from
the tree he wishes to quit to the next, t

On the ground the Orang always goes laboriously and
shakily, on all fours. At starting he will run faster than a

man, though he may soon be overtaken. The very long

arms which, when he runs, are but little bent, raise the

body of the Orang remarkably, so that he assumes much
the posture of a very old man bent down by age, and
making his way along by the help of a stick. In walking,

the body is usually directed straight forward, unlike the

other apes, which run more or less obliquely ; except the

Gibbons, who in these, as in so many other respects, depart

remarkably from their fellows.

The Orang cannot put its feet flat on the ground, but

is supported upon their outer edges, Ihe heel resting more
on the ground, while the curved toes partly rest upon the

ground by the upper side of their first joint, the two outer-

most toes of each foot completely resting on this surface.

The hands are held in the opposite manner, their inner edges

I .n

* " They are the slowest and least active of all the monkey tribe,

and their, motions are surprisingly awkward and uncouth."—Sir

James Brooke, in the Proceeding$ of the Zoological Society,

1841.

t Mr. Wallace's account of the progression of the Orang almost
exactly eoiresponds with this.
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l«rvlng M the chief tunnort -n,. «
out 11, ,uch a manner IhiTIhM,? "«*" "• "•*" ^ent
thoM of the two Innennn.. fl

""""* ^°'"'»' e»PeclaUy
by their upperTl'^MetheSom^^^^
thumb .erve. a, an'addlt.on^'it™^"'' ""'' ""' •''"S'"

young leave, of valo" ktads c^n;ti. .^''.k*""""""*'
»"'»

mentoftheOranv- bJ?«Wn.„^K "i"" ""* '^'"«' ""1^-
long were found^ta the stl^^'h'

^,^''"'° '"» <"• three feet

known to eat mng'lZT'' "' " ""^'^ ^'"'^ "« "<"

•odety. It 1, naturally a^rvwUd/nrtTh r"' ''"°""'

may remark that thiy a„ afduU and Zhf * "" °^«"* '"em, I
ceived, and on no occa^inn ih f"thful as can well be con-
l«t „ to preclude ''my''reep*ng"p''acrwur{'h'"' *^V•y "-'"'o
moderately dearlorest- and .wiftif

™"'."'em eaiUy through
wading up to the necl; "llowed them to ^f"""""'

'''''''' (•"^»
they were sure to stop and Sim. m. f ^°* "''"^ *"">' distance,
the lightest attempT at defen™ .Vd T"" "^U ' "«^" '"•erved
ratUed about our can was broken ^ .,."?* *°'"* """^ 'ometlmet

Pappan could not be othe™i..flf.n,*^ '.^
extremity, however, the

man, who, with a party ™ tJ^^ '?™'1""*' ?"<* ""' "nJortunate
two Of hi. flnge«,raU b" Kei^v^Wufn'^^^.K""'. »"'•• "»*

ob«rv2['Sem'.C.wi;rd^™r.i,?h^w'h?n^!.^^
'll^

"^'^ "»"
he does not throw tbttnatVZ^^h.f .

Pursued. " It it true
tor It 1. evident that a" oiS.'^SS'not b,',r" "'.*™ <""™ vertical*
the top of . lofty tree ^^^^l^Tt}" '"y <"»»»<* from
kp)t up tor ,t leist ten mtaut« ^ntin,?^ ^"' ™ ' *''^«" »««.

hrealcing tbem%. ^rtlJoX'Th^'-dr^i^^ fv^^^;^^^^
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Bnt, though possesMd of immense strength, It b rare
tor the Drang to attempt to defend Itself, especially when
attacked with Ore-arms. On such occasions be endeavours
to lilde himself, or to escape along the topmost branches
of the trees, breaking ofl and throwing down the bouylis as
he goes. When wounded he betakes himself to the highest
attainable point of the tree, and emits a singular cry, con-
sisthig at first of high notes, which at length deepen into a
low roar, not unlike that of a panther. While giving out
the high notes the Orang thrusts out his lips into a funnel
shape ; but in uttering the low notes he holds his mouth
wide open, and at the same tbne the great throat bag, or
laryngeal sac, becomes distended.

Accordbig to the Dyaks, the only animal the Orang
measures his strength with is the crocodile, who occasionally
seizes him on his visits to the water side. But they say
that the Orang is more than a match for his enemy, and
beats hbn to death, or rips up his throat by pulling the
Jaws asunder I

Much of what has been here stated was probably de-
rived by Dr. MUiler from the reports of his Dyak hunters ;

but a large male, four feet hi.h, lived in captivity, under
bis observation, for a month, and receives a very bad
character.

" He was a very wild beast," says MOller, " of prodigious
strength, and false and wicked to the la.it degree. If any
one approached he rose up slowly with a low growl, fixed
his eyes In the direction in which he meant to make hi*
attack, slowly passed his hand between the bars of his
cage, and then extending his long arm, gave a sudden
grip—usually at the face." He never tried to bite
(though Orangs will bite one another), his great weapons
of offence and defence being his hands.
His intelligence was very great ; and MOller remarks,

that though the faculties of the Orang have been estknated
too highly, yet Cuvier, had he seen this specimen, would
not have considered its Intelligence to be only a little

higher than that of the dog.

His hearing was very acute, but the sense of vision

ol rage, uttering at Intervals a loud pumping grunt, and evidenUy
meaning mltchiet."—" On the Habits of the Orang-Utan," Annals
ol NaL Hitlorg, 1836. Tbis statement, it will be observed, ts quite
in accordance with that contained hi the letter ot tbe Resident Palm
quoted above (p. 210). I
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/•Ulng r«ln. or to recJi™ tV. '?' *" •* ""•*' »» "'ch th«
*ei.u "o,";iur: rh wm^\ror'at

•"'' "•"*-""*
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J
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zygomatic aperture varie* contlderably In lUe. Thlt
variation In the proportions of the crania enables as
satisfactorily to explain the marked difference presented

by the single - crested and double - crested skulls, which
have been thought to prove the existence of two large

species of Drang. The external surface of the skull varies

considerably In size, as do also the zygomatic aperture and
the temporal muscle ; but they bear no necessary relation

to each other, a small muscle often existing with a large

cranial surface, and vice vend. Now, those skulls which
have the largest and strongest Jaws and the widest zygo-
matic aperture, have the muscles so large that they meet
on the crown of the skull, and deposit the bony ridge which
separates them, and which is the highest In that which has
the smallest cranial surface. In those which combine a
large surface with comparatively weak jaws, and small
zygomatic aperture, the muscles, on each side, do not
extend to the crown, a space of from 1 to 2 Inches remaining
between them, and along their margins small ridges are

formed. Intermediate forms are found, in which the ridges

meet only in the hinder part of the skull. The form and
size of the ridges are therefore Independent of age, being
sometimes more strongly developed in the less aged animal.
Professor Temminck states that the series of skulls in the
Leyden Museum shows the same result."

Mr. Wallace observed two male adult Orangs (Mlas
Kassu of the Dyaks), however, so very different from
any of these that he concludes them to be specifically

distinct ; they were respectively 3 feet 8^ Inches and 3 feet

9} inches high, and possessed no sign of the cheek excres-

cences, but otherwise resembled the larger kinds. The
skull has no crest, but two bony ridges, 1} inches to 2 inches
apart, as In the Simla morio of Professor Owen. The teeth,

however, are Immense, equalling or surpassing those of tho
other species. The females of both these kinds, according
to Mr. Wallace, are devoid of excrescences, and resemble
the smaller males, but are shorter by 1 } to 3 inches, and their

canine teeth are comparatively sniall, subtruncated and
dilated at the base, as in the so-called Simia morio, which
Is, in all probability, the skull of a female of the same species

as the smaller males, roth males and females of this

smaller species are distinguishable, according to Mr.
Wallace, by the comparatively large size of the middle
incisors of the upper jaw.
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thf"ac'^rcy^7th?,'?:(Z„^wh^ch''l'h''''•*l "* '^^^^

the AWcan ipeclca to olIeAlmn.
J"'"^ "» »" expecting

or combined ; o^ .t any ™7j ^rM"^*^""' "P^-tely
of any attempted d„,'"r/ .S-^m". ^''""' ""^ "*"
testimony .. "might bTaSdu^e^S^t /avo^^Tf Jh'.'

"^."^^
ence. And. U the oroaiii^ .n„„

'"/^°"' "' their exlst-

Ape* could' be demonsK "„
fl°t ItT.f' II.'

^'''""
of It. AslaUc aUie. for the er«.^ 1 ,.,

"*"*" *•""" '"her
attack, there ^'oZ^V^m^^,^:^'^ .^^J^'^cient
occasional adopUon of the upright aUltude nr r"""' "*
proceedings.

"pngni attitude or of aggressive

ha^rolThe^oun'; Sr^'/."""" '^°*-«''^. "»
have been <>bS^urZonoilnf ''"' "' "P^^'y
But tr:.tworthy evidence as to thpm»

~'"""'"*''*' "P"""
01 a.i.U anthropoids 01 this si^cie, i^ thTn'r."

""'"""»
WM almost wanUng up to the ti^'e ^, ?h

"",'7' ""o"'.
the paper by Dr. Savage to whic^r h« ?

P"Wlcatlon of
containing notes ol theVh.p^i" ^ ^^^^'^^ "'*"«" J

of the InfonnaUon wMch he7n,^°?V,'''=''
*"* """««, and

he oonslderTtTltworthy X ,«1h *?"". !?""=*» ^'"«=''

•When at rest, the sltUnn nosturi. <. n. .
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is their organization that they cannot stand erect, but

lean forward. Hence they are teen, when sUndlng, with

the liands clasped over the ocdpnt. or the lumbar region,

which would seem necessary to balance or ease ol posture.

" The toes of the adult are strongly flexed and turned

inwards, and cannot be perfectly straightened. In the

attempt the skin gathers into thick folds on the back,

shewing that the full expansion of the foot, as is necessary

in walking, is unnatural. The natural position is on all

fours, the body anteriorly resting upon the knuckles.

These are greatly enlarged, with the skin protuberant and

thickened like the sole of the foot
" They are expert climbers, as one would suppose from

their organization. In their gambols they swing from

limb to limb to a great distance, and leap with astonishing

agility. It is not unusual to see the ' old folks ' (in the

language of an observer) sitting under a tree regaling

themselves with fruit and friendly chat, while theh-

• children ' are leaping around them, and swinging from

I tree to tree with boisterous merriment.
" As seen here, they cannot be called gregarious, seldom

more than five, or ten at most, being found together. It

has been said, on good authority, that they occasionally

assemble hi large numbers, in gambols. My informant

asserts that he saw once not less than fifty so engaged

;

hooting, screaming, and drumming with sticks upon old

logs, which is done In the latter case with equal facility

by the four extremities. They do not appear ever to

act on the offensive, and seldom, if ever really, on the

defensive. When about to be captured, they resist by

throwing their arms about their opponent, and attempting

to draw dim tato contact with their teeth." (Savage,

1. c p. 384.)

With respect to this last point Dr. Savage is very explicit

in another place

:

" BiUng is theh: principal art of defence. I have seen

one man who had been thus severely wounded In the

feet.
" The strong development of the canine teeth in the

adult would seem to indicate a carnivorous propensity;

but in no state save that of domestication do they manifest

it. At first they reject flesh, but easily acquire a fondness

for It. The canines are early developed, and evidently

designed to act the important part of weapons of defence.
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When In contact with man almost the first effort of the
animal Is

—

to bite.

" They avoid the abodes of men, and buUd their habita-
tions In trees. Their construcUon is more that of nests
than huts, as they have been erroneously termed by some
naturalists. They generally build not far above the
ground. Branches or twigs are bent, or partly broken,
and crossed, and the whole supported by the body of a
limb or a crotch. SomeUmes a nest will be found near
the end of a strong leafy branch twenty or thh-ty feet from
the ground. One I have lately seen that could not be
less than forty feet, and more probably it was fifty. But
this is an unusual height.

"Their dweUing-place is not permanent, but changed
in pursuit of food and soUtude, according to the force
of circumstances. We more often see them to elevated
places

; but this arises from the fact that the low grounds,
betag more favourable for the naUves' rice-farms, are the
oftener cleared, and hence are almost always wanting to
suitable trees for their nests. ... It is seldom that more
than one or two nests are seen upon the same tree, or to
the same neighbourhood: five have been found, but it
was an unusual circumstance." . . .

"They are very filthy fa their habits. ... It is a
tradiUon with the naUves generally here, that they were
once members of their own tribe : that for their depraved
habits they were expelled from all human society, and,
that through an obsttoate tadulgence of their vile pro-
pensities, they have degenerated into their present state
and organization. They are, however, eaten by them,
and when cooked witi. the oil and pulp of the palm-nut
considered a highly palatable morsel.

" They exhibit a remarkable degree of intelligence to
theb habits, and, on the part of the mother, much affection
for theh- young. The second female described was upon
a tree when first discovered, with her mate and two young
ones (a male and a female). Her first impulse was to
descend with great rapidity, and make off into the thicket,
with her mate and female offspring. The young male
remaining behind, she soon returned to the rescue. She
ascended and took htoi to her arms, at which moment
she was shot, the ball passing through the forearm of the
young one, on its way to the heart of the mother. . . .

" In a recent case, the mother, when discovered.
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remained upon the tree with her offsorlno W9tri.i»<>
intenuy the movements of the hunter K t^ok^*she moUoned with her hand, precisely In the m^nef^i
• human being, to have Wm desist and go away menthe wound has not proved Instantly fatal" they have be«known to stop the flow of blood by pressing ^^SitSehand upon the part, and when this did not fucked, to

ffin "" ^^ «""*'• • • • When shot, they glv^ asudden screech, not unlike that of a hinan b^g insudden and acute distress."
*

The ordinary voice of the Chimpanzee, however Isaffirmed to be hoarse, guttural, and not v^ ?oTd, ^om^what like whoo-whoo " Q. c. p. 365)

n..^K .mf"^ uJ^^ Chimpanzee to the Orang, in itenest-bulldlng habit and in the mode of forming its nesL

^^^.''"f^^J
Interesting; whUe, on the oS^. the

^r^ m",™""* resembles the Gibbons. In%xtent^geo^phical range, again, the Chimpanzees-which arefound from Sierra Leone to Congo-remtod^nrof tte

fh. /-i^i" M^ ""** "'^^'y »•>«»• as is the case^the Gibbons, there may be several species spread ov«the geographical area of the genus.
^

The same exceUent observer, from whom I have borrowed

which has. In lU most essential points, been confirmedby subsequent observers, and to which ^o v^ UtUeTs

nnon"th^°,11
'"' ''°™';'" "n^d that my account Is based

?-hln^ ^'f^'??"**
°' »•»« aborigines of that region (theGaboon). In tWs connecUon, it may also be proper forZ .. 'T'^'^'

^^''*- ""^e ''*«» » missionary r?"dent

^ri^^T/nH '\^^«; ''T """""^ Int^ourse. theAMMn mind and character, I felt myself prepared todiscriminate and decide upon the prob^llity oTfh^
h^hrT.; f^^^""'

^'^« "^"^ ^th the Wstory a^habits of its interesting congener (Trog. niger. Ge7a)I
wwch h9v*r "r"***

*''*^^ accounts Vfthe'two^i!
which, having the same locaUty and a staillarlty of habit,

Roti?-"'?.°J "? "*«"»• characters and hablu of TrododvtaGorilla. Boston Journal of Natural Historg. 1^.
"^Stoayttt
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•re confounded In the minds of the mass, especially as

nave eVer seen the animal In question.

Fio. 10.—The Gorilla (after WoUt).

I, H.^„ H ^'T "*""=" •"" k^iowledge of the animal
Js derived, and whose territory forms Its habitat, is theMpongwt, occupying both banks of the River Gaboon,from lU mouth to some fifty or sixty miles upward
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h«hi?. «
P°"8» be of African origin, It Is pro-bably a coiTupUon of the word Mpongwe, the name of H^tribe on the banks of the Gaboon?.^T hence ZpUed^o

wMnh /i!

^"''"'-«*°' M near as It can be AngUdzed. fromwhich the common term 'Jocko' probably comes ^
routSfheton°d"' "' '''' ""* ^°-'' -«^ ^"S-^y

r,!"^* ''Si'w \5 *"• ^'*Si-erm Is the Interior of lowerGuinea. whBst that of the EncM-eko Is nearer tte s^^

hrlli** ''*'8'>VJ.''
«'"»»t five feet; It Is dlsproporUonatelv

^^t'':?^^^.^^^^^^^^ ^^?.%rrbets:s^-s
I:^o^"dlf^nt'^1or•'«

-^^^ ^'-'^ "-" ^»^' -
«re«f^dtT'^n!iT'^".?*

'*"*"** °' the head are. thegreat width and elongaUon of the face, the denth of th«

.'e(*p and extending far backward, and the comoiatfwsmaUness of the cranial porUon ; the eves^e v?™ wland said to be like those of the Enchleko a brigKd =
nose broad and flat, slighUy elevated towarS^ the rooj^the muzzle broad, and prominent lips and chto ^thscattered grey hairs; the under Up highly mobS; ^
t^?n h' °i,^'**

elongation when the a^n^iTei^gTd
naJted^ and of a dark brown, approaching to black.

HaoJr .
remarkable feature of the head is a highridge or crest of hair, in the course of the sagittS suture

sJ^« ll^ir
" P""'*«''?^ly '^th a transverse rid^ o" th^

^r„n. 'f\fomlnent. runnfag round from the back

moving the scalp freely forward and back aid whenenraged Is said to contract It strongly over the brow Ihusbringing down the hairy ridge md pointtog th^'^forward, so as to present an indescribably ferocious aspertNeck short, thick, and hairy; chit and shoEvery broad, said to be fuUy double' the size of the EnchTekos
;
arms very long, reaching some way below the taee-the fore-arm much the shortest; hands venrW thethumbs much larger than the flngen. .

^ * '
^*
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" The gait b sbuflUng ; the motion of the body, which
1« ntver upright as In man, but bent forward. Is somewhat
roUing, or from side to side. The arms being longer than
the Chimpanzee, It does not stoop as much In walking;
like that animal. It makes progression by thrusting Its
arms forward, resting the hands on the ground, and then
giving the body a hall jumping half swinging moUon
between them. In this act It is said not to flex the fingers, as
does the Chimpanzee, resting on its knuckles, but to extend
them, making a fulcrum of the hand. When it assumes
the walking posture, to which It is iaid to be much Inclined,
it balances Its huge body by flexing its arms upward.

" They live in bands, but
are not so numerous as the
Chimpanzees : the females
generally exceed the other
sex in number. My infor-

mants all agree in the
assertion that but one adult
male is seen in a band ; that
when the young males grow
up, a contest takes place for

mastery, and the strongest,

by killing and driving out
the others, establishes him-
self as the head of the
community."

Dr. Savage repudiates the stories about the Gorillas
carrying ofl women and vanquishing elephants, and then
adds:

" Their dwellings, if they may be so called, are similar
to those of the Chimpanzee, consisting simply of a few
sticks and leafy branches, supported by the crotches and
limbs of trees : they afford no shelter, and are occupied
only at night.

" They are exceedingly ferocious, and always offensive
in their habits, never running from man, as does the
Chimpanzee. They are objects of terror to the natives,
and are never encountered by them except on the defensive.
The few that have been captured were killed by elephant-
hunters and native traders, as they came suddenly upon
them while passing through the forests.

" It is said that when the male is first seen he gives
a terrific yell, that resounds far and wide through the

Fig. 11.—GorUIa walldng (alter
WolO).
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iSS**
*T'*^^<i ^'^ kh-ahl kh-HUiI prolonged uidshrUl. His enormous Jaws are wl<Jely opened at each«pfraUon hi, under lip hang, over the'^K iJd tteiMUry ridge and scalp are contracted upon the browpreswitlng an aspect of Indescribable ferocity

The females and young, at the first cry. ouicklvdisappear. He then approaches the enemy iTLaTf^vpouring out his horrid cries In quick succS 1?,h^t« awaits his approach with hTgun extenlSdT U^aim is not sure, he permits the animal to grasp the batrd

S?es "'shom" " '" ^ '»°"^'' (^•^^"^ Ws habR
S^r„,H^

"*,*"" '^ *° 80 off, the barrel (that of

Ms tl^'^ ^?J'**'
^^"^ ^ ''^> •» «=™'">e'» between

hJfnte^
'

encounter ,oon prove, fatal to the

,iJ^^^' ^"^ ***'"' ^''eir hablU are in general like thoseof the Trogodyusniger. building their nest* J^rta^Uvlng on similar fruits, and changing their place ofSfrom force of circumstances."
Dr. Savage's observations were confirmed and sunole-

tolwestlng paper on the GoriUa to the PhUadelphlanAcademy of Sciences, in 1852. With resuect to tte^^Z

Ao^'^mH •"^^''«"-J>'
tWs greatest orKe"m^-S^

Apes, Mr. Ford remarks

:

"This animal inhabits the range of mountains thattraverse the Interior of Guinea, from the CaSThi tte

Zt^ k''?^'!''
eeographers Crystal Mountains. Thelimit to which this animal extends, either north or soutiI am unable to define. But that limit Is doubU^^omedistance north of this river [Gabooul. I waTl!.!.^!

^^t*^; 7the' M
'"^

^"A'- • "^'^ ex^slonTrthfLd!
fZ^o w°°°'y (Danger) River, which comes into

(credibly. 1 think) that they were numerous among themountatos to which that river rises, and far northTf ttat

.. I ^*,^°""'' this species extends to the Congo River

TetL™ ^.k" rV""^" ^^''"'^ *''« '"'^e visited Se^Mtbetween the Gaboon and that river. Beyond that, I am
from the coast In most cases, and. accordmg to my best ta-

^^2\ "PP^^^^^r " '»«"v'^ere so nearly as on the souThside of this river, where they have been found within ten
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i am toXormed by come of the oldest MDonirari! m.n »wfomerly he was only found on the soTe,*^/ ttVv«
IVolLj'^r'J''' """y "• '»"'«' within h^?-a-d»y"i

ridie ii^r^^o"'"L ^"'^''''y •»* inhabited the mountatoou,ridge where Bushmen alone Inhabited, but now ha bSrthIapproaches the Mpongwe plantation. ^7s doubUwsthe reason of the scarcity of Information l^years past L

psp:^rnUTh^?.lernr.Sr.n^^
5j^^oS^CSjLca::^^s:ii£H

leet four inches round the chest. This writir h«.~jk-
so minutely and graphically the onslaStTZS^though he does not for a momentpmXo hav'^^s^;:
„ frnT""""' ' "" ^^'"P^*'* to Rive thb p^ orKaotJIn f.Jl, for comparison with other narraUves •

'^ '^

thn-wTifK *^* "^"^ *° ''** *«*t *•>«» making an attack

^"^othT"*"'""'.!"' f''^""*** '^ " stooplnoostu^e.'Though he never lies In wait, yet, when he hears •*«or scents a man. he Immediately utters hL char^;,;^c

i?«1^ ^f ".V*'"
resembles a grunt more than a g^ow" «^d

va^v loud°er iTT^"'
[^« '^P"""^. when IrriUtS S^tvasuy louder. It Is said to be audible at a great distanceHUpreparaUon consists in attending the femSeTandJXones by vrhom he is usuaUy accompanied, to aUtUe^sSHe, however, soon returns, with his crest erect and prS

down
;

at the same time uttering his characterhtlP v^
designed, it would seem, to terrify hU antagoS ™sLto'unless he is disabled by a well-directed diot. he ma^ i^

or Mlzlng him with a grasp from which there is no escapebedashes him upon the ground, and lacerates hi^ wiffi
" He U said to seize a musket, and instanUv crush the

barrel between his teeth. . . . TWs anlm^^^^natSe
^Z"Z7"^ *k"" ll*?*

»»P'"<«ble desperaUon ofayoZone that was brought here. It was taken very young, and
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kept four montlu, and many mean* were uied to tarn* it

:

but It wai Incorrigible, lo that It bit me an hour before it
died."

Mr. Ford discrediU the houie-bnilding and elephant-
driving (toriei, and layi that no weU-infonned natives
beUeve them. They are tales told to children.

I might quote other testimony to a slmflar effect, but, as
it appears to me, less carefully weighed and sifted, from the
letters of MM. Franquet and Gautier Laboullay, r.ppended
to the memoir of M. I. G. St. Hllaire, which I have already
cited.

Bearing in mind what is known reganUng the Orang
and the Gibbon, the statements of Dr. Savete and Mr. Ford
do not appea*^ to me to be JusUy open to crlUcism on A priori
grounds. The Gibbons, as we have seen, readily assume
the erect posture, but the Gorilla is far better fitted by its
organization for that attitude than are the Gibbons : if the
laryngeal pouches of the Gibbons, as is very likely, are toi-
portant In giving volume to a voice which can be heard for
half a league, the GoriUa, which has similar sacs,m -e largely
developed, and whose bulk is fivefold that of a GibLon, may
Well be audible for twice that distance. If the Orang fights
with its hands, the Gibbons and Chimpanzees with their
teeth, the Gorilla may, probably enough, do either or both ;

nor is there anythtog to be said against either Chhnpanzee
or Gorilla building a nest, when it is proved that the Orang-
utan habitually performs that feat.
With all this evidence, now ten to fifteen years old, before

the world, it is not a lltUe surprising that the asserUons
of a recent traveller, who, so far as the Gorilla is concerned,
really does very little more than repeat, on his own authority,
the statements of Savage and of Ford, should have met with
so much and such bitter opposition. If subtraction be made
of what was known before, the sum and substance of what
M. Du Chaillu has affirmed as a matter of his own observa-
tion respecUng the GorUla, is, that. In advanchig to the
attack, the great brute beats his chest with his fists. I
confess I see nothing very improbable, or very much worth
disputing about, in this statement.
With respect to the other man-like Apes of Africa,

M. Du Chaillu tells us absolutely nothing, of his own know-
ledge, regarding the common Chimpanzee ; but he Informs
us of a bald-headed species or variety, the nschiego mbouve,
which builds Itself a shelter, and of another rare kind with a
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.J^,^' °'"°* "'*"•''' """ ""•' « """Sh coverlet of leave.

thfl »''f''^
"b'tataed from quoUng M. Du ChaUlu's work

ta Ws lin.?'""'*'' '.f""™ ""y '"""«» taprobabUlty

«v^.h ?."' '«'P*<=""8 the man-like Apes; nor from

i?^3l .V *'"°T "'P''^'"" °" "'» veracity; but beca™"

It h.. n^f^^^'j^'* apparenUy inexplicable confusion.

It may be truth, but It is not evidence.



ON THE RELATIONS OF MAN TO THE
LOWER ANIMALS

llnltu vfderi poterit, majorcm tut dinercntiam Simla et Homlni*,
quam di«l et noctii ; verum tomen hi, eo"-paraUon* ituUtuta inttr
ninmoi Europa HeroCi ct Hottentottoi ad Caput bona ipci d*.
gentM, diffleUIlme libl pennadebunt. liai eoidem habere natalee

;

yel il virglnem nobUem auUcam, maxlme eomtam et hiimanlHlmam,
eonferre veUent earn homine lylveftrl et (Ibi reUcto, vlx augnrarl
pouent, hone et illam ejuedem eue epedei.—I./nn»/ AmanUattt
Aead. " AnUaoponwrpha."

Thb question of queaUons for mankind—the problem
which underlies all others, and Is more deeply Interesting
than any other—U the ascertainment of the place which
Man occupies in nature and of his relations to the universe
of things. Whence our race has come; what are the
MmiU of our power over nature, and of nature's power
over us ; to what goal we are tending ; are the problems
which present themselves anew and with urdimlnished
interest to every man bom Into the world. ost of us,
shrinking from the dlfflcuJties and dangers wh a beset the
seeker after original answers to these riddles, .le contented
to ignore them altogether, or to smother the investigating
spirit under the featherbed of respected and respectable
tradition. But, in every age, one or iwo restless spirits,
blessed with that constructive genius, which can only build
on a secure foundaUon, or cursed with the mere spirit of
scepUclsm, are unable to follow in the weU-wom and com-
fortable track of their forefathers and contemporaries, and
unmindful c

" thorns and stumbling-blocks, strike out into
paths of thei. own. The sceptics end In the infldellty which
asserts the problem to be insoluble, or in the atheism which
denies the existence of any orderly progress and governance
of things

: the men of genius propound soluUons which
grow into systems of Theology or of Philosophy, or veiled
in musical language which suggests more than it asserts,
take the shape of the Poetry of an epoch.

3M
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Each luch Mtwer to the great quesUon, Invarlabiv

J»Mrt«l by th. foUower. of It. pi^^un*;,. iT^ot by l3mffi

erteem. It may b« for ona century, or It may be lor tinntv •

but a. ta^^, Tim, p„^^^ ^^^ repl/to h.veT*« ;

^cr^.n!"",'!'^'"''"
'" *"• troth-tolerable chiefly on

-^hTk n'
'."*.'fr« »' those by whom It wa. accepted"

thi"ii?. r,*"""™
ffl'taphor. a paraUel U dravrn between

Into h.^
»""„""'*.*'"' "•'tanorphosls of the caterpUlar

M «S .
'""^

' ^'" "•* '•"nparison may be more Ju.ta. well a. more novel. If for Its former term we take the

Stad fi!,";?""
'".'•""" "'""y 'how. that the humw.mind, fed by constant accessions of knowledge, periodically

SZ,^ ""• ""
'." ""oretlcal coverings, J^dKtC^asunder to appear b, new habiliments, a* the feeding andgrowing grub, at Intervals, casU Its too narrow sUn ^d

sUtToVKr'""'
"•*" ""» ''^P0^<^- Truly the ta^o

L - .t!„ i? T"".*"."'
^''"''"y <"'t"°t. but every moult"tep gained, and of such there have been many.

Since the revival of learning, whereby the Western racesof Europe were enabled to enter upon that progresTtow^s
true knowledge, which was commenced by the^owS
of Greece, but was ahnost arrested in subsequent long ams^ntd^ectual .taxation, or. at most. gyraUon. theTu^^tarva has been feeding vigorously, and moulting In propor-
?-^' .?*".°^ *""* <"™enslon was cast In the 16th wntwyand another toward, the end of the 18th, whUe. withta the
tast fifty years, the extraordtaary growth of every depart-ment of physical science has spread among us mental food ofso nutrlUous and sUmulatlng a character that a new ecdysisse«ns hnmlnent. But this is a process not unusually accom-PMUed by many throes and some sickness and debUIty. or
It may be. by graver disturbances; so that every good

ullLT'^Hf 'T"'^
**• ""="""*« the process, and fven

l«Xtr, ?*'''"* """^ * '"^P" *" """'^ *'th,l. to e<u« thecracking integument to the best of his abUlty
In this duty lies my excuse for the pubUcatlon of these

STn^'-n "^u
" r^J' '"^"*"' *•»*«"»« knowledge :?

^^S^.*^ ?"
!!

*'"' ^^""^ ^""'^^ " «» ln<lispensable
preliminary to the proper understandtag of his relaUons
to the I'ulverse—and this again resolvss Itself, in thelong run. Into an Inquiry into the nature and the closeness

' m\
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of the U«s which connect him with those iingular creatnret

j I

whote hiatory * hai been sketched In the preceding peges.
The importance of such an Inquiry Is Indeed Intuitively

manifest. Brought face to face with these blurred copies
of himself, the least thoughtful of men Is conscious of a
certain shock, due perhaps not so much to disgust at the
aspect of what looks like an Insulting caricature, a: to the
awakening of a sudden and profound mistrust of ttaie-
honoured theories and strongly-rooted prejudices regarding
his own position in nature, and his rrjatlona to the under-
world of life ; while that which ren-^.iis a dhn suspicion for
the unthinking, becomes a vast argument, fraught with the
deepest consequences, fur ull who are acquainted with the
recent progress of the ai! uomical and physiological sciences.

I now propose briefly to unfold that argument, and to
set forth. In a form Intelligible to those who posses* no
special acquaintance with anatomical science, the chief
facts ;ipon which all conclusions respecting the nature
and ihe extent of the bonds which connect man with the
beute world must be based : I shaU then indicate the one
.nmedlate conclusion which, in my Judgment, Is Justified
by those facts, and I shall Anally discuss the bearing of
that conclusion upon the hypotheses which have been
entertained respecting th Origin of Man.
The facts to which I would first direct the reader's

attention, though Ignored by many of the professed In-
structors of the public mind, are easy of demonstration
and are universally agreed to by men of sclen.;e ; while
their slgnincance is so great, that whoso has duly pondered
over them wUI, I think, find little to startle him In the
other revelations of Biology. I refer to those facts which
have been made known by the study of Development.

It Is a truth of very wide. If not of universal, application,
that every living creature commences its existence under
a form diiTerent from, and simpler than, that which It

eventually attains.

The oak is a more complex thing than the little rudi-
mentary plant contained in the acorn; the caterpillar is
more complex than the egg ; the butterfly than the cater-
pillar ; and each of these beings, in passing from its rudl-

* It will be understood that, in the preceding Eiiay, I have
selected for notice from the vast mass of papen which have been
written upon the man-like Apes, only these which seem to me to be
of special moment.
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mmtarjr to itt perfect condition, rum through a urlei of
ehaaaef, tht sum of which li caUed Iti Development. In
the higher anlmaii these changes are extremely complicated

;

but, within the last halt-century, th« labours of such men
as Von Baer, Rathke, Relchert, Blsehof, and Remak have
almost completely unravelled them, so that the succesi)^*
sUges ot development which are exhibited by a Dog v<.

example, are now as well known to the embryologist a: ^v
the steps of the metamorphosis of the silkworm moth to the
school-boy. It will be useful to consider with attention the

Fio. IX—A. Em oI tba Dog, wltb th« vlttUliM monbnuM bunt lo n
to glv* ait to tta* yelk, tbe genniiua vnkir ,\ii, T.'iUt
iDcludad ipot (6).

B. C D. B. R Succ«nlvfl changM ot tb vi-^j^ Indi^' v^'* 'a
tbattzt. After BlMhofl.

nature and the order of the stages of caniiK- .;v.cIoi.'i j--.nt,

as an example of the process in the higher animals gi ^nrt'i] /

.

The Dog, like all animals, save the very iowr '-- i
furtlier inquiries may not improbably remove the • parent
exception), commences its existence as an egg : as a body
wliicb is, in every sense, as much an egg as that ot a hen, but
is devoid of that accumulation of nutritive matter which
confers upon tbe bird's egg its exceptional size and domestic
utility; and wants the shell, which — M not only b«
uwless to an animal incubated within the „iuy of its parent,
but would cut it oil from access to the source of that
nutriment which the young creature requires, but which the
minute egg of the mammal does not contain within itself.

il
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anlnuited by a new and m^ou, ac^ty ^^^^'^v^We «»d spot cease to be dlscernS^T fhelr^rJSTt^

ta^Sfe ta^e hadT *^/'™'««''"aUy Indented,mK
s;:i^!S'in^^rbeShtr(/rg""aV*cr '"" "^•"•^

takes the rough plasUc material of the yelk a^b^aks U

ment, becomhig converted Into a hollow gnWnM i^.t

groove on each side next rises ud into a foH th.^. !
of the side u/nii «» t>.»t

""" "P ""o a loid, the rudiment
iL™ .? . .

"'* '*'"« "^^ty- wWch wiU eventuallylodge the spinal marrow and the brain; and InTh. floor
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^l^rh^^n "'"^" !
"""'* '=*""'"' ~«'' the so-called

I^/^f, '"w*
^^*8- "' ^>' *•"* "t"'' remains narrowratideyentuaUy becomes the tall ; the side walls of the body

w.Sl,of he'™ "' *5«J°^»'«^d continuaUon of tie

HHil h ? ??°J'J """ *""> *"*"»• •'y and bye, grow out

w»t M '.k"*',"'
'^y ''*8rees, assume the shap^^Umb,Watching the fashioning process stage by stage one taforcibly reminded of the modeller in day Eve^v Sitevery organ. Is at first, as it were, pinched up mddy.Cd

Fro. 13.—A. Earliest rudiment of the Doa a R.Mhn.>,< *.^uadvanced, iboving the foundation, ot the hiad V»n^^* I^u",

^Tn^ »"t In the rough ; then shaped more accurately

;

ch^arter'.
' '" *"' *"""''' ^^^"^ **""P "* «"«"

«.^'iL^'?°^^ ^''o
^^"""8 P"PPy assumes such a form

^It?. . ? ^}^- "' ^- ^^ th's condition It has a dh?

LT-Th''.!^"',.'"^'
'"*"''• "* 'J'^taU'^ to that of a dogas the bud-like limbs are unlike his legs

rae remains of the yelk, which have not yet been aonlledto the nutrition and growth of the young aXal^

membranous bags. Intended to subserve respecUvely the
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protection and nutrition of the young creature, have

been developed from the skin and from the under and

hinder surface of the body ; the former, the so-called

' amnion,' Is a sac filled with fluid, which Invests the whole

body of the embryo, and plays the part of a sort of water-

bed for It ; the other, termed the ' allantois,' grows out,

loaded with blood-vessels, from the ventral region, and

eventually applying Itself to the walls of the cavity, in

which the developing organism is contained, enables these

vessels to become the channel by which the stream of

nutriment, required to supply the wants of the oflsprlng,

is furnished to it by the parent.

The structure which is developed by the interlacement

of the vessels of the oflsprlng with those of the parent,

and by means of which the former is enabled to receive

nourishment and to get rid of effete matters, is termed

the ' Placenta.'

It would be tedious, and it is unnecessary for my present

purpose, to trace the process of development further

;

syffice it to say, that, by a long and gradual series of

changes, the rudiment here depicted and described be-

comes a puppy, is bom, and then, by still slower and less

perceptible steps, passes into the adult Dog.

There is not much apparent resemblance between a

barndoor Fowl and the Dog who protects the farm-yard.

Nevertheless the student of development finds, not only

that the chick commences its existence as an egg, primarily

identical, in all essential respects, with that of the Dog,

but that the yelk of this egg undergoes division—that the

primitive groove itrises, and that the contiguous parts of

the germ are fashioned, by precisely similar methods, into

a young chick, which, at one stage of its existence, is so

like the nascent Dog, that ordinary inspection would

hardly distinguish the two.

The history of the development of any other vertebrate

animal. Lizard, Snake, Frog, or Fish, tells the same story.

There is always, to begin with, an egg having the same

essential structure as that of the Dog :—the yelk of that

egg always undergoes division, or ' segmentation ' as it is

often called: the ultimate products of that segmentation

constitute the building materials for the body of the

young animal ; and this is built up round a primitive

groove, in the floor of which a notochord is developed.
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Furtbennore, there Is a period in wUcli tlie young ol all
these animals resemble one another, not merely in out-
ward form, but in all essentials of structure, so closely,
that the differences between them are inconsiderable,
while, in theh- subsequent course, they diverge more and
more widely from one another. And it is a general law,
that, the more closely any anhnals resemble one another
In adult structure, the longer and the more intimately do
theh- embryos resemble one another : so that, for example,
the embryos of a Snake and of a Lizard remain like one
another longer than do those of a Snake and of a Bird

;

and the embryo of a Dog and of a Cat remain like one
another for a far longer period than do those of a Dog and
a Bird

; or of a Dog and an Opossum ; or even than those
of a Dog and a Monkey.
Thus the study of development affords a clear test of

closeness of structural affinity, and one turns with hn-
paUence to inquhre what results are yielded by the study
of the development of Man. Is he sometUng apart?
Does he orighiate in a totally different way from Dog,
Bird, Frog, and Fish, thus justifyhig those who assert
him to have no place in nature and no real affinity with
the ^wer world of anhnal life ? Or does he originate to a
similar germ, pass through the same slow and gradually
progressive modifications,—depend on the same contriv-
ances for protection and nutrition, and finally enter the
world by the help of the same mechanism 7 The reply is
not doubtful for a moment, and has not been doubtful any
Uma these tUrty years. Without quesUon, the mode of
origto and the early stages of the development of man are
identical with those of the anhnals immediately below him
to the scale :—witho i a doubt, in these respects, he is far
nearer the Apes, than the Apes are to the Dog.
The Human ovum is about ^ of an tach to diameter,

and might be described to the same terms as that of the
Dog, so that I need only refer to the figure illustrative
(14 A) of its structure. It leaves the organ to which it
is formed to a shnilar fashion and enters the organic
chamber prepared for its reception to the same way, the
conditions of its development betog to all respects the
same. It has not yet been possible (and only by some
rare chance can it ever be possible) to study the human
ovum to so early a developmental stage as that of yelk
division, but there is every reason to conclude that the
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ehangei it undergoes are identical with those exhibited
by the ova of other vertebrated animals ; for the fonnative
materials ot which the rudimentary human body is com-
posed, in the earliest conditions in which it has been ob-
served, are the same as those ot other animals. Some
d these earliest sUges are figured below, and, as will be
seen, they are strictly comparable to the very early states
of the Dog ; the marvellous correspondence between the
two which is kept up, even for some time, as development
advances, becoming apparent by the simple comparison
of the figures with those on page 240.

Fto, 14.—A. Human ovum (R«r KMUkv). a. (emliud Tcilde.
b. gcnntoal ipoL

B. A very nrly condition ot Hui, wltb ydk-uu, •UantoU.
and amnion (ortgfnal).

C A mor* advanced naca (after KSlllker), eompan flg. 13, C.

Indeed, It Is very long before the body of the yoong
human being can be readily discriminated from that of
the young puppy; but, at a tolerably early period, the
two become distinguishable by the different form of their
adjuncts, the yelk-sac and the allantois. The former, in
the Dog, becomes long and spindle-shaped, while in Man
It remains spherical; the latter, in the Dog, attains an
extremely large size, and the vascular processes which
are developed from It and eventually give rise to the
formation of the placenta (taking root, as it Were, in the
parental organism, so as to draw nouiishment therefrom,
as the root of a tree extracts it from the soil) are arranged
in an encircling zone, while in Man, the allantois remains
comparatively small, and Its vascular rootlets are eventually
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restricted to one disk-like spot. Hence, while the placenU
ot the Dog is like a girdle, that of Man has the cak»-llke
form, Indicated by the name of the organ.

But, exacUy in those respects in which the developing
Man differs from the Dog, he resembles the ape, which,
like man, has a spheroidal yelk-sac and a discoidal
sometimes partially lobed—placenta.
So that it is only quite in the later stages of develop-

ment that the young human being presents marked
differences from the young ape, while the latter depart*
as much from the dog in its development, as the man
does.

Startling as the last assertion may appear to be, it is
demonstrably true, and it alone appears to me sufficient
to place beyond all doubt the structural unity of man
with the rest of the animal world, and more particularly
and closely with the apes.

Thus, identical in the physical processes by which he
originates—identical in the early stages of his formation
—identical in the mode of his nutrition before and after
birth, with the anfanals which lie hnmediately below him
in the scale—Man, if his adult and perfect structure be
compared with theirs, exhibits, as might be expected, a
marvellous likeness of organization. He resembles them
as they resemble one another—he differs from them as
they differ from one another.—And, though these differ-
ences and resemblances cannot be weighed and measured,
their value may be readily estimated ; the scale or standard
of judgment, touching that value, being afforded and
expressed by the system of dassiflcation ot animals now
current among zoologists.

A careful study of the resemblances and differences
presented by animals has. In fact, led naturalists to arrange
them into groups, or assemblages, all the members of
each group presenting a certain amount of definable
resemblance, and the number of points of similarity being
smallca: as the group is larger and vice versd. Thus, all

creatures which agree only in presenting the few distinctive
marks of anhnality form the ' Kingdom ' Animaua. The
numerous animals which agree only in possessing the special
characters of Vertebrates form one ' Sub-kingdom ' of this
Kingdom. Then the Sub-kingdom Vertebbata la sub-
divided into the five ' Qasses,' Fishes, Amphibians, Reptiles,

; 1-3.

i'
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Birds, and Mammali, and these into smaller groups called
' Orders ' ; these Into ' FamOles ' and ' Genera ' ; whUe the
last are flnaUy broken up Into the smaUest assemblages,
which are distinguished by the possession of constant, not-
sexual, characters. These ultimate groups are Species.
Every year tends to bring about a greater uniformity

of opinion throughout the zoological world as to the IhnlU
and characters of these groups, great and small. At
present, for example, no one has the least doubt regarding
the characters of the classes Mammalia, Aves, or RepUlla ;
nor does the question arise whether any thoroughly well-
known animal should be placed in one class or the other.
Again, there Is a very general agreement respecting the
characters and limits of the orders of Mammals, and as to
the animals which are structurally necessitated to take a
place in one or another order.
No one doubts, for example, that the Sloth and the

Ant-eater, the Kangaroo and the Opossum, the Tiger and
the Badger, the Taph- and the Rhinoceros, are respectively
members of the same orders. These successive pain of
Animals may, and some do, differ from one another Im-
mensely, In such matters as the proportions and structure
of their limbs ; the number of their dorsal and lumbar
vertebrse; the adaptaUon of their frames to climbing,
leaping, or running ; the number and form of their teeth

;

and the characters of their skulls and of the contained
brain. But, with all these differences, they are so closely
connected in all the more hnportant and fundamental
characters of their organization, and so distlncUy separated
by these same characters from other animals, that zoologists
find it necessary to group them together as members of one
order. And if any new anhnal were discovered, and were
found to present no greater difference from the Kangaroo
and the Opossum, for example, than these animals do from
one another, the zoologist would not only be logically
compelled to rank it in the same order with these, but he
would not think of doing otherwise.

Bearing this obvious course of zoological reasoning
in mind, let us endeavour for a moment to disconnect
our thinking selves from the mask of humanity; let us
imagine ourselves scientific Saturnians, if you will, falriy
acquainted with such animals as now Inhabit the Earth,
and employed in discusshig the relations they bear to a
new and sbigular ' erect and featherless biped,' which some
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•nterprUing traveUer, overcoming the difflcnlUei of ipaceand gravlUUon, hat brought from that dbtant planet
for onr bupectten, weU preterved. may be, in a casic ofram. We should all, at once, agree upon placing himamong the mammaUan vertebrates ; and hit lower lawWt molart, and hit brain, would leave no room for doubtina
the tyatematic potiUon of the new genus among thoiemammalt, whote young are nourished during gesUtlonby means of a placenta, or what are called the ' placental
mammals.'

«v»ui«i

Further, the most superficial study would at once con-
vince us that, among the orders of placental mammals,
neither the Whales nor the hoofed creatures, nor the
Moths and Ant-eaters, nor the carnivorous CaU. Doss
and Bears, stlU less the Rodent Rats and Rabbits, or the
tosecUvorous Moles and Hedgehogs, or the Bats, could
Claim our Homo ' as one of themselves.

Tliere would remain then, but one order for comparison,
that of the Apes (using that word in iu broadest sense),
and the question tor discussion would narrow lUelf to
this—is Man so diflerent from any of these Apes that
he iMst form an order by himself? Or does he differ
less from them than they differ from one another, and
hence must take his place in the same order with them ?

Being happily free from aU real, or hnaginary, personal
Interest to the results of the taquiry thus set afoot, we
should proceed to weigh the arguments on one side and
on the other, with as much judicial calmness as if the
quetUon related to a new Opossum. We should endeavour
to ascertato. without seektag either to magnify or diminish
them, all the characters by which our new Mammal differed
from the Apes

; and If we found that these were of less
structural value, than those which distinguish certata
members of the Ape order from others universally admitted
to be of the same order, we should undoubtedly place
the newly discovered teUorian genus with them.

I now proceed to detaU the facts which seem to me
to leave us no choice but to adopt the last menUoned course.

It is quite certata that the Ape which most nearly
approaches man, in the totaUty of its organizaUon. is
either the Chimpanzee or the GoriUa ; and as it makes
no practical difference, for the purposes of my present
argument, which is selected for comparison, on the one
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hand, with Man, and on the other hand, with the rest of the
Primates,* I shall select the latter (so far as its organlza-
tlon Is known)—as a brute now so celebrated In proee
and verse, that all must have heard of him, and have
formed some conception of his appearance. I shall take
np as many of the most tanpwtant points of diffwenee
between man and this remarkable creature, as the space
•t my disposal will allow me to discuss, and the necessi-

ties of the argument demand ; and I shall inquire into
the value and magnitude of these diflerences, when placed
side by side with those which separate the Gorilla from
other animals of the same order.

In the general proportions of the body and limbs there
Is a remarkable diflerence between the Gorilla and Man,
which at once strikes the eye. The Gorilla's brain-case
Is smaUer, lU trunk larger, its lower limbs shorter, lU
upper limbs longer in proportion than those of Man.

I find that the vertebral column of a full-grown Gorilla,

in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, measures
^7 inches along its anterior ctirvature, from the upper
edge of the atlas, or first vertebra of the neck, to the
lower extremity of the sacrum ; that the arm, without the
hand, is 31 } inches long ; that the leg, without the foot,

is 26} inches long ; that the hand is 9} inches long ; the
foot 111 inches long.

In other words, taking the length of the spinal column
as 100, the arm equals 115, the leg 96, the hand 36, and
the foot 41.

In the skeleton of a male Bosjesman, in the same odlec-
tlon, the proportions, by the same measurement, to the
spinal column, taken as 100, are—the arm 78, the leg 110,
the hand 26, and the foot 32. In a woman of the same
race the arm is 83, and the lef 120, the hand and foot
remaining the same. In a European skeleton I find the
arm to be 80, the leg 117, the hand 26, the foot 35.

Thus the leg is not so different as it looks at fir ight,

in its proportions to the spine in the Gorilla and the
Man—being '.'«ry slightly shorter than the spine ». the
former, and between Js and J longer than the spine in

the latter. The foot is longer and the hand much Toitger

in the Gorilla ; but the great difference is caused by the

* We are not at present thoroughly acquainted with the brain ol
the Gorina, and therefore, in discussing cerebral characters, I shall
take that of the Chimpanzee as my highest term among the Apes.
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•SI 'J^.""** **"*•' "«" t^« •?'»• to the Man
to tt! SS^*!"J'".r

'^••* •"•* " *"• »»er Ape. related

oSU?^^ •"
"l*

"^^ ""y- «t !«>• fa an adult<«"i2!5^' t>»« to only 96, the leg 90. the hand 43

from the human proportion and the arm lea. while tholoot to about the lame at In the GorlUa.

...
^*'" ^''•"ft *!>• rait are very much lonaer than in

the GorilU (122), whUe the legt ai7.hort« (M)* ttaTfJS

lonftr la proportion to the tplne.
fatha other man-like Apei again, the Glbbont. theie

rmt being to that of the tplnal column at 19 toll : -Mette leg. jjre .too a thW longer than the tpmid «1^
JLd u^u*^*^

U»n ta Man, inttead of thorteT^e
T25 ^^ * ""« * "» »P*n«l column, and the foot

rJ2!" ^"'f*^ •» " Moch longer in the armt than theGoriUa. at the GoriUa U longer in the arm. than Mm!
Tl^^C M • '»"••'.,'»??' »t »» »» much longer In the legjthan the Man, at the Man to longer in the leg. than the

(we the illustraUon on page 196).

onl**!' -."^l^f"
presents a middle condiUon. the aimsand legs being nearly equal in length, and both being

shorter tlian the spinal column ; whUe hand and foothave nearly the same proportions to one another and tothe sphie. as in Man.

the'"sn^ !S!?Tk""'"''^1
<^"'"> t""* '•« '» lonser than

i^aA^hu I
t'"'?™ .»>»*•> 'he leg

; and, flnaUy, in that
rwnarkable Lemurine form, the Indri {Lichamtut). theeg is about M long as the spinal colwnn, whtte the arm
is not more than H of its length ; the hand having ratherIMS and the foot rather more, than one-third the length olthe spinal column.
Biese examples might be grv^tij inuitipUed, but they

tofflce to show that, in whatever proportion of Its Umbs
the GwlUa differs IVom Man, the other Apes depart stiU

""^Ss^ '^
***"* "" °"''""' ""•* *''*' «">»equenUy.

i
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mch (UflCTMiMt of proportion ean havo no ordiakl
value.

W* may next coneldcr the dUtereneee pretented by the
trunk, oonsbting of the vertebral column, or backbone,
and tAe rib* and pdvle, or bony hlp-basln, which are
connected with it, in Man and tai the GoriUa respec-
tively.

In Man, in consequence partly of the dlspositkm of
the articular surfaces of the vertebra, and largely of the
elastic tenskm of some of the fibrous bands, or ligaments,
which connect these vertebra together, the spinal column,
as a whole, has an elegant S-llke curvature, being convex
forwards in the neck, concave in the back, convex In the
loins, or lumbar region, and concave again in the sacral
region ; an arrangement which gives much elasticity to the
whole backlxme, and diminishes the Jar communicated to
the spine, and through it to the head, by locomotion in
the erect position.

Furthennore, under ordinary circumstances, Man has
seven vertebra in his neck, which are called cervical:
twelve succeed these, bearing ribs and forming the upper
part of the back, whence they are tenned donal ; five lie
in the lohis, bearing no dlsthict, or free, ribs, and are
called lumbar; five, united together into a great bone,
excavated in front, solidly wedged ta between the hip
bones, to form the back of the pelvis, and known by the
name of the tacrum, succeed these ; and finally, three or
four little more or less moveable bones, so small as
to be insignificant, constitute the coccyx or rudimentary

In the Gorilla, the vertebral column is similarly divided
Into cervical, dorsal, lumbar, sacral and coccygeal verte-
bra, and the total number of cervical and dorsal vertebra,
taken together, is the same as in Man ; but the develop-
ment of a pair of ribs to the first lumbar vertebra, which
is an exceptional occurrence in Man, is the rule in the
Gorilla; and hence, as lumbar are distinguished from
dorsal vertebra only by the presence or absence of free
ribs, the seventeen " dorso-lumbar " vertebra of the
Gorilla are divided hito thirteen dorsal and four
lumbar, while in Man they are twelve dorsal and five
lumbar.
Not only, however, does Man occasionally possess
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«f Um Royal CoUtge of Sw|miu hM tmlv* domd nd
IWe hmibar TrrtdHw, • in Man. Cmrlw netM tk* hum
numb«r in a HatobtUt*. On the other hand, among th*
loww ApM. many poucw twelva donal and its or mvmi
lumbar vertebnt ; the Donfonoooll liai fourtaan donal
and eight lumbar, and a Lonu- {Slinopt UHi§ntai)
ha» fifteen donal and nine lumbar vertebra.
The vertebral column of the GoriUa, at a whole, diflOrt

tMmi that of Man in the less merited eharacter of Its enrves,
especially in the slighter convexity of the lumbar region.
Nevertheleu, the curves are present, and are qulU obvious
in young sktletons of the Gorilla and ClilmpaBaee whlcfa
have been prepared without removal of the ligaments. In
young Orange similarly preserved, on the other hand,
the sptatal column is either straight, or even concave
forwards, throughout the lumbar region.
Whether we take these characters then, or each minor

ones as those which are derivable from the proportional
length of the spines of the cervical vertebra, and the like,
tjiere is no doubt whatsoever as to the marked diilerence
between Man and the Gorilla : but there b as little, that
equally merited differences, of the very same order, obtain
between the Gorilla and the lower apes.
The Pelvis, or bony girdle of the lilps, of Man is a strikingly

human part of his organization ; the expanded haunch
bones affording support for his viscera during his habitually
erect posture, and giving space for the attachment of the
great muscles which enable him to assume and to preserve
that attitude. In these respects the pelvis of the Gorilla
differs very considerably from his (Fig. 16). But go no
lower than the Gibbon, and see how vastly more he differs
from the GorlUa than the latter does from Man, even in
this structure. Look at the flat, narrow haunch bones ,—the long and narrow passage—the coarse, outwardly
curved, ischiatlc prominences on which the Gibbon habit-
ually rests, and which are coated by the so-called " callo-
sities," dense patches of skin, whoUy absent In the GoriUa,
In the Chbnpanzee, and in the Orang, as in Man I

ribs snd four lumbar vertebne." Falloplus noted thtoteen pair of
tUm and only tonr lumbar vertebra ; and Bnstaehiiu once fcond
eleven donal vertebne and ilx lumbar vertebra.—<Einra <fc
Pitrn Camptr. T. i, p. 42. As Tyson sUtes, hU ' Pygmle ' had
tUrteen pair of ribs and five lumbar vertebne. The qnestion
of the curves of the spinal column in the Apes reqidies further
Investigation*
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Butnow l«t ut turn to a nobler and mora eharaet r<l)it<.

I jff. . "'' *'•'** *"" human frama laama to b
r '^..* •'"•'y «U»Un«iiWiad from aU oU
I maan tbe iknll. Th. dWewncei batwc i Go.

tormar. th. »aca. formal largely by tb. mauiv. Jaw-bone^prateilnatea over the brain ca«>. or cranium oroMi-
to the Uttw. the proporUont of the two are reverid/fa
tt» Man. tba occipital foramen, through which patMi tfea

S?K."i!![]I!l'". "^ connecting the brain with thTnarvaa

^J^' ""•'V""* •>«=»'"« evenly balanced In the

comparaUvely naooth. and th. si.pr .cillery ridge, or browprominence, uiually project but IltJe- w.Ue. 1„ the GorUirWrt cre.ta are developed upon the skull, un-j th. bww

.n«!^. ^ / V" .•^'^*' •"«'«ver. >how that some o( the

•0 much from deBciency of brain case as from exccMlve
development of the part, of the face. The ««« c« 1WU not lll-ihaped. and the forehead I. not truly flattened

l.n.r^/**^"i'".«' "' """y weU-formed Zv^^l
iSrtiM?ii"?6r

*"' """
"' *"•"• ""•=' " '"'"

"*

But the roof, of the orbits rise more obliquely hito thec«nW cavity, thu. diminishing the space ^r ^he lower
part of the anterior lobe, of the brain, and the ab&oluU
capacity of the cranium is far less than that of Man. Sowr a. I am aware, no human cranium belonging to anadult man ha. yet been observed with a Icm cubical capacitythan 62 cubic inches, the smallest cranium observed in

»Mi/'°* ?u ™!k •'y Morton, measuring 63 cubic inches;
whUe, on the other hand, the most capacious GoriUa skuU
yet measured has a conttnt oi not more than 34i cubic

i„^«^ °f f.*l"""
*"' """PUclty* sake, that the

iSt^riSa* " "^'* """ """'"y "' "" "' *"•

Hf.u"..'^
'"•" "'»™«' that Hindoo enuUa someUmes rnntain asUtile .. 27 ounces of water, which would give a cpadtrof rtlJut M
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No donbt, this is a very striking dlflertnce, but It loMs

much of its apparent systematic value, when viewed by
the light of certain other equally taidnbltable facta respect-
ing cranial capacities.

The flrst of these is, that the difference in the volume
of the cranial cavity of different races of mankbid is far
greater, absolutely, than that between the lowest Man and
the highest Ape, while, relatively, it is about the same. For
the largest human skull measured by Morton contained
114 cubic Inches, that is to say, had very nearly double
the capacity of the smallest ; while Ita absolute prepon-
derance, of 52 cubic inches—is far greater than that by
which the lowest adult male human cranium surpasses
the largest of the GorUlas (62—34J=27i). Secondly,
the adult crania of Gorillas which have as yet been measured
differ among themselves by neariy one-third, the maximum
capacity being 34.5 cubic inches, the minimum 24 cubic
Inches; and, thirdly, after making all due aUowance for
difference of size, the cranial capacities of some of the
lower Apes faU nearly as much, relatively, below those
of tl^e higher Apes as the latter fall below Man.
Thus, even in the important matter of cranial capacity,

cubic Inches. The minimum capacity which I have auumed above
however, i< based upon the valuable tables published by Professor
R. Wagner in his " Vorstudien zu einer wIsii<">':chatUIchen Morpho-
logie und Physlologie des menschlichen Gef • . " As the result of
the careful weighing of more than 900 numan brains, Profeuor
Wagner states that one-half weighed between 1200 and 1400
famines, and that about two-ninths, consisting for the mart part
of male brains, exceed 1400 grammes. The lightest brain of an
adult male, with sound mental faculties, recorded by Wagnerwd^ed 1020 grammes. As a gramme equals 15.4 grains, and a
cubic Inch of water contains 252.4 grains, this Is equivalent to 62
cubic inches of water ; so that as brain is heavier than water, wom perfectly safe against erring on the side of dIminuUon in taking
this as the smaUest capacity of any adult male human brain. The
only adult male brain, weighing as Uttle as 970 grammes, is that of
an Idiot

;
but the brain of an adult woman, against the soundness of

wh<Me faculties nothing appears, weighed as UtUe as 907 grammes
(55.3 cubic Inches of water) j and Reld gives an adult female brain

u
»tp,?"><>''er capacity. The heaviest brain (1872 grammes, or

about 115 cubic inches) was, however, that of a woman ; next to
It comes the brain of Cuvler (1861 grammes), then Byron (1807
grammes), and then an Insane person (17i3 grammes). The Ughtest
adult brain recorded (720 grammes) was that of an IdioUc female.

5 zEJ*" " "^"^ chUdren, four years old, weighed between 1275
and 993 grammes. So that It may be safely said, that an average
European child of four years old has a brain twice as large as that
of an adult Gorilla.
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Men differ more widely from one another than they dofrom the Ape.

; while the lowe.t Apes differ aTmuch inproporUon. from the highest, a. the litter does Cm Mm
S^ fK

P™PO»lt on is stiU better iUustrated by the studyof the modifications which other parts of the CTanlumundergo in the Simian series.
cramum

thi^Il.?'
'^8«.P™P0/"«n«; sl^e of the facial bones and

SThmI-. J"",?^.?""" ,?'
*'"' i""*' ^»"'='» «=<"^ers upon theGoriUa s skull ite smaU facial angle and brutal characterBut U we consider the proporUonal size of the facial

differs VMy widely from the Gorilla, and in the same way
eL«?jTJ """" *'•* ^'"'°°'" (Cgnocephalus. Rg ,6^exaggerate the gross proporUons of the muzzle of the greatAnthropoid, so that its visage looks mild and humaf bycomparison with theirs. The difference between the G^rfSaand the Baboon is even greater than it appears at first siaht •

H^U?" ^"^ ^''^ """" °' *"« '°™'»- 's largely due to a'downward development of the jaws ; an essenti^y huma^char-^ter, superadded upon that almost purely forww-dessenUaUy brutal, development of the same pitsTwch

Sh^thVL^^r"""' '"'* ''' "°™ remarkablyr.

posterior face ol the sk.iU, or as much further back th«n
that of the GoriUa as that of the Gorilla is furfher back th"
fhf .» ^"i k"^*'

"* " *° ""*>*«• P«t«nt the futUityTf
the attempt to base any broad classiflcatory distincUon onsuch a character, the same group of PlatyrlSe, or American

SS-S*- *" ,!"""'
L""

^«""" '"''°"8'' contains tSeChrysothnx, whose occipital foramen is situated far moreforward than in any other ape, and nearly approaches theposiUon .t holds in Man.
pproacnes me

Again, the Orang's skull Is as devoid of excessively
developed supraciUary prominences as a Man's, though some
varieUes exhibit great crests elsewhere (see pp. 231 2321and in some of the Cebine apes and in the cZysotMx. the^^ . f'

"°°°*'' ""* """**«'' "» tl^at "^ Man hhnself

.

What is true of these leading characteristics of the skullholds good, as may be imagined, of aU minor feature. ; so

} Iv""
«y?ry constant difference between the GoriUa'. skull

^H ^f..^"?l' " ^^^^ constant difference of the sameorder (that is to say, consisting in excess or defect of the

I
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' ».

V^ffWiUtUSJCB

StaS.rf^.H^'ijSS "'^•y "" "°» '•°«» •" ««*"», thereby

£S?^ 2!.i''l!" "• !f"
tentorium, which MpantM the o«brum

met^ on » at th« point when th« tentortam Is attachedowtM^I^in««t«, th. **re« to whi^ th. «r«l,mm ov^STtto^SSS
gjdto* In e«np.rins thoM Oltnin,. it rniut b« neoOeotad. iSl

i^nf
"^ ** '•*<''» '•"«» to th. obleeti tbem-
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and Out of tome other ape. So that for th* .Vnii 1_T^
that the dlflerencei between Man umI the r.nrtiir»?r .

who«e resetnblancM and dlfleremS of „!Lh '.
""''

and succession, taken as a S^lre usuX ^„f°Zi
«^ more trustworthy Indicators of"'aCrth«'"^V'
Man Is provided with two seU of teeth—milk teeth ««hpermanent teeth. The former consist of fo"r ind»« „^cutUng teeth

;
-wo cP.nines. or eye-^th ; a^SfowmSiu^'

latt^'J^T',^
each law-making twenty taT ^elatter (Fig. 17) comprise four Indsors. two canln« f„ ,«jaU Binders. caUed premolars or false moirsf^'d,SIjrge^ders or true molars, In each jaw-mSgTur?^two In aU. The Internal Incisors are laroerthoTvr

TaTlS't^h'^'
•" "?* "PP- ^''"- ^^»^- thXhe^eSer^'jpafr, to the lower ,aw. The crowns of the upper m^„«hU.It four cusps, or blunt-pointed elevations' Md aridge crosses the crown obliquely, from the toner anZn^,cusp to the outer, posterior cusp (Fla 17 m^ Th.? fl '

tower molars havelive cusps, thfel elurn^L tw'o 1^^^'
of which the outer is the higher.

external,

a.^f}^^,T^''^ *'"' "lenUtlon o' the Gorilla may bedescribed to the same terms as that of Man^- bu? InoU^ matters it exhibits many and to^portanrilfereUs

»,„^J.^S *?*"* °' "" constitute a regular and evenseries-without any break and without aify marked mojectlon of one tooth above the level of the rest ; ^^e^^ty™± f ^"^"^ '""« "8° "'"'^'•J' Is shared by nTo^l?

^ t«t^^^ 7"'^^^' **"= '°"8 «tlnct AnoplotheriumThe teeth of the GorlUa, on the contrary, exhibit abreakor interval, termed the diastema, to both Jaws • in frnnt'Of the eye-tooth, or between it ^nd the oit^ In^/r^the upper jaw; behtod the eye-tooth or betwe™it innhe front false molar, to the lower Jaw
'

Into S. brL tothe series, to each jaw, fits the cantoe of the opposltVjaw

;

V]
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the dze of the eye-tooth In the Gorilla being so great that

It {irolects, like a tusk, far beyond the general level of the

other teeth. The roots of the talw molar teeth of the Gorilla,

again, are more complex than In Man, and the pro-

PmUmmI size of the molars Is diiTerent. The Gorilla has

the crown of the hindmoat grinder of the lower ]aw
mok* complex, and the order of eruption of the permanent
teeth is different ; the permanent canines making their

appearance before the second and tliird molars in Man, and
after them in the Gorilla.

Thus, while the teeth of the Gorilla closely resemble those

of Man in number, Idnd, and in the general pattern of their

crowns, they exlilbit marked differences from those of Man
in secondary respects, such as relative size, number of fangs,

and order of appearance.

But, if thb leeth of the Gorilla be compared with those

of an Ape, no further removed from it than a Cynoeephalus,

or Baboon, it will be found that differences and resemblances

of the same order are easily observable ; but that many of

the points in which the Gorilla resembles Man are tiiose

in wl)ich it differs from the Baboon ; wliiie various respects

in wliich it differs from Man are exaggerated in the Cyno-

cephaltu. The number and the nature of the teeth remain
the same in the Baboon as in the Gorilla and in Man. But
the pattern of the Baboon's upper molars is quite different

from that described above (Fig. 17), the canines are pro-

portionally longer and more knife-like ; the anterior pre-

molar in the lower jaw is specially modified ; the posterior

molar of the lower ]aw is still larger and more complex than

in the Gorilla.

Passing from the old-world Apes to those of the new
world, we meet with a change of much greater importance
than any of these. In such a genus as Cebus, for example
(Fig. 17), it will be found that while in some secondary points,

such as the projection of the canines and the diastema, the

resemblance to the great ape is preserved ; in other and most
important respects, the dentition is extremely different.

Instead of 20 teeth in the milk set, there are 24 : instead

of 32 teeth in the permanent set, there are 36, the false

molars being increased from eight to twelve. And in

form, the crowns of the molars are very unlike those

of the Gorilla, and differ far more widely from the human
pattern.

The Marmosets, on the other hand, exiiibit the same
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STthm*^*? ti!!^ ?"** "•• ^^"^
'
""t- notwithstand-

ing thli, their denUtlon It very dlflerent. for they have four

Uan. ' ^

m.»

at'

%.

Chtircmyt.

ninutM. I, IneUon ; e. tuOmt ; pm, pnmolan : m nmlm »

-eh. it! anterior ud Intenud ugte Ixing Jut «boTe ". m o» m"
more false molars, like the other American monk jys—but asthey have four fewer true molars, the total remains the same.
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And paMlng from the American apes to the Lemon, tka
dentition becomes still more comjdetdy and CHcntlaUy
dlflerent from that of the Gorilla. The Indsors begin to vary
both in number and In form. The molars acquire, mon and
more, a many-pointed, insectivorous character, and in one
Genus, the Aye-Aye (Cheiromgs), the canines disappear,
and the teeth completely simulate those of a Rodent
(Fig. 17).

Hence it Is obvious that, greatly as the dentition of the
highest Ape dlflers from that of Man, It differs far more
widely from that of the lower and lowest Apes.

Whatever part of the animal fabric—whatever series

of mnsdes, whatever viscera might' be selected for com-
parison—the result would be the same—the lower Apes
and the Gorilla would differ more than the Gorilla and
the Man. I cannot attempt in this place to follow out
all these comparisons in detail, and indeed it is unnecessary
I should do so. But certain real, or supposed, structural
distinctions between man and the apes remain, upon which
so much stress has been laid, that they requlro careful con-
sideration, in order that the true value may be assigned to
those which are real, and the emptiness of those which are
fictitious may be exposed. I refer to the characters of the
hand, the foot, and the brain.

Man has been defined as the only nnjiyai possesacd of

two hands terminating his fore limbs, and of two feet ending
his hind limbs, while it has been said that all the apes possess
four hands ; and he has been affirmed to differ fundamentally
from an the apes in the characters of Us brain, which alone.
It has been strangely asserted and re-asserted, exhibits the
structures known to anatomists as the posterior lobe, the
posterior cornu of the lateral ventricle, and the hlppocnnpus
minor.

That the former proposition should have mliiil gmend
acceptance Is not surprising—Indeed, at first si^t, appear-
ances are much in Its favour : but, at for the second, one
can only admire the surpassing courage of its enundator.
seeing that it Is an Innovation which is net only opposed
to generally and justly accepted doctrines, bnt which is

directly negatived by the testimony of all original inqulren,
who have specially investigated the matter : and that it

neither has been, nor can be, supported by a sin^e anatomi-
cal preparaGon. It would, in fact, be nnwortby of serious
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nfcUtioii, except tor the gencnd and natural bcHef that
•Mberate and reiterated aiiertitmi mnit have tome fonwia-

Before we cm dlteoH the Unit point with aAvmatage weamt consider with lome attention, and compwe together
the structure of the human huid and that of the human
foot, so that we may have dUUnet and dear ideas of what
constitutes a hand and what a foot
The external form of the human hand is famUlar enough

to every one. It consiaU of a stout wrist foUowed by a
broad palm, formed of Oesh, and tendons, and skin, bind-
ing together four bones, and dividing Into four long and
flexible digits, or Angers, each of which bears on the back
of lU last Joint a broad and flattened nail. The longest
deft between any two digits U rather less than halfas
long as the hand. From the outer side of the base of the
palm a stout digit goes off, having only two Joints instead
of three

; so short, that It only reaches to a IltUe beyond
the middle of the first Joint of the finger next it ; and
further remarkable by its great mobiUty, in consequcMe of
which it can be Erected outwards, atanost at a richt anide
to the rest. TMs digit is called the ' poUex,' or thumb •

and, like the otiKrs, It bears a flat nail upon the back at tu
terminal Joint In consequence of the proportions ami
mobUlty of the thumb, it is what Is termed " opposable " •

in other words, lu extremity can, with the greatest »itr!
he brought into contact with the extremities of any of
the fingers

; a property upon which the posslbiUty of our
carrying into effect the conceptions of the mind so larselv
depends. '

The external form of the foot differs widely from that of
the hand ; and yet, when closely compared, the two iwesent
some singular resemblances. Thus the ankle corresponds
to a manner with the wrist ; the sole with the palm ; the
toes with the fingers ; the great toe with the thumb. But
the toes, or digits of the foot, are far shorter to proportion
than the digits of the hand, and are less moveable, the want
of mobility betog most striking In the great toe—which,
agato, is very much larger to proportion to the other toes
than the thumb to the fingers. In contidertog this potot,
however. It must not be forgotten that the civilized great
to^ confined and cramped from chUdhood upwards. Is
••• to a great disadvantage, and that to uncivilized and
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barefooted peo|de It retains a great amount of moUUty
and even some sort of opposablUty. The Chinese boatman
are said to be able to pull an oar, the artisans of Bengal to
weave, and the Carajas to steal flshhooks, by lU hste;
though, after all, it must be recoUeeted that the struetwe at
iU Joints and the arrangement of its b«Mt, nsressaiMj
render lu prehensile action far less pcrfeet thM th*t vt
the thumb.
But to gain a precise concepUon, of Ike liiiililiiiiji

and differences of the hand and foot, a»4 ol tk» dbtlnctlve
characters of each, we must look balow the sUn, and com-
pare the bony fra: />work and ita motor apparatus In each
(Fig. 18).

The akdetM M the hand exhibits, in the region whkh
we t«m the wrist, and which Is techiricaUy called the ctrpiu
—two rows of closely fitted polygonal bones, fo«r In aaeh
r*w, which are tolerably equal ki sire. The bones of the
wst row with the bones of the forearm form the wrist Joint,
and are arranged side by side, no one greatly exceedlna
or ovflrlappin(j the rest.

The four bones of the second row of the carpus bear^^ '**"" ''*'"*• ^^'^^ support the palm of the hand.
The fifth bone of the same character Is articulated In amuA more free and moveable manner than the others,
with iU carpal bone, and forms the base of the thumb.
These are caUed metaearpal bones, and they carry
the phalanges, or bones of the digits, of which there
•re two In the thumb, and three In each of the
fingers.

The skeleton of the foot U very like that of the hand in
some respects. Thus there are three phalanges In each
of the lesser toes, and only two In the great toe, which
answers to the thumb. There Is a long bone, termed mtta-
tonal, answering to the metacarpal, for each digit; and the
tarsiu, which corresponds with the carpus, presenU four
short polygonal bones In a row, which correspond very
closely with the four carpal bones of the second row of the
hand. In other respects the foot differs very widely from
the hand. Thus the great toe is the longest digit but one

;

and Its metatarsal is far less moveably articulated with the
Uwus, than the metacarpal of the thumb with the carpus.
But a far more Important distinction lies In the fact that.
Instead of four more tarsal bones there are only three ; and
that these three are not arranged side by side, or In one row.
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Om of tiMin, the ot ealett or heel bone (ea), lies extemally.
and lendi back the large projecting heel; another, the
aHmgaliu («), retU on this by one face, and by another,

a,nd.
foot

fte. 18;-Jli. ilMtaton of tt. lUnd ud Foot ot Mu nducid from Dr.
Carter-t dnirinci in Gmy-i • Anatomy.- The ktnd^li drawn to a
larfer Kale than the lOoL The Une a a In the hand Uidioatce theboundary batwoen tke earpui and the meUeaipui s t » that between
Sfl . *'SL,"^

the ijo^mal phalanaea ; e c marln the eadi ot the
dtetal tha langii. The Une a' a' In the toot Indlcatee the boundaryhetwean the tamu and metatamu ; *' »' marlo that betwam themetatanm and Of pnzhnal phalanaee ; and e' c' bounde the enda
ot the dMal pbalan«ee ; en, the ealeaneum ; aj, the aitrasahu i le
theeeaphoidbonelnthetanui.

"u-gami i w,

fonns, with the bones of the leg, the ankle Joint ; while a
third face, directed forwards, is separated from the three
Inner tarsal bones of the row next the metatarsus by a
bone called the scaphoid (sc).

Thus there is a fundamental difference In the structure
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we tamu are contntted; and Uicn an dUhMu-. .<

The aama two daiset of dlflerwiCM haeaMn «h»i„...

Throa principal uU of muidet, caOad "flexim.'' i»i.rf

Lr^'„?« "'""''• " '" -'"^ »»•K^^
nngert. These muscles are all "long musdeT'^Hlri.
• "y- «» f^y part of each, lytag to aSS^Sing 1^ tothe bonei of the am, Is. at the other end conttaurf totetendons or rounded cords, which pii tato^ h«^^
Zf^n'V^^ '" *"• "»»" Which « to be mi^ihui, whan the fingers are bent, the flashy oarti of oT.flexor, of the fingers, placed in thi arm, Snfra^ctto^m
tt.^L'^""" endowment a. mu^les; wd pXg
t^L M "m*.*"'"*'

«>""*«^teO with thet ends. «u.fth« to puU down the bones of the fingers to^ds th"

fu^'ii ""ly ,""' "»« principal flexors of the fingers and ofthe thumb long muscles, but they remato qultrdlsttactfrom one another through their whole lengtj,.^
^''

„f .u ^.
1!°*' """' "* "'»° t'^e principal flexor musclesof the digits or toes, and three princlp^ extenso™ • hutone extensor and one flexor are short musdel- ?h^/ 1. »

say. their fleshy parts are not situate" to the^eg'/wWc^

.TTt^'^,*',"'
*"•' """>• ""t 1" the back and ta ttS

^d t°hVj:.ro^reird''^»''
•'""^•^"•^ -'"> '•>« "-^

ofrenrT/the *i:at°rTen°rv' r**"-;.T
^1. Of the foot, do no. reC^ drstinl'f^^'Tn/^tth?;

rnlS^tTcol^'l^^^erin-Vtrcu^^^^^^^

redtiibVr^xr- -"«^^"^-rn!
abontSKf! ,*''"'

ffu'
."^""'"tely «llsUncUve characterabout the muscles of the foot is the existence of wwutenned the peronmus hngus. a long muscle flx^^„»i..

outer bone of the leg, and sending Us Tendon t^^h. V^
ankle, behind and below whlchTptes."f°S IVnl^fdl
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tN toot obliquely to 1 . atUchcd to the bMe of Um m.»

1. By the arrangement of th« Ursal bone^

And w''^*^' !*• ""'•=" '•""*<» P*^""''" 'onju..

«^n of i?l^,„*'„.r'«!^ *"•""' '"• '•™^'
feltn, . L V. ..'. " "*''" Prtn>«te«, li to be caUed a

or X. .n^h^. "^ 1° *" arranged essentially as in man° '"»«>«•> minor dillerences as are found as varietl«Tn

Gorilla looks very hand-like, and as It 1. .fiii ™«1

.^pSon' "Xar •"'''." '" no" wonlr thaTt^

.Sr.^^ Quadrumana." or four-handed creatumadopted from the older anatomists* b/Blumenb^'and unfortunately rendered current by CuvTer. sho^d have

13

a
others

*ln speaking of th. foot of hi. " Pygmi.." tf.„„ ^„„^ ^

than a tour footT^Imij" *""'™P«'' '«• • 'ou^huided rather

cl^iJlv"^ ^'^^^ '" piibUshed in 1899, M. I. G St Hilalr. I.Clearly In error in ascribinn tlie inv>nti«n „# ,i 1
Muaire Is
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gained such wide acceptance as a name for the SitniaE

group. But the most cursory anatomical investigation

at once proves that the resemblance of the so-called " hind

hand" to a true hand, is only skin deep, and that, in all

essential respects, the hind limb of the Gorilla is as truly

terminated by a foot as that of man. The tarsal bones, in

all important circumstances of number, disposition, and
form, resemble those of man (Fig. 19). The metatarsals

and digits, on the other hand, are proportionally longer

and more slender, while the great toe Is not only proportion-

ally shorter and weaker, but its metatarsal bone is united

by a more moveable joint with the tarsus. At the same
time, the foot is set more obliquely upon the leg than in

man.
As to the muscles, there is a short flexor, a short extensor,

and a peronaua longia, while the tendons of the long flexors

of the great toe and of the other toes are united together

and with an accessory fleshy bundle.

The hind limb of the Gorilla, therefore, ends in a true

foot, with a very moveable great toe. It is a prehensile

foot, indeed, but is in no sense a hand : it is a foot which

differs from that of man not in any fundamental character,

but in mere proportions, in the degree of mobility, and in

the secondary arrangement of its parts.

It must not be supposed, however, because I speak

of these differences as not fundamental, that I wish to

underrate their value. They are important enough in

their way, the structure of the foot being in strict correla-

tion with that of the rest of the organism in each case.

Nor can it be duubted that the greater division of phy-
siological labour in Man, so that the function of support

is thrown wholly on the leg and foot, is an advance in

organization of very great moment to him ; but, after all,

regarded anatomically, the resemblances between the foot

of Man and the foot of the Gorilla are far more striking

and important than the differences.

I have dwelt upon this point at length, because it is

one regarding which much delusion prevails ; but I might
have passed it over without detriment to my argument,

which only requires me to show that, be the differences

between the hand and foot of Man and those of the

Gorilla vtrhat they may—the differences between those

of the Gorilla and those of the lower Apes are much
greater.
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It is not necessary to descend lower In the scale than
the Orang for conclusive evidence on this head.
The thumb of the Orang diflers more from that of the

GorUla than the thumb of the Gorilla differs from that of
Man, not only by its shortness, but by the absence of any
special long flexor muscle. The carpus of the Orang, like
that of most lower apes, contains nine bones, while in the
Gorilla, as in Man and the Chhnpanzee, there are only
eight.

Man GcnHa^-.id''^ "Jlr Orang
Fn. le.—Foot of Man, GorUla, and Orang-Utan o( the lame alxolate

length, to show the differences hi proportion of each. Letters as
In Fig. 18. Reduced from original drawings by Mr. Waterhouse
Hawldns.

The Orang's foot (Fig. 19) is stUl more aberrant; its
very long toes and short tarsus, short great toe, short and
raised heel, great obliquity of articulation In the leg, and
absence of a long flexor tendon to the great toe, separating
it far more widely from the foot of the Gorilla than the
latter is separated from that of Man.

But, in some of the lower apes, the hand and foot diverge
still more from those of the GorUla, than they do in the
Orang. The thumb ceases to be opposable in the Ainericati
monkeys; is reduced to a mere rudiment covered by the
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skin in the Spider Monkey ; and is directed forwards and
armed with a curved claw like the other digits, in the

Marmosets—so that, in all these cases, there can be no

doubt but that the hand is more difierent from that of the

Gorilla than the Gorilla's hand is from Man's.

And as to the foot, the great toe of the Marmoset is still

more insignificant in proportion than that of the Orang

—

whOe in the Lemurs it is very large, and as completely

thumb-like and opposable as in the Gorilla—but in these

animals the second toe is often irregularly modified, and in

flome species the two principal bones of the tarsus, the

astragalus and the os calcis, are so immensely elongated as

to render the foot, so far, totally unlike that of any other

mammal.
So with regard to the muscles. The short flexor of the

^ toes of the Gorilla differs from that of Man by the circum-

stance that one slip of the muscle is attached, not to the

heel bone, but to the tendons of the long flexors. The
lower apes depart from the Gorilla by an exaggeration of

the same character, two, three, or more, slips becoming
fixed to the long flexor tendons—or by a multiplication

of the slips.—Again, the Gorilla differs slightly from Man
in the mode of interlacing of the long flexor tendons:

and the lower apes differ from the Gorilla in exhibiting

yet other, sometimes very complex, arrangements of the

same parts, and occasionally in the absence of the acces-

sory fleshy bundle.

Throughout aU these modifications it must be recollected

that the foot loses no one of its essential characters. Every
Monkey and Lemur exhibits the characteristic arrangement
of tarsal bones, possesses a short flexor and shot c extensor

muscle, and a peronaus longus. Varied as the proportions

and appearance of the organ may be, the terminal division

of the hind limb remains, in plan and principle of construc-

tion, a foot, and never, in those respects, can be confounded
"With a hand.

Hardly any part of the bodfly frame, then, could he
found better calculated to Ulustrate the truth that the

structural differences between Man and the highest Ape
are of less value than those between the highest and the

lower Apes, than the hand or the foot, and yet, perhaps,

there is one organ the study of which enforces the same
cmidusion in a still more striking manner—and that is

tiw Brain.
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But before entering upon the precise question of the
amount of difference between the Ape's brain and that
of Man, it is necessary that we should clearly understand
what constitutes a great, and what a small difference in
cerebral structure; and we shall be best enabled to
do this by a brief study of the chief modiflcaUons
which the brahi exhibits in the scries of vertebrate
animals.

The brain of a flsh Is very small, compared with the
spinal cord into which It is continued, and with the nerves
which come off from it : of the segments of which it is com-
posed—the olfactory lobes, the cerebral hemisphere, and
the succeeding divisions—no one predominates so much
over the rest as to obscure or cover them ; and the so-called
optic lobes are, frequently, the largest masses of all. In
Reptiles, the mass of the brain, relatively to the spinal cord.
Increases and the cerebral hemispheres begin to predominate
over the other parts ; whUe in Birds this predominance is
still more marked. The brain of the lowest Mammals, such
as the duck-bUled Platypus and the Opossums and Kan-
garoos, exhibits a still more definite advance in the same
direction. The cerebral hemispheres have now so much
increased in size as, more or less, to hide the representatives
of the optic lobes, which remain comparatively small, so
that the brain of a Marsupial is extremely different from
that of a Bkd, ReptUe, or Fish. A step higher in the scale,
among the placental Mammals, tht structure of the brain
acquh-es a vast modiacation—not that it appears much
altered extemaUy, in a Rat ir in a Rabbit, from what it
Is in a Marsupial—nor that the proportions of Its parts
are mr changed, but an apparently new structure is
found between the cerebral hemispheres, connecting
them together, as what is called the ' great commissure

'

or 'corpus callosum.' The subject requb^s careful re-
investigation, but if the currently received statemento are
correct, the appearance of the ' corpus callosum ' In the
Iriacental mammals is the greatest and most sudden modl-
Seatlon exhibited by the brata In the whole series of vert»-
brated animals—it is the greatest leap anywhere made by
Natnre in her brain work. For the two halves of the brain
iMteg once thus knit together, the progress of cerebral
OMnplexity Is traceable through a ccnnplete scries of ttep*
fMin the lowest Rodent, or Insectlvore, to Man ; and tbat
oompkzity eonsbU, diiefly, in the disproportionate davdop-
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ment of the cerebral hemispheres and ot the cerebellum,

but especially of the former. In respect to the other part*

ot the brain.

In the lower placental mammals, the cerebral hemi-

spheres leave the proper upper and posterior face of the

cerebellum completely visible, when the brain is viewed

from above, but, in the higher forms, the hinder part ot

each hemisphere, separated only by the tentorium (p. 281)

from the anterior face of the cerebellum, inclines back-

wards and dow^-'ards, and grows out, as the so-called

" posterior lobt, .0 as at length to overlap and hide the

cerebellum. In all Mammals, each cerebral hemisphere

contains a cavity which is termed the ' ventrlde,' and as

this ventricle is prolonged, on the one hand, forwards,

and on the other downwards, into the substance of the

hemisphere, it Is said to have two horns or ' comua,' an
' anterior comu,' and a ' descending cornu.' When the

posterior lobe is well developed, a third prolongation of

the ventricular cavity extends into it, and is called the
" posterior cornu."

In the lower and smaller forms of placental Mammals
the surface of the cerebral hemispheres Is either smooth

or evenly rounded, or exhibits a very few grooves, which

are technically termed ' sulci,' separating ridges or ' con-

volutions ' of the substance of the brain ; and the smaller

species of all orders tend to a similar smoothness of brain.

But, in the higher orders, and especially the larger members
ot these orders, the grooves, or sulci, become extremely

numerous, and the intermediate convolutions proportion-

ately more complicated in their meanderings, until, in the

Elephant, the Porpoise, the higher Apes, and Man, the

cerebral surface appears a perfect labyrinth of tortuous

foldings.

Where a posterior lobe exists and presents its customary

cavity—^the posterior comu—^it commonly happens that a
particular sulcus appears upon the inner and under sur-

face of the lobe, parellel with and beneath the floor of the

comu—^which is, as it were, arched over the roof of the

sulcus. It is as if the groove had been formed by indenting

the floor ot the posterior horn from without with a blunt

instrument, so that the floor should rioe as a convex emi-

nence. Now this eminence is what has been termed the
' Hippocampus minor ' ; the ' Hippocampus major ' being

a Ivger eminence in IJie floor of the descending comu.
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nimpansee.

I'lO. 20.—Onwlngi of the Internal cuts o! a Man'i and of a Chimpanzee*!
•kuU, ot the iame absolute length, and placnl In corresponding
positions, A. Cerebrum ; B. Cerebellum. The former ftrawing Is
taken from a cast In the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons,
the latter from the photograph of the cast of a CJilmpanzee's skull,
which illustrates the paper by Mr. Marshall • On the Brain of the
Chimpanzee* in the Naturat History Rguiew for July, 1861. The
sharper deltnition of the lower edge of the cast of the cerebral cliamber
In th> Chimpanzee arises from the circumstance that the tentorium
remained in that skull and not in the Man*s. The cast more accurately
represents the brain in Chimpanzee than in the Man ; and the great
backward projection of the postcnor lobes ot the cerebrum of the
former, beyond the cerel»lium, is conspicuous.
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What may be the functional Importance of either of these
itructurcs we know not.
As If to demonstrate, by a striking example, the Impos-

slbUlty of erecting any cerebral barrier between man and
the apes, Nature has provided us, In the latter animals,
with an almost complete series of gradations from brains
MtUe higher than that of a Rodent, to brains lltUe lower
than that of Man. And it Is a remarkable circumstance
that though, so far as our present knowledge extends,
there h one true str ' ural break In the series of forms of
Shnlan brains, this I itus does not lie between Man and
the man-like apes, but between the low«t and the lowest
Shnlans; or, in other words, between the old and new
world apes and monkeys, and the Lemurs. Every Lemur
which has yet been examined, in fact, has its cerebellum
partially visible from above, and Its posterior lobe, with
the contained posterior comu and hippocampus minor,
more or less rudimentary. Every Marmoset, American
monkey, old-world monkey. Baboon, or Man-like ape, on
the contrary, has Its cerebeUum entirely hidden, posteriorly,
by the cerebral lobes, and possesses a large posterior comu,
with a well-developed hippocampus minor.

In many of these creatures, such as the Sahniri
(ChrysoUirix), the cerebral lobes overlap and extend much
further behind the cerebellum. In proportion, than they
do In man (Fig. 16)—and It Is quite certain that, in all, the
cerebeUum is completely covered behind, by weU-developed
posterior lobes. The fact can be verlHed by every one
who possesses the skuU of any old or new world monkey.
For, Inasmuch as the brahi in aU mammals completely
tills the cranial cavity. It Is obvious that a cast of the
Interior of the skull will reproduce the general form of the
brain, at any rate with such minute and, for the present
purpose, utterly nnimrr:rtant differences as may res'.Ut
from the absence of the enveloping membranes of the brain
In the dry skuU. But if such a cast be made in plaster,
and compared with a slmflar cast of the ' iterlor of a human
skull, it will be obvious that the cast of the cerebral chamber,
representing the cerebrum of the ape, as completely covers
over and overlaps the cast of the cerebellar chamber,
representing the cerebeUum, as It does In the man (Fig. 20).A careless observer, forgetting that a soft structure like the
brain loses Its proper shape the moment it is taken out of
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Fia. 21.—Drawingi of the eerebraJ hcmtspheret of a Man and of a Chtm*
panzeo ot the same length* Id order to show the relative proportioiw
of the parts : the former taken from a ipecfmen, whied Mr. FIowo-,
Conservator of the Museum of the Royal College of Sui^eons. was
good enough to dissect for me ; the latter, from the phot<^raph ot
a similarly dissected Chimi>anzee*s brain, given in Mr. Marshairs
paper above referred to. a, posterior lobe ; b, lateral ventricle ; c,

postolor comu t x, the bippoeampns nUnor.
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world forms, including tlie Marmosets.*

»p&"CEsrffipr-'.r„^^
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than thei* do even from the Monkeyi. «Dd that the dlfler-

enc« between the brain, of the Chhnpaniea •»*•»***»»•

alnoit jMlgnlflcant, when compared with that bMwew

the Chlmpaniee brain and that of a Lemur.

It mu»t not be overlooked, however, that there U •

very itrlklng dlllerence In the absolute ma»8 and weight

between the lowett human brain and that of th« W8»««

ape—a difference which li aU the more remarkable when

we recoUect that a full grown GorUla U probably pretty

nearly twice at heavy a« a Boijej man, or ai many jn

European woman. It may be doubted whether a healthy

human adult brnln ever weighed less than "»»rty-one or

two ounces, or that the heaviest Gorilla brain has exceeded

twenty ounces. j_..k»i—.
This Is a very noteworthy circumstance, and doubUeas

will one day help to furnish an explanation of the grjat

gulf which Intervenes between the lowest «"»» "»,"|«

highest ape In inteUectual power:* but It has lltue

• I tsy Mp to fumlsh : for I by no ire.ni '»"•"»'>•
V',!2?,h",\

divergence between the human and the pithecoid '"'Pf> ''^<* ^"
endeTln the present enormous guU between them. _" l„2S»n 1. i
MHectly true, m a certain sense, that all dlflerence •' '""5^^ "

Eiolt of dinerenc* of structure i
or. In other words, of difference In

~.»mbZ ionTf the primary molecutar '«'^,'" "^"IL^'^JX'
and. suiung from this undeniable axlcm. objectors occastonaUy.

"d with much seenUng pUuslblUty. argue the' the vjjt inteUe^^u^

chasm between the Ape and Man Implle. . co •ponding »t™*"™
chwrn in the organs of the Intellectual fuuctlcns ; •• th?'-," '« •'^1'

Srnon-dlscove?y of such vast dlllerences pro"es. not th4t they are

ibsent? but that Science Is Incompetent to detect them. A very

Ut^ S)Mlderatlon. however, will. I think, show th«
'f
«y »' ^^l.

reiioiSiB Its vaUdlty ha-igs upon the assumption, that Intellectual

™"?r dfpend. alTogetter on the braln-wher.« the bnUn ^on^
OTr«.nditlon out of many on which InteUectual "'nUe.Utloni

depend : the other, being, chlelly. the organs of the sensM and the

motor appSratuse.. espcdally those which are concerned In pre-

hension and m the producUon of articulate spe""- .

A man bom dumb, notwithstanding his great cerebral ma5S and

his intericance of strong Intellectual InsUncts, """^ be capable of

Svf higher InteUectual manifestation, than an Orang or a Chlm-

DM«e If he were confined to the society of dumb aaodates. And

?^?here might not be the sUghtest discernible dfterence between W.

brain and that of a highly InteUigent and ™l'.^«t«J Pe"on. TJe

dumbness might be the result of a defecUve 'traft"",•' '5« """"'f:
or of the tongue, or > mere defecUve InnervaUon of these parts.

M It mVght retult fro.., congenital deafness, caused by fome "ninute

d*f«t of the Internal ear, which only a careful anatomist could

discover.
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T^^^^a^ 2?"*' '^' '"• ""P"' "'•«»» »«•». M niiy beeon(and«d from what hu been already lald i«tpcetlii«

^J^J'^^l'^u' •*'"•"»" «» "••«" of brain hStweef
the hlgheit and the lor-.t men U f„ gre.ter. b«th rela-

«H 'Jk'"^.'?"'''*'''''
*""" ""-^ »'•''»••" "»e lowest manand the highest ape. The latter, as has been seen, U

absolutdy or by 32 : 20 relatively ; but as the largest
recorded human brain weighed between 65 and 66 ounces
the former difference Is represented by more than 33
ounces absolutely, or by 65 : 32 i latlvely. Regarded
systematically, the cerebral differences of man and apes

™.i--' "i'V' *''"J!
**""'" ^a'l'^Ws FamUy distinction

resting chteOy on his dentition, his pelvl,, and his lower
limbs.

Thus, whatever system of organs be studied, the com-
parison of the'r modlflcatlons In the ape scries lea's toone and the same result—that the structural differences
which separate Man from the GorUla an < the Chimpanzee
are not so great as those which separa' the GorUla from
the lower apes.

But In enunciating this Important truth I must guard
myself against a form of misunderstanding, which ta very
prevalent. I find, <a fact, that those who endeavo' to
teach what nature so clearly shows us In this matter re
liable to have their opinions misrepresented and Ir
phraseology garbled, untU they seem to say that Vhe
structural differences between man and even the highest
apes are small and Inslgniflcant. Let me take this oppor-

bet™»TM»nv'i„?n. •»"»", there 1. an Immense dlderence

h! .n l^,.n^i'
'"*«'"8ence and in Ape'., therefore there must

ta Z .TiJi'^K
"?""• difference between their btaln.. .p~iJ.to me to be about as weU based as the reasonina by which on.should endeavour to prove that, became there is a " g^lulf "

3?. tSo wJ{^h^"'A V^*7'°.'J "J^"* stnictural hiatus betwwS
I?fi T ?? * ''''' '" the balance-wheel, a litUe rust on a

that only the practised eye of the watchmaltw can discover itlS?vbe the source of all the diOerence.
>"«ovw ii, may

speech is the grand distinctive characUr of man fwhether it b«•{jolutdy pecuUar to him or not), I find it very easy to oJm^Ahmd!
S?^T.^'"y inconspicuous structural diilerence may hivebeS
*^^^if^, ?!"'?, °' the immeasurable and practlciUy inflmtedivergence of the Human from the Simian SUrps.

">uiuie
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timity then of dlstlncUy asserting, on the «»n*»fy> J***
thev are great and significant ; that every bone of a GorlUa

^eS^^S. by ^hlchVt might be dlsUnf^^ed Jrom tte

corresDondlna bone ol a Man ; and that, in the present

crS. at^rrate. no IntermedUte link bridges over the

gap between Homo and Troglodytes.

It would be no less wrong than absurd to deny the

existence ot this chasm ; but it is at least equrily wrong

and absurd to exaggerate it. magnitude, and. J««n8 ^
the admitted fact of its existence, to refuse to InqjJre

whether it Is wide or narrow. I^«°'e'«''«'' "
J"" "jS*

that there is no existing link between Man and the Gorilla,

but do not forget that there is a no less sharp line of demar-

caOon, a no less complete absence of any translUonal fonn.

between the GorUla and the Orang. or the Orang and the

Gibbon. I say. not less sharp, though it Is somewhat

narrower. The structural dlflerences between Mm and

the Man-like apes certainly jusUfy our regarding hhn m
constituting a famUy apart from them ; though Inasmuch

as he differs less from them than they fo from other

famUles of the same order, there can be no jusUflcaUon for

placing hhn In a dlsttact order. „_,„„
And thus the sagacious foresight of the great lawgiver

of systematic zoology. Linnaeus, becomes justified and a

century of anatomical research brings us back to hU con-

clusion, that man is a member of the same order (for

which the Ltansan term Primates ought to be ret^ned)

as the Apes and Lemurs. This order is now divisible

tato seven famiUes, of about equal systematic value: the

first, the Anthropini, contains Man alone; the second,

the Catabhini, embraces the old-world apes ; the tWrd.

the Platyrhini. aU new-world apes, except the Mar-

mosets ; the fourth, the Arctopithecini, contains the

Marmosets; the fifth, the Lbmurini. the Lemurs-fronj

which Cheiromys should probably be excluded to form a

sixth distinct famUy, the Cheiromyini ; whUe the seventh,

the Galeopithecini, contains only the Slying Lemur Gal^

p«/.ecu».—a strange form which ahnost touches on the

Bats, as the Cheiro.r.ys puts on a rodent clothing, and the

Lemurs simulate Insectlvora.

Perhaps no order of mammals presents us with so exua-

ordinary a series of gradations as this-leadtag us insensibly

from the crown and summit of the antonal creation down

to creatures, from which there U but a step, as it seems,
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to the lowMt, smallest, and least intenigent of the placental
Mammalia. It Is as If nature herself had foreseen the

f^*'^"'. "/.?"T' ?"^ ''"'' **"""" "verity bad provided
that Us InteUect, by its very triumphs, should call into
promtaence the slaves, admonishing the conqueror that he
IS out dust.

These are the chief facts, this the immediate conclusion

n^Zu^ "
^^"'•i

^ adverted in the commencement
of this Essay. The facts, I believe, cannot be disputed;

o . ff'„
«»'«^n»lon appears to me to be inevitable.

Hut If Man be separated by no greater structural barrierfrom the brutes than they are from one another-then itseems to foUow that if any process of physical causation
can be discovered by which the genera and families ofordtaary animals have been produced, that process of
causation is amply sufficient to account for the oriain
of M^. In other words, if it could be shown that the
Marmosets, for example, have arisen by gradual modiflca-

1°? ™ i''\f^'"a'^ Platyrhini, or that both Marmosetsand Platyrhinl are modified ramifications of a primitivestock—then, there would be no rational ground for doubt-
ing that man might have originated, in the one case, by
the gradual modification of a man-lilce ape; or, in the
other case, as a ramification of the same primitive stock
as those apes.

At the present moment, but one such process of physical
causation has any evidence in its favour ; or, in other
words, there is but one hypothesis regarding the orinta
of species of antaials in general which has any scientWc
existence—that propounded by Mr. Darwin. For Lamarck
sagacious as many of his views were, mingled them with
so much that was crude and even absurd, as to neutralize
the benefit which his originality might have effected, had
he been a more sober and cautious thhiker ; and though
I have heard of the announcement of a formula touchino
the ordained continuous becoming of organic forms "

it

^fpnl^M^
^^''\ it *•"* ''"* ''"'y °' " hypothesis to be

tatelllgible, and that a qua-quft-versal proposiUon of this
kind, which may be read backwards, or forwards, or side-
ways, with exactly the same amount of signification, does
not really exist, though it may seem to do so.
At the present moment, therefore, the quesUon of the

relaUon of man to the lower anhnals resolves itself in iS
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the end. Into the Krger que.Uon of t^e tenabUity or .^
tmabiUty of Mr. Darwin', views. But here we enter

IJm SfflciSt ground, and it behoves u. to define our e«ct

^^r^^^^'S^'.r^. that M. D^ b«

MttefactorUy proved that what he terms selection, or

JSSuve modMcatlon. must occur, and does occur In

nature; and he has also proved to superfluity that juc|.

selection U competent to produce 'o™» « ,^«*^
structuraUy. as some genera even are. If 0»«,?^»***

world presented us with none but «t™f"T^j""!!^'
Tshould have no heslUUon in saying that Mr. D»rwta

had demonstrated the existence of a true physical cause,

S,ly^m^nt to account for the origin of living specie..

"^^^.TaTmSK^helr structural distinction., the

specie^ of animal, and plants, or at least "^S^"* """^
oftt^. exhibit phyriological character»-what are known

wXtoci^e.. .tructurally. betag for the "nost pi^

either altoget^ incompetent to breed one w^th another

.

or if thev breed, the resulting mule, or hybrid. Is unable

?o JeJpetuatTS;. race with another hybrid of the same

"^true physical cause is, however, admitted to be .u^

onW^ one condiUon-that it shaU account for all the

phfnomena which come within the range of it. oporaUon.

If it is inconsistent with any one phenomenon, it must be

reiected
•

If It faUs to explain any one phenomenon. It 1.

Z^leZ «> far to be suspected ; though it may have

a perfect right to claim provisional acceptance.

Now Mr! Darwin's hypothesis is not, so far as I am

aware, 'inconsistent with any known biological fact; on

?he contrary. If admitted, the facts of Development, of

CompS^ Anatomy, of Geographical Distribution, «ad

of P^«ontology. become comiected together a^d e^blt

a meaning such as they never possessed before ,
and I,

?or one, sm fully convinced, that 1 not precisely true^

that hypothesis is as near an approximation to the truth

X tor example, the Copemlcan hypothesis was to the

true theory of the planetary motions.
^ ^ __, , . ^_^

But lor aU this, our acceptance of the DarwinlM hypo-

thesis must be provisional so long as one link ^ the chata

of evidence is wanting ; and so long as all tHe anlma^

and plants certainly produced by selecOve breeding from
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-common stock arc fertile, and tlieir progeny are fertile
v,Ith one another.- that link will be wanting. For solong, selective breeding will not be proved to be com"

fpecTe, ' " ""'""''' •" " *" P'"'"'" ""'"^

I have put this conclusion as strongly as possible beforethe reader, because the last position in which I wish tofind myself is that of an advocate for Mr Darwrn's orany other views-lf by an advocate Is meant one whosebusiness It is to smooth over real dinicullies. and to persuadeWhere he cannot convince.
In justice to Mr. Darwin, however, it must be admittedthat the conditions of fertility and sterility are very illunderstood, and that every day's advance in know^dgeleads us o regard the hiatus in I,ls evidence as of le»

Cl whi i'"P°"''"?' ''^" "=' ''^'""''t t*"" multitude of

Ws doctrinef""' ' "' ''"^^' "" "explanation from.

I adopt Mr. Darwin's hypothesis, therefore, subject to

irL"™ ,"k
''",°' P'°°' ^^^^ physiological species may beproduced by selective breeding; just as a physical philo-sopher may accept the undulatory theory of light, subject

to the proof of the existence of the hypothetical elher ; oras the chemist adopts the atomic theory, subject to theproof of the existence of atoms ; and for exactly the samereasons, namely, that it has an Immense amount of prlmfl
facie probability; that It Is the only means at present
within reach of reducing the chaos of observed facts toorder

;
and lasUy, that It is the most powerful instrument

of investigation which has been presented to naturalists
since the Invention of the natural system of classification
and the commencement of the systematic study ofembryology. '

But even leaving Mr. Darwin's views aside, the wholeanalogy of natural operations furnishes so complete andcrushmg an argument against the intervention of any butwhat are termed secondary causes, in the production of
all the phenomena of the universe ; that, in view of the
intimate relations between Man and the rest of the llvineworld

;
and between the forces exerted by the latter and

a other forces, I can see no excuse for doubting that
all are co-ordinated terms of Nature's great progression
from the formless to the formed—from the inorganic to theorganic—from blind force to conscious intellect and wUI.

66—

J
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Science has fuiflUcd her luncUon when she has ascer-

tained and enunciated truth ; and \rtre these pages ad-

dressed to men of science only, I should now dose this

essay, knowing that my coUeagues have learned to respect

nothing but evidence, and to believe that their highest

duty lies in submitting to It, however It may jar against

their Inclinations.

But desi^ln^, as I do, to reach the wider circle ot the

intelligent pub.'c, it would be unworthy cowardice were I

to ignore the repugnance with which the majority of my
readers are likely to meet the conclusions to which the

most careful and conscientious study I have been able to

give to this matter, has led me.

On all sides I shall hear the cry—" We are men and

women, not a mere better sort of apes, a litUe longer In

the leg, more compact In the foot, and bigger In brain

than your brutal Chimpanzees and Gorillas. The power

of knowledge— the conscience of good and evil— the

pitiful tendtmess of human aflectlons, raise us out of all

real fellowship with the brutes, however closely they may

seem to approximate us."

To this I can only reply that the exclamation would be

most just and would have my own entire sympathy, if It

were only relevant But, it is not I who seek to base

Man's dignity upon his great toe, or insinuate that we are

lost if an Ape has a hippocampus minor. On the con-

trary, I have done my best to sweep away this vanity. I

have endeavoured to show that no absolute structural line

of dcmarcaUon, wider than that between the animals

which immediately succeed us In the scale, can be drawn

between the animal world and ourselves ; and I may add

the expression of my belief that the attempt to draw a

psychical distinction is equaUy futUe, and that even the

highest faculties of feeling and of inteUect begin to germin-

ate ta lower forms of life.* At the same time, no one is

• It is so rare a pleasure tor me to find Professor Owen's opinions

In enUre accordance with -ny own, that I cannot totbeai from

quoUng a paragrapli whi . appeared in his Essay On U>e Char-

acters, etc!^ of the Ua . Mammalia," in the Journal 0/ the Pro-

codings 0/ the Unman Socitly of London for »857, but is un-

nccountably omitted In the " Reade Lecture deUvered before the

University of Cambridge two years later, wliich Is othcnvise nearly

a reprint ol the paper in question. Prof. Owen writM

:

"Not being able to appreciate or conceive of the dtstineuon

between the psychical phenomena of a Chimpanzee and of a BoictaiS'
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more strongly convinced than I am of the vastness of the
gulf between civilized man and tlie brutes; or is more
certain tliat whether from them or not, he is assuredly not
0/ them. No one is less disposed to thinic lightly of the
present dignity, or despairingly of the future hopes, of
the only conrciously Intelligent denizen of this world.
We are indeed told by those who assume authority in

these matters, that the two sets of opinions are incompat-
ible, and that the belief in the unity of orighi of man and
brutes involves the bnitaiization and degradation of the
former. But is this really so 7 Could not a sensible
child confute, by obvious arguments, the shallow rhetori-
cians who would force this conclusion upon us ? Is it,

indeed, true, that the Poet, or the Philosopher, or the
Artist whose genius is the glory of his age, is degraded
from his high estate by the undoubted historical probability,
not to say certainty, that he is the direct descendant
of some nalced and bestial savage, whose intelligence was
Just sufficient to make hhn a little more cunning than the
Fox, and by so much more dangerous than the Tiger?
Or is he bound to howl and grovel on all fours because
of the wholly unquesUunable fact, that he was once an
egg, which no ordinary power of discrimination could
disthiguish from that of a Dog ? Or is the philanthropist
or the saint to give up his endeavours to lead a noble
life, because the simplest study of man's nature reveals,
at its foundations, all the seiflsh passions and fierce appetites
of the merest quadruped? Is mother-love vUe because
• hen shows it, or fidelity base because dogs possess it ?
The common sense of the mass of mankind will answer

these questions without a moment's hesitation. Healthy
humanity, finding itself hard pressed to escape from real
sin and degradation, will leave the brooding over specula-
tive pollution to the cynics and the ' righteous overmuch

'

man or of an Aztec, with arrested brain growth, as being of a nature
so euential as to preclude a comparison between them, or as being
other than a difference of degree, I cannot shut my eyes to the
signiflcance ol that all-pervading similitude of structure—every
tooth, every bone, strictly homologous—which makes the deter-
mination of the dillerence between Homo and Pitheeia the anato-
mist's difllculty."

Surely it is a little singular that the ' anatomist,' who finds It
' difUcult ' to ' determine the diflcrence ' between Homo and Pillucus,
should yet range them on anatomical grounds, in distinct sub-
classes I

n.

i:
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who, disagreeing in evcrytlilng else, unite in blind in-

sensibility to the nobleness of the visilile world, and in

Inability to appreciate the grandeur ot the place Man
occupies therein.

Nay more, thoughtful men, once escaped from the

blinding Influences ot traditional prejudice, will And in the

lowly stock whence man has sprung, the best evidence of

the splendour of his capacities ; and will discern in his long
progress through the Past, a reasonable ground of faith in

his attainment of a nobler Future.

They will remember that in comparing civilized man
with the animal world, one Is as the Alpine traveller, who
sees the mountains souring Into the sky and can hardly
discern where the deep shadowed crags and roseate peaks
end, and where the clouds of heaven begin. Surely the
awe-struck voyager may be excused If, at first, he refuses

to believe the geologist, who tells him that these glorious

masses are, after all, the hardened mud of primeval seas,

or the cooled slag of subterranean furnaces—ot one sub-
stance with the dullest clay, but raised by Inward force*

to that place of proud and seemingly inaccessible glory.

But the geologist Is right ; and due reflection on his

teachings, Instead ot diminishing our reverence and our
wonder, adds all the force ot Intellectual sublimity to the
mere sesthctic intuition of the uninstructed beholder.

And after passion and prejudice have died away, the
same result will attend the teachings of the naturalist

respecting that great Alps and Andes of the living world

—

Man. Our reverence for the nobility of manhood will

not be lessened by the knowledge, that Man is, in sub-

stance and In struc'ure, one with the brutes ; for, he alone

possesses the marvelious endowment of intelligible and
rational speech, whereby, in the secular period of his

existence, he has slowly accumulated and organized the
experience which is almost wholly lost wilh the cessation

ot every individual life in other animals ; so that now he
stands raised upon it as on a mountain top, far above the

level of his humble fellows, and transfigured from liis

grosser nature by reflecting, here '•nd there, a ray from the

infinite source of truth.
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A succinct History of the Controversy respecting the
Cerebral Structure o/ Man and the Apet

Ji!!" K*
y*" "•" «" «n»toml.ts of authority, who hud occuplclthemieWe. with th. crebral .tnicture of the A,«,-Cuvler, Tl«lcmann Sandi ort. Vro.lk, hldore G. St. Hilalrc.'schroede, Can derKolk. Graliolet-w.re agreed that the brain of the Ape. poMessei

Tiedemann, in 1825, ngured and acknowledged In the text of

v.„liw!l'!'„ h* r """'f "{ "" •'»"««•» «'>""' of the lateral
ventricle In the Apes, not only under the title of ' Scrobiculus parvu,loco comu posteriori.'-, fact which has been paraded-bur^
cornu posterlu.' (/eon«, p. 54), a circumstance which ha. been,ai ledulously, kept in the background.

..-."J'f
^''"""'' '• '"• P- *<^> "y- " ">• ""'erior or lateral

r^ ?hl"*'^"" ".*"*'" "^"y "»""'" «'™"l only m Man

lobe.!"
P** • • "' Pf"*"" deiwnd. on. that of the posterior

ni^rtnH 7"
.k";.

'*."' '"• '^'°"^- »"•" Gratiolet. had also

?r,h H
described the posterior comu In various Apes. A.

lU ahL^AT^K"'?
"""'" Tiedemann had erroneously assertcl

L^dtl, H 111 ^^' '• •"" Schroeder van der Kolk and Vrolik

™^ ^^h rH?
"* ""**"" »' *'"" '"'y «>"»l<lered a rudimentary

«l.t™™i„^K "'"f"'.""'
^™"'''«' '•«* «P«»ly amrmed Its

on th.T. K. ?',''".'r'"^-
*'""' '"" "" •""« »' our lnform.'Jonon theie subjects in the year 1856.

of \"he« rn^'*^'' 'l""*""'
''''°"'«"' 0™«"> «'"" '" Ignorance

.ubmUted ti^rT,
'"'• " •'" '"•J''"""'Wy '"PPrcssing them.

Mn^nl«n,n , '""*r„^"'^"'y " P"'*' "O" "•« Characters
Principles of D v,s on, and Primary Groups of the CIdss Mammalia."

^r"' ^T'
M

'" '.1"
^""'"y'' •"'"™'"' =>"" <=»"'=""' the followln'g

mT*h;7 ""' ""' '"'•'"" P"""*' »" "scensive step in develop:ment, higher and more slror.gly marked than that by which the

S^'h"1k"'^"T "" •'i»""e'"»hcd from the one below it. Notonly do the cerebral hemispheres overiap the olfactory lobes and

t^n tt^'.H"' '"tl
'""™''

'" "'^•""^ •>'""= 0"= and n.r,her bac2

Inatol^^. H
• ^'"' ""'""" ""-elopment is so marked. th.-,tanatomists have assigned to that part the character of a thirdlobe

.
If IS peculiar to the genu. Homo, and equallu peculiar is theposfenor Aorn o, ,ke lateral ventricle and Ihe 'lupplan,pusm„or-wh,ch charucterue the hind lobe of each hemi,phcre."-JoZalo'

the Proceedings o/ the Linnman Society, Vol. ii p 19
•"'"""" «<

As the essay in which this passage stands had no less ambitious

it. author'm ahtT'^'"'"« ".' '"* "«""l-"<"> »« the Mamm haIt. author might be aupposed to have written under a sense ofpecuUar responsibility, and to have tested, with «pedarca« thiiUtemenU be ventured to promulgate. And eveoT^ be expect!
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tag too mueb, huUneu, or want of opportunity for due deliberation,

cannot now be pleaded in extenuation of any ihortcomingi ; for

the propoaitioni citfd were repeated two yean atterwardi In the

Reade Lecture, delivered before w grave a body ai the Unlvenlty

of Cambridge, in 1859.

When the auerttone, which I have Italicised In the abave extract,

lint came under my notice, I w«« not a little aitonlihed at to flat

contradiction of the doctrines current among weD-infonned

anatomists ; but, not unnaturally Imagining that the dehberat*

statements of a responsible penon must have some foundation in

fact, I deemed it my duty to investigate thr subject anew before

the time at which It would be my business to lecture thereupon

came round. The result of n>; inquiries was to prove that Mr.

Owen's three assertions, that " the third lobe, the posterior horn

of the lateral ventricle, and the hippocampus minor," are " peculiar

to the genus Homo," are contrary to the plainest facts. I coin-

munlcatcb this conclusion to the students of my class ; and then,

ha^ng no desire to embark in a controveny which could not

redound to the honour of British science, whatever Its tasua, 1

turned to more congenial occupations.

The time speedily arrived, however, when a penlstence In this

reticence would have involved me In an unworthy paltering with

truth.

At the meeting of the British Association at Oxford, in 1800,

Professor Owen repeated these aucrtions in my presence, and, of

coune, I Immediately gave them a direct and unquahned contra-

diction, pledging myself to justify thui. unusual procedure elsewhere.

I redeemed that pledge by publishinr in the January number of the

Natural HMory Reuiem for 1861, an article wherein the truth of

the three following propositions was fully demonstrated 0- «• P- 71) :

—

" 1. That the third lobe Is neither peculiar to, nor characteristic

of, man, seeing that it exisU in all the higher quadrumana."
" 2. That the posterior comu of the lateral ventricle is neither

peculiar to, nor characteristic of, man, inasmuch as it also exists

In the higher quadrumann."
"3. That the hippocamput minor la neither peculiar to, nor

characteristic of, man, as It is found in certain of the higher quad-

rumana."
Furthermore, this paper contains the following paragraph (p. 76)

:

" And lastly, Schroeder van der Kolk and Vrolik (op. cit. p. 271),

though they particularly note that ' the lateral ventricle is distin-

guished from that of Man by the very defective proportions of

the posterior comu, wherein only a stripe Is visible as an Indication

of the hippocampus minor;' yet the Figure 4, in their second

Plate, shows that this posterior comu Is a perfectly distinct and

unmlstakesble structure, quite as large as it often Is in Man. It

Is the more remarkable that Professor Owen should have over-

looked the explicit statement and figure of these authors, as It is

quite obvious, on comparison of the figures, that hit woodcut of the
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br«ln o( • ChlmpuzM (1. c. p. 19) U a reducwl copy of th« leeond
flgura of Meun. Schroeder van der Kolk ud Vrolik'i lint

" Ai M. Gratlolft (1. e. p. 18), however, If evetul to remark,
unfortunately the brain which they have taken as a model wai

greatly altered (profand«ment affalii), whence the general form
of the brain li given in these plates In a manner which is altogether
incorrect.' Indeed, it b perfectly obvious, from a comparison
of a secUon of the skuU of the Chimpanzee with these figures, that
such is the case ; and it is greaUy to be regretted that so inadequata
a flgurc should have been taken as a typical representation of th«
Chimpanzee's brain."

From this Ume forth, the untenabiUty of his poslUon might
have been as apparent to Professor Owen as it was to every ona
else

;
but, so far from retracting the grave errors into which he

had fallen. Professor Owen has persisted in and reiterated then

;

first, in a lecture delivered before the Royal Institution on the 19tli
of March, 1861, which is admitted to have been accurately reproduced
In the Alhenmum for the 23rd of the same month, in a letter
addressed by Professor Owen to that Journal on th« 30th of March.
The Alhenmum report was accompanied by a dlngram purporUng
to represent a Gorilla's brain, but In reality so sxlraordinary a
'nisrepresentation, that Professor Owen substantially, though not
expUdtly withdraws it in the letter in qucsUo'.i. In amending tliis
error, however. Professor Owen fell into another of much graver
Import, as his communication concludes with the foUowing para-
graph : " For the true proportion in which the cenfLrum covers
the cerebellum in the highest Apes, reference should be made to
the llgure of the undlsscctcd brain of the Chimpanzee in my Beade't
Lecture on the Classifieation, etc., o/ the Mammalia, p. 25 (la 7
8vo. 1859." ^ '

" •

It would not be credible, if it were not unfortunately true, that
this figure, to which the trusting public is referred, without a word
of qualification, " for the true proportion in wh) ;h the cerebrum
covers the cerebellum in the highest Apes," is exacUy that unacknow-
ledged copy of Schroeder van der Kolk and VroUk's flgurc whose
utter inaccuracy had been pointed out years befort by Gratlolct,
and had been brought to Professor Owen's knowledge by myself
in the passage of my article in the Satural History Review above
quoted.

I drew public attention to this circumstance again in my reply
to Professor Owen, published in the Alhenmum for April 13th.
1861; but the exploded Dgure was reproduced once more by
Professor Owen, without the slightest aUusion to lU taaccuracy in
the Annals of Natural History for June 1861

1

This proved too much for the paUence of the original authon
of the ngure, Messrs. Schroeder van der Kolk and Vrolik, who
In a note addressed to the Academy of Amsterdam, of which they
wire members, declared themselves to be, though decided opponenta
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ol all tunni of the doctrine of progreuive development ibovt all

thing), loven ot truth : and that, therefore, at whatever ritk of

iccniing to lend (iipport to viewi which they disliked, they felt It

their duty to take the lint opportunity of publicly repudiating

I'rofeuor Owen'i mliute of their authority.

In this note they frankly admitted the Justice ot the critlclsmi

of M. Grallolet, quoted above, and they Illustrated, by new and

careful llMures, the posterior lobe, the posterior comu, ind the

hippocampus minor of the Crang. Purlhrrmore, having demon-

strated the parts, at one of the sittings of tiie Academy, they add,
" la presence des parties contest^cs y a Hi unlvertellement reconnue

par Ics analomistcs presents & la stance. Le seul doute qui soit

mti se rapporte au pes Hippocampi minor. ... A I'ttat trais

rindice du petit pled d'tlippocampe ttaW plus pmnonci que main-

tenant."

Professor Owen repeated his erroneous assertloni, at the meeting

of the Drltish Association In 1861, and again, without any obvious

necessity, and without adducing a single new tact or new argument, or

being able In any way to meet the crushing evidence from original

dissections of numerous Apes' brains, which had in the meanwhile

been brought forward by I'rof. noUeston,* F.n.S., Mr. Marshnll.t

l-'.R.S., Mr. Flower.J Mr. Turncr.l ond myself,ll revived the subject

at the Cambridge meeting of the same body in 1862. Not content

with the tolerably vigorous repudiation which these unprecedented

proceedings met with In Section D, Professor Owen sanctioned the

publication of a crslon of his own stuter.ients, accompanied by a

strange misrepresentation of mine (as may be seen by comparison

ot the Tlm'$ report ot the discussion). In the Medical Time$

for October lith, 1062. I subjoin tlie conclusion of my reply in the

same journal for October 25th.
" If this were a question of opinion, or a question ot Interpretation

of parts or of terms,—were It even a question of observation In which

the testimony ot my own senses alone was pitted against that ot

another person, I should adopt a very dlllcrent tone in discussing

this matter. I should, In all humility, admit the likelihood of

having myself erred In Judgment, tailed In knowledge, or been

blinded by prejudice.
" But no one pretends now, that the controversy Is one of terms

or ot opinions. Novel and devoid ot authority as some ot Professor

• On the Amnllies ot the Brain ot the Orang. Nal. Hist. Reeitw,

April. 1861.

t On the Brain of a young Chimpanzee. Ibid., July, 1861.

t On the Posterior lobes ot the Cerebrum of the Quadrumaim.
Philosophical Transaclions, 1862.

i on the anatomical Relations of the Surfaces of the Tentorium to

the Cerebrum and Ceret>eUum In I<^an and the lower Mammals.
Proceedings of the Royal Society o/ Edihiiurgh, March, 1862.

II On the Brain ot Ateles. Proceedinys o/ Zoclnyieal Society,

1861.
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Owen'i propotcd clcllnllions nuy have bten. they mluh' b« Kcepled
wilhout fhoiiglng the great fcnIiirM of llie cnie. ilcnre, Iheush
fpecial Invcitlgatlona Into these inattrn have been undertaken
during the lait two yeon by Dr. Allen Tlioimon, by Dr. nolleiton
by Mr. Marshall, and Iiy Mr. Mower, all, ni yon ore aware, anatomlsli
of repute In thb country, and by Professors .Srhmeiler Van der Kolk
and Vrollk (whom I>rofcj»or Owen incautiously tried to preu into
hU own service) on the Continent, nil t j able and conscieiilloiis
obHrvcri have with one accord testinid to the aciurncy of my
tatements, and to the utter baieleuness of the assenions of Pro-
feiior Owen I^vcn the venerable Hudolph Wagner, whom noman will use of progrojiinnlst prorllvities, hai raised his voice
on the saiDe side ; while not a single anatomist, great or tmnll ha>
•upported Professor Owen.

'

" Now, I do not mean to ingsest that sclcntinc difference! should
b« MtUed by universal luflrage, but I do conceive that solid prootl
must be met by something more thnii empty and unsupported
assertions. Yet during the two yean thrrugh which this prepos-
terous controversy has dragged its weary length. Professor Owen ha*
not ventured to i-ring forward a single preparation li support ol
till often-repeated assertions.

"The ease stands thus, therefore :-Not only are the statemenU
made by me In consonance with the doctrines of the best older
nuthorltles, and with those of all recent investigators, but I am
quit* ready to demonstrate them on the first monkey that comes
to hand

; while Professor Owen'f assertions are not only In diametri-
cal opposition to both old anil new nulhorltlei. but he has not
produced, and, I wlU add. cannot produce, a single preparation
which Justifles them."

I now leave this subject, for the present.—For the credit of my
calUng I should be glad to be, hcreaflcr, for ever silent upon It
But. unfortunately, this Is a matter upon which, after aU that has
occurred, no mistake or confusion of terms Is possible—and In
afllrmlng that the posterior lobe, the posterior comu, and the
hippocampus minor exist in certain Apes, 1 am stating either that
which is true, or that which I must know to be false. The question
has thus become one of personal veracity. For myself I will
accept no other iuuo thu this, grave as It' Is, to the present con-
troversy.
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I RAVB endeavoured to ihow, In the preceding Euay, that
the Anthropini, or Man Family, form a very ^ell deflned

group of the Prtmatei, between which ar the Imme*
d' itely following Family, the Catarhini, tliore It, In the
( ting world, the tame entire abtence of any trantlUonal

form or connecting link, at between the Catah'iini and
Platyrrini.

It It a commonly received doctrine, however, that tha
ttnictural intervals between the varlout existing modUI-
eatlont of organic beings may be diminished, or even
obliterated. If we take into account the long and varied

tuccetslon of anbnals and plants which have preceded
these now living and which are known to us only by their

fossilized remains. How tor this doctrine is well based,

how far, on the other hand, at our knowledge at preient

ttandt. It it an overstatement of the real facts of the case,

and ail exaggeration of the conclusions fairly dcduelble

from the rn, are points of grave importance, but Into t e dis-

cussion of which I do not, at present, propose to enter. It

Is enough that such a view of the relations of extinct to living

beings h:)5 been propounded, to lead us << inquire, with
anriety, how fai- the recent Mscoveries of ' '.man remain*
In a fossil state bear out, or oppose, that view.

I shall onnne myself, in discussing this question, to those

fragmentary Human skulls from the caves of Engii bi

the valley of the Meuse, in Belgium, and of the Neanderthal
near DQsseldorf, the geological relations of which have been
examined with so much care by Sir Charles Lyell ; upon
whose high authority I shall take It for granted, that the
Engls skull belonged to a contemporary of the Mammoth
',Elephas primigenius) and of the woolly Rt inoceror (Rhino-
eenis tichorhinus), with the bones of which It was found
associated; and that the Neanderthal skull is of great,

though uncertain, antiquity. Whatever be the geolo(0cal

age of the latter skuU, I conceive it Is quite safe (on the
ordinary principles of paleontologica] reasoning} to assum;

2M
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that til* former ttkct ut to, at leait, the further tide of th*

vagu* bloioflcal limit, which icparateii the pretent geolo-

gical epoch from that which Immediately preceded It And
there can be no doubt that the phyilcal geography of Europe

ha« changed wonderfully, elnce the bonei of Men and Mam-
mothi, Hycnat and nhinoceroie* were wathed pell-mell

Into the cave of Engii.

The ikull from the cave of Engis was originally discovered

by Professor Schmerling, and was descHbed by him, together

with other human remains disinterred at the same time, In

bit valuable work, Rechtf.hts tar lei o$uinen$ louilet

dteouvtrt* data le$ eavernei it la Proolne* de Liege,

published In 1833 (p. 50, el teq.), from which the following

paragraphs are extracted, the precise expressloni of the

author being, as far as possible, preserved.
" In the first place, I must remark that these human

remains, which are In my possession, a/e characterized,

like 'he thousands of bones which I have lately been dis-

interring, by the extent of the decomposition which they

Aave undergone, which Is precisely the same as that of the

extinct species : all, with a few exceptions, are broken

;

<ome few are rounded, as Is frequently found to be the

due in fotsU remains of other species. The fractures are

vertical or oblique ; none of them are eroded ; their colour

does not differ from that of other fossil bones, and varies from

whitish yellow to blackish. All are lighter than recent I < nes,

with the exception of those which have a calcareoi>s Inci usta-

tion, an^ the cavities of which are fliled with such matter.
" The cranium which I have caused to be figured, Plate

I., Figs. 1, 2, is that of an old person. The sutures are

beginning to be effaced : all the facial bones are wanting,

and of the temporal bones only a fragment of that of the

right side is preserved.
" The face and the base ol the cranium had been detached

before the skull was deposited in the cave, for we were unuble

to And those parts, though the whole cavern wai regularly

searched. The cranium was met with at a depth of a metre

and a half [five feet nearly], hidden under an osseous breccia,

composed of the remains of small animals, and containing

one rhinoceros tusk, with several teeth of horses and of

ruminants. Tiiis breccia, which has been spoken of above

(p. 30), was a metre (3^ feet about] wide, and rose to the

height of a metre and a half above the floor of the cavern,

to the walls of which it adhered strongly.
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" The earth which contained this human skull exhibited

no trace of disturbance : teeth ot rhinoceros, horse, hyaena,

and bear, surrounded it on all sides.

" The famous Blumenbach * has directed attention to the
differences presented by tlie form and the dimensions of

human crania of different races. This Important work
would have assisted us greatly, if the face, a part essential

FiO. 22.—^Tlie ikull from the cave ot Engfs—viewed from the right ilde.

a glabella, b occipital protuberance, (a to b glabeUo-ocdpital line),

e auditory foramen.

for the determination ot race, with more or less accuracy,

had not been wanting in our fossil cranium.
" We are convinced that even If the skull had been com-

plete, it would not have been possible to pronounce, with
certainty, upon a single specimen ; for individual varia-

tions are so numerous in the crania of one and the same
race, that one cannot, without laying oneself open to large

chances of error, draw any inference from a single fragment

* Decas CoIIectionis iub craniorum divcisanun gentium Ulustiata.

GotUngv, 1790-1820.
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of a cranium to the general form o( the head to which It

belonged.
" Nevertheless, In order to neglect no point respecting the

form of this fossil slcull, we may observe that, from the flrst,

the elongated and narrow form of the forehead attracted

our attention.
" in fact, the slight elevation of the frontal, its narrowness,

and the form o'. the orbit, approximate it more nearly to

tlie cranium of an Ethiopian than to that of an European :

the elongated form and the produced occiput are also

characters which we believe to be observable in our fossil

cranium ; but to remove all doubt upon that subject I have
caused the contours of the cranium of an European and of

an Ethiopian to be drawn and the foreheads represented.

Plate II., Figs. 1 and 2, and, in the same plate. Figs. 3 and 4,

will render the differences easily distinguishable ; and a
single glance at the flgures will be more instructive than a

long and wearisome description.
" At whatever conclusion we may arrive as to the origin of

the man from whence this fossil slcull proceeded, we may
express an opinion without exposing ourselves to a fruitless

controversy. Each may adopt the hypothesis which seems
to him most probable : for my own part, I hold it to be
demonstrated that this cranium has belonged to a person of

limited intellectual faculties, and we conclude thence that

it belonged to a man of a low degree of civilization : a deduC'
tion which is borne out by contrasting the capacity of the
frontal with that of the occipital region.

" Another cranium of a young individual was discovered

in the floor of the cavern beside the tooth of an elephant

;

the skull was entire when found, but the moment it was
lifted it fell into pieces, which I have not, as yet, been able

to put together again. But I have represented the bones
of the upper jaw, Plate I., Fig. 5. The state of the alveoli

and the teeth, shows that the molars had not yet pierced

the gum. Detached milk molars and some fragments of a
human skull proceed from this same place. The Figure 3
represents a human superior incisor tooth, the size of which
is truly remarkable.*

" Figure 4 is a fragment of a superior maxillary bone,

* In a subsequent passage, Schmerling remarks upon the occuirenca
ot an incisor tooth ' of enormous size ' from tlie caverns ol Hngihoul.
Tiic tooth figured is somewhat long, but its dimensions do not appear
to me to be otherwise remarkable. n
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the molar teeth ot which are worn down to the

roots.
" I possess two vertebra, a first and last dorsal.
" A davlcleot the left side (see Plate HI., Fig. 1); although

it belonged to a young Individual, tliis ijone shows that he
must have been of great stature.*

" Two fragments of the radius, badly preserved, do not
indicate that the height of the man, to whom they belonged,
exceeded five feet and a half.

" As to the remains of the upper extremities, those which
are in my possession consist merely ot a fragment of an
ulna and of a radius (Plate III., Figs. 5 and 6). >

" Figure 2, Plate IV., represent.^ a metacarpal bone, con-
tained in the breccia, of which we have spolcen ; it was
found in the lower part above the cranium : add to this

some metacarpal bones, found at very dUTerent distances,

half-a-dozen melatarsais, three phalanges of the hand, and
one of the foot.

" This is a brief enumeration of the remains ot human
bones collected in the cavern of Engis, wliich has pre-

served for us the remains of tliree individuals, surrounded
by those ot the Elephant, of the Rhinoceros, and of Cami-
vora of species unknown in the present creation."

From the cave of Engihoul, opposite that of Engis, on
the right bank of the Meuse, Schmerling obtained the
remains ot three other individuals of Man, among which
were only two fragments of parietal bones, but many
bones of the extremities. In one case, a broken fragment
ot an ulna was soldered to a like fragment of a radius by
stalagmite, a condition frequently observed among the
bones of the Cave Bear (Ursus spelasus), found in the Belgian
caverns.

It was in the cavern of Engis that Professor Schmerling
found, incrusted with stalagmite and joined to a stone,

the pointed bone implement, which he has flgured in

Fig. 7 of his Plate XXXVI., and worked flints were found
by him in all those Belgian caves, which contained an
abundance ot fossil bones.

A short letter from M. Geoflroy St. Hilaire, published

in the Comptes Rendu* of the Academy of Sciences ol

Paris, for July tod, 1838, speaks of a visit (and apparently

* Tlie figure ot this clavicle meaturei 5 inches from end to end
in a 'straight line—so that the bone is latber a small than a large one.
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t very hasty one) paid to the collection of Professor
' Schermtdt ' (which is presumably a misprint for Schmrr-

ling) at Lltge. The writer briefly criticises the drawings

which illustrate Schmerling's work, and afllrms that the
" human cranium is a little longer than it is represented "

In Schmerling's figure. The only other remark worth

quoting is this :
—" The aspect of the human bones differs

little from that of the cave bones, with which we are

familiar, and of which there is a considerable collection

in the same p'.ace. With respect to their special forms,

compared with those of the varieties of recent human
crania, few certain conclusions can be put forward ; for

much greater dilTerences exist between the different speci-

mens of well-characterized varieties, than between the

fossil cranium of Liige and that of one of those varieties

selected as a term of comparison."

Geoflroy St Hilalre's remarks are, it will be observed,

little but an echo of the philosophic doubts of the describer

and discoverer of the remains. As to the critique upon
Schmerling's figures, I find that the side view given by
the latter is really about Aths of an inch shorter than the

original, and that the front view is diminished to about the

same extent. Otherwise the representation is not, in any
way, inaccurate, but corresponds very well with the cast

which is in my possession.

A piece of the occipital bone, which Schmerlin;^ jeems

to have missed, has since been fitted on to the rest of

the cranium by an accomplished anatomist, Dr. Spring,

of Li£ge, under whose direction an excellent plaster cast

was made for Sir Charles Lyell. It is upon and from a

duplicate of that cast that my own observations and the

accompanying figures, the outlines of which are copied

from very accurate Camera lucida drawings, by my friend

Mr. Busk, reduced to one-half of the natural size, are made.

As Professor Schmerling observes, the base of the skull

is destroyed, and the facial bones are entirely absent

;

but the roof of the cranium, consisting of the frontal,

parietal, and the greater part of the occipital bones, as

far as the middle of the occipital foramen. Is entire or

nearly so. The left temporal bone is wanting. Of the

right temporal, the parts in the hnmediate neighbourhood

of the auditory foramen, the mastoid process, and a con-

siderable portion of the squamous element of the temporal

lire well preserved (Fig. 22).
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The lines of fracture whiih remain between tlic coad-

Justcd pieces of tlie sicull, and are faithfully displayed in
Schmcrllng s ngurc, are readily traceable in the cast. The
sutures are also discernible, but the complex disposition
of theh^ serrations, shown in the figure, is not obvious inthe cast. Though the Tidgcs which give attachment tomuscles are not excessively prominent, Ihcy are wcU
rj^ '/J"* .*".'"'" *°8*"'*' ^*"» *"« apparenUy wcUdeveloped frontal sinuses, and the condition of the sutures
leave no doubt on my mind that the skuU is that of an
adult, if not middle-aged man.
The extreme length of the skull is 7.7 inches. Itsextreme breadth, which corresponds very nearly with the

h.T'?^ ?
\"" *~ P"**'"' protuberances, is not more

h ^.l. 1u*';
^''* P'"<'P«"-"on of the length to thebreadth is therefore very nearly as 100 to 70. If a linebe drawn from the point at which the brow curves in

.„7^1? 1 ,'/'!??; *" *"•' "*"'• «"•> which is called the

.n^ff^J^^ ^^'f- ?J'
*° ^""^ °"'P"«' protuberance (6).and the distance to the highest point of the arch of the

skull be measured perpendicularly from this line. It wUIbe found to be 4.75 inches. Viewed from above. Fig. 23A, the forehead presents an evenly rounded curve, and
passes Into the contour of the sides and back of the skull
whicji describes a tolerably regular elliptical curve
The front view (Fig. 23, B) shows that the roof of theSkuU was very regularly and eleganUy arched in the trans-

verse direction, and that the transverse diameter was a

In™ l«?f^»'''ow the parietal protuberances, than abovethem. The forehead cannot be called narrow in relation

J„Jh«r •" ?."
'•'""' "»' ^"" " "* =""«'» « "treating

if .h L-'n? *^', =''""'«'T' the anteroposterior contour
of the skull is well arched, so that the distance along thatcontour, from the nasal depression to the occipital pro-tuberance, measures about 13.75 Indies. The transverse
arc of the skuU, measured from cne auditory foramen tothe other, across the middle of the sagittal suture, is about
13 inches. The sagittal suture itself is 5.5 inches long.

ci7 ,
suPraciliary prominences or brow-ridges (on eachside of a. Fig. 22) are well, but not exce.Jvely, developedand we separated by a median depression. Thch- prlndDal

tXZt f'Tf^,
"" """^"•^''^ ^•'^' ' ^'"'S- them l^'Liaue to large frontal sinuses.

If a line joining the glabeUa and the occipital protuber-
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of the auditory for" men fch '"'.."",'' "•" "P^" "'8<'

line drawn parallel with Ihi, „ ^l *" "'"""=' *"" "
the skull.

''"'' "P°" ^^'> »"'"• surface of

theVSTaTelT a?u^uarX"r
"'""""-^'~ ">

foramen. The cap;citv omHp .„, T^^'^ "' ">« "'^'^^'l"""

.kull has not t:eT:^!rmnoa "'°' °' '"^'^ fragmentary

JK^'nlS ^™h^ IT'? 'r "-^— •"
original descrlbcrrDr Schanm.!

".""^ '^°''''' »' 'heir
Mr. Busk.

Schaaflhauscn,* as translated by

wa^l'terteSL'strcU^'J- 'l."""'^"
''"="=">»

near Hochdal, betwce^ DUsscirrf " "'« Neanderthal,
this, however, I wa unable to nr^ """^ ^'^erfeld. Of
cast of the cranu™ takLT^rr'",^ '''^"''P'''^'"
drew up an account of u rL \,

'^*''''"''' '^""^ which I

was, in the nZttncc Z7T,rl?r''''''"' ^^"Ich

1857, at the meetina of th^r ""^ '*''' "' February,

Natural Histoid Society at Bo^t''^'",,''
*''"«^'^ »""

Fuhirott, to whom science Is l^deb.L /"'"f?"'""^
^'••

tion of these bones which vnr^ n . /S' ^"^ Preserva-

human, and into whole possssionthev T "'^''"'"' «^
brought the cranium ?romEltrfedM «""*''*'' •^^""^•

trusted It to me for more accuriTpinl,
*°. ^.""n- «nd en-

At the General MecUnTof thi Nn? 'Ji'*^'^
examination.

Prussian Rhineland and We 'tph^^'" t h'''°'^
'""'^'^ •"

of June, 1857,t Dr Fuhlrotf h?m ir'
^°""' °" ""c 2nd

the locality, and of "he dreu^ f
^^^' " '"" ^^"^"""l "'

discovery was made He w.^, "'! ""'''='" ^^ch the

might be regarrd as f^ssU „nH
^P'"'"". ^^at the bones

elusion, he laid esnecial s'lr^
'" '='""'"« *° ^'"'' eon-

dendritic deposits.X'thir4rs"urfl!j: :^/'er:ed'

Of the Neanderthal Cn Bv g1, e dSsTf r
'^*"

f™*" " •^'»'
//(Stofy fleer™. ADfil,

.« Uusk, F. R.i., etc. A'a/ura/
t Verhandl. d. Natur. v»»i.. j

We.lphalens.. xiv. Bonn. 1857
' ^" P"""' R^einlande und

X /*. Correspondcnzblatt. ko. 2.
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Fte. 23.—The Eagb tkuB viewed from alwve {A} aad la Itesl (B),
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•nd which were flrst noticed upon them by Profeuor
Meyer. To this conununicatlon I appended a briel re-
port on the results of my anatomical examination of the
bonei. The conclusions at which I arrived were:—1st.
That the extraordinary form of the rkull vas due to a
natural conformation hitherto not known lo exist, even
In the most barbarous races. 2nd. That these remark-
able human remains belonged to a period antecedent
to the time of the Celts and Germans, and were In aU
probability derived from one of the wild races of North-
wesUrn Europe, spolten of by LaUn writers ; and which
were encountered as autochthones by the German immi-
grant And 3rdly. That it was beyond doubt that these
human relics were traceable to a period at which the latest
animals of the dUuvium still existed ; but that no proof of
this assumption, nor consequenUy of thch- so-termed fossil
condition, was afforded by the circumstances under which
the bones were discovered.
"As Dr. Fuhh-ott has not yet published his description

of these circumstances, I borrow the following account of
them from one of his letters. • A small cave or grotto,
high enough to admit a man, and about 15 feet deep
from the entrance, which Is 7 or 8 feet wide, exists to the
southern w»ai of the gorge of the Neanderthal, as it Is
termed, at a distance of about 100 feet from the DUssel
and about 60 feet above the bottom of the valley. In its
earUer and uninjured condition, this cavern opened upon
a narrow plateau lying in front of it, and from which the
rocky waU descended almost perpendicularly Into the
river. It could be reached, though with difficulty, from
above. The uneven floor was covered to a thickness of
4 or 5 feet with a deposit of mud, sparingly intermixed
with rounded fragments of chert. In the removing of
this deposit, the bones were discovered. The skull was
first noticed, placed nearest to the entrance of the cavern ;and further in, the other bones, lying in the same hori-
zontal plane. Of this I was assured, in the most posiUve
terms, by two labourers who were employed to clear out
the grotto, and who were quesUoned by me on the spot.
At first no Idea was entertained of the bones being human

;and It was not tUl several weeks after their discovery that
they were recognised as such by me, and placed in security.
But, as the hnportance of the discovery was not at the time
perceived, the labourers were very careless to the coUecttog,
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and secured chlelly only the larger bones ; and to this cir-

cumstance It inny be attributed that Irafnnenls merely of

the probably perfect skeleton came into my possession.'

" My anatomical examination of tliese bones afforded

the following results :

—

" The cranium is of unusual size, and of a long elliptical

form. A most rcmorkablc peculiarity is at once obvious

in the cxlrnordliiary development of the frontal sinuses,

owing to which the superciliary ridges, which coalesce

completely in the middle, are rendered so prominent,

that the frontal bone exhibits a considerable hollow or

depression above, or rather behind them, whilst a deep
depression is also formed in the situation of the root of

the nose. The forehead is narrow and low, though the

middle and hinder portions of the cranial arch are well

developed. Unfortunately, the fragment of the skull that

has been preserved consists only of the portion situated

above the root of the orbits and the superior occipital

ridges, which are greatly developed, and almost conjoined

so as to form a horizontal eminence. It includes almost

the whole of the frontal bone, both parictols, a small part

of the squamous and the upper-third of the occiijital.

The recently fractured surfaces show that the skull was
broken at the time of its disinterment. The cavity holds

16,876 grains of water, whence its cubical contents may
be estimated at 57.64 inches, or 1033.24 cubic centimetres.

In making this estimation, the water is supposed tu stand

on a level with the orbital plate of the frontal, with the

deepest notch in the squamous margin of the parietal, and
with the superior semicircular ridges of the occipital.

Estimated in dried millet-seed, the contents equalled 31

ounces, Prussian Apothecaries' weight. The semicircular

line indicating the upper boundary of the attachment of the

tranporal muscle, though not very strongly marked, ascends

nevertheless to more than half the height of the parietal

bone. On the right superciliary ridge is observable an
oblique furrow or depression, indicative of an injury

received during life.* The coronal and sagittal sutures are

on the exterior nearly closed, and on the inside so com-
pletely ossifled as to have left no traces whatever, whilst

the lambdoidal remains quite open. The depressions for

the Pacchionian glands are deep and numerous ; and there

* This, Mr. Busk has pointed out. Is probably the notch for the
frontal nerve.
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fc an unusually deep va.cul«r groove Immcdlatelv behindthe coronal suture, which. .. It twmln.te. In a fo«m^^^^^doubt transmitted a vena emissarla. The coum of "ih!frontal suture Is Indicated externally by a s»ght "dge ! andWhere it Join, the coronal, this ridge rises Into a imallprotuberance. The course of the sagittal suture

°
wo^ved

Sretd!
""' '"'"' "' "'• »-'l""" "one the%'r'.e?rarJ

The lenglli ol the skull from the nas.il

"""'

process of the frontal over the vertex
to the superior semicircular lines of the
occipital measures

Circumference over the orbital' ri.lxes and
the superior semicircular hues of the
occipital • . . .

Width of the frontal from the' middle of
the temporal line on one side to the
same point on the opposite

Length ol the frontal from the nasal pro-
cess to the coronal suture

. . . 133/125) -lar,- '•
Extreme Width of the frontal sinuses 25 (^) I'^^VVertical height above a line Joining the

<">-»•« -0-9 ,

deepest notches in the squamous border
of the parletals .... 70 -,..

Width of hinder part of skull from one
~

"

parietal protuberance to the other
Distance from the upper angle of the

occipital to the superior semicircular
lines

Thickness of the bone at the parietal
protuberance ....

at the angle of the occipital
'

!

at the superior semicircular line of
the occipital

303 (300) -^12.0*.

590 (590) = 23.37' or 23'

lOf (114)= 4.1-_4.5..

138(150)= 5.4'—5,9',

51 (00)=1.9'_2.4:

8.

9.

10 -0.3*.

secured'^-!!
""^ """'"•"' *'" '""owing bones have been

an^alWhp iI'i^''"K°"*''
"*'''"=*• '^'"'**' "''« the skull,and al the other bones, are characterized by their unusual thickness and the great development of I^ theelevations and depressions for the attachment of muscles

ion of^-Grr^h''""."" "' ^''""' ""''- the TsSa:Hon of Giant s bones,' are some recent thigh-bones.
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with which in thickness the foregoing pretty neariy corre-

ipond, although they are shorter.

Olut'i bonat. FhhII bom*.

Length 542-31.4'
Diameter of head of femur . 54— 2.14*

„ of lower articular end, from
one condyle to the other . . 89»< 3.5*

Diameter of femur In the middle . 33-1.2'

.438-17.4'

. S3- 2.0'

87- 3.4*

30- 1.1'

"2. A perfect right humerus, whose size shows that it

belongs to the thigh-bones.
nun.

Length 312-^12.3*

Thickness in the middle . . . 20^ 1.0*

Diameter of head 40= 1.0'

" Also a perfect right radius of corresponding dimensions,

and the upper-third of a right ulna corresponding to the

humerus and radius.
" 3. A leSil humerus.'of which the upper-third is wanting,

and which is so much slenderer than the right ns apparently
to belong to a distinct individual ; a left ulna, which,
though complete, Is pathologically deformed, the coronoid
process being so much enlarged by bony growth, that

flexure of the elbow beyond a right angle must have been
Impossible ; the anterior fossa of the humerus for the

reception of the coronoid process being also filled up with
a slmnar bony growth. At the same time, the olecranon

is curved strongly downwards. As the bone presents no
sign of rachitic degeneration, it may be supposed that an
injury sustained during life was the cause of the anchylosis.

When the left ulna is compared with the right radius, it

might at first sight be concluded that the bones respectively

belonged to different individuals, the ulna being more than
half an inch too short for articulation with a corresponding

radius. But it is clef, 'hat this shortening, as well as the

attenuation of the left humerus, are both consequent upon
the pathological condition above described.

"4. A left ilium, almost perfect, and belonging to the

femur ; a fragment of the right scapula ; the anterior

extremity of a rib of tlte right side ; and the same part

of a rib of the left side ; the hinder part of a rib of the

right side ; and, lastly, two hinder portions and one middle
portion of ribs, which, from their unusually rounded shape,
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nd abrupt curvature, more reiemble the rlbt of a caml-
vorom animal than thou of a man. Dr. H. v. Meyer,
however, to whose Judgment I defer, wUl not venture to
dedare them to be ribs of any animal ; and It only remains
to suppose that this abnormal condition has arisen from
an unusually powerful development of the thoracic muscles.

" The bones adhere strongly to the tongue, although, as
proved by the use of hydrochloric acid, the greater part
of the cartUage is still retained in them, which appears,
however, to have undergone that transformation Into
gelatine which has been observed by v. Bibra In fossil
bones. The surface of all the bones is in many spots
covered with minute black specks, which, more especially
nnder a lens, are seen to be formed of very dcllcato
dtndrltts. These deposits, which were first observed on
the bones by Dr. Meyer, are mod distinct on the Inner
surface of the cranial bones. They consist of a ferruginous
compound, and, from their black colour, may be supposed
to contain manganese. SimUar dendritic formations also
occur, not unfrequently, on laminated rocks, and ore
usually found in minute Assures and cracks. At the
meeting of the Lower Rhi.ie Society at Bonn, on the 1st
AprU, 1857, Prof. Meyer stated that he had noticed in the
museum of Poppelsdorf similar dendritic crystallizations
on several fossU bones of animals, and particulariy on those
of Vnus spelteui, but stUI more abundantly and beautifuUy
displayed on the fossU bones and teeth of Equus adamiticui,
Elephaa primigenius, etc., from the caves of Bolve and
Sundwlg. Faint indications of slmUar dendrites were
visible in a Roman skull from Siegburg; whilst other
ancient skulls, which had lain for centuries in the earth,
presented no trace of them.* I am indebted to H. v!
Meyer for the foUuwlng remarks on this subject :

'The incipient formation of dendritic deposits, which
were formeriy regarded as a sign of a truly fossU condition.
Is interesting. It has even been supposed that in diluvial
deposiU the presence of dendrites might be regarded as
affording a certain mark of distinction between bones
mixed with the diluvium at a somewhat later period and
the true dUuvial reUcs, to which alone It was supposed
thai these deposit* were confined. But I have long been
convinced that n iher can the absence of dendrites be
regarded as IndicaUve of recent age, nor their presence as

• y«rA. dt* Nalurhitt. Vereins In Bonn, xlv. 1857.
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luHlclcnt to '.'stablUli the Rrrut nnllqulty o( the object*
upon whiib they occur. I hnvo myself noticed upon
paper, whirh could icarccly be more than a year old,
dendritic dcpoiita, which could not be dlsllnguUheil from
thoic on foiiU bones. Thus I possess a doR's skull from
the Romnn colony of the nrlKlibourlnR I^eddersheim,
Castrum Hadrtantim, which is in no way distinguishable
from the fossil bones from the Frankish caves ; It presents
the same colour, and adheres to the ton(|ue just as they
do ; so that this character also, which, at a former meeting
of German naturalists at Bonn, fjave rise to amusing
scenes between iiuckland and Schmrrllng, is no longer o(
any value. In disputed cases, therefore, the condition of
the bone can scarcely afford the neans for determining
with certainty whether It be fossil, that is to say, whether
U belong to geological antiquity or to the hislorlcai period.'
"As we cannot now look upon the prlml'.lve world ai

representing a wholly dlHerent condition of things, from
which no transition exists to the organic life of the present
time, the designation of /ossil, as applied to a bone, has
no longer the sense it conveyed In the time of Cuvler.
Sufncicnt grounds exist (or the assumption that man
coexisted with the animals found In the dlliwt :,!i ; ind
many a barbarous race may, before all historical time,
have disappeared, together with the animals of the ancient
world, whilst the races whose organization is Improved
have continued the genus. The bones which form the
subject of this paper present characters which, although
not decisive as regards a geological epoch, are, never-
theless, such as indicate a very high nnllqulty. It may
also be remarked that, common as Is the occurrence of
diluvial animal bones in the muddy deposits of caverns,
such remains have not hitherto been met with in the
raves of the Neanderthal ; and that the bones, which were
covered by a deposit of mud not more than four or Ave
feet thick, and without any protective covering of stalag-
mite, have retained the greatest part of their organic
substance.

"These circumstances might be adduced against the
probability of a geological antiquity. Nor should we be
jusUned In regarding the cranial conformation as perhaps
representing tic most savage primitive type of the human
race, since crania exist among living savages, which,
though not exhibiting, such a remarkable conformation of
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the forehead, which give* the ikiill lomewhat the atpecl
of that of the large apei, ttlU in other reipccti, at for
Initance in the grcoter depth of the temporal fotta, the
crett-Iike, prominent temporal ridgei, and a generally leu
rapacloui cranial cavity, exhibit an equally low itage of
development. There Is no reaion for iiippoiing that the
deep frontal hollow li due to any artinclnl llatlenlng, lucli
ai Is practised in various modes by barbarous nations In
the Old and New World. The skull Is quite symmetrical,
ond shows nn indicntlon of countcr-prcisure at the occiput
whilst, according to Morton, In the Flat-heads of the
Columbia, the frontal and parietal bones are always
unsymmetrical. Its conformalion exhibits the sparing
development of the anterior part of the head which
has been so often observed in very ancient crania, and
aiTords one of the most striicing proofs of the influence of
culture and cIvUlzation on the form of the human skull."

In a subsequent passage, Dr. SchaafThausen reraarki

:

There Is no reason whatever for regarding the unusual
development of the frontal sinuses in the remarkable skull
from the Neanderthal as an individual or pathological
deformity

; It is unquestionably a typical race-character,
nnd is physiologically connected with the uncommon
thickness of the other bones of llic skeloton, which exceeds
by about one-half the usual proportions. This expansion
of the frontal sinuses, which ore appendages of the air-
passages, also Indicates an unusual force and power of
endurance in tiie movements of the body, as may be
concluded from the size of all the ridges ond processes for
the nttaciunent of the muscles or bones. That this con-
clusion may be drawn from the existence of large frontal
sbiuses, and a prominence of the lower frontal region. Is
conflnncd in many ways by other observations. By the
same characters, according to Pallas, the wUd horse is
distinguished from the domesticated, and, according to
Cuvier, the fossil cave-bear from every recent species of
bear, whilst, according to Roulin, the pig, wiilch has become
wild in America, and regained a resemblance to the wUd
boar, is thus distinguished from the same animal in the
domesticated state, as is the chamois from the goat ; and,
lastly, the bull-dog, which is characterised by its large bones
and strongly-developed muscles from every other kind of
dog. The eslbnation of the facial an^e, the determination
of which, according to Professor Owen, Is also dlillcult in
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the great apes, owing to the very prominent supra-orbital
ridges, in the present case Is rendered stiil more difficult

from the absence both of the auditory opening and of the
ni'sel spine. But if the proper horizontal position of the
sloill be talcen from the remaining portions of the orbital

plates, and the ascending line made to touch the surface of
the frontal bone behind the prominent supra-orbital ridges,

the facial angle is not found to exceed 56°.-' Unfortunately,
no portions of the facial bones, whose conformation Is so
decisive as regards the form and expression of the head,
have been presei'ved. The cranial capacity, compared
with the uncommon strength of the corporeal frame, would
seem to indicate a small cerebral development. The skull,

as :t is, holds about 31 ounces of millet-seed ; and as, from
the proportionate size of the wanting bones, the whole
cranial cavity should have about 6 ounces more added, the
contents, were it perfect, may be talcen at 37 ounces.
Tiedemann assigns, as the cranial contents in the Negro,
40, 38, and 35 ounces. The cranium holds rather more
than 36 ounces of water, which corresponds to a capacity
of 1033.24 cubic centimetres. Huschke estimates the
cranial contents of a Negress at 1127 cubic centimetres

;

of an old Negro at 1146 cubic centimetres. The capacity
of the Malay skulls, estimated by water, equalled 36, 33
ounces, whilst in the diminutive Hindoos it falls to as little

as 27 ounces."

After comparing the Neanderthal cranium with many
others, ancient and modern. Professor Schaaffhausen con-
cludes thus :

—

" But the human bones and cranium from the Nean-
derthal exceed all the rest in those peculiarities of confor-

mation which lead to the conclusion of their belonging

to a barbarous and savage race. Whether the cavern In

which they were found, unaccompanied with any trace of

human art, were the place of their Interment, or whether,
like the bones of extinct animals elsewhere, they had been
washed Into it, they may still be regarded as the
most ancient memorial of the eaily Inhabitants of

Europe."
Mr. Busk, the translator of Dr. Schaaflhausen's paper,

has enabled us to form a very vivid conception of the
degraded character of the Neanderthal skull, by placing

* Estimating the facial angle in the way suggested, on the cast I
should place it at 64' to 67'.—G. B.
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side by side with its outline, that o( the sl(ull of a Chim-
panzee, dra>vn to the same absolute size.

Some time after the publication of the translation of

Professor SchaafThausen's M;';io<r, I was led to study the
cast of the Neanderthal .tnium wi'ii more attention than
I had previously besto 'oO upor. if in consequence of

wishing to supply Sir tnarles Lyell with a diagram, ex-

hibiting the special peculi "itiC^ "f this skull, as compared
with other human skulls. In order to do this it was
necessary to identify, with precision, those points in

the skulls compared which corresponded anatomically.

Of these points, the glabella was obvious enough ; but
when I had distinguished another, deflned by the occipital

protuberance and superior semicircular line, and had
placed the outline of ^he Neanderthal skull against that of

the Engis skull, in such a position that the glabella and
occipital protuberance of both were intersected by the

same straight line, the difference was so vast and the

flattening of the Neanderthal skull so prodigious (compare
Figs. 22 and 24, A.), that I at first imagined I must have
fallen into some error. And I was the more inclined to

suspect this, as, in ordinary human skulls, the occipital

protuberance and superior semicircular curved line on the

exterior of the occiput correspond pretty closely with the
• lateral sinuses ' and the line of attachment of the ten-

torium internally. But on the tentorium rests, as I have
said in the preceding Essay, the posterior lobe of the

brain ; and hence, the occipital protuberance, and the

curved line in question, indicate, approximately, the lower
limits of that lobe. Was it possible for a human being
to have the brain thus flattened and depressed ; or, on
the other hand, had the muscular ridges shifted their

position ? In order to solve these doubts, and to decide

the question whether the great supraciliary projections

did, or did not, arise from the development of the frontal

sinuses, I requested Sir Charles Lyell to be so good as to

obtain for me from Dr. FuMrott, the possessor of the

skull, answers to certain queries, and if possible a cast, or

at any rate drawings, or photographs, of the interior of

the skull.

Dr. Fuhlrptt replied with a courtesy and readiness for

which I am' Infinitely indebted to him, to my inquiries,

and furthermore sent three excellent photographs. One

i «
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Fio. 2«.—Tfie tkull Jrom tha NeaiHlerthal cavern. A. aide. B. front

«m™ ,?cVT _?»-""«» the natural .lit tJ. outline. i™mcamera liiclda drawlngi. one-half the natural slie. Ay Mr Burii™the detallB from the cast and trom Dr. Fahlroli'. ni.„iA.i«.h.'
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of these gives a side view of tlie slcuil, and from it Fig. 24,
A. has been shaded. The second (Fig. 25, A.) cxiilbits
the -wide openings of the frontai sinuses upon the inferior
surface of the frontal part of the slculi, into which, Dr.
Fuhirott writes, " a probe may be introduced to the depth
of an inch," and demonstrates the great extension of the
thicltened supraciliary ridges beyond the ccrebrai cavity.
The third, lastly (Fig. 25, B.), exhibits the edge and the
interior of the posterior, or occipital, part of the skull,
and shows very clearly the two depressions for the lateral
sinuses, sweeping Inwards towards the middle line of the
roof of the skull, to form the longitudinal r.inus. It was
clear, therefore, that I had not erred in my Interpretation,
and that the posterior lobe of the brain of the Neander-
thal man must have been as much flattened as I suspected
it to be.

In truth, the Neanderthal cranium lias most extra-
ordinary characters. It has an extreme length of 8 inches,
wliiic its breadth is only 5.75 inches, or, in other words,
its length is to its breadth as 100 : 72. It is exceedingly
depressed, measuring only about 3.4 inches from the
glabcUo-occipltal line to the vertex. The longitudinal
arc, measured in the same way as in the Engis skull, is
12 inches ; the transverse arc cannot be exactly ascer-
tained, in conspqucr. ' the absence of the temporal
bones, but was prob, bout the same, and certainly
exceeded lOi inches, ^ne horizontal circumference is
23 inches. But this great circumference arises largely
from the vast development of the supraciliary ridges,
though the periniclcr of tiic brain case itself is not small.
The large supraciliary ridges give the forehead a far more
retreating appearance than its internal contour would
bear out.

To an anatomical eye llie posterior part of the skull is
even more striking than the anterior. The occipital pro-
tuberance occupies the extreme posterior end of the skull,
when the glabello-occipital line is made horizontal, and so
far from any part of the occipital region extending beyond
it, this region of the skull slopes obliquely upward and
forward, so that the lambdoidal suture is situated well
upon the upper surface of the cranium. At the same
time, notwithstanding the great length of the skuU, the
sagittal suture is remarkably short (4i inches), and the
squamosal suture is very straight
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In reply to my questions Dr. Fuhlrott writes that the

occipital bone "is in a state of perfect preservation as

far as the upper semicircular line, which is a very strong

ridge, linear at its extremities, but enlarging towards the

middle, where it forms two ridges (bourrcleU), urlted by
a linear continuation, which is slightly depressed in the

middle."

a rt

Fio. 25.—Drftx^-ln)^ from Dr. Puhlrntt's photogrnpht of partt of the
interior ol tiie Ncnndprtlinl crnniuni. A. view of the under and
inner surface of the frontal rexiun, showing tlie inferior nperture* of
the frontal tlnunef (a). B. correspomlinf; view of the occipital region
of the ftkuil, showing the impressions of the lateral sinuses (a a).

" Below the left ridge the bone exhibits a.^ obliquely

Inclined surface, six lines (French) long, and twelve lines

wide."

This last must be the surface, the contour of which Is

shown in Fig. 24, A., below b. It is particulrrly interesting,

as it suggests that, notwithstanding thfc flattened condition

of the occiput, the posterior cerebral lobes must have
projected considerably beyond the cerebellum, and as it
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constitutes one among several points of similarity between
the Neanderthal cranium and certain Australian skulls.

Sutii are the two best known forms of human cranium,
which have been found In what may be fairly termed a
fossil state. Can either be shown to fill up or diminish,
to any appreciable extent, the structural Interval which
exists between Man and the man-like apes ? Or, on the
other hand, does neither depart more widely from the
average structure of the human cranium, than normally
formed skulls of men are known to do at the present day 7

It Is impossible to form any opinion on these questions,
without some preliminary acquaintance wltii the range
of variation exhibited by human structure in general

—

a subject which has been but imperfectly studied, while
even of what is known, my limits will necessarily allow
me to give only a very imperfect sketch.

The student of anatomy Is perfectly well aware that
there is not a single organ of the human body the struc-
ture of which does not vary, to a greater or less extent,
in different individuals. The skeleton varies in the pro-
portions, and even to a certain extent in the connexions,
of its constituent bones. The muscles which move the
bones vary largely in their attachments. The varieties In
the mode of distribution of the arteries are carefully classi-

fied, on account of the practical importance of a knowledge
of their shiftings to the surgeon. The characters of the
brain vary immensely, nothing being less constant than
the form and size of the cerebral liemispheres, and the
richness of the convolutions upon their surface, while
the most changeable structures of all in the human brain,

are exactly those on which the unwise attempt has been
made to base the distincUve characters of humanity, viz.

the posterior cornu of the lateral ventricle, the hippo-
campus minor, and the Jegree of projection of the posterior

lobe beyond the cerebellum. Finally, as all the world
knows, the hair and skin of human beings may present
the most extraordinary diversities in colour and in texture.

So far as our present knowledge goes, the majority of

the structural varieties to which allusion is here made,
are individual. The ape-like arrangement of certain

musdei; \^luch is occasionally met with * in tlie white

* See an excellent Essay by Mr. Church on the Myology ol the
Orang, In the Natural HMorg Revitui, for 1861.
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races of mnnkind, Is not known to be more common
among Negroes or Australians : nor because the brain of
the ilottcntot Venus was found to be smoother, to have
Us convolutions more symmetrically disposed, and to be,
so far, more apc-llkc than that of ordinary Europeans, are
we Justified In concluding a like condition of the brain to
prevail universally among tlie lower races of mankind,
however probable that conclusion may be.
Wc are, in fact, sadly wanting in Information respecting

the disposilion of the soft and destructible organs of every
Race of Mankind but our own ; and even of the skeleton,
our Museums are lamentably dendcnt in every part but
the cranium. Skulls enough there arc, and since the time
when Blumenbach and Camper first called attention to
the marked and singular differences which they exhibit,
skull collecting and skull measuring has been a zealously
pursued branch of Natural History, and the results obtained
have been arranged and classified by various writers, among
whom the late active and able Retzius must always be the
first named.
Human skulls have been found to difter from one another,

not merely in their absolute size and in the absolute
capacity of the brain case, but in the proportions which the
diameters of the latter bear to one another ; in the relative
size of the bones of the face (and more particularly of
the jaws and teeth) as compared with those of the skull

,

In the degree to which the upper jaw (which is of course
followed by the lower) is thrown backwards and downwards
under the fore-part of the brain case, or forwards and
upward, in front of and beyond it. They differ further
in the relations of the transverse diameter of the face,
taken through the cheek bones, to the transverse diameter
of the skull ; In the more rounded or more gable-Uke
form of the roof of the skull, and in the degree to which
the hinder part of the skull is flattened or projects beyond
the ridge, into and below which, the muscles of the neck
are inserted.

In some skulls the brain case may be said to be ' round,'
the extreme length not exceeding the extreme breadth by a
greater proportion than tOO to 80, while the difference
may be much less.* Men possessing such skulls were
termed by Retzius ' brachyceplmlic,' and the skull of a

* In jio normal human skull does tlie breadth of the brain-casa
exceed its length.
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Calmuck, of wlilch a front and tide view (reduced outline
copies of which are given in Figure 20) are depleted byVon Bacr in ills excellent " Crania selccta," affords a very
admirable example of that kind of skull. Other skulls
such as that of a Negro copied in Fig. 27 from Mr. Busk's
Crania typica,' have a very dlflerent, greatly elongated

form, and may be termed ' oblong.- In this skull theextreme length Is to the extreme breadth as 100 to not morethan 67, and the transverse diameter of the human skuUmay fall below even this proportion. People havUig such
skulls were called by Retzius ' dolichocephalic '

.^u" ""m ' ''^""'y *™" "' ^^^ »''•« ^i^ws of these two
skulls wUl sulllce to prove that they differ. In another
respect, to a very striking extent. The profUe of the face
of the Calmuck Is almost vertical, the facial bones beins
thro vn downwards and under the forepart of the skull"The profile of the face of the Negro, on the other hand
Is angularly inclined, the front part of the jaws projecting
far forward beyond the level of the fore part of the skull

, . u?l"
*''"* *''* '''"" '" '"'"l to be ' orlhognalhous

'

»'t*i^^ V T*.? • 1" ^'"' '''"*'• " '* '=^"«'' ' prognathous/
a term which has been rendered, with more force thak
elegance, by the Saxon equivalent,—' snouty '

Various methods have been devised in order to expresswith some accuracy the degree of prognathism or ortho-
gnathism of any given skull ; most of tliese methods being
essentially modifications of that devised by Peter Camper
in order to attain what he called the ' facW angle .

"'^"'

But a lltUe consideration wiU show that any •
facialangle that has been devised, can be competent to express

orthoZ'.h'^'"'
-nodifications Involved in prognathism and

orthognathism, only in a rough and general sort of wayfor the Imes, the intersection of which forms the facial
angle, are drawn through points of the skull, the position
of each of which Is modified by a number of circum-
stances so that the angle obtained Is a complex resaltant
of aU these circumstances, and Is not the expression ofany one definite organic relaUon of the parts of the skuU

rri„.»T
*"'.?'' "' ^"^ conviction that no comparison of

.^foM. u
**''.'''/'"^ """ch, that is not founded upon the

t stabllshment of a relatively fixed base Une. to wWch the
measurements, hi all cases, must be referred. Nor do Ithink It IS a very difficult matter to dedde what that baseUne should be. The parts of the skuU, like those of the

66—

K
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re»t of the animal framework, are developed In succesilon

the base ot the ikuU U formed before it« tide* and roof

;

Pia as.—Side •nd front vtewi of the round and orthognathoiu tkiiU

ol * Celmuck, mtta Von Baer. One-third the natural ilie.

it b converted Into cartilage earlier and more completely

than the kldei and roof : and the cartilaginous base ossl-
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ne», and becomet soldered Into one piece long before the
roof. I conceive then that the base of the skuH may be
demonstrated developmcntally to be Its relatively nxcd
part, the roof and sides being relatively moveable.
The same truth U exempimed by the study of the

modincat ons which the skull undergoes In ascending
from the lower animals up to man.

In such a mammal as a Beaver (Fig. 28), a line (a b )drawn through the bones, termed basloccipltal, basi-
sphenoid, and presphenold. Is very long In proportion to
the extreme length of the cavity which contains the cerebral
hemispheres (g. A.). The plane of the occipital foramen

«!.'•' ihT".K '"f""^ !*="*' »"8" *'"• this 'baslcranlal
axis, while the plane of the tentorium (/. T.) Is Inclined
at rather more than 90° to the ' baslcranlal axis' : and
so Is the plane of the perforated plate (a. rf.), by which
the filaments of the olfactory nerve leave the skull. Aaaln
a line drawn through the axis of the face, between thebones called ethmoid and vomer-the " baslfaclal axis "

^l^A T!i* "." exceedingly obtuse angle, where, when
produced, It cuts the ' baslcranlal axis.'

If the angle made by the line b. c. with a. b., be calledthe occipital angle,' and the angle made by the line a. d.

bv /
"•*•?,!, t"'™*^ the -olfactory angle.' and that made

the mL^ii ." *• »''« *'"'°^'" ""S""'' "«=" «" these. Inthe mammal In question, are nearly right angles, varylnabetween 80" and 110°. The angle e. /. b., or that mad!
feC^* r"'?" ^".^ /"" '^'"^ '''^»' ""O Which may be

;!^f„.. .
""''"'-^"<:''»' angle,' Is extremely obtuse,amounting. In the case of the Beaver, to at least 150°

m.^?... k"/*"^'*
of sections of mammalian skulls, Inter-mediate between a Rodent and a Man (Fig. 28) be ex-amined. It wUl be found that In the higher cranfa the

lentr ^l?*.', "r?"" *'"''»«' relatively to the cerebrallength
; that the < olfactory angle ' and ' occipital angle

'

become more obtuse; and that the ' cranio-facial anrie'

thTCl!.,""*?
"""'" "^ *'«' "'""^'"8 down, as it were" ofthe facial axis upon the cranial axis. At the same timethe roof of the cranium becomes more and more arched'to allow of the Increasing height of the cerebralSspheres Which b eminently characteristic of man/as Wdl

Which ?eache?^^''
'^''"'*•"'• "^y""" *'>« cerib^llSWhich reaches Its maximum in the South A^.cricaMonkeys. So that, at last, in the human skull (Fig. 29?,
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the cerebral lenRlh ii between twice and thrice a* great as

the length ot the badcrantal axis ; Ihe olfactory plane ti

Fta, 27.—Oblong and proRnathons ikull of a Negro ; side and front views.

One-third of the natural ilze.

20° or 30° on the under side of that axU ; the occipitftl

angle, Instead of being less than 90°, Is as much as 150°
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or 160* J Ijw crnnlo-faclal anglo may be 90° or leu ami

u:n t^"ii"^„jr *•' "" •""" '"'^ "- • '"«• "-P
"'

ihil 7h"I K* f"'"!".• "*"" "" Inapccllon of the dlagranw.

M.mm^n •""'"f"
»' ."« 'n «hc a.cendln« .erics o

fJr.Mf"•
"''"^r'y ""«! line, on which the bones o

m-Vl l^'l
'°°' °' "•* """'"' 'nvily. and of the face

•-^rf.V" ."
"^'"^'' '»''*"*"1' and forward, o back:

any one bone or plane, however. Is not by any meansalways In proportion to the arc described by anotherNow comcj the Important question, can wc .llscern

^*.r™ r.K?"' """ ""' "'Bhct fonns of The humanCTanlum anything answerinR, In however slight a degree

unon h- k""'.""'",°!
""= "'''' ""•' '«<" bonefof the ,Supon the baslcranlal axis observed upon so areat a scale

me ?o\'::,r""'.'if1
"^"•' ^"•"''<'"'' obserdon, lead

TmrJlatWe"''* '
"" •""" """'" *"'* ''"""'"' '" ^^

and orthognathous. two long and prognathous taken

eXn"a?Hf'
•"«•

J«"™"y. through%he middle. Te
rmanner ?h*inL''r"' l"'"

''"? »»P"""P<"ed, 1„ suiu

fhJIl .„, •
.

'?* ''°*°' "*" *>' »•"> »''«"'' coincide by

Lot ^ ^h
' '"/''

'I?
•" »helr direction. The devia^

l^tel" -, !/"l *:
""* '=°"*'"'" <''»''«=•' "present theta crl'.- -f the skulls only) show the differences of the

r^aUvelyflxriC""'
"'''" *"""' ""^ "" '*«'"•''"''' -

Newo sk"liu
"

thp" n„r "'?" "' "" Australian and of a

,k«1[ In fh.\,
"ght contours are those of a Tartar

J^f'J
*''^,"""="''» °' the Royal College of Surgeons •

and of a well developed round skull from a cemeterv inConstantinople, of uncertain race, in my own possTsslon
It appears at once, from these views, that the prog-nathous skuUs, so far as their jaws ore concerned doreally differ from the orthognathous In much the same

l^tVmlr? *H.j; '^i
'"' "*«'" *•"•"• »"« Skulls ort"elower mammals differ from those of Man. FMrlhcrnorVthe plane of the occipital foramen (b c) forms a somewbat'

S^thafri'.' '""^.f'
'" these pa/ticular progTal^ou

!ii^,i f
'"

i*"*
orthognathous

; and the like may bedlghUy true of the perfo-ated plate of the ethmoW-^
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Burnt

no. an.—Longitudinal (nd Ttrtleal tMlloni el Ih* kkufb ol • Bmtw
(Coj/or Canadanttt)^ m Lemur (L. Catta)^ and a Baboon (CvaoerpAoliit

Papio), a b, the buleninUl axis i b c, the occipital plane ; I T, the
tentorial plane ; a d, the olfactory plane ; / •, the baeUadal axli

;

t b a, ocdpltal angle t T I a, tentorial angle i d abt olfactory angle i

t fbt cianlo-fadal an^e ; g h, extreme length of the cavity which lodgai
the cerebral hemiipherei or 'cerebral length.' The length of the
bailcranlal axle ai to this length, or. In other wordi, the proportional
length of the line g ^ to that of a t taken ai 100, In the throe •kuili.

ii at followi :—Beaver 70 to 100 ; Lemur 110 to 100 ; Baboon 144
to 100. In an adult mile Gorilla the cerebral length U a< 170 to the
batleranlal axli taken ai 100. In the Negro (Fig. 2») at 23« to 100.

In the ContUntinopIe tkull (Fig. 29) at 2M to 100. The cranial
difference between the bighett Ape'a ikuU and the lowett Man'e It

therefore very itriktngly brought out Sy these menaurementt.
In the diagram of the Baboon's tkull the d Ited Unes di di, etc, give the

aniAcs of the Lemor't and Beaver's skull, as laM down upon the
basiemnlai axis of the Baboon. The tine a b has the same length

In each diagram.
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though thU point it not to clear. But it it lingular to
rtmaric that, In another retpect, the prognathout (kullt
are lett ape-like than the orthognathoui, the cerebral
cavity projecting decidedly more beyond the anterior end
of the axit In the prugnatlioui, than in the orthognathoui.
tkutlt.

'

It will be observed that these diagrams reveal an
Immense range of variation in the capacity and relative
proportion to the cranial axis, of the dilTerent regions of
the cavity which contains the brnin. In the dllTerent skulls
Nor Is the dilTcrencc in the extent to which the cerebral
overlaps the cerebellar cavity lest singular. A round
skull (Fig. 20, Comt.) may have a greater posterior cere-
bral projection than a long one (Fig. 29, Negro).

Until human crania have been largely worked out in a
manner similar to that here suggested—unta it shall be
an opprobrium to an ethnological collection to possess a
single skull which is not bisected longitudinally—until
the angles and measurements here mentioned, together
with a number of others of which I cannot speak in this
place, are determined, and tabulated with reference to
the baslcranial axis as unity, for large numbers of skulls
of the dilTerent races of Mankind, I do not think wc shall
have any very safe basis for thot ethnological craniology
which aspires to give the anatomical characters of the
crania of the dilTerent Races of Mankind.
At present, I believe that the general outlines of what

may be safely said upon that subject may be summed up
In a very ftw words. Draw a line on a globe from the
Gold Ctviit in Western Africa to the steppes of Tartary.
At the southern and western end of that line there live
the most dolichocephalic, prognathous, curly-haired, dark-
skinned of men—the true Negroes. At the northern and
eastern end of the same line there live the most brachy-
cephallc, orthognathous, straight-haired, yellow-skinned ofmen—the Tartars and Calmuckt. The two ends of this
imaginaiy line are indeed, so to tpeak, ethnological anli-
podet. A line drawn at right angles, or neariy so, to
this polar line through Europe and Southern Asia to
Hindottan, would give us a tort of equator, around which
round-headed, ovat-headed, and oblong-headed, progna-
thout and orthognathoui, faU- and dark races—but none
possessing the excessively marked characters of Calmuck
or Negro—group thenuelvea.
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I !i

It is worthy of notice tliat the regions of the antipodal

races are antipodal in climate, the greatest contrast the

world affords, perhaps, being that between the damp, hot.

Flo. as.—Sccttoni ot orthogaathoiit (Ught eontonr) and prognathaoa
(dark contour) ifcullt, one-third ot the natunl ilx*. a i, BulcrwUal
xli : h e,y t; pUme ot the oeclpitel tommcn ; d d; binder end of
the pafaitine bone ; t •', tront and ot the npper Jaw ; T 2~. Inartion
ot the tentorium.

steaming, alluvial coast plains ot the West Coast of Africa
and the arid, elevated steppes and plateaux of Central
Asia, bltteriy cold in winter, and as far from the sea as
any part of the world can be.

From Central Asia eastward to the Pacific Islands and
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subcontinents on the one hand, and to America on the
other, brachycephaly and orthognathism gradually diminish,
and are replaced by doUchocephaly and prognathism, less,

however, on the American Continent (throughout the
whole length of which a rounded type of skull prevails
largely, but not exclusively) • than In the PaciQc region,
where, at length, on the Australian Continent and in the
adjacent islands, the oblong skull, the projecting Jaws,
and the dark skin reappear; with so much departure. In
other respects, from the Negro type, that ethnolo^sts
assign to these people the special title of ' Negritoes."
The Australian skull is remarkable for its narrowness

and for the thickness of Its walls, especially in the region
of the supracillary ridge, which is frequently, though not
by any means Invariably, solid throughout, the frontal
s|nuses remaining undeveloped. The nasal depression,
again, is extremely sudden, so that the brows overhang
Ei!d give the countenance a particularly lowering, threaten-
ing expression. The occipital region of the skuU, also,
not unfrequently becomes less prominent ; so that It not
only fails to project beyond a line drawn perpendicular to
the hinder extremity of the glabello-occlpital line, but
even, in some cases, begins to shelve away from it, forwards,
almost immediately. In consequence of this circumstance,
the parts of the occipital bone which He above and below the
tuberosity make a much more acute angle with one another
than is usual, whereby the hinder part of the base of the skull
appears obliquely truncated. Many Australian skulls have
a considerable height, quit* equal to that of the average of
any other race, but there are others in which the cranial
roof becomes remarkably depressed, the skull, at the same
time, elongating so much that, probably, its capacity is

not dbninished. The majority of skulls possessing these
characters, which I have seen, are from the neighbourhood
of Port Adelaide in South Australia, and have been used
by the natives as water vessels ; to which end the face has
been knocked away, and a siring passed through the vacuity
and the occipital foramen, so that the skull was suspended
by the greater part of its basis.

Figure 30 represents the contour of a skull of this kind
from Western Port, with the jaw attached, and of the Nean-

• See Dr. D. Wilson'! vahiable paper " On the supposed pre-
valence ol one Cranial Type throughout the American aborigines."

—

Canadian Journal, vol. ii., t8S7.
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dertbal skull, both reduced to one-third of the size of nature.

A small additional amount of flattening and lengthening,

with a corresponding increase of the supracillary ridge,

would convert the Australian brain case into a form identical

with that of the aberrant fossil.

And now, to return to the fossil skulls, and to the rank

which they occupy among, or beyond, these existing

varieties of cranial confomiation. In the first place, I

III

Fig. so.—An Anitnlian tkull tnm Wcttern Port, In the Itiuemn of lb«

Royal College of Surgeoni, with the contour of the Neanderthal

•kull. Both reduced to one-third the natural ilze.

must remark, that, as Professor Schmeriing well observed

(supra, p. 300) in commenting upon the Engls skull, the

formation of a safe judgment upon the question is greatly

hindered by the absence of the jaws from both the crania,

so that there is no means of deciding, with certainty, whether

they were more or less prognathous than the lower existing

races of mankind. And yet, as we have seen, it is more in

this respect than any other, that human skulls vary, towards

and from, the brutal type—the brain case of an average

dolichocephalic European dlfterlng far less from that of a

Negro, for example, than his jaws do. In the absence of the

jaws, then, any judgment on the rdatlons of the fosiQ skulls

.

to recent Races must be accepted ^th a certain reservation,
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But taking the evidence as it stands, and turning flrst

to tlie Engis slcuU, I confess I can And no cliaracter in

tlie remains of tliat cranium wliicli, if it were a recent

slcull, -would give any trustworthy due as to the Race to

which It might appertain. Its contours and measurements
agree very well with those of some Australian skulls which
I have examined—and especially has it a tendency towards
that occipital flattening, to the great extent of which, in

some Australian sIcuUs, I have alluded. But all Australian
skulls do not present this flattening, and the supracUiary
ridge of the Engls skull is quite unlike that of the typical

Australians.

On the other hand, its measurements agree equally well

with those of some European skulls. And assuredly,

there is no mark of degradation about any part of its

structure. It is, in fact, a fair average human skull,

which might have belonged to a philosopher, or might
have contained the thoughtless brains of a savage
The case of the Neanderthal skull is very different.

Under whatever aspect we view this cranium, whether
we regard its vertical depression, the enormous thickness
of Its supraclllary ridges, its sloping occiput, or its long
and straight squamosal suture, we meet with ape-like
characters, stamping it as the most pithecoid of human
crania yet discovered. But Professor Schaaflhausen states
(supra, p. 308), that the cranium, in its present condition,
holds 1033.24 cubic centimetres of water, or about 63 cubic
Inches, and as the entire skull could hardly have held less

than an additional 12 cubic inches, its capacity may be
estimated at about 75 cubic inches, which Is the average
capacity given by Morton for Polynesian and Hottentot
skulls.

So large a mass of brain as this, would alone suggest that
the pithecoid tendencies, indicated by this skull, did not
extend deep into the organization ; and this conclusion
is borne out by the dimensions of the other bones of the
skeleton given by Professor Schaaflhausen, which show that
the absolute height and relative proportions of the limbs
were quite those of an European of middle stature. The
bones are indeed stouter, but this and the great development
of the muscular ridges noted by iic. Schaatfhausen, are
characters to be expected in savages. The Patagonians,
exposed without shelter or protection to a climate possibly
not very dissimilar from that of Europe at the time during
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If

if

which the Neanderthal man lived, are remarkable for the

stoutness ot their limb bones.

In no sense, then, can the Neanderthal bones be regarded

Fio. 31.—Andcnt Danhh skull from tnmulin at Bomlqri onMhiid
of tbe natural slie. Ftom a camera luclda drawing by lir. Busk.

as the remains of a human being Intermediate between Met
and Apes. At most, they demonstrate the existence of a
man whose skull may be said to revert somewhat towards
the pithecoid type—just as a Carrier, or a Pouter, or a
Tumbler, may sometimes put on tbe plumage of its primitive
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Stock, the Columba Uvia. And Indeed, though truly the most
pithecoid of known human skulls, the Neanderthal cranium
is by no means so isolated as it appears to be at first, but
forms, in reality, the extreme term of a series leading gradu-
ally from it to the highest and best developed of human
crania. On the one hand, it is closely approached by the
flattened Australian skulls, of which I have spoken, from
which other Australian forms lead us gradually up to skulls
having very much the type of the Engis cranium. And,
on the other hand, it is even more closely afllned to the
skulls of certain ancient people who inhabited Denmark
during the ' stone period,' and were probably either con-
temporaneous with, or later than, the makers of the ' refuse
heaps,' or ' KjokkenmJiddings ' of that country.
The corrcrpondence between the longitudinal contour

of the Neanderthal skull and that of some of those skulls
from the tumuli at Borreby, very accurate drawings of
which have been made by Mr. Busk, is very close. The
occiput is quite as retreating, the supraciliary ridges are
nearly as prominent, and the skull is as low. Furthermore,
the Borreby skull resembles the Neanderthal form more
closely than any of the Australian skuUs do, by the much
more rapid retrocession of the forehead. On the other
hand, the Borreby skulls are all somewhat broader, in
proportion to their length, than the Neanderthal skull,

while some attain that proportion of breadth to length
(80 : 100) which constitutes brachyccphaly.

In conclusion, I may say, that the fossil remains of Man
hitherto discovered do not seem to me to take us appreciably
nearer to that lower pithecoid form, by the modilication
of which he has, probably, become what he is. And con-
sidering what is now known of the most ancient races of men

;

seeing that they fashioned flint axes and flint knives and
bone-skewers, of much the same pattern as those fabricated
by the lowest savages at the present day, and that we have
every reason to believe the habits and modes of living oi

such people to have remained the same from the time
of the Mammoth and the tichorhine Rhinoceros till now, I

do not know that this result is other than might be
expected.

VHiere, then, must we look for primaeval Man ? Wa*
the oldest Homo sapiens pliocene or miocene, or yet more
ancient? In still older strata do the fossilized bones ol

!

:iy
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•n Ape more anthropoid, or a Man more pithecoid, than
any yet Icnown await the retearchet of lome unl>ora paleon-
tologitt ?

Time wm show. But, In the meanwhUe, U any fonn
of the doctrine of progreMive development is coireit, we
must extend by long epochs the most liberal estimate that
has yet been made of the anUqulty of Man.
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This Ume two hundred years ago-ln the berinnlna of

JZi^Zu'^^'^"^ "' »"'• '"'"''"•the" who inhabited thta

tw!. f..J? f"='f"V^ty. took breath between the shocks oftwo fearful calamities: one not quite past, although Itsfury had abated ; the other to come.
"""ougn ns

Within a few yards of the very spot on which we are

^T^'f^ *","'* *"""""" ™"'' """ P"'"'"' and deaS[ym^ady, the plague, appeared in the latter months of 1664 •

and, though no new visitor, smote the people of Enoland'and especially of her capital, with a violence u^nlcnown befo^.'

h.. .^ ^ !!*
",'

'.''t
following year. The hand of a maste;

.„ .h^i? r**
^'I-at happened In those dismal months ; andm that truest of Actions, The History of the Plague YewDefoe shows death, with every accompanfanent of pain andterror stalking through the narrow streeU of old London

hv .h. "^ r* ^'i'iu
''"*>' """ '"'" » »"«•=• broken onlyby the wailing of the mourners of fifty thousand dead : bvthe woful denunciations and mad prayers of fanatics : andby the madder yells of despairing profligates.

But, about this time in 1666. the death-rate had sunk tonearly Its ordinary amount ; a case of plague occurred onlvhere and there, and the richer citizens who had flown from
tte pest had returned to their dwefllngs. The remnant
of the people began to toU at the accustomed round of duty
or of pleasure ; and the stream of city life bid fair to flow

vf'^ur
"* "' **'** ''*''' ^^^ renewed and uninterrupted

The newly kindled hope was deceitful. The great plasne
Indeed, returned no more ; but what It had done for the

r^"fi Z"?' *?* *I*^*
""' ^^^"^ ""''"' out in the autumn of

1666, did for London ; and, ta September of that year, a heap

fJL^J''r,L^!S«"
"•^'Ivered In St. Martin's Hall on Sunday

^mf ^ • ""«^«""y l««>Ii»hed in the F«rtri™i5S

as7

(I
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o( ashe* and the Indestructible energy of the people were all

that remained of the glory of flve-sixthi of the city within

the walli.

Our fore' then had their own ways of accounting for each

of these valamltiet. They submitted to the plague in

humility and in penitence, for they believed it to be the Judg-

ment of God. But, towards the fire they were furious^

indignant. Interpreting It as the ellect of the mp" ;e of man,—
as the work of the Republicans, or of the Papists, according as

their prepossessions ran In favour of loyalty jr of Puritanism.

It would, I fancy, have fared but 111 with one who, stand-

ing where I now stand, in what was then a thickly peopled

and fashionable part of London, should have broached to

our ancestors the doctrine which I now propound to yon—
that all their hypotheses were alike wrong ; that the plague

was no more. In their sense, Divine judgment, than the lire was

the work of any political, or of any religious, sect ; but that

they were themselves the authors of both plague and Are, and

that they must look to themselves to prevent the recurrence

of calamities, to all appearance so peculiarly beyond the

reach of human control—so evidently the result of the wrath

of God, or of the craft and subtlety of an enemy.

And one may picture to one's self how harmoniously ' )

holy cursing of the Puritan of that day would have chi". J

in with the unholy cursing and the crackling wit o' me
Rochesters and Sedleys, and with the revlllngs of the poUilcal

fanatics. If my imaginary plain dealer had gone on to say

that, U the return of such misfortunes were ever rendered

Impossible, it would not be in virtue of the victory of the

faith of Laud, or of that of Milton ; and, m little, by the

triumph of republicanism, as .y that of monarchy. But

that the one thing needful for compassing this end was, that

the people of Englanc tiould second the efforts of an insigni-

ficant corporation, the establishment of which, a few years

before the epoch of the great plague and the great Are, had

been as little noticed, as they were conspicuous.

Some twenty years before the outbreak of the plague a few

calm and thoughtful students banded themselves together

for the purpose, as they phrased It, of " improving natural

knowledge." The ends they proposed to attain cannot be

stated more dearly than in the words of one of the founder*

of the organization :

—
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" Out builnui wai (precluding matten of theology and
(tate analn) to discoune and consider of phiioiophical
enquirtei, and luch ai related thereunto :—at Phytldc,
Anatomy, Geometry, Aitronomy, Navigation, Staticki,'
Magneilcki, Chymldci, Mechanickt, and Natural Experl-
menU

;
with the state of these studies and their cultivation

at home and abroad. We then discoursed of the circulation
of the blood, the valves in the veins, the vcnas lactea:, the
lymphatic vessels, the Copernlcan h>pothcsis, the nature
of comcU and new stars, the satellites of Jupit»r, the
oval shape (as it then appeared) of Saturn, the spots on the
iun and its turning on its own axis, the Inequaiities and
selenography of the moon, the several phases of Venus and
Mercury, the Improvement of telescopes and grinding of
glasses for that purpose, the weight of air, the possibility
or impossibility of vacuities and nature's abhorrence thereof,
the Torricellian experiment in quicksilver, the descent of
heavy bodies and the degree of acceleration therein, with
divers other things of like nature, some of which were then
but new discoveries, and others not so generally known
and embisced as now they are ; with other things apper-
taining to what hath been caUed the New Philosophy,
which from the thnes of Galileo at Florence, and Sir Francis
Bacon (Lord Verulam) in England, bath been much culU-
vated in Italy, France, Germany, and other parU abroad
as well as with us In England."
The learned Dr. WaUls, wriUng in 1696, narrates in these

words what happened half a century before, or about 1645.
The associates met at Oxford, in the rooms of Dr.WUkins,
WuO was destined to become a bishop ; and subsequently
coming together In London, they attracted the noUcc of
the king. And It Is a strange evidence of the taste for
knowledge which the most obviously worthless of the Stuarts
shared with his father and grandfather, that Charle- the
Second was not content with saying witty things about hU
phUosophers, but did wise things with regard to them.
For he not only bestowed upon them such attention as he
could spare from his poodles and his mistresses, but, being
In his usual state of impecunlosity, begged for them of the
Duke of Ormond; and, that step being without effect,
gave them Chelsea College, a charter, and a mace : crowning
his favours in the best way they could be crowned, by
burdening them no further with royal patronage or state
interference.
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Thus it W8» that the half-dozen young men, itudloui of
the " New Philosophy," who met in one anolhcr'i lodginiis

in Oxford or in London, in the middle of the seventeenth
century, grew in numerical and in real itrengtb, until, in

its latter part, the " Royal Society for the Improvement of

Natural Knowledge " had already become famous, and had
acquired a claim upon the veneration of Englishmen, which
it has ever since retained, as the principal focus of scientiflc

activity in our islands, and the chief .ampion of the
cause it was formed to support.

It was by the aid of the P.nyA Society that Newton
published bis Princlpta. 1! ; 'I tlie liooks In the world,

except the Philosophical Transactions, were destroyed, it

is safe to say that the foundations of physical science would
remain unshaken, and that the vast intellectual progress of

the last two centuries would be largely, though incompletely,

recorded. i<ior have any signs of halting or of decrepitude

manifest''J themselves in our own times. As in Dr. Wallis's

dayr \o in these, " our business is, precluding theology
ar.d state affairs, to discourse and consider of philosopldcal

euquiriet." But our " Mathematick " is one which Newton
would have to go to school to learn ; our " Statlcks,

Mechanicks, Magneticks, Chyniicks, and Natural Experi-

ments " constitute a mass of physical and chemical know-
ledge, a glimpse at which would compensate GalUeo for the

doings of a score of inquisitorial cardinals ; oui- " Physirk "

and " Anatomy " have embraced such infinite varieties of

being, have laid open such new worlds in time and space,

have grappled, not unsuccessfully, with such complex
problems, that the eyes of Vesaiius and of Harvey might
be dazzled by the sight of the tree that has grown out of

their grain of mustard seed.

The fact is perhaps rather too much, than too little,

forced upon one's notice, nowadays, that ail this marvellous
intellectual growth has a no less wonderful expression In

practical life ; and that, in this respect, if in no other, the
movement symbolized by the progress of the Royal Society
stands without a parallel in the history of mankind.
A series of volumes as bulky as the Transaclioni of the

Royal Soeietg might possibly be filled with the subtle

speculations of the Schoolmen ; not Improbably, the
obtaining a mastery over the products of mediseval thought
might necessitate an even greater expenditure of time and
of energy than the acquirement of the " New Philosophy " ;
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but though luch work engroMed the belt Intellects ol
Europe for a longer time thon hat elapwd ilnce the great
Are, Iti etTect* were " writ In water," to far as our sodal
state Is concerned.
On the other hand. If the noble flrtl President of the Royal

Society could revUlt the upper air and once more gladden
his eyes with a sight of the famUiar mace, he would And
himself in the midst of a material civilization more dilTerent
from that of his day, than that of the seventeenth was from
that of the first century. And If Lord Brouncker's naUve
sagacity had not deserted his ghost, he would need no long
reflection to discover that all these great ships, these
raUways, these telegraphs, these factories, these printing-
presses, without which the whole fabric of modern Knglish
society would collapse Into a mass of stagnant and starving
pauperism,—that all these pUiars of our State are but the
ripples, and the bubbles upon the surface of that great
spiritual stream, the springs of which, only, he and hU
feUows were privileged to see ; and seeing, to recognise as
that which it behoved them above all things to keep pure
and undeflled.

It may not be too great a flight of Imagination to conceive
our noble rtvenanl not forgetful of the great troubles of his
own day, and anxious to know how often London had been
burned down since his lime, and how often the plague had
carried ofl Its thousands. He would have to learn thi-;
although London contains tenfold the inflammable i i \

'

that It did In 1666; though, not content with fl' ':vi our
rooms with woodwork and light draperies, we mi . > ••e^.'s
lead inflammable and explosive gases Into every c«,. .. af
our streets and houses, we never allow even a street to bum
down. And If he asked how this had come about, we
should have to explain that the improvement of naturtl
knowledge has furnished us with dozens of machines for
throwing water upon flres, any one of which would have
furnished the Ingenious Mr. Hookc, the flrst " curator and
experimenter " of the Royal Society, with ample materials
for discourse before half a dozen meetings of that body

;

and that, to say truth, except for the progress . utural
knowledge, we should not have been able to make even
the tools by which these machines are constructed. And,
further, it would be necessary to add, that although severe
ores somethnes occur and inflict great damage, the loss is
very generaUy compensated by societies, the operations ol
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wUch have been rendered possible only by the progress of

natural knowledge in the direction of mathematics, and the

accumulation of wealth in vh-tue of other natural knowledge.

But the plague? My Lord Brouncker's observation

would not, I fear, lead hhn to think that Englishmen of

the nineteenth century are purer in life, or more fervent in

religious faith, than the generation which could produce a

Boyle, an Evelyn, and a Milton. He might And the mud
of society at the bottom. Instead of at the top, but I fear

that the sum total would be as deserving of swift judgment

as at the time of the Restoration. And it would be our

duty to explain once more, and this time not without

shame, that we have no reason to believe that It Is the

improvement of our faith, nor that of our morals, which

keeps the plague from our city ; but, again, that It is the

improvement of our natural knowledge.

We have learned that pestilences will only take up their

abode among those who have prepared unswept and un?

garnished residences for them. Thetf dUes must have

narrow, unwatered streets, foul with accumulated garbage.

Their houses must be ill-drained, Ill-lighted, iU-ventilated.

Their subjecU must be ill-washed, ill-fed, Ul-dothed. The

London of 1665 was such a city. The cities of the East,

where plague has an enduring dwelling, are such cities.

We, in later times, have learned somewhat of Nature, and

partly obey her. Because of this partial improvement of

our natural knowledge and of that fractional obedience,

we have no plague ; because that knowledge is still very

imperfect and that obedience yet incomplete, typhus Is

bur companion and cholera our visitor. But it is not pre-

sumptuous to express the belief that, when our knowledge

is more complete and our obedience the expression of our

knowledge, London will count her centuries of freedom from

typhus and cholera, as she now gratefully reckons her two

hundred years of ignorance of that plague which swooped

upon her thrice in the flrst half of the seventeenth century.

Surely, there is nothing in these explanations which is

not fully borne out by the facts 1 Surely, the principles

involved in them are now admitted among the fixed beliefs

of all thinking men 7 Purely, it is true that our country-

men are less subject to Are, famine, pestilence, and all the

evils which result from a want of command over and due

anticipaUon of the course of Nature, than were the country-

men of Milton ; and health, wealth, and well-being are more
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abundant vrlth us than -with them 7 But no less certainly
Is the diflerence due to the improvement of our knowledge
of Nature, and the extent to which that improved know-
ledge has been Incorporated with the household words of
men, and has supplied the springs of their daily actions.

Granting for a moment, then, the truth of that which the
depredators of natural knowledge are so fond of urging,
that Its improvement can only add to the resources of our
material dvIUzaUon ; admitting It to be possible that the
founders of the Royal Sodety themselves looked for no
other reward than this, I cannot confess that I was guilty
of exaggeration when I hinted, that to him who had the
gift of distinguishing between prominent events and import-
ant events, the origin of a combined effort on the part of
mankind to Improve natural knowledge might have loomed
larger than the Plague and have outshone the glare of the
Fire ; as a something, fraught with a wealth of beneficence
to mankind, in comparison with which the damage done by
those ghastly evils would shrink iito insignificance.

It is very certain that for every victim slain by the plague,
hundreds of mankind exist and And a fair share of happiness
in the world by the aid of the spinning jenny. And the
great fire, at its worst, could not have burned the supply
of coal, the dally working of which, in the bowels of the
earth, made possible by the steam pump, gives rise to an
amount of wealth to which the millions lost in old London
are but as an old song.

But spinning Jenny and steam pump are, after all, but
toys, possessing an acddental value; and natural know-
ledge creates multitudes of more subtle contrivances, the
praises of which do not happen to be sung because they
are not directly convertible into instruments of creating
wealth. When I contemplate natural knowledge squander-
ing such gifte among men, the only appropriate comparison
I can And for her Is, to liken her to such a peasant woman
as one sees in the Alps, striding ever upward, heavily
burdened, and with mind bent only on her home ; but
yet, without effort and without thought, knitting for her
children. Now stockings are good and comfortable things,
and the children wlU undoubtedly be much the better for
them ; but surely It would be short-sighted, to say the
least of It, to depreciate this toiling mother as a mere
stocking-machine—a mere provider of physical comforts 7
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However, there are blind leaders of the blind, and not a
tew of them, who take this view of natural knowledge, and
can see nothing in the bountiful mother of humanity but
a sort of comfort-grinding machine. According to them,
the improvement of natural knowledge always has been,

and always must be, synonjrmous with no more than the
improvement of the material resources and the increase of

the gratifications of men.
Natural knowledge is, In their eyes, no real mother of

mankind, bringing them up with Idndncss, and, it need be,

with sternness, in the way they should go, and Instructing

them in all things needful for their welfare ; but a sort of

fairy godmother, ready to furnish her pets with shoes of

swiftness, swords of sharpness, and omnipotent Aladdin's

lamps, so that they may have telegraphs to Saturn, and sec

the other side of the moon, and thank God they are better

than their benighted ancestors.

If this talk were true, I, for one, sliould not greatly care

to toil in the service of natural knowledge. I think I

would just as soon be quietly chipping my own flint axe,

after the manner of my forefathers a few thousand years

back, as be troubled with the endless malady of thought
which now infests us all, for such reward. But I venture

to say that such views are contrary alike to reason and to

fact. Those who discourse in such fashion seem to me to

be so Intent upon trying to see what is above Nature, or

what Is behind her, that they are blind to what stares them
In the face. In her.

I should not venture to speak thus strongly Ifmy justiflca-

tion were not to be found in the simplest and most obvious

facts,—if it needed more than an appeal to the most
notorious truths to justify my assertion, that the improve-

ment of natural knowledge, whatever direction It has taken,

and however low the aims of those who may have commenced
it—has not only conferred practical benefits on men, but.

In so doing, has effected a revolution in their conceptions of

the universe and of themselves, and has profoundly altered

their modes of thinking and their views of right and wrong.

I say that natural knowledge, seeking to satisfy natural

wants, has found the ideas which can alone still spiritual

cravings. I say that natural knowledge, in desiring to

ascertain the laws of comfurt, has been driven to discover

those of conduct, and to lay the foundations of a new
morality.
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Let us take these points separately ; and, first, what great
Ideas has natural knowledge introduced Into men's minds ?

I cannot but think that the foundations of all natural
knowledge were laid when the reason of man first ramc
face to face with the facts of Nature : when the savage first
learned that the fingers of one hand are fewer than those of
both

; that it is shorter to cross a stream than to head it

;

that a stone stops where it is unless it be moved, and that
it drops from the hand which lets it go ; that light and
heat come and go with the sun ; that sticks burn away in
a fire ; that plants and animals grow and die ; that if he
struck his fellow-savage a blow he would make him angry,
and perhaps get a blow in return, whUe if he oBered hhn a
fruit he would please hhn, and perhaps receive a fish In
exchange. When men had acquhcd this much knowledge,
the outlines, rude though they were, of mathematics, of
physics, of cnemistry, of biology, of moral, economical, and
political science, were sketched. Nor did the germ of
religion fail when science began to bud. Listen to words
which, though new, are yet three thousand years old :—

".
. . When In heaven the stars about the moon

Look beaotUul, when all the winds are laid,

And every height conies out, and jutting peak
And valley, and the immeasurable heavens
Brcal< open to their highest, and all the stars
Shine, and the shepherd gladdens in his heart." *

If the half-savage Greek coiUd share our feclbtgs thus far,
it Is irraUonal to doubt the I he went further, to find, as we
do, that upon that brief g.adness there foUows a certain
sorrow,—the little light of awakened human intelligence
shines so mere a spark amidst the abyss of the unknown
and unknowable; seems so insufflclent to do more than
illuminate the imperfections that cannot be remedied, the
asph-alions that cannot be realized, of man's own nature.
But in this sadness, this consciousness of the limitation
of man, this sense of an open secret which he cannot pene-
trate, lies the essence of aU religion; and the attempt to
embody it in the forms furnished by the intellect is the
origin of the higher theologies. -

Thus it seems impossible to imagine but that the founda-
tions of all knowledge—secular or sacred—were laid when

• Need it 1* said that this is Tennyson's lingUsh for Homer's
Qreek T
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Intelligerce dawned, though the superstructure remained for
long agc^ so slight and feeble as to be compatible with the
existence of almost any general view respecting the mode
of governance of the universe. No doubt, from the first,

there were certain phenomena which, to the rudest mind,
presented a constancy of occurrence, and suggested that
a fixed order ruled, at any rate, among them. I doubt
if the grossest of Fetish worsliippers ever imagined tliat

a stone must have a god within it to make it fall, or that
a fruit had a god within it to make it taste sweet. With
regard to such matters as these, it is hardly questionable
that mankind from the first took strictly positive and
scientific views.

But, with respect to all the less lamiliar occurrences
which present themselves, uncultured man, no doubt, has
always taken himself as the standard of comparison, as
the centre and measure of the world ; nor could he well

avoid doing so. And finding that his apparently uncaused
will has a powerful effect in giving rise to many occurrences,

he naturally enough ascribed other and greater events to

other and greater volitions, and came to look upon the world
and all that therein is, as the product of the volitions of

persons like himself, ttut stronger, and capable of being
appeased or angered, as he himself might be soothed or

irritated. Through such conceptions of the plan and
working of the universe all mankind have passed, or are

passing. And we may now consider, what has been the

effect of the improvement of natural knowledge on the views

of men who have reached this stage, and who have begun
to cultivate natural knowledge with no desire but that

of " increasing God's honour and bettering man's estate."

For example, what could seem wiser, from a mere material

point of view, more innocent, from a theological one, to an
ancient people, than that they should learn the exact

succession of the seasons, as warnings for their husband-

men; or the position of the stars, as guides to their rude

navigators? But what has grown out of this search for

natural knowledge of so merely useful a character 7 You
all know the reply. Astronomy,—which of all sciences has

filled men's minds with general ideas of a character most
foreign to their dafiy experience, and has, more than any

otiier, rendered it impossible for them to accept the beliefs

of their fathers. Astronomy,—wiiich tells them that

this so vast and seemingly solid earth is but an atom
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among atoms, whirling, no man knows whither, tliroagh
Illimitable space ; which demonstrates that what we call

the peaceful heaven above us, is but that space, fliled

by an Inflnltely subtle matter whose particles are seething
and surging, like the waves of an angry sea ; which opens
up to us infinite regions where nothing is known, or ever
seems to have been known, but matter and force, operating
according to rigid rules ; which leads us to contemplate
phenomena the very nature of which demonstrates that
they must have had a beginning, and that they must have
an end, but the very nature of which also proves that the
beginning was, to our conceptions of time, inOniteiy remote,
and that the end is as immeasurably distant.

But it is not alone those who pursue astronomy who ask
for bread and receive ideas. What more harmless than
the attempt to lift and distribute water by pumping it

;

what more absolutely and grossly utilitarian? But out
of pumps grew the discussions about Nature's abhorrence
of a vacuum ; and then it was discovered that Nature
does not abhor a vacuum, but that air has weight ; and
that notion paved the way for the doctrine that all matter
has weight, and that the force which produces weight is

co-extensive with the universe,—in short, to the theory of
universal gravitation and endless force. While learning
how to handle gases led to the discovery of oxygen, and to
modern chemistry, and to the notion of the indestructibility
of matter.

Again, what sfanpler, or more absolutely practical, than
the attempt to keep the axle of a wheel from heating when
the wheel turns round very fast 7 How useful for carters
and gig drivers to know somethhig about this ; and how
good were it, if any Ingenious person would find out the
cause of such phenomena, and thence educe a general
remedy for them. Such an Ingenious person was Count
Rumford ; and he and his successors have landed us in
the theory of the persistence, or indestructibility, of force.
And in the inflnltely minute, as in the infinitely great,
the seekers after natural knowledge, of the kinds called
physical and chemical, have everywhere found a definite
drder and succession of events which seem never to be
infringed.

And how has it fared with " Physick " and Anatomy ?
Have the anatomist, the physiologist, or the physician,
whose business it has been to devote themselves assiduously
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to that emtaenUy practical and direct end, the alleviation
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I
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Such are a few of the new conceptions fanplanted In our
mindf by the improvement of natural knowledge. Men
have acquired the ideas of the practically Infinite extent
of the universe and of Its practical eternity; they are
familiar with the conception that our earth is but an
Inflnitcsbnal fragment of that part of the universe which
can be seen; and that, nevertheless, its duration Is, as
compared with our standards of thne, inflnite. They have
further acquired the idea that man is but one of innumerable
forms of life now existing in the globe, and that the present
existences are but the last of nn immeasurable series of
predecessors. Moreover, every step they have made In
natural knowledge has tended to extend and rivet in their
minds the conception of a deflnitc order of the universe

—

which Is embodied in what are called, by an unhappy
metaphor, the laws of Nature—and to narrow the range
and loosen the force of men's belief in spontaneity, or in
changes other than such as arise out of that definite order
Itself.

Whether these ideas are well or fli founded is not the
question. No one can deny that they exist, and have
been the inevitable outgrowth of the bnprovement of
natural knowledge. And if so. It cannot be doubted that
they are changing the form of men's most cherished and
most important convictions.

And as regards the second point—the extent to which the
hnprovement of natural knowledge has remodelled and
altered what may be termed the Intellectual ethics of men,—what are among the moral convictions most fondly held
by barbarous and semi-barbarous people.
They are the convictions that -authority is the soundest

basis of belief ; that merit attaches to a readiness to believe ;

that the doubting disposition is a bad one, and scepticism
a sin; that when good authority has pronounced what
is to be believed, and faith has accepted it, reason has no
further duty. There are many excellent persons who yet
hold by these principles, and it is not my present business,
or intention, to discuss their views. All I wish to bring
clearly before your minds is the unquestionable fact, that
the improvement of natural knowledge Is effected by
methods which directly give the lie to all these convictions,
and assume the exact reverse of each to be true.
The improver of natural knowledge absolutely refuses tq

,
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acknowledge authority, as »uch. Fw blm, iceptlciim Is
the highest of duties ; blind faith the one unpardonable
sin. And It cannot be otherwise, for every great advance
to natural knowledge has Involved the absolute rejtetlon
of authority, the cherishing of the keenest scepticism, the
annlhflatlon of the spirit of blind faith ; and the most
ardent votary of science holds his flrmest convictions, not
because the men he most venerates hold them ; not
because their verity Is testlfled by portents and wonders

;

but because his experience teaches him that whenever he
chooses to bring these convictions Into contact with their
primary source. Nature—whenever he thinks fit to test
them by appealing to experiment and to observation-
Nature will confirm them. The man of science has learned
to believe in juttlfleation, not by faith, but by veriflcatlon.

Thus, without for a moment pretending to despise the
practical results Qt the improvement of natural knowledge,
and its beneficial Influence on material civilization. It
must, I think, be admitted that the great ideas, some of
which I have indicated, and the ethical spirit which I have
endeavoured to sketch, in the few moments which remained
at my disposal, constitute the real and permanent signific-
ance of natural knowledge.

If these ideas be destined, as I believe they are, to be
more and more firmly established as the world grows older

;

if that spirit be fated, as I believe it Is, to extend iUeif
into all departments of human thought, and to become
co-extensive with the range of knowledge; If, as our
race approaches its maturity, it discovers, as I believe
It will, that there is but one kind of knowledge and but
one method of acquhing it ; then we, whu are still children,
may Justly feel It our highest duty to recognise the advis-
ableness of Improving natural knowledge, and so to aid
ourselves and our successors in their course towards the
noble goal which lies before mankind.
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the blologisti have come to repudiate any blood-rdationtblp

with their totter-brothert, the mineralogiits.

Certain broad lawi have a general application throughout
both the animal and the vegetable worlds, but the ground
common to thete kingdoms of nature ii not ot very wide
extent, and the multiplicity ot detalli ii lo great, that the

student ot living beings finds himself obliged to devote his

attention exclusively either to the one or the other. It

he elects to study plants, under any aspect, we know at

once what to call him. He is a botanist, and his science

is botany. But if the investigation o! animal life be
his choice, the name generally applied to him will vary
according to the kind of animals he studies, or the par-

ticular phenomena ot animal life to which he conflnei

his attention. If the study of man is his object, he it

called an anatomist, or a physiologist, or an etbnologiit

;

but if he dissects animals, or examines into the mode in

which their functions ar^ performed, he is a comparative

anatomist or comparative physiologist. It he turns

his attention to fossil animals, he is a paleontologist.

If his mind is more particulariy directed to the speclfle

description, discrimination, classiflcation, and distribution

of animals, he is termed a zoologist.

For the purpose of the present discourse, however, I shall

recognise none of these titles save the last, which I shall

employ as the equivalent of botanist, and I shall use the

tern zoology as denoting the whole doctrine of animal life,

in contradistinction to botany, which signifies the whole

doctrine ot vegetable life.

Employed in this sense, zoology, like botany, is divisible

Into three great but subordinate sciences, morphology,
physiology, and distribution, each of which may, to a very

great extent, be studied independently of the other.

Zocdogical morphology is the doctrine ot animal form or

structure. Anatomy is one of its branches ; development

is another ; while classiflcation is the expression of the

relations which different anhnals bear to one another, in

respect of their anatomy and theb: development.

Zoological distribution Is the study of animals in relation

to the teirestrial conditions which obtain now, or have

obtained at any previous epoch ot the earth's history.

Zoological physiology, lastly, 1* the doctrine ot the

functions or actions ot animals. It regards animal bodies

at machines impelled by certain forces, and perfonnlng an
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I may say, therefore, that the sixth segment ta like tk«

others tai plan, but that H is modified in Hs deUlls.
The first segment b like the others, so tar as its ring is

concerned, and though iU appendages differ from any of
those yet examhied in the stanpliciity of their stmctnrc, parU
corresponding with the stem and one of the dlvlsiont of the
appendages of the other segmenU can be readily discerned
in them.
Thus It appears that the lobster's tail is composed ofa series

of segments which are fundamentaUy shnllar, though each
presenU peculiar modiflcaUons of the plan common to all.
But when I turn to the fore part of the body I see, at first,

. nothing but a great shield-like sheU, caUed technicaUy the
carapace," ending to front In a sharp spine, on either side

of which are the curious compound eyes, set upon the ends of
stout movable stalks. Behtad these, on the under side of the
body, are two pairs of long feelers, or antcnme, followed
by six pah« of jaws folded against one another over the
niouth, and five pairs of legs, the foremost of these betaig
the great ptochers, or claws, of the lobster.

It looks, at first, a lltUe hopeless to attemnt to find to this
complex mass a series of rings, each with ' - pah- of append,
ages, such as I have shown you In the acdomen, and yet
It is not difficult to demonstrate their existence. Strip off
the legs, and you will find that each pair is atUched to a very
definite segment of the under wall of the body ; but these
segmenU. Instead of being the lower parts of flree rings, as
to the tail, are such parts of rings which are aU solidly united
and bound together ; and the like is true of the jaws the
feelers, and the eye-stalks, every pair of which is borne upon
Its own special segment. Thus the conclusion is gradually
forced upon us, that the body of the lobster U composed
of as many rings as there are pahs of appendages, namely,
twenty In aU, but that the six htadmost rings remain tree
and movable, while the fourteen front rtogs become firmly

'?.*',T'* J"^**'"*' *'»**' '*"<*» fomtog one conUnuous
shield—the carapace.

Unity of plan, diversity to execution, Is the lesson taught
by the study of the rings of the body, and the same Instruc-
tion Is given stlU more emphaticaUy by the appendages.
If I examtoe the outermost jaw I find It consists of three
dUttoct porUons, an Inner, a middle, and an outer, mounted
upon a common stem ; and if I compare this jaw with the
legs behtod it, or the jaws to front of It, I find It quite easy
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wTUHin ouappean, and the outer division li hldrim nn^..the carapace. Nor 1. it more difficult to dlswrath!? in fh^

ll'SZ'^'^
"' *"• *^' the middle dl^J^slT^p^'

^

tes^^*/'W i^T.*"' *^''"""'' «•»» 1» «1I thi, to be
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^heses out of the same fact,, and endless morphologl^dreams threatened to supplant sdentiflc theory,

tJ" ^'
'"'**^*''' there is a criterion of morphologicaltaith and a sure test of all homologies. Our iSb^ter h«Wt always been what w. »ee It ; if was onL ^ egg^"J

» a transparent membrane, and exhibiting not the leaU
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trace of any one of those organ*, whose multiplicity and

eomplezlly, In the adult, are so surprising. After a time

a delicate patch of cellular membrane appeared apon on*

face of this yolk, and that patch wa* the foundatlMi of the

whole creature, the clay out of which it would be moulded.

Gradually Investing the yodc. It became subdivided by
transverse constrictions into segments, the fore-runners of

the rin^ of the body. Upon the ventral surface of each

of the rings thus sketched out, a pair of bud-like promi-

nences made their appearance—the rudiments of the

appendages of the ring. At first, all the appendages were

alike, but, as they grew, most of them became distinguished

into a stem and two terminal divisions, to which, in the

middle part of the body, was added a third outer division ;

and it was only at a later period, that by the modification,

or absorption, of certain of these primitive constituents,

the limbs acquired their perfect form.

Thus the study of development proves that the doctrine

tt unity of fiam is not merely a fancy, that it is not merely

MM way of looking at the matter, but that it is the expression

of deep-seated natural facts. The legs and jaws of the

lobster may not merely be regarded as modifications of a
common type,—in fact and in nature they are so,—th*

leg and the jaw of the young animal being, at first, Indis-

tinguishable.

These are wonderful truths, the more so because the

zoologist finds them to be of universal application. The
investigation of a polype, of a snail, of a fish, of a horse, or

of a man, would have led us, though by a less easy path,

perhaps, to exactly the same point. Unity of plan every-

where lies hidden under the mask of diversity of structure

—the complex is everywhere evolved out of the simple.

Every animal has at first the form of an egg, and every

animal and every organic part, in reaching its adult state,

passes through conditions common to other animals

•lid other adidt parts ; and this leads me to another point.

I have hitherto spoken as if the lobster were alone in the

world, but, as I need hardly remind you, tha« are myriads

of other animal organisms. Of these, some, such as men,

horses, birds, fishes, snails, slugs, oysters, corals, and sponges,

are not in the least like the lobster. But other animals,

though they may differ a good deal from the lobster, are

yet either very like it, or are like something that is like it.

The cray fish, the rock lobster, and the prawn, and the
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shrimp, for example, however different, are yet so lllce
iobiters, that a child would group them ac of the lobiter
kind, in contradistidction to snails and slugs ; and these
last again would form a kind by themselves. In contra-
distfatcUon to cows, horses, and sheep, the cattle kind.
But this spontaneous grouping into "kinds" is the

ilrst essay of the human mind at classlflcation, or the calling
by a common name of those things that are alike, and the
arranging them In such a manner as best to suggest the sum
of their likenesses and unllkenesses to other things.

Those kinds which Include no other subdivisions than the
sexes, or various breeds, are called, in technical language,
species. The English lobster is a species, our cray flsh
is another, our prawn is another. In other countries,
however, there are lobsters, cray fish, and prawns, very
like ours, and yet presenting sufficient differences to
deserve distinction. Naturalists, therefore, express this
resemblance and this diversity by grouping them as distinct
species of the same " genus." But the lobster and the cray
fish, though belonging to disUnct genera, have many
features in common, and hence are grouped together in an
assemblage which is called a family. More distant resem-
blances connect the lobster with the prawn and the crab,
which are expressed by putting all these into the same order.
Again, more remote, but still very definite, resemblances
unite the lobster with the woodlouse, the king crab, the
water flea, and the barnad^ and separate them from all
other animals; whence they collectively constitute the
larger group, or class, Crutlacea. But the Crustacea
exhibit many peculiar features in common with insects,
spiders, and centipedCK, so that these are grouped into
the stiU larger assemblage or " province " Arliculala ; and,
finally, the relations which these have to worms and other
lower animals, are expressed by combining the whole vast
aggregate into the sub-kingdom of Annulosa.

If I had worked my way from a sponge instead of a
lobster, I should have found it associated, by like ties, with
a great number of other animals Into the sub-kingdom
Protozoa

; if I had selected a fresh-water polype or a coral,
the members of what naturalists term the sub-kingdom
Caienttrata would have grouped themselves around my
type

; had a snail been chosen, i a inhabitants of all
univalve and bivalve, land and water, shells, the lamp
shells, the squid;, and the sea-mat would have ^adaally
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linked themselves on to it as members ot tlie same inb-
kingdom ot Mollusca ; and Anally, starting from man, I

should have been compelled to admit first, the ape, the rat,
the horse, the dog, into the some class ; and then the
bird, the crocodile, the turtle, the frog, and the fish, into
the same sub-kingdom of Vertebraia.

And if I had followed out all these various lines of dasslfl-
cation fully, I should discover In the end that there was no
animal, either recent or fossil, which did not at once fall

into one or other of these sub-kingdoms. In other words,
every animal is organized upon one or other of the Ave, or
more, plans, whose existence renders our classification
possible. And so deflnitcly and precisely marked is the
structure of each animal, that, in the present state of our
knowledge, there is not the least evidence to prove that a
form, in the slightest degree tiansitional between any of the
two groups Vertebrata, Annulosa, Mollusca, and Ccelenierata,

either exists, or has existed, during that period of the earth's
history which is recorded by the geologist. Nevertheless,
you must not for a moment suppose, because no such
transitional forms are known; that the members of the
sub-kingdoms are disconnected from, or independent of,

one another. On the contrary. In their eariiest condition
they are all alike, and the primordial germs of a man, a dog,
• bird, a fish, a beetle, a snail, and a polype are, in no
essential structural respects, distinguishable.

In this broad sense, it may with truth be said, that all

living animals, and all those dead creations which geology
reveals, are bound together by an all-pervading unity of
oiganization, of the same character, though not equal in
degree, to that which enables us to discern one and the same
plan amidst the twenty different segments of a lobster's
body. Truly It has been said, that to a clear eye the smallest
fact is a window through which the Infinite may be seen.

Turning from these purely morphological considerations,
let us now examine into the manner in which the attentive
study of the lobster impels us into other lines of research.

Lobsters are found in all the European seas ; but on the
opposite shores of the Atlantic and in the seas of the
southern hemisphere they do not exist. They are, however,
represented in these regions by very closely allied, but
distinct forms—the Homarus Amerteanus and the Homarus
Capenais : so that we may say that the European has one
pedes of Homarus; the American, another ; the African,

mm
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ISl'JL'!!'.^ "wi''"* *•** '"no'kable facts of geographical
distribution begin to dawn upon ui.

'^?'?,' ^ 7*. ««™*n«> the contenU of the earth's crustwe shall find In the latter of those deposits, which"^ve
i™ t K ? ""l*"'"';

•'"'y'"" «""""^* "' P"t -K^'. number-
ess lobster-like animals, but none so similar to our living
lobster as to make zoologisU sure that they belonged even tothe same genus. If we go still further back in time we
™tT"'/!l t»'V°"'«*t rocks of aU. the remains of aniiials!

^f„„J? f Tu"" "^^ fi*""*^ P'«" " the lobster, andbelonging to the same great group of Crustacea ; but lorthe most part totally different from the lobster, and indeedfrom any other living form of crustacean ; and thus wegain a notion of that successive change of the animal

Slw"?","' *''^^.°^ '" P«'' "8es, which is the m™s1striking fact revealed by geology.
(>)nslder, now. where our inquiries have led us. Westudied our type morphologically, when we determined itsanatomy and its development, and when comparina it inthese respects, with other animals, we made out its place

i"„.mT.
" "•' '!i'''^'""tion. If we were to examine every

antaal in a simUar manner, we should estabUsh a completebody of zoological morphology. ^

Again, we investigated the distribution of our tyne In

^n?r.r"l'"
''?' ""'*' " *'*'= '""= *•«" "««» <""'« with every

antaial, the sciences of geographical and geological dli-tribuUon would have attained their limit.
^

But you wlU observe one remarkable circumstance, that,up to this point, the question of the life of these organlsmihas not come under consideration. Morphology and dis-trlbuUon might be studied almost as well. If animals andplants were a peculiar kind of crystals, and possessed noneof those functions which dlsUnguish living beings so re-

^«v^t^ L ^"'
')'JV''

°' ""-^Phology and distributionhave to be accounted for, and the science, whose aim it Uto account for them, is Physiology.
Let us return to our lobster once more. If we watched

l^H^'?
1'^"' '" K ' "^"^* *'''"*°'' *« ^*'°"''' s^« it climbing

acUvely the submerged rocks, among which it delights to
Ive. by means of its strong legs ; or swimming by powei-
fu^ stroke, of its great tail, the appendage, of whosHutb
oint a« spread out mto a broad fan-like propeUer : seizeK and it WlU show you that its great claws are no meanweapons of ofleJice; suspend a piece of carrion among iU
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haunts, and it irill greedily devour It, tearing and crushing

the flesh by means of its multitudinous Jaws.

Suppose that we had Icnown nothing of the lobster but ai

an inert mass, an organic crystal, if I may use the phrase,

and that we could suddenly see it exerting ail these powers,

what wonderful new ideas and new questions would arise

in our minds I The great new question would be, " How
4oes all this take place ? " the chief new idea would be,

the 'idea of adaptation to purpose,—the notion, that the

constituents of animal bodies are not mere unconnected

parts, but organs worlcing together to an end. Let us

consider the tail of the lobster again from this point of

view. Morphology has taught us that it is a series of

segments composed of homologous parts, which undergo

various modlflcations—beneath and tlirough which a

common plan of formation is discernible. But if I look at

the same part physiologically, I see that it is a most beauti-

fully constructed organ of locomotion, by means of which

the animal can swiftly propel itself either backwards or

forwards.

But how is this remaikable propulsive machine made to

perform its functions ? If I were suddenly to kill one of

these animals and to take out all the soft parts, I should

And the shell to be perfectly inert, to have no more power

of moving itself than is possessed by the machinery of a

mill when disconnected from its steam-engine or water-

wheel. But if I were to open it, and take out the viscera

only, leaving the white flesh, I should perceive that the

lobster could bend and extend its tail as well as before. If

I were to cut off the tall, I should cease to find any spon-

taneous motion in it ; but on pinching any portion of the

flesh, I should observe that It underwent a very curious

change—each fibre becoming shorter and thicker. By
this act of contraction, as it is termed, the parts ts which

the ends of the fibre are attached are, of course, approxi-

mated ; and according to the relations of their points of

attachment to the centres of motions of the different rings,

the liending or the extension of the tail results. Close

observation of the newly-opened lobster would soon show
that all its movements are due to the same cause—the

shortening and thickening of these fleshy fibres, which are

techaically called muscles.

Here, then, is a capital fact. The movements of the

lobster are due to muscular contractility. But why does
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musde contract at one time and not at another ? Why
does one whole group of muscles contract when the lobster
wishes to extend hli tall, and another group when he
desires to bend it 7 What is it originates, directs, and
controls the motive power T

Experfaaent, the great instrument for the ascertainment
of truth in physical science, answers this question for us.
In the head of the lobster there lies a small mass of that
peculiar tissue which is icnown as nervous substance.
Cords of sbnilar matter connect this brain of the lobster,
directly or indirectly, with the muscles. Now, if these
communicating cords are cut, the brain remaining entire,

the power of exerting what we call voluntary motion in the
parts below the section is destroyed; and on the other
hand, if, the cords remaining entire, the brabi mass be
destroyed, the same voluntary mobUity is equally lost.

Whence the inevitable conclusion is, that the power of
originaUng these motions resides in the brain, and i*

propagated along the nervous cords.

In the higher animals the phenomena which attend this
transmission have bac* hivesUgated, and the exertion of
the peculiar energy which reside* in the nerves has been
found to be accompained by a disturbance of the electrical

state of their molecnles.

If we could exactly estimate the dgniflcatlon of this
disturbance ; if we could obtain the value of a given
exertion of nerve force by determining the quantity of
electricity, or of heat, of wliich it is the equivalent ; if we
could ascertain upon what arrangement, or other conditioa
of the molecules of matter, the manifestation of the nervoos
and muscular energies depends, (and doubtless science will

some day or other ascertain these points.) physiologists

would have attained their ultimate goal in this direction ;

they would have determined the relation of the motive
force of animals to the other forms of force found in nature ;

and if the same process had l>een successfully performed
for all the operations which are carried on in, and by,
the animal frame, physiology would be perfect, and the
facts of morphology and distribution would be dedudble
from the laws which physiologists had established, combined
with those determining the condition of the surrounding
universe.

There it not' a fragment of the organism of this humble
animal vboM study would not lead us into regions of
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thought ai large as those which I have briefly opened on
to you

; but what I have been Mytag, I trust, hat n^
only enabled you to form a concepUon of the scope and
purport of zoology, but has given you an Imperfect example
of the wanner in which, in my opinion, that science. «
Indeed any physical science, may be best taught Tlia
great matter is. to make teaching real and prMtkA h»
fixing the attention of the student on particular ikcts • but
at the same time it should be rendered broad a»4 '^com-
prehensive, by constant reference to the cenen^taattona of
which all particular facts are illustraUons. Tlie lobster
has served as a type o, the whole animal kingdom, and Itsanatomy and physiology have illustrated lor us some of
the greatest truths biology. The student who has once
seen for himself the facts which I have described, has had
their relations explained to him, and has clearly compre-
hended thran, has, so far, a knowledge of zoology, which
is real and genuine, however limited it may be. and which
is worth more than aU the mere reading knowledge of the
science he could ever acquire. His zoological Information
u. so far. knowledge and not mere hear-say.
And if it were my business to tit you for the certificate In

zoological science granted by this department. I should
pursue a course precisely shnilar in principle to that which
I have taken to-night. I should select a fresh-water sponge.
a fresh-water polype or a CyatiKa, a fresh-water mussei; a
lobster, a fowl, as types of the five primary dlvUlons of the
animal kingdom. I should explain their structure very
fully, and show how each iUustrated the great principles
of zoology. Having gone very cnrefuUy and fully over
this ^und, I should fed that you had a safe foundaUon.
and I should then take you in the same way, but less
minutely, over simllariy selected Ulustrative types of the
classes

;
and then 1 should direct your attenUon to the

special forms enumerated under the head of types, in thb
syllabus, and to the other facts there menUoned
That would, speaking generaUy, be my plan. But Ihave undertaken to explain to you the best mode of acquir-

ing and communicating a knowledge of zoology, and youmay therefore fairly ask me for a more detailed and precise
account of the manner in which I should propose to furnish
you with the information I refer to.

^*i^ ^?" impression is, that the best model for aU kinds
«f tralBiBg In physical science b that afforded by the
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M«thod of teaching anatomy, In use In the medical schools.
This method consists of three elements—lectures, demon-
strations, and examinations.
The object of lectures It, In the first place, to awaken the

attention and excite the enthusiasm of the student ; and
this, I am sure, may be eOected to a far greater extent by
the oral discourse and by the personal influencn of a re-
spected teacher than In any other way. Secondly, lectures
have the double use of guiding the student to the salient
points of a subject, and at the same time forcing him to
attend to the whole of It, and not merely to that part
which takes his fancy. And lastly, lectures anord the
student the opportunity of seeking explanations of those
difficulties which wUl, and Indeed ought to, arise In the
course of his studies.

But for a student to derive the utmost possible value
from lectures, several precautions are needful.

I have a strong taipression that the better a discourse Is,
as an oration, the worse it is as a lecture. The flow of the
discourse carries you on without proper attention to Its
sense ; you drop a word or a phrase, you lose the exact
meaning for a moment, and whUe you strive to recover
yourself, the speaker has passed on to something else.
The practice I have adopted of late years, in lecturing to

students, Is to condense the substance of the hour's discourse
Into a few dry propositions, which are read slowly and
taken down from dictation ; the reading of each being
followed by a free commentary, expanding and lllustratbig
the proposition, explaining terms, and removing any
dUflcttltles that may be attackable In that way, by diagrams
made roughly, and seen to grow under the lecturer's hand.
In this manner you, at any rate, insure the co-operallon of
the student to a certain extent. He cannot leave tha
lecture-room entirely empty if the taking of notes Is en-
forced ; and a student must be preternaturally dull and
mechanical. If he can take notes and hear them property
expbilned, and yet learn nothing.
What books shall I read ? Is a question constantly put

by the student to the teacher. My reply usually is, " None

;

write your notes out carefully and fully ; strive to under-
stand them thoroughly ; come to me for the explanation of
anything you cannot understand ; and I would rather you
did not distract your mtad by readhig." A property
composed course of iectu'-es ought to contain fully as much
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matter m a itudent can aiilmUate In the time occupied by
iU delivery ; and the teacher should always recollect that
hti business Is to teed, and not to cram the Intellect. In-
deed, I believe that a student who gains from a course of
lectures the simple habit of concentrating his attention
upon a deflnltdy limited series of facts, until they ai«
thoroughly mastered, has made a step of immeasurable
Importance.

But, however good lectures may be, and however ex-
tensive the course of reading by which they are followed
up, they are but accessories to the great Instrument of
scientiflc teaching—demonstration. If I insist unweariedly,
nay fanatically, upon the importance of physical science as
an educational agent, it is because the study of any branch
of science, if properly conducted, appears to me to flU up
a void left by all other means of education. I have the
greatest respect and love for literature ; nothing would
grieve me more than to see literary training other than a
very prominent branch of education : indeed, I wish that
real literary discipline were far more attended to than It

is ; but I cannot shut my eyes to the fact, that there is a
vast difference between men who have had a purely literary,
and those who have had a sound sclentiac, training.

Seeldng for the cause of this difference, I imagine I can
And it in the fact that, in the world of letters, learning and
knowledge are one, and books are the source of both;
whereas in science, as in life, learning and knowledge are
distinct, and the study of things, and not of books, is the
source of the latter.

All that literature has to bestow may be obtained by
reading and by practical exercise in writing and in speaking

;

but I do not exaggerate when I say, that none of the best
gifts of science are to be won by these means. On the
contrary, the great benefit which a sclentlBc education
bestows, whether as trainiug or as knowledge, is dependent
upon the extent to which the mind of the student is brought
into immediate contact with facts—upon the degree to
which he learns the habit of appealing directly to Nature,
and of acquiring through his senses concrete images of
those properties of things, which are, and always will be,
but approximately expressed in human language. Our
way of looking at Nature, and of speaking about her, varies
from year to year ; but a fact once seen, a relation of cause
and effect, once demonstratively apprehended, are posset-
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lions which neither chmnge nor pu* away, but, on th«
contrary, lorm fixed centi i, about which other trutha
aggregate by natural afllnUy.

Therefore, the great buiineM o( the •denllOc teacher ia,

to Imprint the fundamental. Irrefragable facts of his science,

not only by words upon the mind, but by sensible im-
pressions upon the eye, and ear, and touch of the student,
In so complete a manner, that every term used, or law
enunciated, should afterwards call up vivid images of the
particular structural, or other, facts which furnished the
demonstration of thtf law, or the illustration of the term.
Now this Important operation can only be achieved by

constant demonstration, which may take place to a certain
imperfect extent during a lecture, but which ought also
to be carried on Independently, and which should l>e

addressed to each Individual student, the ten ''her endeavour-
ing, not so much to show a thing to the learner, as to make
lilm see It for himself.

I am well aware that there are great practical dlAlcultics

in the way of eilectuai zoological demonstrations. The
dissection of animals Is not altogether pleasant, and requires
much time ; nor is it eas- to secure an adequate supply of

the needful specimens. The botanist has here a great
advantage ; his specimens are easily obtained, are clean
and wholesome, and can be dissected in a private house as
well as anywhere else ; and hence, I believe, the fact, tliat

botany is so much more readily and better taught than
its sister science. But, be it difficult or be it easy, if

zoological science is to be properly studied, demonstration,
and, consequently, dissection, must be had. Without it,

no man can have a really sound knowledge of animal
organization.

A good deal may be done, however, without actual dis-

section on the student's part, by demonstration upon
specimens and preparatiohs ; and in all probability it

would not be very difllcuit, were the demand sufficient, to
organize collections of such objects, sufficient for all the
purposes of elementary teaching, at a comparatively cheap
rate. Even without these, much might be effected, if the
zoological odlectlons, which are open to the public, were
arranged according to what has been termed the " typical

principle " ; that is to say, if the specimens exposed to
public view were so selected that the public could learn
•omething from tbem, instead of being, as at present.

tl
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merely confused by their multiplicity. For example, the
grand ornithological gallery at the British Museum contains
between two and three thousand species of birds, and
sometimes five or six specimens of a species. They are very
pretty to look at, and some of the cases are, indeed, splendid ;

but I will undertake to say, that no man but a professed
ornithologist has ever gathered much information from the
collection. Certainly, no one of the tens of thousands of
the general public who have walked through that gallery
ever knew more about the essential peculiarities of birds
when he left the gallery than when he entered it. But if,

somewhere in that vast hall, there were a few preparations,
exemplifying the leading structural peculiarities and the
mode of development of a common fowl ; it the types of
the genera, the leading modifications in the skeleton, in
the plumage at various ages, in the mode of nidiflcation,

and the like, among birds, were displayed ; and if the
other specimens were put away in a place where the men
of science, to whom they are alone useful, could have free
access to them, I can conceive that this collection might
become a great instrument of scientific education.
The last implement of the teacher to which I have

adverted is examination—a means of education now so
thoroughly understood that I need hardly enlarge upon it.

I hold that both written and oral examinations are indis-
pensable, and, by requiring the description of specimens,
they may be made to supplement demonstration.
Such is the fullest reply the time at my disposal will

allow me to give to the question—how may a knowledge of
zoology be best acquired and communicated ?

But there is a previous question 'vhich may be moved,
and which, in fact, I know many are inclined to move. It

is the question, why should training masters be encouraged
to acquire a knowledge of this, or any other branch of
physical science ? What is the use, it is said, of attempting
to make physical science a branch of primary education 7

Is it not probable that teachers, in pursuing such studies,

will be led astray from the acquirement of more important
but less attractive knowledge ? And, even if they can
learn something of science without prejudice to their useful-
ness, what is the good of their attempting to Instil that
knowledge into boys whose real business Is the acquisition

of reading, writing, and arithmetic ?

These questions are, and wlU be, very commonly asked*
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for they arise from that profound ignorance of the value and
true position of physical science, which Infests the minds
of the most highly educated and Intelligent classes of the
community. But if I did not feel well assured that they
are capable of being easUy and satisfactorily answered;
that they have been answered over and over again ; and
that the time wUl come when men of liberal education wUl
blush to raise such questions,— I should be ashamed of my
position here to-night. Without doubt, it is your great
and very Important function to carry out elementary
education; without question, anything that should
Interfere with the faithful fulfilment of that duty on your
part would be a great evU ; and If I thought that your
acquh-ement of the elements of physical science, and your
communication of those elements to your pupUs, Involved
any sort of Interference with your proper duties, I should
be the first person to protest against your being encouraaed
to do anything of the kind.
But is it true that the acquisition of such a knowledge of

science as Is proposed, and the communication of that
knowledge, are calculated to weaken your usefulness ? Ormay I not rather ask, is it possible for you to discharge
your functions properly without these aids ?
What is the purpose of prunary intellectual education 7

I apprehend that its first object ij to Uain the young in the
use of those tools wherewith men extract knowledge from
the ever-shifting succession of phenomena which pass
before their eyes ; and that its second object is to inform
them of the fundamental laws which have been found by
experience to govern the course of things, so that theymay not be turned out into the world naked, defenceless,
and a prey to the events they might control.
A boy is taught to read his own and other languages, in

order that he may have access to Infinitely wider stores of
knowledge than could ever be opened to him by oral Inter-
course with his fellow men ; he learns to write, that his
means of communicaUon with the rest of mankind may be
Indefinitely enlarged, and that he may record and store
up the knowledge he acquh^s. He is taught elementary
mathematics, that he may understand aU those relaUon*
of number and form, upon which the transactions of men,
associated in compUcated sodeUes, are buUt, and that ho
may have some practice in deductive reasoning.
AU tbete operation* ol reading, writing, and dpberlng.
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are intellectual tools, whose use should, before all things,

be learned, and learned thoroughly ; so that the youth
may te enabled to make his life that which it ought to be,

a continual progress in learning and in wisdom.

But, in addition, primary education endeavours to fit a

boy out with a certain equipment of positive knowledge.

He is taught the great laws of morality ; the religion of

his sect ; so much history and geography as will tell him
where the great countries of the world are, what they are,

and how they have become what they are.

Without doubt all these are most fitting and excellent

things to teach a boy ; I should be very sorry to omit any
of them from any scheme of primary intellectual education.

The system is excellent, so far as it goes.

But if I regard it closely, a curious reflection arises. I

suppose that, fifteen hundred years ago, the child of any
well-to-do Roman citizen was taught just these same
things ; reading and writing in his own, and, perhaps, the

Greek tongue ; the elements of mathematics ; and the

religion, morality, history, and geography current in his

time. Furthermore, I do not think I err in affirming, that,

if such a Christian Roman boy, who had finished his

education, could be transplanted into one of our public

schools, and pass through its course of Instruction, he
would not meet with a single unfamiliar line of thought

;

amidst all the new facts he would have to learn, not one

would suggest a different mode of regarding the universe

from that current in his own time.

And yet surely there Is some great difference between the

civilization of the fourth century and that of the nineteenth,

and still more between the intellectual habits and tone of

thought of that day and this ?

And what has made this dUTerence ? I answer fearlessly,

—^The prodigious development of physical science within

the last two centuries.

Modern civilization rests upon physical science ; take

away her gifts to our own country, and our position among
the leading nations of the world is gone to-morrow ; for it

is physical science only, that makes intelligence and moral
energy stronger than brute force.

The whole of modem thought is steeped in science ; it

has made its way into the works of our best poets, and even

the mere man of letters, who affects to ignore and despise

•cience, is unconsdoasly impregnated wltb ber spirit, and
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Indebted for his best products to her methods. I believe
that the greatest intellectual revolution mankind has yet
seen is now slowly taking place by her agency. She is
teaching the world that the ulthnate court of appeal
is observation and experiment, and not authority; she
is teaching it to esthnate the value of evidence ; she is
creating a firm and living faith in the existence of immuUble
moral and physical laws, perfect obedience to which is the
highest possible aim of an intelligent being.
But of all this your old stereotyped system of education

takes no note. Physical science, its methods, its problems,
and its difflculties, will meet the poorest boy at every turn,
and yet we educate htai In such a manner that he shall
enter the world as ignorant of the existence of the methods
and facts of science as the day he was bom. The modern
world is fuU of artillery ; and we turn out our chUdren to
do battle in it, equipped with the shield and sword of an
ancient gladiator.

Posterity will cry shame on us if we do not remedy this
deplorable state of things. Nay, If we live twenty years
longer, our own consciences will cry shame on us.

It is my firm conviction that the only way to remedy it
is, to make the elements of physical science an integral
part of primary education. I have endeavoured to show
you how that may bo done for that branch of science which
it Is my business to pursue ; and I can but add, that I
should look upon the day when every schoolmastei through-
out this land was a centre of genuine, however rudimentary,
Mientiflc knowledge, an an epoch in the history of the
country.

But let me entreat j '.o remember my last words. Ad-
dresshig myself to you, as teachers, I would say, mere book
learning In physical science is a sham and a delusion—
what you teach, unless you wish to be hnpostors, that you
must first know; and real knowledge in science means
personal acquaintance with the facts, be they few or many.*

• It has been suggested to me that these words may be taken to
Imply a discouragement on my part of any sort of scientific in-
struction which does not give an acquaintance with the facts at first
hand. But this Is not my meaning. The ideal of scientific teaching
is, no doubt, a system by which the scholar tees every fact for himself,
and the teacher suppUes only the expltmaUons. arcnmstances,
however, do not often allow of the attainment of that ideal, and we
must put up with the next best system—one in which the scholar
taket a good deal on trust from a teacher, who, knowhig the taeU
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by hia own knowledge, can deicTibe them with to moch vlvidMHM to enable hit audience to fonn competent iueai concerning tliein.
The lyitem which I repudiate is that which aliowt teachen who
have not come into direct contact with the leading facta of a tdenee
to pan theUr lecond-hand information on. The identlflc vbrui, like
vaccine lymph, if paued throu^ too long a lucceuion ot organisnu,
will lose all its ellect in protecting the young against the Intsllactual
epidemics to which they are exposed.
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PERSISTENT TYPES OF LIFE*

Merchants occasionally go through a wholesome, though
troublesome and not always satisfactory, process which
they term " taking stock." After all the excitement of

speculation, the pleasure of gain, and th9 pain of loss, the
trader makes up his mind to face facts and to learn the

exact quantity and quality of his solid and reliable posses-

sions.

The man of science does well sometimes to Imitate this

procedure ; and, forgetting for the time the importance of

his own small winnings, to re-examine the common stock

in trade, so that he may make sure how far the stock of

bullion in the cellar—on the faith of whose existence so

much paper has been circulating—is really the solid gold
of truth.

The Anniversary Meeting of the Geological Society seems
to be an occasion well suited for an undertaking of this

kind—for an inquiry, in fact, Into the nature anf' value of

the present results of paleontological investigation ; and
the more so, as all those who have paid close attention to

the late multitudinous discussions in which paleontology
Is implicated, must have felt the urgent necessity of some
such scrutiny.

First in order, as the most deflnite and unquestionable of

all the results of paleontolugy, must be mentioned the
immense extension and impulse given to botany, zoology,

?md comparative anatomy, by the investigation of fossil

remains. Indeed, the mass of biological facts has been so

greatly incr'^sed, and the range of biological speculation

has been so vastly widened, by the researches of the geo-

logist and paleontologist, that it is to be feared there are

naturalists in existence who look upon geology as Brindlcy
regarded rivers. " Rivers," said the great engineer, v were

* The Anniversary Address to the Geological Society lor 1863.
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made to feed canals "

; and geology, gome leem to think,
wa« solely created to advance comparative anatomy
Were tuch a thought >sUllabIe, It could hardly expect

to be received with favour by this assembly. But It i«
not justmable. Your favourite science has her own great
ahns independent of all others ; and if, notwithstanding
her steady devotion to her own progress, she can scatter
such rich alms among her sisters, it should be remembered
that her charity Is of the sort that does not Impoverish
but " blesscth him that gives and him that takes."
Pegard the matter as we wUI, however, the facts remain.

Nearly 40,000 species of animals and plants have been
added to the Systema Naturte by paleontological research.
This is a living population equivalent to that of a new
continent in mere number ; equivalent to that of a new
hemisphere, if we take Into account the small populatio- of
insects as yet found fossil, and the largu proportion and
peculiar organization of many of t e Vertebrata.

But, beyond this, it Is pe.iaps not too much to say that
except for the necessity of interpreting paleontological
facts, the laws of distribution would have received less
careful study; whUe few comparative anatomists (and
Ihos not of the first order) would have been induced by
mere love of detaU, as such, to study the mlnutl» of oste-
ology, were It not that in such minutiae lie the only keys to
the most Interesting riddles offered by the extinct animal
world.

These assuredly are great and solid gains. Surely It Is
matter for no small congratulation that In half a century
(for paleontology, though it dawned earUer, came Into
fuU day only with Cuvier) a subordinate branch of biology
should have doubled the value and the Interest of the whole
group of sciences to which it belong-
But this is not all. Allied with geology, paleontology

has established two laws of inestimable Importance : the
first, that one and the same area of the earth's surface has
been successively occupied by very different kinds of living
beings

; the second, that the order of succession established
In one locality holds good, approximately. In all.

The first of these laws Is universal and Irreversible ; the
second is an induction from a vast number of observations,
though it may possibly, and even probably, have to admit
of exceptions. As a consequence of the second law. It
follows that a pe?uliar relation frequenUy subsIsU between
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ieries of strata, containing organic remnlns, In dlfforent
localitlM. Ti>e series resemble one anotiier, not only In
virtue of a general resemblance of the organic remains in
"-: two, but also In virtue of a resemblance in the order

character of the serial succession in each. Tb«rc is a
semblance of arrangement ; so that the separate terms

tf each series, as well as the whole series, exhibit a corre-
spondence.

Succession Implies time ; the lower members of a series of
sedimentary rocks are certainly oluer than thi upper ; andwhen the notion of age was once introduced as the equiva-
lent of succession, it was no wonder that correspondence
n succession came to be looked upon as a correspondence
In age, or " cont...nporanelty." And. Indeed, so long as
relative age only is spoken of, correspondence in succession
rt correspondence in age ; it Is relattm contemporaneity.

But it would have bee:, very much better for geologyU so loose and ambiguous a word as " contemporaneous "
had been excluded from her terminology, and if. In its
•tead, some term expressing similarity of serial relation,
and excluding the notion of time altogether, had been
employed to denote correspondence »n position In two ormore series of strata.

In anatomy, where such correspondence of position has
constanUy to be spoken of, it is denoted by the word
homology " and its derivatives ; and »or Geology (which

.. .r aU is only the anaiomy and physioiogy of the earth)
It might be well to Invent some single word, such as " homo-
taxis *• ^similarity of order), in order to express an essentially
similar Idea. This, however, has not been done, and most
probably ihe inquiry will at once be made—To what end
burden scie.ice with a new and strange term In place of one
old, familiar, and part of our common language •

The reply to this question will become obvious as the
Inquiry into the results of paleontology Is pushed further

Those whose business it is to acqi-ilnt themselves specially
with the works of paleontologist., in fact, will be fully
aware that very few, if nny, would rest satisfljd with such
a statement of the conclusions of their branch of bloloavM that which has just been given.
Our standarL epertories of paleonto'ogy pijf»!ss to

teach us far higher things—to disclose the .ntire sutoesslon
01 Ovine forms upon the surface of the globe ; to teU us
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of a wholly dlflcrent dlttributlon of climatic eondilions in
ancient times ; to reveal the character o( the flrtt of all
living exl lencei ; and to trace out the law of progreu
from them to us.

It may not be unprofitable to bestow on these profcssloni
a somewhat more critical ext.minatlon than they have
hitherto received. In order to ascertain how far they rest
on an irrefragable basis ; or whether, after all, it might
not be well for paleontologists to learn a little more care-
fully that scientific " ars nrtium," the art of saying " I
don't know." And to this end let us define somewhat
more exactly the extent of these pretensions of paleontology.
Every one Is aware that Professor Bronn's Unlenuchungen

and Professor Pictet's Traili de PaUontologle arc woriis of
standard authority, fumiliarly consulted by every working
paleontologist. It is desirable to <peak of these excellent
books, and of their distinguished authors, with the utmost
respect, and In a tone as far as possible removed from
carping criticism ; indeed, if they are specially cited in
this place. It is merely in Justification of the assertion that
the following propositions, which may be found implicitly,
or explicitly, in the works in question, are regarded by
the mau of paleontologists and geologists, not only on the
Continent but in this country, as expressing some of the
best-established results of paleontology. Thus :

—

Animals and plants began their existence together, not
long after the commencement of the deposition of the sedi-
mentary rocks ; and then succeeded one another, in such a
manner, that totally distinct faune and florae occupied
the whole surface of the earth, one after the pthe- and
during distinct epochs of time.
A geological formation is the sum of all the strata

deposited over the whole surface of the earth during one
of these epochs: a geological fauna or flora is the sum
of all the species of animals or plants which occupied the
whole surface of the globe, during one of these epochs.
The population of the earth's surface was at first very

similar in all parts, and only from the middle of the Tertiary
epoch onwards, began to show a distinct distribution in
zunes.

The constitution of the original population, as well as
the numerical proportions of its members, indicates a
warmer and, on the whole, somewhat tropical climate,
which remained tolerably equable throughout the year.
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Tht iubie<iurnt distribution of living brings in tonn U
the mult of a gradual lowering of tht general temperature,
which flrit began to be felt at the pole*.

It i« not now proposed to inquire whether these doctrines
•;-• true or false ; but to direct your attentic to a much
simpler though very essentia^ preliminary question

—

What Is their logical basis T what are the fundamental
assumptions upon which they ail logically depend * and
what is the evidence on which those fundamental pruposi-
Uons demand our assent T

These assumptions are two: the flrst, that the com-
mencement of the geological record is coeval with the
commencement of life ou the globe ; the >ccond, that
geological contemporaneity is the same thing as chrono-
logical synchrony. Without the flrst of these assumptions
there would of course be no grou id tor any statement
respecting the commencement of lit . without the second,
all the other statements cited, every one of which implies
a icnowledge of the slate of diHerent parts of the earth
at one and the same time, will be no less devoid of demon-
stratlon.

The flrst assumption obviously rests entirely o negative
evidence. This Is, of course, the only evidenc hat ever
can be available to prove the commencement oi any series

of phenomena ; but, at the same time, it must be recollected

that the value of negative evidence depends entirely on the
amount of pvsitive corroboration it receives. It A B
wishes to prove an p'Jbt, it Is of no use tor him to get •
thousand witnesses simply to swear that they did not
see him in such and such a place, unless the witnesses
are prepared to prove that they must have seen him had
he been there. But the evidence that animal life com-
menced with the Lingula-flags, e.g., would seem to bn
exactly of this unsatisfactory uncorroborated sort. The
Cambrian witnesses simply swear they " haven't seen
anybody their way " ; upon which the counsel for the
other side Immediately puts in ten or twelve thousand
teet of Devonian sandstones to malce oath they never
saw a flsh or a mollusk, though all the world knows there
were plenty in their time.

But then It is urged that, though the Devonian rocki
in one part of the world exhibit no fossils, in another they
do, while the lower Cambrian rocks nowhere exhibit
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Iowa*, and hence no Uvlng being could have extoted in
their epoch.

•—.••;>. w
To this there are two replies : the first, that the observa-

tional basis of the assertion that the lowest rocks are
nowhere fossiliferous is an Amazingly smaU one, seeinghow very small an area, in comparison to that of the wbtde
world, has yet been fuUy searched ; the second, that the
argument is good for nothing unless the unfossUifeiou*
rocks in question were not only eonlemporaneous in the
geological sense, but tynchronowi in the chronological sense.
To use the alibi illustration again. If a man wishes to
prove he was in neither of two places, A and B, on a given
day, his witnesses for each place must be prepared to
answer for the whole day. If they can only prove that
he was not atA ta the morning, and not at B in the afternoon,
the 'idence of his absence from both is nil, because he
mignt have been at B in the morning and at A in the
afternoon.

Thus everythtag depends upon the vaUdlty of the second
assumption. And we must proceed to inquire what is the
real meaning of the word " contemporaneous " as emploved
^geologists. To this end a concrete example may be

The Lias of England and the Lias of Germany, the
Cretaceous rocks of Britain and the Cretaceous rocks of
Southern ludla, are termed by geologisU " contemporane-
ous formaUons

; but whenever any thoughtful geologist
is asked whether he means to say that they were deposited
synchronously, he says, ' NO;—only withta the same
great epoch." And if, in pursuing the inquiry, he is asked
What may be the approxbnate value in time of a " great
*'' ''—w'jet'ier " means a hundred years, or a thousand,
or a miUion, or ten milUon years—his reply is, " I cannot

If the further quesUon be put, whether physical geology
is hi possession of any method by which the actual synchrony
(or the reverse) of any two distant deposits can bo ascer-
tahied, no such method can be heard of ; it being admitted
by all the best authorities that neither shnilarity of mineral
composiUon, nor of physical character, nor even dh-ect
conUnuity of stratum, are absolute proofs of the synchronism
of even approximated sedhnentary strata: while, for
distant deposits, there seems to be no kind of physical
evidence attainable ol a nature competent to decide
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Whether such deposits were formed simultaneously, or
whether they possess any given diOerence of anUquity.
To return to an example already given : All competent
authorities wUl probably assent to the proposlUon that
physical geology docs not enable us in any way to reply
to this question—Were the British Cretaceous rocks
deposited at the same time as those of India, or are they a
million of years younger or a million of years older 7

Is paleontology able to succeed where physical geology
falls ? Standard writers on paleontology, as has been seen,
assume that she can. They take it for granted, that
deposits containing shnllar organic remains are synchronous
—at any rate in a broad sense ; and yet, those who will
study the eleventh and twelfth chapters of Sir Henry
De la Beche's remarkable Researehea in Theoretical Geology,
published now nearly thirty years ago, and will carry out
the arguments there most luminously stated, to their
logical consequences, may very easily convince themselves
that even absolute identity of organic contenU Is no
proof of the synchrony of deposits, while absolute diversity
Is no proof of difference of date. Sir Henry De la Beche
goes even further, and adduces conclusive evidence to
show that the different parts of one and the same stratum,
having a similar composition throughout, containing the
same organic remains, and having similar beds above and
below it, may yet differ to any conceivable extent in
age.

Edward Forbes was In the habit of asserting that the
similarity of the organic contents of distant formations was
primd facie evidence, not of their simUarlty, but of their
difference of age ; and holding as he did the doctrine of
single specific centres, the conclusion was as legitimate
as any other ; for the two districts must have been occupied
by migration from one of the two, or from an intermediate
spot, and the chances against exact coincidence of migration
and of Imbedding are Infinite.

In point of fact, however, whether the hypothesis of
single or of multiple spedflc centres be adopted, similarity
of organic contents cannot possibly afford any proof of
the synchrony of the deposits which contain them; on
the contrary, it Is demonstrably compatible with the lapse of
the most prodigious hitervals of thne, and with interposition
of vast changes In the organic and inorganic worlds, between
the epochs in which such deposits were formed.
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On what amount of similarity of thej fauna is the
doctrine ot the contemporaneity of the European and of the
North American Silurians bated 1 In the last edition of
Sir Charles Lyell's Elementary Geology it is stated, on the
authority of a former President of this Society, the late
Daniel Sharpe, that between 30 and 40 per cent, of the
species of Silurian MoUusca are common to both sides
of the Atlantic. By way of due allowance for further
discovery, let us double the lesser number and suppose
that 60 per cent, of the species are common to the
North American and the British Silurians. Sixty per
cent, of species in common is, then, proof of contem-
poraneity.

Now suppose that, a million or two of years hence, when
Britain has made another dip beneath the sea and has
come up again, some geologist applies this doctrine, In
comparing the strata laid bare by the upheaval of the
bottom, say, of St. George's Channel with what may then
remain of the Suffolk Crag. Reasoning in the same way,
he will at once decide the Suffolk Crag and the St. George's
Channel beds toibe contemporaneous ; although we happen
to know that a vast period (even in the geological sense)
of time, and physical changes of almost unprecedented
extent, separate the two.

But it it be a demonstrable fact that strata containing
more than 60 or 70 per cent, of species ot MoUasca in
common, and comparatively close together, may yet be
separated by an amount of geological time sufficient

to allow ot some of the greatest physical changes the world
has seen, what becomes ot that sort of contemporaneity
the sole evidence of which is a shnllarlty of fades, or the
identity of halt a dozen species, or ot a good many
genera ?

And yet there is no better evidence for the contem-
poraneity assumed by aU who adopt the hypotheses of
universal taunte and flor», ot a universally uniform clhnate,
and of a sensible cooling ot the globe during geological
time.

There seems, then, no escape from the admission that
neither physical geology, nor paleontology, possesses any
method by which the absolute synchronism of two strata
can De demonstrated. All that geology can prove is local

order of succession. It is mathematically certain that.
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In any given vertical linear section of an undisturbed series
ol sedimentary deposits, the bed which lies lowest is the
oldest. In many other vertical linear sections of the same
series, of course, corresponding beds will occur in a similar
order ; but, however great may be the probability, no man
can say with absolute certainty that the beds in the two
sections were synchronously deposited. For areas of
moderate extent, it is doubtless true that no practical
evil is likely to result from assuming the corresponding
beds to be synchronous or strictly contemporaneous ; and
there are multitudes of accessory circumstances which
may fully justify the assumption of such synchrony.
But the moment the geologist has to deal with large areas,
or with completely separated deposits, the mischief of
confounding that " homotaxis " or " similarity of arrange-
ment," which can be demonstrated, with " synchrony "

or " identity of date," for which there Is not a shadow of
proof, under the one common term of " contemporaneity "

becomes incalculable, and proves the constant source of
gratuitous speculations.

For anything that geology or paleontology are able
to show to the contrary, a Devonian fauna and Hora in
the British Islands may have been contemporaneous with
Silurian life In North America, and with a Carboniferous
fauna and flora in Africa. Geographical provinces and
zones may have been as distinctly marlced in the Paleozoic
epoch as at present, and those seemingly sudden appear^
ances of new genera and species, which we ascribe to new
creation, may be simple results of migration.

It may be so ; It may be otherwise. In the present
condition of our knowledge and of our methods, one verdict—

" not proven, and not proveable "—^must be recorded
against all the grand hypotheses of the paleontologist
respecting the general succession of life on the globe. The
order and nature of terrestrial life, as a whole, are open
questions. Geology at present provides us with most
valuable topographical records, but she has not the means
of working them into a universal history. Is such a
universal history, then, to be regarded as unattainable 7
Are all the grandest and most interesting problems which
offer themselves to the geological student essentially
insoluble 7 Is he in the position of a scientific Tantalus—doomed always to thirst for a knowledge which he
cannot obtain 7 The reverse is to be hoped ; nay, it may
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not be impossible to Indicate the source whence help will
come.

In commencing these remarks, mention was made
of the great obligations under which the naturalist lies

to the geologist and paleontologist. Assuredly the thne
will come when these obligations will be repaid tenfold, and
\^'hen the maze of the world's past history, through which the
pure geologist and the pure paleontologist find no guidance,
will be securely threaded by the clue furnished by the
naturalist.

All who are compel-nt to express an opinion on the
subject are, at present, agreed that the manifold varieties
of animal and vegetable form have not either come into
existence by chance, nor result from capricious exertions
of creative power ; but that they have taken place in a
definite order, the statement of which order is what men
of science term a natural law. Whether such a law is to
be regarded as an expression of the mode of operation of
natural forces, or whether it is simply a statement of the
manner in which a supernatural power has thought fit

to act, is a secondary question, so long as the existence
of the law and the possibility of its discovery by the human
intellect are granted. But be must be a half-hearted
philosopher who, believing in that possibility, and having
watched the gigantic strides of the biolo^cal sciences
during the last twenty years, doubts that science will

sooner or later make this further step, so as to become
possessed of the law of evolution of organic forms—of
the unvarying order of that great chain of causes and
effects of which all organic forms, ancient and modem, are
the links. And then, if ever, we shall be able to begin
to discuss, with profit, the questions respecting the com-
mencement of life, and the nature of the successive popula-
tions of the globe, which so many seem to think are already
answered.

The preceding arguments make no particular claim to
novelty ; Indeed they have been floating more or less

distinctly before the minds of geologists for the last thirty
years ; and if, at the present time, H has seemed desirable
to give them more definite and • stematic expression. It

is because paleontology Is every day assuming a greater
importance, and now requires to rest on a basis the flrmaess
of which is thoroughly well assured. Among its funda-
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mental conceptions, there mu»t be no confusion between
what Is certain and what is more or less probable.* But,
pending the construction o( a surer foundation than
paleontology now possesses, It may be instructive, assum-
ing for the nonce the general correctness of the ordinary
hypothesis of geological contemporaneity, to consider
whether the deductions which are ordinarily drawn from
the whole body of paleontological facts are justifiable.
The evidence on which such conclusions are based is of

two kinds, negative and positive. The value of negative
evidence, in connection with this inquhy, has been so
fully and clearly discussed in an address from the chair
of this Society,! which none of us have forgotten, that
nothing need at present be said about it ; the more, as
the considerations wlilch have been laid before you have
certainly not tended to increase your estimation of such
evidence. It will be preferable to turn to the positive
facts of paleontology, and to Inquire what they tell us.
We are all accustomed to speak of the number and the

extent of the changes In the living population of the globe
during geological time as something enormous : and
Indeed they are so, if we regard only the negative differences
which separate the older rocks from the more modem,
and If we look upon specUlc and generic changes as great
changes, which from one point of view they truly arc.
But leaving the negative difTerences out of consideration,
and looking only at the positive data furnished by the
fossil world from a broader point of view—^from that of
the comparative anatomist who has made the study of the
greater modincations of animal form his chief business

—

a surprise of another kind dawns upon the mind ; and
under this aspect the smallness of the total change becomes
as astonishing as was its greatness under the other.
There are two hundred known orders of plants ; of these

not one Is certainly known to exist exclusively in the
fossil state. The whole lapse of geological time has as
yet yielded not a single new ordinal type of vegetable
structure, t
The positive change in passing from the recent to the
• " Le plus grand sen-ice qu'on puisse rendre i la science est d'y

falre place nette avant d'y rien construire."

—

Cuvibr.

t Anniversary Address for 1851, Qvarl. Journ. Ceol. Soc. vol. vii.

t See Hooker's Introductory Essay to the Flora 0/ Tasmania,
p. xxlii.

6&-11
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andent animal world ii greater, but still singularly small.
No fossil animal Is so distinct from those now living as to
require to be arranged even in a separate dass from those
which contain existing forms. It is only when we ccme
to the orders, which may be roughly estimated at about
a hundred and thirty, that we meet with fossil animals
so distinct from those now living as to require orders
for themsdves ; and these do not amount, on the most
liberal estimate, to more than about 10 per cent, of the
whole. '•»

There is no certainly known extinct order of Protozoa

;

there is but one among the Coelenterata—that of the
rugose corals ; there is none among the Mollusca ; there
are three, the Cystidea, Blastoldea, and Edrioasterida,
among the Echinoderms ; and two, the Trilobita and
Eurypterida, among the Crustacea; making altogether
five for the great sub -kingdom of Annulosa. Among
Vertebrates there is no ordinally distinct fossil flsh : there is

only one extinct order of Amphibia—the Labyrinthodonts

;

but there are at least four distinct orders of Reptilia, viz.
the Ichthyosauria, Plesiosaurla, Pterosauria, Dinosauria,
and perhaps another or two. There is no known extinct
order of Birds, and no certainly known extinct order of
Mammals, the ordinal distinctness of the " Toxodontla "

being doubtful.

The objection that broad statements of this kind, after
all, rest 'argely on negative evidence is obvious, but it has
less force than may at first be supposed ; for, as might be
expected from the circumstances of the case, we possess more
abundant positive evidence regarding Fishes and marine
Mollusks than respecting any other forms of animal life

;

and yet these offer us, through the whole range of geological
lime, no species ordinally ilistinct from those now living

;

while the far less numerous dass of Echinoderms presents
three, and the Crustacea »wo, such orders, though none
of these come down later that the Paleozoic age. La:, ay,
the Reptilia present the extraordinary and exceptional
phenomenon of as many extinct as existing orders, if not
more ; the four mentioned maintaining their existence
from the Lias to the Chalk Indusive.
Some years ago one of your Secretaries pointed out

another kind of positive paleontological evidence tending
towards the same condusion—afforded by the existence of
what he termed " persistent types " of vegetable and of
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animal lite.* He stated, on tlie authority of Dr. Hooker,
that there are Carboniferous plants which appear to be
generically Identical with some now living ; that the cone
of the Oolitic Arauearta is hardly distinguishable from that
of an existing species ; that a true Piniu appears in the
Purbeclu, and a Juglaiu in the Challc ; while, from the
Bagshot Sands, a Banksta, the wood of which is not dis-

tinguishable from that of species now living in Australia,
had been obtained.

Turning to the animal Idngdom., he affirmed the tabulate
corals of the Silurian rocks to be wonderfully like those
which now exist ; wliile even the families of the Aporosa
were all represented in the older Mesozolc rocks.

Amr>ng the MoUuska similar facts were adduced. Let
It be Lome in mind that Aoleula, Mgtails, Chiton, Naitea,
Patella, Troehus, Discina, Orbicula, Lingula, Rhgnehonella,
and Nautilus, all of which are eidsting genera, are given
without a doubt as Silurian in the last edition of Slluria

;

while the highest forms of the highest Cephalopods are
represented In the Lias by a genus, Belemnoteuthii,

which presents the closest relation to the existing
Loligo.

The two highest groups of the Annulosa, the Insecta
and the Arachnlda, are represented In the Coal, either by
existing genera, or by forms differing from existing genera
in quite minor peculiarities.

Turning to the Vertebrata, the only paleozoic Elasmo-
branch Fish of which we have any complete knowledge
is the Devonian and Carboniferous Pleuraeanthus, which
differs no more from existing Sharks than these do from
one another.

Again, vast as is t))e number of undoubtedly Ganoid
fossil Fishes, and great as is their range in time, a large

mass of evidence has recently been adduced to show
that almost all those respecting which we possess suilicient

Information, are referable to the same sub-ordinal groups
as the existing Lepidoateus, Polypterus, and Sturgeon

;

and that a singular relation obtains between the older

and the younger Fishes ; the former, the Devonian Ganoids,
being almost all members of the same sub-order as

• See the abstract of a Lecture " On the Persistent Types of
Animal Life," in the Nolica 0/ Ihe Meetings 0/ the Roi/al IiutUu-
Hon 0/ Great Britain.—Jwat 3, 1859, vol. iU. p. 151.
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PolypUrui, while the Meiozolc Ganoid* are almoit all liail-

larly allied to Lepidoatem.*

Again, what can be more remarkable than the lingular

constancy of ttnicture preserved throughout a vast period

of time by the family of the Pycnodonts and by that of

the true Coelacanths : the former persisting, with but
insignificant modiflcations, frtm the Carboniferous to the

Tertiary rocks, inclusive ; the latter existing, with still

less change, from the Carboniferous rocks to the Chalk,
inclusive 7

Among Reptiles, the highest living group, that of the

Crocodilia, is represented, at the early part of the Mesozolc

epoch, by species Identical in the essential characters of

their organization with those now living, anu differing

from the latter only in such matter* as the form of the

articular facets of the vertebral centra, in the extent to

which the nasal passages are separated from the cavity

of the mouth by bone, and in the proportions of the limbs.

And even as regards the Mammalia, the scanty remain*

of Triassic and Oolitic species afford no foundation for

the supposition that the organization of the oldest form*
differed nearly so much from some of those which now live

as these differ from one another.

It Is needless to multiply these instances ; t.nough has
been said to Justify the statement that, in view of the

Immense ;^lverslty of known animal and vegetable forms,

and the enormous lapse of time Indicated by the accumu-
lation of fossUlferous strata, the only circumstance to be
wondered at Is, not that the changes o life, as exhibited

by positive evidence, have been so great, but that they
hav : been so small.

Be they great or small, however, It is desirable to attempt
to estimate them. Let us,' therefore, take each great

division of the animal world in succession, and, whenever an
order or a family can be shown to have had a prolonged
existence, let us endeavour to ascertain how far the later

members of the group diiler from the earlier ones. It

these later members. In all or In many cases, exhibit a

certain amount of modification, the fact Is, so far, evidence

In favour of a general law of change ; and, in a rough way,

" Memoirs of the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom.

—

Decade x. Preliminary Essay upon the Syitematlc Airangemaot
ol the Fishes ol the Devonian Epoch."
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the rapidity of that change wUl be measured by the demons-
trable amount of modlflcatlon. On the other hnnd, it

must be recollected that the absence of any modiflralion,
while It may leave the doctrine of the existence of a law of
change without positive support, cannot possibly disprove
all forms of that doctrine, though it may ailord a sulllelent
rcfutat'on o ' many of them.
The Protozoa.—The Protozoa are represented throughout

the whole range of geological series, from the Lower Silurian
formation to the present day. The most ancient forms
recently made known by Ehrenberg are exceedingly like
those which now exis; : no one has ever pretended that
the difference between any ancient and any niodem
Foraminifera Is of more than generic value, nor arc the
oldest Foraminifera either simpler, more embryonic, or
less dllTerentiated, than the existing forms.
The CffiLENTEHATA.—The Tabulate Corals have existed

from the Silurian epoch to the present day, but I am not
awar : that the ancient Heliolitrs possesses a single mark
of a more embryonic or less ditTcrentiated character, or
less high organization, than the existing Heliopora. As
for the Aporose Corals, in what respect is the Silurian
Paleocyclus less highly organized or more embryonic
than the modern Funyia, or the Liassic Aporosa than the
existing members of the same families?

The Mollusca.— In what sense is the living Watdheimia
less embryonic, or more specialized, than the paleozoic
Spirifer ; or the existing Rhynchonellw, Cranim, Discinie,
Lingvla, than the Silurian species of the same genera 1
In what sense can JMigo or Spirula be said to be more
specialized, or less embryonic, than Belemniles ; or the
modem species of Lamellibranch and Gasteropod genera,
than the Silurian species of the same genera ?

The Annulosa.—The Carboniferous Insecta and Arach-
nida are neither less specialized, nor more embryjnlc,
than these that now live, nor are the Liassic Cirripcdia
and Macrura ; while several of the Brachyura, which appear
in the Chalk, belong to existing genera ; and none exhibit
either an intermediate, or an embryonic, character.

The Vertebrata.—Among fishes I have referred to the
Ccelacanthini (comprising the genera Caelacantlms, Holo-
phagus, Undina, and Macropoma) as affording an example
of a persistent type ; and it is most remarkable to note the
smallness of the dlQercnces between any of these fishes-
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(•fleeting at moit the proporllont of the body and flni,

and the character and icuipture o( the scale*), notwith-
standing their enormout range in time. In all the euentlal»
of its very peculiar structure, the Maeropoma of the Chalk
I* identical with the Catlacanthtu of the Coal. Look at
the genus Lepidotui, again, persisting without a modification
of importance from the Liasslc to the Eocene formations
Inclusive.

Or among the Teleostel—In what respect is the Beryx
of the Chalk more embryonic, or less dlilerentlated, than
Beryx Unealiu of King George's Sound 7

Or to turn to the higher Vertebrata—in what sense are
the Liasslc Chelonia inferior to those which now exist?
How are the Cretaceous Ichthyosaurla, Pleslosaurla, or
Pterosaurla less embryonic, or more dlllercnUated, species
than those of the Lias ?

Or lastly, in what circumstance is the Phuseolotherlum
more embryonic, or of a more generalized type, than the
modern Opossum ; or a Lophiodon, or a Paleolherium, than
a modern Tapirus or Hyrax ?

These examples might be almost Indennltely multiplied,
but surely they are sufllclent to prove that the only safe
and unquestionable testimony we can procure—positive
evidence—stalls to demonstrate any sort of progressive
modincation towards a less embryonic, or less generalised,

type in a great many groups of animals of long-continued
geological existence. In these groups there is fibundant
evidence of variation—none of what is ordinarily understood
as progression ; and, if the known geological record is to
be regarded as uven any considerable fragment of the
whole, It is inconceivable that any theory of a necessarily
progressive development can stand, for the numerous orders
and families cited afford no trace of such a process.

But it is a most remarkable fact, that, while the groups
which have been mentioned, and many besides, exhibit
no sign of progressiva modiflcation, there are others,
co-existing with them, under the same conditions, in which
more or less distinct indications of such a process seems
to be traceable. Among such indications I may remind
you of the predominance of Holostome Gasteropoda in the
older rocks as compared with that of Siphonostome Gastero-
poda in the later. A case less open to the objection of
negative evidence, however, is that afforded by the Tetra-
branchiate Cephalopoda, the forms of the shells and of
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the septal tuturct cxhibltlnit a certain Increaie of complexity
In the newer genera. Here, however, one ii met at once
with the occurrence of Orlhocerai and BaeuUtn at the t'»o
ends of the lerlet, and of the fact that one of the ilmpieiit
genera, NaulUut, It that which now exists.
The Crinoldea, in the abundance of stalked fonns In the

ancient formations as compared with their present rarity,
seem to present us with a fair case of modification fro-n a
more embryonic towards a less embryonic condition. But
then, on careful consideration of the facti .he objection
arises that the stulic, cniyx, and arms of the paleoioic
Crinoid are exceedingly diilerent from the correspondir.3
organs of a larvnl Comatula ; and it might with perfect
Justice be argui 1 that Aelinoerlnui and Eucalyplotrlnus,
tV example, depart to the full as widely. In one direction,
from the stalked embryo of Comatula, as Comatula itself
docs i'n the other.

Ihe Hchinidea, again, are frequently quoted as exhibiting
a gradual passage from a more generalised to a more
specialized type, seeing that the elongated, or oval, Spa-
tangolds appear after the spheroidal Echlnoids. But here
It might be argued, on the other hand, that the spheroidal
Echlnoids, In reality, depart further from the general
plan and from vhe embryonic form than the elongated
Spatangoids do ; and that the peculiar dental apparatus
and the pedlcellarite of the former are marks of at least as
great dlfTcn>ntiation as the pctaloid ambulacra and scmitn
of the latter.

Once more, the prevalence of Macrurous before Brach-
yurous Podophthaimia is, apparently, a fafa- piece of
evidence in favour of progressive modincation in the same
order of Crustacea j and yet the case will not stand much
sifting, seeing that the Macrurous Podophthaimia depart
as far in one direction from the common type of Podoph-
thaimia, or from any embryonic condition of the Brachyura.
as the Brachyura do in the other ; and that the middle terms
between Macrura and BrSchyura—the Anomura—are litUo
better represented in the older Mcsozoic rocks than the
Brachyura are.

None of the cases of progressive modincation which are
cited from among the Invcrtebrata apear to me to have a
foundation less open to criticism than these ; and If this
be so, no careful reasoner would, I think, be indhied to
lay very great stress upon them. Among the Vert'' -^^
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however, there are • (ew example* which appear to be tar
lets open to objection.

It U, In tact, true of icveral group* of Vertebrata which
have lived through a considerable range of time, that the
endoskclcton (more particularly the (pinal column) ol
the older genera preeenti a lea* o*«incd, and, >o far, less
dlllerontlated, condition than that of the younger genera.
Thu* the Devonian Ganoids, though almost all member*
ot the *ame sub-order a* Polyplerui, ond presenting
numerous Important resemblances to the existing genus,
which possesses biconclave vertebrie, arc, for the most
part, wholly devoid of ossined vertebral centra. The
Mesozolc Lepidosteldte, again, have, at most, biconcave
vertebra, while the existing Lepidoste .s has Salamo old,
opisthoc lous, vertebne. So, none of the Paleozoic ohar^s
have sli n themselves to be possessed of ossUled verte-
brie, whut the majority of modern Sharks possess su'-h
vertcbrtB. Again, the more ancient Crocodilia and
Lacertilta have vertebra with the articular facets ot
their centra flattened or biconcave, while the modem
members ot the same group have them procoelous. But
Ihe most remarkable examples of progressive modiflcatlon
of the vertebral column, in correspondence with geological
age, are those afforded by the Pycnodonts among Ush, and
t^e Labyrintbodonts among Amphibia.
The late at ie ichthyologist Meckel potated out the fact,

that, while the Pycnodonts never possess true vertebral
centra, they dirfer in the degree of expansion and extension
ot the ends of 'he bony arches of the vertebra upon the
shc.th of the notochord ; the Carboniferous forms exhibit-
inf! hardly any such expansion, whUe the Mesozoic genera
present a greatir and greater development, unt';, in the
Tertiary forms, the expanded ends I come suturoil.' Tmlted
so as to lorm a sort of false vertebra. Hermann von
Meyer, again, to ^shose luminous researches we are indebted
tor our present large knowledge of the organization of the
older Labyrhithodonts, has proved that the Carboniferous
Archegosaurus had very Imperfectly developed vertebral
centra, while the Triassic Mastodonsaurus had the same
parts completely ossified.*

As the Address is paiwlng through the press (March 7, 1862),
evidence lies before me of the existence of a new Labyi .nthodoni,
(Pholldogastir), from the Edinburgh coal-fleld, with weU-osslfled
vertebral centra.
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Th« regularity and eTMincu of the dentition of tiM
Anoplolhtrlum, •• contraited wlUi that of exliting ArUo-
dactylee. and the auiuned nearer approach o( the dentiUon
of cerUln ancient Carnivore* to the typical arranaement.
have alio been cited at tsrmpliacaUoni of a law of pro-
greulve development, but 1 know of no other casei baud
on poiltlve evidence which are worthy of particular noUce.
What then doe* an impartial lurvey of the poilUvely

ascertained truth* of paleontciogy testify in relation to
the common doctrine* of progressive modincotlon, which
*uppose that modlflcation to have talcen place by a nece**ary
progress from more to less embryonic forms, or from more
to less generalized types, within the limits of the period
represented by the fossUlferoiis rocks 7

It negatives those doctrines ; for It either shows us no
evidence of any such modlHcatlon, or demonstrates it to
have been very slight ; and as to the nature of that moUlflca-
tlon, it yield* no evidence whatsoever that the earlier
members of any long-continued group were more generalized
in structure than the later ones. To a certain extent,
indeed, it may be said that Imperfect ossldcatlon of the
vertebral column Is an embryonic character ; but, on the
other i.and, it would be extremely incorrect to suppose
that the vertebral columns of the older Vcrtebrata are InT- sense embryonic In their whole structure.

JbvlousI if the earilcst fosslUfcrous rocks now known
1

e coeval with the commencement of life, and If their
t itents give us any Just conception of the nature and the
ex 2nt of the earilcst fauna and flora, the Insignificant
amount of modification which can be demonstrated to
have taken place In any one group of animals, or plants
is quite incompatible with the hypothesis that all living
forms are the results of a necessary process of progressive
development, entirely comprised within the time represented
by the fosslllferous rocks.

Contrariwise, any admlss'ble hypothesis of progressive
modification must be compatible with persistence without
progression, through indefinite periods. And should such
an hypothesis eventually be proved to be true. In the only
way in which it can be demonstrated, viz. by observation
and experiment upon the existing forms of life, the con-
cl:ision wlU Inevitably present Itself, that the Paleozoic,
Mesozolc, and Cainozolc faunse and llorie, taken together,
bear somewhat the same proportion to the whole series of
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living beings wliich have occupied tlus ^obe, as tiie existing
fa la and flora do to theni.

Sucii are the results of paleontology as they appear, and
have for some years appeared, to the mind of an inquirer
who regards that study simply as one of the applications of
tlie great biological sciences, and who desires to see it placed
upon the same sound basis as other branches of physical
inquiry. If the arguments which have been brought
forward are valid, probably no one, in view of the present
state of opinion, will be inclined to think the time wasted
wUdi lias been spent upon their elaboration.
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CORAL AND CORAL REEFS*

The subject upon which I wish to address you to-night is
the structure and origin of Coral and Coral Reefs. Under
the head of " cnral " there are Included two very different
things

; one of hem is that substance which I imagine a
great number of us have champed when we were very
much younger than we are now,—the common red coral,
wb is used so much, as you know, for the edification and
the delectation of children of tender years, and is also
employed for the purposes of ornament for those who are
much older, and as some think might know better. The
other kind of coral is a very different substance ; it may
for disUnction's sake be called the white coral ; it is a material
which most assuredly not the hardest-hearted of baby
farmers would give to a baby to chew, and it is a substance
which is to be seen only in the cabinets of curious person'.,
or in museums, or, may be, over the mantelpieces of seu
faring men. But although the red coral, as I have
mentioned to you, has access to the very best society ; and
although the white coral is comparatively a Qcspised pro-
duct, yet in this, as in many other cases, the humbler thing
is in reality the greater ; the amount of work which is done
in the world by the white coral being absolutely infinite
compared with that effected by its delicate and pampered
nam^.,ake. Each of these substances, the white coral and
the red, however, has a relationship to the other. They
are, in a zoological sense, cousins, each of them being
formed by the same kind of animals in what is substantially
the same way. Each of these bodies is, in fact, the hard
skeleton of a very curious and a very simple animal, more
comparable to the bones of such animals as ourselves than

• A Lecture delivered in Manchester, November 4lh, 187a
397
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to the shells of oysters or creatures of that kind ; for it It

the hardening of the internal tissue ol the creature, of Its

Internal substance, by the deposit in the body of a material

which is exceedingly common, not only in fresh but in sea

vater, and which is specially abundant in those waters
whiui we know as " hard," those waters, for example,
which leave a " fur '' upo% the bottom of a tea-kettle.

This " fur " is carbonate of lime, the same sort •!

substance as limestone and chalk. That material Is con-
tained in solution in sea water, and it is out of the sea

water in which these coral creatures live that they get

the lime which is needed for the forming of thehr hard
skeleton.

But now what manner of creatures are these which form
these hard skeletons ? I dare say that in these days of

keeping aquaria, of locomotion to the sea-side, most of

those whom I am addressing may have seen one of those

creatures which used to be known as the " sea anemone,"
receiving that name on account of its general resemblance.

In a rough sort of way, to the flower which is known as the
" anemone "

; but being a thing which lives in the sea,

it was qualilled as the " sea anemone." Well, then, you
must suppose a body shaped like a short cylinder, the top

cut off, and in the top a hole rather oval than round. All

round this aperttire, which is the mouth. Imagine that there

are placed a number of feelers forming a circle. The cavity

of the mouth leads into a sort of stomach, which is very un-
like those of the higher animals, in the circumstance that it

o^ens at the lower end into a cavity of the body, and all

the digested matter, converted into nourishment, is thus
distributed through the rest of the body. That i.% the

general structure of one of these sea aiiemones. If you
touch it it contracts immediately into a heap. It looks at

first quite like a flower in the sea, but if you touch it you
find that it exhibits all the peculiarities of a living animal

;

and if anything which can serve as its prey comes nea' its

tentacles, it closes them round it and sucks the material

into its stomach and there digests it aad turns it to the

account of its own body.
These creatures are very voracious, and not at all parti-

cular what they seize ; and sometimes it may be that they
lay bold of a shellfish which is far too big U> be packed
into that interior cavity, and, of course, in any ordinary

animal a proceeding of this kind would give rise to a very
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severe flt of indigestion. But tliU is by no means tlie

case In the sea anemone, because when digestive difllculties

of this Idnd arise he gets out of them by splitting himself
in two ; and then each half buildj itself up into a fresh
creature, and you have two polypes where there wfs
previously one, and the bone which stuck in the way lying
between them I Not only can these creatures multiply
in this fashion, but they can multiply by buds. A bud
will grow out of the side of the l>ody (I am not spealcing
of the common sea anemone, but of allied creatures) just
like the bud of a plant, and that wUl fashion itself into a
creature like the parent. There are some of them in which
these buds remain connected together, and you will soon
see what would be the result of that. If I make a bud
grow out here, and another on the opposite side, and each
fashions itself into a new polype, the practical effect will be
th»t before long you will see a single polype converted Into
a iort of tree or bush of polypes. And these will all remain
associated together, like a Wnd of co-operative store, which
is a tiling I believe you understand very well here,—each
mouth will help to feed the body and each part of the body
help to support ibr. multifarious mouths. I think that is as
good an example of a zoological co-operative store as you
can well have. Such are these wonderful creatures. But
they are capable not only of multiplying in tills way, but in
other ways, by having a more ordinary and regular Idnd of
offspring. Little eggs are produced in the bodies of these
creatures, and those eggs are hatched and the young are
passed out by the way of the mouth, and they go swhnming
about as little oval bodies covered with a very curious kind
of hairlike processes. Each of these processes is capable
of striking the water like an oar ; and the consequence is

that the young creature is propelled through the water. So
that you have the young polype floating about in this
fashion, covered by its vibralile cilia, as these long filaments,
which are capable of vibration, are termed. And thus, al-

though the polype Itself may be a fixed creature unable to
move about, it is able to spread its offspring over great areas.
For these creatures not only propel themselves, but while
swimming about in the sea for many hours, or perhaps days,
it will be obvious that they must be carried hither and thither
by the currents of the sea, which not infrequently move at
the rate of one or two n an hour. Thus, in the course of

a few days, the offsprir 'his .itatiboary creature may be
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carried to a very great distance (rom Its parent ; and having
been so carried it loses these organs by which it is propelled,

and settles down upon the bottom of the r and grows up
again into the form and condition of its parents. So that

if you suppose a single polype of this kind settled upon the

bottom of the sea, it may by these various methods—that

Is to say, by cutting itself in two, which we call " fission," or

by budding ; or by sending out these swimming embryos,

—

multiply itself to an enormous extent, and give rise to

thousands, or millions, of progeny in a comparatively short

time ; and these thousands, or millions, of progeny may
cover a very large surface of the sea bottom ; in fact, you
will readily perceive that, give them time, and there is no
limit to the surface which they may cover.

Having understood thus far the general nature of these

polypes, which are the fabricators both of the red and white

cotal, let us consider a little more particularly how the

skeletons of the red coral and of the white coral are formed.

The red coral polype perches upon the sea bottom, it then

grows up into a sbrt of stem, and out of that stem there grow
branches, each of which has its own polypes ; and thus

you have a kind of tree formed, every branch of the tree

terminated by its poI>"ie. It is a tree, but at the end of the

branches there are open mouths of polypes instead of flowers.

Thus there is a common soft body connecting the whole, and
as it grows up the soft body deposits in its interior a quantity

of carbonate of lime, which acquires a beautiful red or flesh

colour, and forms a kind of stem running through the whole,

and it is that stem which is the red coral. The red coral

grows principally at the bottom of the Mediterranean Sea,

at very great depths, and the coral fishers, who are very
adventurous seamen, take their drag nets, of a peculiar kind,

rouglily made, but etHcient for their purpose, and drag them
along the bottom of the sea to catch the branches of the red
coral, which become entangled and are thus brought up to

the surface. They are then allowed to putrefy. In order to

get rid of the animal matter, and the red coral Is the skeleton

that is left.

In the case of the white coral, the skeleton is more
complete. In the red coral, the skeleton belongs to the
whole ; in the white coral there is a special skeleton for

every one of these pol3rpes In addition to that for the whole
body. There is a skeleton formed in the t>ody of each of

them, like a cup divided by a number of radiating paititioos
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toward* the outside ; and that cup is tonned of carbonate
of lime, only not stained red, as in the case of the red coral.
And all these cups are joined together into a common
branch, the result of which is the formation of a beautiful
coral tree. This is a great mass of madrepore, and in the
living state every one of the ends of these branches was
terminated by a beautiful little polype, like a sea anemone,
and all the skeleton was covered by a soft body which
united the polypes together. You must understand that
all this skeleton has been formed in the interior of the
body, to suit the branched body of the polype mass, and
that it is as much its skeleton as our own bones are our
skeleton. In this next coral the creature which has formed
the skeleton has divided itself as it grew, and consequently
has formed a great expansion ; but scattered all over this
surface there were polype bodies like those I previously
described. Again, when this great cup was alive, the whole
surface was covered with a beautiful body upon which
were set innumerable small polype flowers, if we may so
call them, often brilliantly coloured ; and the whole cup
was built up in the same fashion by the deposit of carbonate
of lime in the Interior of the combined polype body, formed
by budding and by fission in the way I described. You
¥rtll perceive that there is no necessary limit to this process.
There is no reason why we should not have coral three or
four times as big; and there are certain creatures of this
Und that do fabricate very large masses, or half spheres
several feet in diameter. Thus the activity of these animals
in separating carbonate of lime from the sea and building
It up into definite shapes is very considerable indeed.
Now I think I have said sufficient—as much as I can

without taking you into technical details, of the general
nature of these creatures which form coral. The animals
which form coral are scattered over the seas of all countries
in the world. The red coral is comparatively limited, but
the polypes which form the white cwal are widely scattered.

There are some of them which remain single, or which
give rise to only small accumulations ; and the skeletons
of these, as they die, accumulate upon the bottom of the
sea, but they do not come to much ; they are washed
about and do not adhere together, but become mixed up
with the mud of the sea. But there are certain parts of

the world in which the coral polypes which live and grow
are of a kind wMcb remain, adhere together, and form
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great masses. They diner from the ordinary polype*

Just In the same way as those plants which torm • peat-bog

or meadow-turf dider from ordinary plants. They have a

habit of growing together In masses In the same place

;

they are what we call " gregarious " things , and the

consequence of this Is, that at they die and leave their

skeletons, those skeletons form a considerable solid aggre-

gation at the bottom of the sea, and other polypes perch

upon them, and begin building upon them, and so by

degrees a great mass is fo'.ined. And just as we know

there are some ancient cities in which you have a British

city, and over that the foundations of a Roman city ; and

over that a Saxon city, and over that again a modern city,

so in these localities of which X am speaking, you have the

accumulations of the foundations of the houses, if I may
use the term, of nation after naUon of these coral polype*

;

and these accumulations may cover a very considerable

•pace, and may rise In the course of time from the bottom

to the surface of the sea.

Mariners have a name which they apply to all »orU of

obstacles consisting of hard and rocky matter which comes

in their way in the course of their navigation ; they call

such obstacles " reefs," and they have long been In the

habit of calling the particular kind of reef, which is formed

by the accumulation of the skeletons of dead corals, by the

name of " coral reefs," therefore, those parts of the world

In which these accumulations occur have been termed by

them " coral reef areas," or regions in which coral reefs

are found. There is a very notable example of a simple

coral reef about the Island of Mauritius, which I dare say

you all know, lies in the middle of the Indian Ocean. It

is a very considerable and beautiful island, and is sur-

rounded on all sides by a mass of coral, which has been

formed in the way I have described ; to that If you could

get upon the top of one of the peaks of the island, and look

down upon the Indian Ocean, you would see that the

beach round the Island was continued outward by a kind

of shallow terrace, which is covered by the sea, and where

the sea is quite shallow ; and at a distance varying from

three-quarters of a mile to a mile and a half from the

proper beach, you would see a line of foam or surf which

looks most beautiful In contrast with the bright green

water in the inside, and the deep blue of the sea beyond.

That line of surf indicates the point at which the naten
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of the ocean are breaking upon the coral reef which sur^
rounds the Island. You see It sweep round the Island upon
all sides, except where a river may chance to come down,
and that always makes a gap in the shore.

There are two or three points which I wish to bring
clearly before your notice about such a reef as this. In
the first place, you perceive It forms a kind of fringe round
the island, and is therefore called a " fringing reef." In
the next place, if you go out in a boat, and take soundings
at the edge of the reef, you And that the depth of the water
is not more than from 20 to 25 fathoms—that b about 120
to 150 feet. Outside that point you come to the natural
aea bottom ; but all inside that depth is coral, buUt up
from the bottom by the accumulation of the skeletons of
innumerable generations of coral polypes. So that you
see the coral forms a very considerable rampart round the
Island. What the exact circumference may be I do not
remember, but it cannot be less than 100 miles, and the
outward height of this wall of coral rock nowhere amounts
to less than about 100 or 150 feet.

When the outward face of the reef Is examined, you find
that the upper edge, which is exposed to the wash of the
sea, and all the seaward face, is covered with those living
plant-like flowers which I have described to you. They are
the coral polypes which grow, flourish, and add to the
mass of calcareous matter which already forms the reef.
But towards the lower part of the reef, at a depth of about
120 feet, these creatures are less active, and fewer of them
at work ; and at greater depths than that you find no living
coral polype at all ; and It may he laid down as a rule,
derived from very extensive observation, that these reel-
building corals cannot live in a greater depth of water
than about 120 to 150 feet. I beg you to recollect that
fact, because It is one I shall have to come back to by and
by, and to show to what very curious consequences that
ru; ''Ads. Well then, coming back to the margin of the
reel, . ju And that part of it which lies just within the surf
to be coated by a very curious plant, a sort of seaweed,
which contains in Its substance a very great deal of car-
bonate of lime, and looks almost like rock ; this is what
Is called the nulll pore. More towards the land, we come
to the shallow water upon the Inside of the reef, which has
a particular name, derived from the Spanish or the
Portuguese—it is called a " lagoon," or lake. In this lagoon
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there ii comparatively UtUe Uvlng coral ; the bottom of It

Is formed of coral mud. If we pounded this coral In water.

It would be converted Into calcnreoui mud, and the waves

during storms do for the coral skeletons exacUy what we

might do for this coral In a mortar ; the waves tear off

great fragments and crush them with prodigious force, until

they are ground into the merest powder, and that powdcr

is washed into the interior of the lagoon, and forms a muddy

coating at the bottom. Beside that, there are a great

many animals that prey upon the coral—fishes, worms, and

creatures of that kind, and aU these, by their digestive

processes, reduce the coral to the same state, and contribute

a very Important element to this fine mud. The Uvlng

coral found in the lagoon, is not the reef buUding coral

;

It does not give rise to the same massive skeletons. As

you go in a boat over these shallow pools, you see these

beautiful things, coloured red, blue, green, and all colours,

buUding their houses ; but these are mere tenements, and

not to be compared in magnitude and importance to the

masses whicli are buUt by the reef-buUdcrs themselves.

Now, such a structure as this is what Is termed a " fringing

reef." You meet with fringing reefs of this kind not only

In the Mauritius, but in a number of other parU of the

world. If these were the only reefs to be seen anywhere,

the problem of the formation of coral reefs would never

have been a diiBcult one. Nothing can be easier than to

understand how there must have been a time when the

coral polypes came and settled on the shores of this Island,

everywhere within the 20 to 25 fathom line, and how,

having perched there, they gradually grew unUl they buUt

up the reef.
, , ,

But these are by no means the only sort of coral reels In

the world ; on the contrary, there are very large areas, not

only of tlie Indian ocean, but of the Paclflc, in which many

many thousands of square miles are covered cither wllh a

peculiar kind of reef, which is called the " ench-cling reef," or

by a stiU more curious reef which goes by the name of the

" atoll." There is a very good picture, which Professor

Roscoe has been kind enou., to prepare for me, of one of

these atoUs, which will enable you to form a noUon of it as a

landscape. You have In the foreground the waters of the

Paclflc. You must fancy yourself in the middle of the great

ocean, and you wlU perceive that there Is an almost circular

Island, with a low beach, which is formed entirely of coral
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and ; growing upon that beach you have vegetation, which
takes, of course, the shape of the circular land ; and then.

In the interior of the circle, there Is a pool of water, which
It not very deep—probably in this case not more than eight

or nine fathoms—and which forms a strange and beautiful

contrast to the deep blue water outside. This circular

Island, or atoll, with a lagoon in the middle, Is not a com-
plete circle ; upon one side of It there is a break, exactly

like the entrance into a dock ; and, as a matter of course,

these circular islets, or atolls, form most efficient break-

waters, for if you can only get inside your ship Is in perfect

safety, with admirable anchorage in the interior. If the

(hip were lying within a mile of that beach, the water

would be one or two thousand feet deep ; therefore, a

section of that atuJ, with the soundings as deep as this all

round, would give you the notion of a great cone, cut oil

at the top, and with a shallow cup in the middle of it.

Now, whit a very singular fact this is, that wc should have

rising fron; the bottom of the deep ocean a great pyramid,

beside which all human pyramids sink into tlic most utter

Insignificance I These singular coral limestone structures

are very beautiful, especially when crowned with cocoa-nut

trees. There you see the long line of land, covered with

vegetation—cocoa-nut trees—and you have the sea upon
the inner and outer sides, with u vessel very comfortably

riding at anchor. That is one of the remarkable forms of

reef In the Pacific. Another Is a sort of half-way house,

between the atoll and the fringing reef ; it is what -is called

an " encircling reef." In this case you see an island rising

out of the sea, and at two or three miles distance, or more,

and separated by a deep channel, which may be eight to

twelve fathoms deep, there is a reef, which encircles it

like a great girdle ; and outside that again the water is

one or two thousand feet deep. I spent three or four years

of my life in cruising about a modification of one of these

encircling reefs, called a " barrier reef," upon the east

coast of Australia—one of the most wonderful accumulalions

of coral rock in the world. It is about 1,100 miles long, and

varies in width from one or two to many miles. It is

separated from the coast of Australia by a channel of about

25 fathoms deep ; while outside, looking toward America,

the water is tw» or three thousand feet deep at a mile from

the edge of the reef. This Is an accumulation of limestone

toek, built up bj corals, 'o which, we have no parallel any-
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where die. Imagine to yountlt a heap of thit material

more than one thouionrt miles long, and leveral mllet wide.

That U a barrier reef; but a barrier reef it merely u It

were a fragment of a:i endrcUng reef running parallel to the

coast of a great continent.

I told you that the polypes which buUt these reefs were
not able to live at a greater depth than 20 to 25 fathoms of

water ; and that is the reason why the fringing reef goes

no farther from the lend than It docs. And for the same
reason, If the Pacific could be laid bare we should have
a most singular spectacle. There would be a number of

mountains with truncated tops scattered over It, and those

mountains would have an appearance just the very reverse

of thai presented by the mountains we see on shore. You
know that the mountains on shore are covered with vegeta-

tion at their bases, while their tops are bar. en or covered

with snow ; but these mountains would be perfectly bare

at their bases, and all round their tops they would be
covered with a beautiful vegetation of coral polypes. And
not only would this be the case, but we should find that for

a considerable distance down, all the material of these atoll

and encircling reefs was built up of precisely the same coral

rock as the fringing reef. That Is to say, you have an
enormous mass of coral rock at a depth below the surface

of the water where we know perfectly well that the corai

animals could not have lived to form It. When those two
facts were first put together, naturalists were quite as much
puzzled as I daresay you are, at present, to understand
how these two seeming contradictions could be reconciled

;

and all sorts of odd hypotheses were resorted to. It was
supposed that the coral did not extend so far down, but
that there was a great chain of submarine mountains
stretching through the Pacific, and that the coral had grown
upon them. But only fancy what supposition that was,
for you would have to Imagine that there was a chain (rf

mountains a thousand miles or more long, and that the

top of every mountain came within 20 fathoms of the surface

of the sea, and neither rose above nor sunk beneath that
level. That is highly Improbable : such a chain of mountains
was never known. Then how can you posalbly account
for the curious circular form of the atolls by any suppositios

of this kind 7 I believe there was some one who imagined
that all these mountains were volcanoes, and that the reef*

had grown round the vops of the craters, so we all stuck
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fMt I may say " we," though it was rather before my
time. And when we aU lUck fait. It li Ju«t the uto of a
man of genlut that he come* and thowi us the meaning of
the thing. He generally give* an explan;iUon which it *o
ridiculously limple that everybody b aihamed that he did
not and it out before ; and the way (uch a ditcovcrer It
often rewarded ii by llnding out that lome one had made
the discovery before him I I do not mean to say that It
was 10 in this particular Instance, because the great man
who played the part of Columbus and the egg on this
occasion dad, I believe, always had the full credit which
he so well deserves. The discoverer of the key to these
problems was a man whose name you know very well in
connection with other matters, and I should not wonder if
some of you have heard it said that he was a superflcial
ktad of person who did not know much about the subject
on which he writes. He was Mr. Darwin, and this brUiiant
discovery of his was made public thirty years age, long
before he became the celebrated man he now Is ; and It
was one of the most singular Instances of that astonishing
sagacity which he possesses of drawing consequences by
way of deduction from simple principles of natural science
—a power which has served him in good stead on other
occasions. Well, Mr. Darwin, looking at these curious
difficulties and having that sort of knowledge of natural
phenomena In general, without which he could not h,»ve
made a step towards the solution of the problem, said to
Umself—" It Is perfectly dear that the coral which forms
the base of the atolls and fringing reefs could not possibly
have been formed there if the level of the sea has always
been exactly where it Is now, for we know for certain that
these polypes cannot build at a greater depth than 20 to
25 fathoms, and here we find them at 50 to 100 fathoms."
That was the first point to make clear. The second point

to deal with was—if the polypes cannot have built there
while the level of the sea has remained stationary, then one
of two things must have happened—either the sea has
gone up, or the land has gone down.

There Is no escape from one of these two alternatives.
Now the objections to the notion of the sea having gone
np are very considerable indeed; for you will readily
perceive that the sea could not possibly have risen a
thousand feet in the Paciflc without rising pretty much
the same distance everywhere else ; and it it had tisea
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that height everjrwhere else since the reefs began to be
formed, the geography of the world in general must Iiave

been very diflerent indeed, at that time, from what it ii

now. And we have very good means of Icnowing that

any such rise as this certainly has not taken place in the
level of the sea since the time that the corals have been
building their houses. And so the only other alternative

was to suppose that the land had gone down, and at so slow

a rate that the corals were able to grow upward as fast

as it went downward. You will see at once that this is

the solution of the mystery, and notiiing can be simpler

or more obvious when you come to thinlc about it. Suppose
we start with a coral sea and put in the middle of it an
island such as the Mauritius. Now let the coral polypes

come and perch on the shore and build a fringing reef, which
will stop when they come to 20 or 25 fathoms, and you
will have a fringing reef like that round the island in the

illustration. So long as the land remains stationary, so

long as it does not descend so long will that reef be unable
to get any further out, because the moment the polype
embryos try to get below they die. But now suppose that

the land sinks very gradually indeed. Let it subside by
slow degrees, until the mountain peak, which we have
in the middle of it, alone projects beyond the sea leveL

The fringing reef would be carried down also ; but we
suppose that the sinking is so slow that the coral polypes

are able to grow up as fast as the land is carried down

;

consequently they will add layer upon layer until they form
a deep cup, because the inner part of the reef grows much
more slowly than the outer part. Thus you have the

reef forming a bed thicker upon the flanks of the island

;

but the edge of the reef will be very much further out from
the land, and the lagoon will be many times deeper ; in

short, your fringing reef will ^e converted into an encircling

reef. And if, instead of this being an island, it were a
great continent like Australia, then you will have the
phenomenon of a barrier reef which I have described. The
barrier reef of Australia was originally a fringing reef;

the land has gone slowly down ; the consequence is the
lagoon has deepened until its depth is now 25 fathoms
and the corals have grown up at the outer edge until you
have that prodigious accumulation which forms the barriw
reef at present. Now let lliis process go on further stlil

;

1st us.take the land a further step down, so as to (ubmerfv
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even the peak. The coraj, still growing up, will cover
the surface of the land, and you will have an atoll reef •

that is to say, a more or less circular or oval ring of coral
rock with a lagoon in the middle. Thus you see that
every peculiarity and phenomenoT' ^' tl;?se different forms
of coral reef was explained at v .i;e by ii.^ : Inplest of all
possible suppositions, namely, I v s.'.pposing .nat the land
has gone down at a rate not ^.-.iitcr than Jiat at which
the coral polypes have grown up. i ou c.i.niain a Fringing
Reef as a reef which is formed round land comparatively
stationary

; an Encircling Reef as one which is formed
round land going down ; and an Atoll as a reef formed
upon land gone down

; and the thing is so simple that
a child may understand it when it is once explained.
But this would by no means satisfy the conditions of

a scientific hypothesis. No man who is cautious would
dream of trusting to an explanation of this kind simply
because it explained one particular set of facts. Before
you can possibly be safe in dealing with Nature—who is
very properly made of the feminine gender, on account
of the astonishing tricks which she plays upon her admirers I—I say before you can be safe in dealing with Nature, you
must get two or three kinds of cross proofs, so as to make
sure not only that your hypothesis fits that particular
set of facts, but that it is not contradicted by some other
set of facts which is just as clear and certain. And it so
happens, that in this case Mr. Darwin supplied the cross
proofs as well as the immediate evidence. You have all
heard of volcanoes, those wonderful vents in the surface
of the earth out of which pour masses of lava, cinders and
ashes, and the like. Now, it is a matter of observation and
experience that all volcanoes are placed in areas in which
the surface of the earth is undergoing elevation, or at any
rate is stationary ; they are not placed in parts of the
worid in which the level of the land is being lowered. They
are all IndicaUons of a great subterranean activity, of a
something being pushed up, and therefore naturally the
land either gives way and lets It come through, or else is
raised up by its violence. And so Mr. Darwin, being
desirous not to merely put out a flashy hypothesis, but
to get at the truth of the matter, said to himself, " If my
notion of this matter is right, then atolls and cncircUng
reefs, inasmuch as they are dependent upon subsidence,
ought not to be found ta company with volcanoes ; and.
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pice vend, volcanoes ought not to be found in company
\rith atolls, but they ought to be found In company \dth

fringing reefs." And U you turn to Mr. Darwin's great

work upon the coral reefs, you will see a very beautiful

chart of the world, which he prepared with great pains and
labour, showing the distribution on the one hand of the

reefs, and on the other of the volcanoes ; you will find that

in no case does the atoll accompany the volcano, or the

volcano burst up among the atolls. It is most instructive

to look at the great area of the Paciflc on the map, and

see the great masses of atolls forming in one region of it a

most enormous belt, running from north-west to south-

east ; while the volcanoes, which are very numerous in

that region, go round the margin, so that we can picture

the Paciflc to ourselves a section of a kind of very shallow

basin—shallow in proportion to its width, with the atolls

rising from the bottom of It, and at the margins the vol-

canoes. It is exactly as if you had taken a flat mass and

lifted up the edges of it ; the subterranean force which

lifted up the edges shows itself in volcanoes, and as the

edges have been raised, the middle part of the mass has

gone down. In other words, the facts of physical geography

precisely and exactly correspond with thj hypothesis which

accounts for the infinite varieties of coral reefs.

One other point, before I conclude, about this matter.

These reefs, as you have just perceived, are in a most
singular and unexpected manner indications of physical

changes of elevations and depressions going on upon the

surface of the globe. I dare say it may have surprised

you to hear me talk In this familiar sort of way of land

going up and down ; but it is one of the universal lessons

of geology that the land is goint down and going up, and
has been going up and down, in all sorts of places and to

all sorts of distances, through all recorded time. Geologists

would be quite right in maintaining the seeming paradox

that the stable thing in the world is the fluid sea and the

shifting thhig is the solid land. That may sound a very

hard saying at first, but the more you look into geology,

the more you will see ground for believing that it is not a
mere paradox.

In an unexpected manner, again, these reefs aflord us

not only an indication of change of place, but they afford

an indication of lapse of time. The reef is a timekeeper of

a very curious character; and you can easily understand
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why. The coral polype, like everything else, takes a certain
time to grow to its full size ; it does not do it in a minute ;

just as a child takes a cei tain time to grow into a man so
does the embryo polype take time to grow Into a perfect
polype and fonn its skeleton. Consequently every particle
of coral limestone Is an expression of time. It must have
taken a certain time to separate the lime from the sen water.
It is not possible to arrive at an accurate computation of
the time it must have taken to form these cora: islands,
because we lack the necessary data ; but we can form a
rough calculation, which leads to very curious and striking
results. The computations of the rate at which corals grow
are so exceedingly variable, that we must allow the widest
possible margta for error ; and it is better in this case
to make the allowance upon the side of excess. I think
that anybody who knows anything about the matter will
teU you that I am making a computaUon far in excess of
what is probable, if I say that an inch of coral limestone
may be added to one of these reefs in the course of a year.
I think most naturalists would be inclined to laugh at me
for making such an assumption, and would put the growth
at certainly not more than half that amount. But sup-
posing it is so, what a very curious notion of the antiquity
of some of these great living »•

, mids comes out by a very
simple calculation. There doubt whatever that
the sea faces of some of tht. fully a thousand feet
high, and If you take the reckoning of an inch a year, that
wUl give you 12,000 years for the age of that particular
pyramid or cone of coral limestone ; 12,000 long years have
these creatures been labouring in conditions which must
have been substantially the same as they are now, otherwise
the polypes could not have continued their work. But I
believe I very much understate both the height of some of
these masses, and overstate the amount which these animals
can form in the course of a year ; so that you might very
safely double the period as the time during which the
Pacific Ocean, the general state of the climate, and the sea,
and the temperature has been substantially what it is
now ; and yet that state of things which now obtains in the
Pacific Ocean is the yesterday of the history of the life of
the globe. Those pyramids of coral rock are built upon a
foundation which is itself formed by the deposits which
the geologist has to deal with. If we go back in time

.
and search through the series of the rocks, we find at every
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age of the vrorld's history which has yet been examined,
accumulations ot limestone, many of which have certainly

been buill up in just the same way as those coral reefs

which are now forming the bottom of the Pacific Ocean.

And even if we turn to the oldest periods of geologic history,

although the nature of the materials is changed, although

we cannot apply to them the same reasonings that we can
to the existing corals, yet still there are vast masses of

limestone foriied of nothing else than the accumulations

of the skeletons of similar animals, and testifying that

ev^n in those remote periods of the world's history, as now,
the order of things implies that the earth had already

endured for a period of which our ordinary standards ot

chronology give us not the slightest conception. In other

words, the history of these coral reefs, traced out honestly

and carefully, and with the same sort of reasoning that

you would use in the ordinary affairs of life, testifies, like

every fact that I know of, to the prodigious antiquity

of the earth since it existed in a condition in the main
similar to that in which it now is.
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be the plant from which it was expressed, or having merely

the taste and the absence of smell of a solution of sugar

;

but by the time that this change that I have been briefly

describing to you Is accomplished the liquid has become
completely altered, it has acquired a peculiar smell, and,

what is still more remarkable, it has gained t]ie property

of Intoxicating the person who drinks it. Nothing can be

more innocent than a solution cf sugar ; nothing can be less

innocent. If taken in excess, as you all know, than those

fermented matters which are produced from sugar. Well,

again, if you notice that bubbling, or, as It were, seething

of the liquid, which has accompanied the whole of this

process, you will And that it is produced by the evolution

of little bubbles of air-like substance out of the liquid

;

and I dare say you all know this air-like substance is not like

common air ; it is not a substance which a man can breathe

with impunity. You often hear of accidents which take

place in brewers' vats when men go in carelessly, s^id get

sulTocated ther9 without knowing that there was anything

evil awaiting them. And If you tried the experiment with

this liquid I am telling of while it was fermenting, you would

find that any small animal let down Into the vessel would

be similarly stifled ; and you would discover that a light

lowered down into it would go out. Well, then, lastly, if

after this liquid has been thus altered you expose it to

that process which is called distillation ; that is to say, if

you put it into a still, and collect the matters which are

sent over, you obtain, when you first heat it, a clear trans-

parent liquid, which, however, is something totally diflerent

from water ; it is much lighter ; it has a strong smell,

and it has an acrid taste ; and it possesses the same intoxi-

cating power as the original liquid, but in a much more

Intense degree. If you put a light to it, it bums with a

bright flame, and it is that substance which we know as

spirits of wine.

Now these facts which I have just put before you—all

but the last—^have been known from extremely remote

antiquity. It is, I hope, one of the best evidences of the

antiquity of the human race, that among the earliest

records of all kinds of men, you find a time recorded when
they got drunk. We may hope that that must have been

a very late period in theu: history. Not only have we the

record of what happened to Noah, but If we turn to the

traditions of a diOerent people, those forefathers of ours who
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Ilv«d in the high lands ol Northern Indl», we Ond that they
were not lets addicted to intoxicaUng liquid* ; and I have
no doubt that the knowledge of this process extends far
beyoD-i the limits of historically recorded time. And it
Is a vc y curious thing to observe that all the names we
have ot this process, ana aU that belongs to it, are names
that have their roots not in our present language, but in
those older languages which go back to the times at which
tl-is country was peopled. That word "fermentation"
for example, which is the UUe w- apply to the whole process.
Is a Latin term

; and a term which is evidently based
upon the fact of the effervescence of the liquid. Then the
French, who are very fond of calling themselves a Latin
race, have a parUcular word for ferment, which is levare.
And, in the same way, we have the word " leaven " those
two words having reference to the heaving up, or to the
raising of the substance which is fermented. Now those are
words which we get from what I may call the Latin side of
our parentage

; but it we turn to the Saxon side, there are
a number of names connected with this process of fcrmenta-
Uon. For example, the Germans call fermentation—and
the old Germans did so—" gdhren ;

" and they call anything
which is used as a ferment by such names, such as " gheist

"

and " geest," and finally in low German, " yest ;
" and that

word you know is the word our Saxon forefathers used,
and is almost the same as the word which is commonly
employed in this country to denote the common ferment of
which I have been speaking. So 'hey have another name,
the word " Ae/e," which is derived liom their verb " heben "

which signlfles to raise up ; and they have yet a third name,
which is also one common in this country (I do not know
whether it is common in Lancashire, but it is certainly very
common In the Midland counties), the word " barm," which
is derived from a root which signifies to raise or to bear up.
Barm is a something borne up ; and thus there is much more
real relation than is commonly supposed by those who make
puns, between the beer which a man takes down his throat
and the bier upon which that process, if carried to excess,
generaUy lands him, for they are both derived from the
root signifying bearing up ; the one thing is borne upon
men's shoulders, and the other is the fermented liquid
which was borne up by the fermentaUon taking place in
Itself. .'

Again, I spoke of the produce of fermentation as " spirit
66—

N
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«1 wine." Now what a very curioni phrate that It, If you
come to think of It. The old alchemlsti talked of the flneit
eitence of anything as if it had the lame lort of relation to
the thing Itielf a* a man's spirit It supposed to have to hit
body ; and so they spoke of this fine essence of the fermented
liquid 83 being the spirit of the liquid. Thus came about
that extraordinary ambiguity of language, in virtue of which
you apply precisely the same substantive name to the soul
of man and to a glass of gin t And then there is still yet one
other most curious piece of nomenclature connected with
this matter, and that is the word " alcohol " itself, which
Is now so familiar to everybody. Alcohol originally meant
« very fine powder. The women of the Arabs and other
Eastern people are in the habit of tinging their eyelashes
with a very fine black powder which is made of antimony,
and thov call that " kohol ; " and the " al " is simply the
strtlcle put in front of It, so as to say " the kohol." And
up to the 17th century in this country the word alcohol was
employed to signify any very fine powder; you find in
Robert Boyle's yrorks that he uses " alcohol " for a very fine
subtle powder. But then t^ !•• name of anything very ilne and
very subtle came to be s ; > "ally connected with the fine
and subtle sph-it obtained irom the fermentation of sugar

;

and I believe that the first person who fairly fixed U as the
proper name of what we now commonly call spirits of wine,
was the great French chemist Lavoisier, so comparatively
recent fs the use of the word alcohol in this specialised
sense.

So much by way of general Introduction to the subject
on which I have to speak to-night. What I have hitherto
stated is simply what we may call common knowledge,
which everybody may acquaint himself with. And you
know that what we call scientific knowledge is not any kind of
conjuration, as people sometimes suppose, but It Is simply
the application of the same principles of common sense that
we apply to common knowledge, carried out. If I may so
speak, to knowledge which is uncommon. And all that we
know now of this substance, yeast, and all the very strange
issues to which that knowledge has led us, have sbnply come
out of the inveterate habit, and a very fortunate habit for the
human race It Is, which scientific men have of not being
content until they have routed out all the different chains
and connections of apparently sbnple phenomena, unttt
they have taken them to pieces and underst'>od the condl-
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Uom upon which they depend. I wUl try to point out to younow what has happened In consequence of endeavourina
to apply thU process of " analysis." as we call It. this tcailnfl

u, u i'" •PP"«""y »•">?'« 'act Into all the little facts of
Which It Is made up. to the ascertained facts relating to the
barm or the yeast ; secondly, what has come of the attempt
to ascertain distinctly what Is the nature of the products
which are produced by fermentation ; then what has come
or the attempt to understand the relation between the yeast•nd the products ; and lastly, what very curious side issuesUl may so caU them—have branched out in the course of
this inquiry, which has now occupied somewhere about
two centuries.

The first thing was to make out precisely and clearly what
was the nature of this substance, this apparently mere scum
and mud that we call yeast. And that was first commenced
seriously by a wonderful old Dutchman of the name of
Leeuwenhoek, who lived some two hundred years ago. and
who was the flrst person to Invent thoroughly trustworthy
microscopes of high powers. Now. Leeuwenhoek went
to work upon this yeast mud, and by applying to It high
powers of the microscope, he discovered that It was no meremud such as you might at flrst suppose, but that it was a
substance made up of an enormous multitude of minute
grains, each of which had just as definite a form as if it were
a grain of corn, although it was vastly smaller, the largest
of these not beins more than the two-thousandth of an inch
In diameter

; ., as you know, a grain of com is a large
thing, and the very smaUest of these particles were not more
than the seven-thousandth of an inch In diameter. Leeu-
weahoek saw that this muddy stuff was In reality a liquid. In
which there were floating this immense number of deflpit'ely
shaped particles, aU aggregated In heaps and lumps and some
of them separate. That discovery remained, so to speak
dormant tor fully a century, and then the question was taken
up by a French discoverer, who, paying great attention and
having the advantage of better Instruments than Leeuwen-
hoek had, watched these things and made the astoundlna
discovery that they were bodies which were constanUy belna
reproduced and growing ; that when one of these rounded
bodies was once formed and had grown to Its fuU size, it
Unmedlately began to give off a little bud from one side,
and then that bud grew out untU it had attained the fuU
size of the flrst, and that, in this way, the yeast particle was
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undcrg ng a procesi of multiplication by biiidlnff, ]u«t ai
elTectual and juit ai complete at the proceu of multiplication
of a plant by budding ; and thu> this Frenchman, Cagnlard
de la Tour, arrived at the concludon—very creditable to hli
aagaclly, and which has been confirmed by every observation
and reasoning since—that this apparently muddy refute
was neither more nor less than n mass of plants, of minute
Ihing plants, growing and multiplying In the sugary fluid in
which the yeast is formed. And from that time forth we hava
known this substance which forms the scum and the Ices ar
the yeast plant ; and It has received a sclentinc name

—

which I may use without thinking of It, and which I will

therefore give you—namely, " Torula." Well, this was a
capital discovery. The next thing to do was to make out
how this torula was related to other plants. I won't weary
you with the whole course of investigation, but I may
sum up its results, and they are these—that the torula if

a particular kind of a fungus, a particular state rather, of
a fungus or mould. There are many moulds which under
certain conditions give rise to this torula condition, to
a substance which is not distinguishable from yeast,
and which has the same properties as yeast—that is

to say, which is able to decompose sugar in the curious way
that we shall consider by-and-by. So that the yeast plant
is a plant belonging to a group of the Fungi, multiplying and
growing and living in this very remarkable manner in the
sugary fluid which is, so to speak, the nidus or home of the
yeast.

That, In a few words, is, as far as investigation—by the
help of one's eye and by the help of the microscope—has
taken us. But now there Is an observer whose metbodi
of obsei-vation are more refined than those of men who use
their e; e, even though it be aided by the microscope ; a
man who sees indirectly further than we can see directly

—

that is, the chemist ; and the chemist took up this question,
and his discovery was not less remarkable than that of the
mlcroscopist. The chemist discovered that the yeast plant
being composed of a sort of bag, like a bladder, inside which
is a peculiar soft, semifluid material—the chemist found that
• his outer bladder has the same composition as the substance
of wood, that material which is called " cellulose," and
which consists of the elements carbon ana hydrogen and
oxygen, without any nitrogen. But then he also found
(the first person to discover It was on Italian chemist, named
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Pjbronl, In the end of the lait century) that th.': Inner matter
which wa« contained In the ba(j. which conatltutci the ye.i'it
plant, was a lubttance containing the dementi carbon and
hydrogen and oxygen and nitrogen ; that It was what
Fabronl called a vcgcto-anlmal lubstance, and that It had
the pecullarltlei ol what arc commonly called "' animal
producti."

Thii again wa« an exceedingly remarkable discovery.
It lay neglected for a time, until It was subsequently taken
np by the great chemists of modem times, and they, with
tiielr delicate methods of analysis, have finally decided
that, in all essential respects, the substance which forms
the chief part of the contents of the yeast plant is identical
with the material which forms the chief part of our own
muscles, which forms the chief part of our own blood,
which forms the chief part of the white of the egg;
that. In fact, although this little organism is a plant, and
nothing but a plant, yet that its active living contents
contain a substance which Is called " protein," which is of
the same nature as the subtance which forms the foundation
of every animal organism whatever.
Now we come next to the question of the analysis of the

products, of that which is produced during the process of fer-
mentation. So far back as the beginning of the 16th century.
In -e times of transition between the old alchemy and the
modem chemistry, there was a remarkable man. Von
Helmont, a Dutchman, who saw the difference between the
air which comes out of a vat where something is fermenting
and common air. He was the man who Invented the term
" gas," and he cnlled this kind of gas " gas sihestre "—so
to speak gas th J wiid, and lives in out of the way places-
having in his mind the Identity of this particular kind of air
With that which is found in some caves and cellars. Then,
the eradual process of investigation going on, it was dis-
covered that this substance, then called " fixed air," was
a poisonous gas, and It was finally identified with that kind
of gas which Is obtained by burning charcoal in the air, which
Is called " carbonic acid." Then the substance alcohol was
subjected to examination, and it was found to be a combina-
Uon of carbon, and hydrogen, and oxygen. Then the sugar
which was contained in the fermenting liquid was examined
and that was found to contain the three elements carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen. So that It was clear there were in
sugar tlie fundamental elemenU which are contained In th«
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carbonic add, and in the alcohol. And then came that great
chemist Lavoisier, and he examined into the subject care-
fuUy, and possessed with that brlUlant thought of his which
happens to be propounded exacUy apropos to this matter of
fermentation—that no matter is ever lost, but that matter
only changes Its form and changes its comblnations-4«
endeavoured to make out what became of the sugar which
was subjected to fennentatlon. He thought he discovered
that the whole weight of the sugar was represented by the
weight of the alcohol produced, added to the weight of the
carbonic acid produced ; that In other words, supposing this
tumbler to represent the sugar, that the acUon of fermento-
tlon was as it were the splitting of it, the one half going away
In the shape of carbonic acid, and the other half going
away In the shape of alcohol. Subsequent taquiry, careful
research with the refinements of modem chemistiy, have
been appUed to this problem, and they have shown that
Lavoisier was not quite correct ; that what he says is quite
true for about 95 per cent, of the sugar, but that the other
5 per cent, or ijearly so, is converted Into two other things

;

one of them, matter which is caUed succinic acid, and the
other matter which is called glycerine, which you all know
now as one of the commonest of household matters. It may
be that we have not got to the end of this refined analysis
yet, but at any rate, I suppose I may say—and I speak with
some UtUe hesitation for fear my friend Professor Roscoe
here may pick me up for trespassing upon his province—but
I believe I may say that now we can acount for 99 per cent
at least of the sugar, and that that 99 per cent, is split up into
these four things, carbonic acid, alcohol, succhiic acid, and
glycerine. So that It may be that none of the sugar what-
ever disappears, and that only Ite parts, so to speak, are
re-arranged, and if any of it disappears, certainly it Is a very
small portion.

Now these are the facU of the case. There is the fact of
the growth of the yeast plant ; and there is the fact of the
spUtting up of the sugar. What relation have these two
facts to one another ?

For a very long time that was a great matter of dispute.
The early French observers, to do them JusUce, discerned
the real state of the case, namely, that there was a very close
connection between the actual Ufe of the yeast plant and this
operaUon of the splitting up of the sugar ; and that one
was in some way or other connected with the other. All
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It has been Aown that U you take any measum by whkhother planu of like kind to the torula would be kflL«„5by which the yeast plant Is kiUed. theHhe yeast loL^t^effldency. But a capital experim«t upon thCt eTwa,

Ss»l^"tr" 't "' ^''^' »>»t ovi;rhTbtt^rn'ont'^lSthis might be, was tied a thin film of bladder : consemenfIvthrough that thin Mm of bladder aU the liquid niTof ,1^:
yeast would go. but the solid parts would be "topZ behinS •
the torula would be stopped, the liquid partsTf the yealtwould go. And then he took another vessel con?J„w
o'thr?*«d tafhf

°" "' '""^' "^^ ••« P»t oneTnsIdtt'Sf

».« 'ui, *''''' ^^y y<"» '«* the fluid parts of the veastwere able to pass through with the utmost ease into th.•ugar but the soUd parts could not get through at auV"^he judged thus: If the fluid parts are those whlrt ex1lt«fajmentation. then, inasmuch as these are stoppS tte s„g«win not fement
; and the sugar did not fcment shoX^quite clearly, that an Immediate contact ™th he s^ld

„f^nH«r^"
""" absolutely necessary to excite this process

ri!?".""* ? °' *•»" »"«'>'• This experiment was OTlte

frrs-^^Xr^-^tC'-^" ^°'"^' '-^ •'-•'"«'-^S
£?f^i--Ltr/^^
«T;.T^; ""* '""*''*' ereat problem openeTup foras I said at starUng, you have, under ordinary cir^mstkncei

i sSnTf"""''
'""•''y *° '-"'« *»"'« fluidwTafainga solution of sugar, or any form of syrap or veeetabl- Inir?to lie air. ta order, after a comparaUvely short time tl seeaU these phenomena of fermentation. Of course theVrtt

wh'^?""',.*"^?"*'"
'*• thot '"e torula ha, been generatedwltWn the fluid In fact, it seems at first quTu fbsurd to

wsu^e^^ r^n"*"
''"'^'="°"

'
""* '""t »"="«' womd mostassureoiy be an erroneous one.

"•"•!.

«Jr!.??K *'l!,
^sinning of this century, in the vigorous

S«H m' °« ^f"'" ^"'' ^"""^ ^»« a MonsieuraK
S.«t ^i.^'J}"*"""" *^«*=*«'J *" the preservaUon ofSthat ordinarily perish, such as meats and vegetables and

wrvfag meats
; and he found that U he boUed any of these«.b.tance. and then Ued them so as to exclude tte ^, ttat
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Uiey wonld be preserved for any time. He tried these expert-menu, parUcularly with the must of whie and with the wort
of beer

;
and he found that if the wort of beer had been

carefully boiled and was stopped in such a way that the air
could not get at it. It would never ferment. What was the
rewon of this ? That, again, became the subject of a long
string of experiments, with this ultimate result, that if you
take precauUons to prevent any solid matters from getUng
into the must of wine or the wort of beer, under these dr-
cumstances-that is to say, if the fluid has been boUed and
placed in a bottle, and if you stuH the neck of the botUe
fuU of cotton wool, which aUows the air to go through, and
stops anythhig of a solid character however fine, then youmay let It be for ten years and it wUl not ferment. But ifyou take that plug out and give the air free access, then,
sooner or later fermentation wiU set up. And there Is no
doubt whatever that fermentaUon is excited only by the
presence of some torula or other, and that that tonila pro-
ceeds in our present experience, from pre-existing torula.
These UtUe bodies are excessively light. You can easUv
imaf^ne what must be the weight of litUe parUcles, butdighUy heavier than water, and not more than the two-
thousandth or perhaps seven-thousandth of an inch in
djameter. They are capable of floaUng about and danctag
like motes ta the sunbeam ; they are carried about by aU
sorts of currenU of air ; the great majority of them perish :but one or two, which may chance to enter into a sugary
solution, taimediately enter into active lUe, find there the
condiUons of theh- nourishment, hlcrease and multiply, andmay give rise to any quantity whatever of this substance
yeast. And, whatever may be true or not be true about
this spontaneous generaUon," as It is caUed, In regard
to all other kinds of living things, it is perfecUy certain,
as regards yeast, that it always owes its origin to this process
of transportaUon or inoculaUon, if you like so to caU It. from
some other livhig yeast organism ; and so far as yeast U
concerned, the doctrine of spontaneous generaUon U abso.
lutely out of court. And not only so, but the yeast must
be alive in order to exert these peculiar properties. If It be
crushed. It It be heated so far that Its life is destroyed, that
peculiar power of fermentation Is not excited. Thus weIwve come to this conclusion, as the result of our inquiry,
that the fermentation of sugar, the spUtUng of the sugar
Into alcohol and carbonic acid, glycerine, and succinic add.
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And now comes the further exceedingly difficult tamilrv—

wh^™ T , "^^ »PlitUng up of the sugar ? FabroiU toWhom I referred some Ume ago. fanaglnedThat the^erves^

TZV^""""^"*^"" *"" P™*'"««' '" J»rt the same wayas the effervescence of a sedllti powder, that the yeast wm
So^cVcir*^

""''T '•"= *"«" ^«^ « combtaauon of^bonlc add and some base to form the alcohol, and that teeyeast combined with this substance, and set free the ca?bo„to

S^ 'J*V ""k*"/""
**"' •="^°«'« «' «"»« to add you

l^olsler that the carbonic acid and the alcohol t^entether are veo' nearly equal In wdght to the sugi, ^m"pletdy upset this hypothesis. Another view was th^^H.tak^by the French chemist. Th6narS"and iTin^h^ir
fhlfTt'"'"'?*

''''*°"'*' *•• P"**''". >««« their view is Uil.

a UtUe of It to its own purposes, and by so dohiR Sves such

:Si°aitrr^''""'"''^'*"'"''-'^"p»"t?^^^^^^

of the sugar are, as It were, shaken asunder by the toroe.at work ta the yeast plant Now I am not going to take y<^Into these refinements of chemical theory" I ^not foH
by an analogy. Suppose you compare the sugar to a <irdhouse and suppose you compare the yeast to a diud coi^n^

cS'd^trhaST- "^^ '""""^'^ ''^°''>"'' was'hT hf
S™ .i^ ha" the cards away; Th^nard's and Pasteur'shypothesis is that the child puUs out the bottom c^^d
fath«r.t"MM*™"\*** P"*'" «"«» Liebig-s^Sh^i.
?h!^h

?"'' '''""'^ ^y ""'^ """^w the table andtumble"the house down. I appeal to my friend here (ProfcmrRoscoe) whether that is not a fair sUtement oftKe
.t^^' «"*•

ff
'" " ^ ""• '^^'^ the genSr^ut.

<rf those collateral resulU which have come in a veryre^!aWe way out of the Investigation of y«ut. I to17Ct^t
^^Z'Z ""^y ?^«^«' ""t tb. y«ist plant eon^sted oJ
• bag made up of the same material as that whldi compose.
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wood, and of an Interior semifluid man which contains a
substance, Identical in its composition, in a broad sense,
with that which constitutes the flesh of animals. Subse-
quently, after the structure of the yeast plant had been
carefully observed, it was discovered that all planU, high and
low, are made up of separate bags or " cells," as they are
called ; these bags or cells having the composition of the pure
matter of wood ; having the same composition, broadly
speaking, as the sac of the yeast plant, and having in their
interior a more or less fluid substance containing a matter
of the same nature as the protein substance of the yeast
plant. And therefore this remaricable result came out—

'

that however much a plant may differ from an animal, yet
that the essential constituent of the contents of these various
cells or sacs of which the plant is made up, the nitrogenous
protein matter, is the same in the animal as in the {dant.
And not only was this gradually discovered, but it was
found that these semifluid contents of the plant cell bad,
in many cases, a remaricable power of contractility quite
like that of ^essubstance of animals. And about 24 or 25
years ago, liamely, about the year 1846, to the best of my
recollection, a very eminent German botanist, Hugo Von
Mohl, conferred upon this substance which is found in the
interior of the plant cell, and which Is Identical with the
matter fi/und in the inside of the yeast cell, and which again
contains an antanal substance similar to that of which we
ourselves are made up—he conferred upon this that title
of " proU plasm," which has brought other people a great
deal of trouble stace I I beg particularly to say that,
because 1 And many people suppose that I was the Inventor
of that term, whereas it has been in existence lor at least
twenty-flve years. And then other observers, taking the
question up, came to this astonishing conclusion (working
from this basis of the yeast), that the differences between
animals and plants are not so much in the fundamental
substances which compose them, not In the protoplasm,
but in the manner in which the cells of which their bodies
are built up have become modified. There is a sense in
which it is true—and the analogy was pointed out verymany
years ago by some French botanists and chemists—there is
a sense in which it is true that every plant is substantially
an enormous aggregaUon of bodies similar to yeast cells, eacb
having to a certain eztoit Its own Independent life. And
there is a sense in which It is also perfectly true—altfaoufh
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It wotdd be Impossible for me to give the statement to you
with proper qualifications and limitations on an occasion
like this—but there Is also a sense In which It Is true that
every anhnal body Is made up of an aggregation of minute
particles of protoplasm, comparable each of them to the
Individual separate yeast plant. And those who are
acquainted with the history of the wonderful revolution
which has been worked in our whole conception of these
matters In the last thirty years, wUl bear me out in saying
that the first germ of them, to a very great extent, was made
to grow and fructify by the study of the yeast plant, which
presents us with living matter in almost its simplest con-
dition.

Then there Is yet one last and most important bearing ol
this yeast question. There is one dlrecUon probably in
which the effects of the careful study of the nature of
fermentation will yield results more practically valuable to
mankind than any other. Let me recall to your minds the
fact which I stated at the beginning of this lecture. Suppose
that I had here a solution of pure sugar with a little mineral
matter in It ; and suppose it were possible for me to take
upon the point of a needle one single, solitary yeast cell,

measuring no more perhaps than the three-thousandth of
an inch In diameter—not bigger than one of those little
coloured specks of matter in my own blood at this moment,
the weight of which it would be difficult to express In the
fraction of a grain—and put it into this solution. From
that single one, if the solution were kept at a fair tempera-
ture in a warm summer's day, there would be generated.
In the course of a week, enough torula to form a scum at
the top and to form lees at the bottom, and to change the
perfectly tasteless and entirely harmless fluid, syrup, Into
a solution Impregnated with the poisonous gas carbonic
acid, impregnated with the poisonous substance alcohol

;

and that. In virtue of the changes worked upon the sugar
by tfce vital activity of these Inflnltesimally small plants.
Now you see that this is a case of infection. And from the
time that the phenomenon of fermentation were first care-
fully studied, it has constantly been suggested to the minds of
thoughtful physicians that there was a something astound-
ingly similar between this phenomena of tiie propagation of
fermentation by infection and contagion, and the pheno-
mena of the propagation of diseases by infection and
contagion. Out of this suggestion has grown that remark-
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•ble theory of many diseases which has been called the
" germ theory of dUease," the idea, In fact, that we owe a
great many diseases to particles having a certain Ute of
their own, and which are capable of being transmitted
from one living being to another, exacUy as che yeast plant
b capable of being transmitted from one tumbler of
saccharine substance to another. And that Is a perfectly
tenable hypothesis, one which In the present stote of
medicine ought to be absolutely exhausted and shown not
to be true, untU we take to others which have less analogy
in their favour. And there are some diseases most assuredly
in which It turns out to be perfecUy coirecL There are
some forms of what are called malignant carbuncle which
have been shown to be actually effected by a sort of fer-
mentation, if I may use the phrase, by a sort of disturbance
and destruction of the fluids of the animal body, set up by
minute organisms which are the cause of this destrucUon
and of this disturbance ; and only recently the study of the
phenomena which accompany vacdnation has thrown an
immense light ip this direction, tending to show by experi-
ments of the same general character as that to which I
referred as performed by Helmholz, that there Is a most
astonishing analogy between the contagion of that healing
disease and the contagion of destructive diseases. For it
has been made out quite clearly, by InvestlgaUons carried
on In France and In this country, that the only part of the
vaccine matter which Is contagious, which is capable of
carrying on lu Influence hi the organism of the child who
is vaccinated. Is the solid parUcles and not the fluid. By
experiments of the most ingenious kind, the soUd parU
have been separated from the fluid parts, and it has, then
been discovered that you may vaccinate a chUd as much
as you like with the fluid parts, lut no eflect takes place,
though an excessively small porUon of the soUd parUcles
the most minute that can be separated, is amply sufficient
to give rise to aU the phenomena of the cow pock, iy a
process which we can compare to nothing but the trans-
mission of fermentaUon from one vessel into another, by
the transport to the one of the torula parUcles which exist
in the other. And It has been shown to be true of some
of the most desUnicUve diseases which hifect animals, such
diseases as the sheep pox, such diseases as that most terrible
and desUrucUve disorder of horses, glanders, Uiat in Uiese.
•ISO, the active power is the Uving soUd parUde, and that
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the Inert part is the fluid. However, do not suppose that I

am pusliing the analogy too far. I do not mean to say
that the active, solid parts in these diseased matters are of

the same nature as living yeast plants ; but, so far as it

goes, there is a most surprising analogy between the two ;

and the value of the analogy is this, that by following it

out we may some time or other come to understand now
these diseases are propagated, just as we understand, new,
about fermentation ; and that, in this way, some of the

greatest scourges which aillict the human race may be, it

not prevented, at least largely alleviated.

This is the conclusion of the statements which I wished
to put before you. You see we have not been able to have
any accessories. If you will come in such numbers to hear

a lecture of this kind, all I can say is, that diagrams cannot
be made big enough for you, and that it is not possible

to show any experiments illustrative of a lecture on such a
subject as I have to deal with. Of course my friends the

chemists and physicists are very much better oil, -because

they can not only show you experiments, but you can

smell them and hear them I But in my case such aids are

not attainable, and therefore I have talcen a simple subject

and have dealt with it in such a way that I hope you all

understand it, at least so far as I have been able to put it

before you in words ; and having once apprehended such

of the ideas and simple facts of the case as it was possible

to put before you, you can see for yourselves the great and
wonderful issues ol such an apparently homely subject.
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THE CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD •

I on»B thU evening to give yon some account of the lifemd the labours of a very noble Englishman—William

Wnitam Harvey was bom In the year 1578. and, as he
Uved unUl the year 1657, he veiy nearly attained the age
of 80. He was the son of a smeU landowner In Kent, who
was suffldenOy wealthy to send this, his eldest son, to the
University of Cambridge ; whUe he embarked the others
In mercantUe pursulU, In which they all. as time passed on.
attained riches.

'

WUUam Harvey, after pursuing his education at Cam-
bridge, and taking his degree there, thought It was advisable
—and JusUy thought so. in the then state of University
education—to proceed to Italy, which at that Ume was
one of the great centres of Intellectual activity In Europe
as all friends of ireedom hope It will become again, sooner
or later. In those days the University of Padua had a
great renown ; and Harvey went there and studied under
a man who was then very famous—Fabricius of Aqua-
pendente. On his return to England, Harvey became a
member of the College of Physicians hi London, and entered
Into pracUce; and, I suppose, as an Indispensable step
thereto, proceeded to marry. He very soon became one
of the mosc eminent members of the profession in London j
and, about the year 1616, he was elected by the College of
Physicians theh- Professor of Anatomy. It was while
Harvey held this office that he made public that great
discovery of the circulation of the blood and the movements
of the heart, tlie nature of which I shall endeavour by-and-
by to explain to you at length. ShorUy afterwards, Charles
Uie First having succeeded to the throne In 1625, Harvey
became one of the king's physicians ; and it is much to
the credit of the unfortunate monarch—who, whatever his

l«^
'*<*"" ddlvned h the Frte Trad* HaD, November and,

OS "
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(aulU may have been, wa* ona of the few English monarcba
who have shown a taste for art and science—that Harvey
became hU attached and devoted friend as well as servant

;

and that the king, on the other hand, did all be could to
advance Harvey's Investigations. But, as you know, evil

times came on ; and Harvey, after the fortunes of his royal
master were broken, being then a man of somewhat ad-
vanced years—over 60 years of age, in fact—retired to the
society of his brothers in and near London, and among
them pursued his studies until the day of bis death.
Harvey's career is a life which offers no salient points of

interest to the biographer. It was a lite devoted to study
and investigation ; and it was a life the devotion ..' which
was amply rewarded, as I sliall have occasion to point out
to you, by its results.

Harvey, by the diversity, the variety, /md the thorough-
ness of his investigations, was enabled to give an entirely

new direction to at least two branches—and two of the
most Important branches—of what now-a-days we call

Biological Science. On the one hand, he founded all our
modem physiology by the discovery of the exact nature of

the motions of' *he heart, and of the course in which the
blood is i-rc;, Ued through the body ; and, on the other,

he laid tbi fcundatlon of that study of development which
has been so much advanced of late years, and which con-
stitutes one of the great pillars of the uuctrlne of evolution.

This doctrine, I need hardly tell you, is now tending to

revolutionise our conceptions of the origin of living things,

exactly in the same way as Harvey's discovery of the cir-

culation in the seventeeth century revolutionised the
conceptions which men had previously entertained with
regard to physiological processes.

It would, X regret, be quite impossible for me to attempt,
in the course of the time I can presume to hold you here,

to unfold the history of more than one of these great investi-

gations of Harvey. I call them " great investigations,"

as distinguished from " large publications." I have in my
hand a little book, which those of you who are at a great
distance may have some difficulty in seeing, and which I

value very much. It is, I am afraid, sadly thimibed and
scratched with annotations by a very humble successor

and follower of Harvey. This little book is the edition of

1651 of the Exacitationes de Generalione ; and If you
were to add another little book, printed in the same small
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type, .«nd about one-tcventh of the thlckneu, you would

l^*"^ !!"" """ <" "'• P""'"'' "">»" wWch Harvey
contributed to our literature. And yet In that lum totiUwai contained, I may say, the matcriali of two revoIuUontm ai many of the main branches of biological science IfHarvey s published labours can be condensed Into so smalla compaH. you must recollect that It Is not because he didnot do a great deal more. We know very well that he did
accumulate a very considerable number of observations onthe most varied topics of medicine, surgery, and natural
Witory. But. as I mentioned to \.m Just now, Harvey
Tor a time took the royal side In the domestic quarrel of theGreat Rebellion, as It Is called ; end the Parilament, not
unnaturally resenting that action of his, sent soldiers to
seize his papers. And whUe I imagine they found nothlna
treasonable among those papers, yet, In the process ofnunma^g through them, they destroyed aU the material.
Which Harvey had spent a laborious life In accumulatinu •

and hence It to that the man's work and labours are re-
presented by so UtUe In apparent bulk.
What I chiefly propose to do to-night Is to lay before youan account of the nature of the discovery which HarveT

made. Mid which Is termed the Dtocovery of the Circulation
or the Blood. And I desire also, with some parUcularlty
to draw your attenUon to the methods by which that dls-
covery was achieved ; for. In both these respects, I think
there will be much matter for profitable reflecUon.

Let me point out to you. In the first place, with respect totms Important matter of the movements of the heart and
the course of the blood in the body, that there Is a certain
amount of knowledge which must have been obtained will
out men taking the trouble to seek It—knowledge whit .

must have been taken In. in the course of time, by every
body who followed the trade of a butcher, and stUl more soby those people who. In ancient times, professed to divine
the course of future evenU from the entrails of animals.
It to quite obvious to all, from ordinary accidents, that the
bodies of all the higher animals contain a hot red fluid—
the blood. Everybody can see upon the surface of some
part of the skin, underneath that skin, pulsating tubes
which we know as the arteries. Everybody can see
under the surface of the skin more delicate and 3,

'

looking tubes, which do not pulsate, which are of a bluisn
colour, and are termed the veins. And every person who
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has seen a recently killed animal opened knows that these
two kinds ol tubes to which I have just referred, are con-
nected with an apparatus which Is placed in the chest,
which apparatus. In recently killed animals, is still pulsating;
And you know that in yourselves you can feel the pulsation
of this organ, the heart, between the fifth and sixth ribs.
I take it that this much of anatomy and physiology has been
known from the oldest times, not only as a matter of
curiosity, but because one of the great objects of men, from
their earliest recorded existence, has been to kill one another,
and it was a matter of considerable importance to know
which was the best place for hitting an enemy. I can
refer you to very ancient records for most precise and clear
Information that one of the best places Is to smite him
between the fifth and sixth ribs. Now that is a very good
piece of regional anatomy, for that is the place where the
heart strikes in its pulsations, and the use of smiting there
is that you go straight to the heart. WeU, aU that must
have been Icnown from time immemorial—at least for
4,000 or 5,000 years before the commencement of our era—because we iknow that for as great a period as that the
Egyptians, at any rate, whatever may have been the case
with other people, were in the enjoyment of a highly
developed civilisation. But of what knowledge they may
have possessed beyond this we know nothing ; and in
tracing back the springs of the origin of everyUilng that
we call " modem science " (which is not merely knowing,
but knowmg systemaUcally, and with the taitenUon and
endeavour to find out the causal connection of things)—I say
that when we trace back the different lines of all the modem
sciences we come at length to one epoch and to one country
—the epoch being about the fourth and fifth centuries
before Christ, and the country being ancient Greece. It is
there that we find the commencement and the root of every
branch of physical science and of scientific method. If we
go back to that time we have in the works attributed to
Aristotle, who flourished between 300 and 400 years before
Christ, a sort of encyclopaedia of the scientific knowledge of
that day—and a very marvellous collection of, in many
respects, accurate and precise knowledge it is. But, so far
as regards this parUcular topic, Aristotle, it must be con-
fessed, has not got very far beyond common knowledge.
He knows a little about the structure of the heart. I do
ot tiilnk that his kuovdedge Is so inaccurate as many
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people fancy, but It does not amount to much. A verv

phUosopher, Erasistratus, who Uved about three hundred

TRORASie

DOCT*

AmiVDIK

Lcrr AumcLV

-1::;;?^ •PpM»lm ot the drenlatlon, n «t pment known. Thee^Utary yewdi. wUcb eonii«t the arteries mdVSu, mTLlttedLon account ol their unaU Hie. The .hading oJthe^^TSJS,^2J^to ^ven to aU the veweli which contalnTenoui WoodT thai oTui.- iPteriaJ lyMem • to aU tbe vetsd. which contain arSi^bto^

years before Christ, and who must have pursued anatomy
vrtth much car*?, for he made the Important discovery
that th«^ ar0 ntenbranous flaps, which are now caUed
. vwyet, at th9 origins of the great vessels ; and that
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lUdf.
"* *'*'*^" °"'" ^"'^" *" *"* '"*"*<" <»' the heart

I have here (Fig. 1) a purposely rough, but. so far as Itgoes, accurate, diagram of the stJuctufe of the he" t an"
XaTT, "J

*"' ""'"'• '^« "•«'' '» «.pposed to bedivided Into two portions. It would be posSble, by ver?c^ ul dlssecUon, to split the heart down t^Me oH

seated l^^M ^
*''° ''°'"°'" ^''''=>' y°" «« J'«^e repre-

nilf •: .
^^^^ '°'* ^"^ "•"'"" have a left heart and aright heart, quite distinct from one another. You wlUobserve that there 1, a portion of each heart which Is wh^is cabled the ventricle. Now the ancient, apS the T^™Aear< simply and solely to the ventricles. They did wcount the rest of the heart-what we now speak of as ?heauncles~as any part of the heart at all; b^t when thevspoke of the heart they meant the left aid the right lenWdes; and they described those great vesseVs, wWch we

ao^L^t^SL^'-^^re^-^l^^^^^
Which opened In the direcUon Indfcatid by the a^^^^I
n'.iV"'

"""'' ^'^^' '•"•» ot the Junction of XTheca^ed the vetas with the heart there were other -JSves

I^ows Twr^**
"'^^ *" *"* '*^«'="''" todlcated brthearrows. This was a very capital discovery because itproved that If the heart was full of fluid. anZtf th^e we«

t^e'L^hriM '""m « '•"•* """• to t"" ventricle, trmov"then the fluid could move only in one dhwUon ; for vonWUI observe that, as soon as the fluid Is comnressed tl^two valves between the ventricles and th?"el„s^*S*Shut, and the fluid wiU be obliged to move Into tte armies •

and. U It tries to get back from them Into the heart It u
rrr^'^'fr ''°'"« ~ ^y '"« ^«Jves at the oriZof hemeries. which we now caU the semUunar valves (hsSf moon

:?Tth»orrvi'ii'i-:;r;aV^^^^^^^^^

sra^dn^;sf;^-rr- -wthatrar^-^S!
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important discovery, made a very capital and Important
error In another dlrecUon, although It was a very natural
error. If, in any animal which Is recenUy killed, you open
one of those pulsating trunks which I referred to a short
ttaie ago, you wiU find, as a general rule, that it either
contains no blood at aU or next to none ; but that, on the
contrary, it is fuU of air. Very naturally, therefore, Erasis-
tratus came to the conclusion that this was the normal
and natural state of the arteries, and that they contained
air. We are apt to think this a very gross blunder ; but
to anybody who Is acquainted with the facts of the case,'
Jt Is, at first sight, an exceedingly natural conclusion. Not
only so, but ErasisUatus might have very jusUy imagined
that he had seen his way to the meaning of the connection
of the left side of the heart with the lungs ; for we find that
what we now call the pulmonary vein is connected with the
lungs, and branches out in them (Fig. 1), Finding that the
greater part of this system of vessels was filled with air after
death, this ancient thinker very shrewdly concluded that
Its real business nas to receive air from the lungs, and to
distribute that ah- all through the body, so as to get rid of the
grosser humours and purify the blood. That was a very
natural and a very obvious suggestion, and a highly ingenious
one, though It happened to be a great error. You will
observe that the only way of correcUng it was to experiment
upon living animals, for there is no other way In which this
point could be settled.

And hence we are Indebted, for the correction of the error
of Eraslstratus, to one of the greatest experimenters of
ancient or modem times, Qaudius Galenus, who lived in
the second century after Christ. I say it was to this man
more than any one else, because ;, ; knew that the only way
Of solving physiological problems was to examine into the
facts In the living animal. And because Galen was a skilful
anatomist, and a skilful experimenter, he was able to show
in what particulars Eraslstratus had erred, and to build up
a system of thought upon this subject which was not Im-
proved upon for fully 1,300 years. I have endeavoured, in
Fig. 2, to make clear to you exactly what it was he tried to
establish. You wlU observe that tUs diagram is pracUcaUy
the same as that given in Fig. 1, only simplifled. The same
facts may be lotdced upon by different peoirie from different
points of view. Galen looked upon these facts from a very
dUIerent point ofview from that which we ourselves occupy ;
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but, so far as the tacts are concerned, tbey were the same forhim as for us. WeU then, the flrstlhtegttarGalen mdwSto make out e^crlmentally that. duAig Ufe toe artJJS«enot fun of air, but thlrtthey sie iSTof Wo„?'^^
Uvtog animals »-«th the view of proving this point, which

.
he did prove effectually and for Xume? andCyou^observe was the only way of settling the matteT fZ^more he demonstrated that the cavities of the left sWelfthe heart—what we now caU the left auricle and the leftventride^are. like the arteries. fuU of blood d^« ufcand that that blood was of the scarlet WnT-«Sl«d'
or as he called It " pneumatlsed," blood. It warfamrobefore that the pulmonary arter^, the right ve*,?crea^
the vein,, contain the darker kind of blood, which was the^cS

side of the heart, during life. Is fuU of scarlet artMal bloodGalen s next point was to Inquire Into the modr of communl-

hu Z^'t*wL?K '^'^'' ""•* ^«"'»- « *««knowSre
™«i^.„^"\^*\"i'"" '"" ^*"" "'"»«=»>'<» out Galenmafat^ned. though he could not prove the fact, that thecdUmate branches of the arteries i,d veins c^^u^Mt^
llT^Z "T"^"" "f

**'"*'' ^y *'"'* "o «=«"«<» ana,tomo^.and that these anailomoies existed not only In the body Ingeneral but also In the lungs. In the next place? Grfwnialntalned that aU the veins of the body arise from theUv^
^J % ^7, *'*\"°°'^ '•"""=« ""'• '"»*'«»»'• " oveMhe
K H^U..ff**'',^"' V*"***

"* *•""* """"n now-a-days
; but If any-bodywm look at the facU he wiU see that It Is av^prHosupposition. There is a great vein (hepaUc vefa-FIg nwhich rises out of the liver, and that vein goes straight Into

f^lLThvT ^^^- '^ *'"'"» """•"" *» *"« ^««t, being therejotaed by the other veins of the body. The Uver iUelf tofed by a very large vein (portal vein-Fig. 1). which cornelfrom the alimentary canal. The way the^andertstooK
tots matter was that the food, after bdng recdved toto th*

^t v^f^^"^' ^"^
'"Jr

*'**'' "P "y »•>« *>""«*« of u3J^eat vdn ^ch are caUed toe vtna portm, just as toe rortsof a plant suck up nourishment from toe soU in whlclTltWves
;
that then It was carried to the Uver. there tole whatwas caUed •• concocted." which was their phrase for Its mS-version into substances more fitted for nStriUou thwX

m^X^'f •" '*• ^"^y *•»*» '"PP""-! that to?^
thjng to o« done was to dtotribute this fluid throng toi
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b«dy
; and Galen, like hit predecessors, imagined that the

* concocted " blood, having entered the great vtna cava.
was distributed by its rrjnUlcaUons aU over the body. So
that. In his view
(Fig. 2), the course
of the blood was
from the intestine to
the liver, and from
the liver into the
great vena cava, in-

cluding what we now
call the right auricle

of the heart, whence
It was distributed by
the branches of the
veins. But the whole
of the blood was not
thus disposed of.

Part of the blood, It

was supposed, went
through what we
now call the pul-
monaryarteries (Fig.

1), and, branching
out there, gave exit
to certain " fuligi-

nous " products, and
at the same time
took in from the air

a something which
Galen calls the
pneuma. He does
not know anything
about what.we call

oxygen; but it is

astonishing howvery
easy it would be to
turn his language
into the equivalent
of modem chemical
theory. The old

Fio. 2.—^The Coune of the Blood aecordliig
to Galea (A.D. 170).

philosopher had so Just a suspicion of the real state of
affairs that you could make use of his language in many
cases. If you subsUtuted the word "oxygen," which
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we now-a-dayt use, for the word pneima. Then h«
imagined that the blood, further concocted or altered
by contact with the pntuma, passed to a certain extent
to the lea side of the heart. So that Galen believed
that there was such a thing as what is now called the pul-
monary circulaUon. He beUeved, as much at we do, that
the blood passed through the right side of the heart, through
the artery which goes to the lungs, through the lungs them-
selves, and back by what we caU the puhnonary vetas to
the left side of the heart. But he thought it was only a very
small portion of the blood which passes to the right side of
the heart in this way ; the rest of the blood, he thought,
passed through the partition which separates the two veh-
tricles of the heart. He describes a number of small pits,
which really exist there, as holes, and he supposed that the
greater part of the blood passed through these holes from
the right to the left ventricle (Fig. 2).

It is of great importance you should clearly understand
these teachings of Galen, because, as I said just now, they
sum up all that anybody knew until the revival of learning

;

and they come to this—that the blood having passed from
the stomach and intestines through the liver, and having
entered the great veins, was by them distributed to every
part of the body ; that part of the blood, thus distributed,
entered the arterial system by the anastomoses, as GalencaUed
them, in the lungs ; that a very small portion of it entered
the arteries by the anastomoses hi the body generally ; but
that the greater part of it passed through the septum of the
heart, and so entered the left side and mingled with the
pneumatised blood, which had been subjected to the air
in the lungs, and was then distributed by the arteries and
eventually mixed with the currents of blood, coming the
other way, through the veins.
Yet one other point about the views of Galen. He thought

that both the contracUons and dilatations of the heart—
what we call the systole or contraction of the heail, and the
diastole or dUataUon—Galen thought that these were both
active movements ; that the heart acUvely dUated, so that
it had a sort of sucking power upon the fluids which had
access to it. And again, with respect to the movements of
the pulse, which anybody can feel at the wrist and elsewhere,
Galen was of opinion that the walls of the arteries partook
of that which he lupposed to be the nature of the waUs of the
heart, and that they had the power of alternately actively
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contracting and acUvely dUatlng. So that he is careliU
to say that the nature of the pulse Is comparable, not to the
movement of a bag, which we flU by blowing into it, and
which we empty by drawing the air out of it, but to
the action of a bellows, which is actively dilated and
actively compressed.

After Galen's ttaie came the collapse of the Roman Emph-e,
the extincUon of physical iinowledge, and the repression of
every kind of sdentiflc inquhy, byiU powerful and consistent
enemy, the Church ; and that state of things lasted untU
the latter part of the Middle Ages saw the revival of learning.
That revival of learning, so far as anatomy and physioloey
are concerned, is due
to the renewed influence
of the philosophers of
ancient Greece, and, in-

deed, of Galen. Arabic
commentators had
translated Galen, and
portions of his works
had got into the lan-
guage of the learned in

the Middle Ages, in
that way ; but, by the
study of the classical

languages, the original

text became accessible

to the men who were
then endeavouring to
learn for themselves

Fio. 3.—The eoune of the blood ttma
the right to the lett side o( the heart
(Reeldos Columbm, 1SS9).

something about the facts of
nature. It wa* a century or more before these men,
finding themselves in the presence of a master—finding
that all their lives were occupied in attempting to
ascertain for themselves that which was familiar to him—I say it took the best part of a hundred years before
they could fairly see that their business was not to follow
him, but to follow his example—namely, to look Into the
facts of nature for themselves, and to carry on, in his spirit,
the work he had begun. That was first done by Vesaiius,
one of the greatest anatomists who ever lived ; but his work
does not specially bear upon the question we are now con-
cerned with. So far as regards the motions of the heart and
tlM course of the blood, the first man in the Middle Ages,
and indeed the only man who did anything which was of
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real importance, was one Realdus Columbus, who watprofessor at Padua In the year 1559. and published a greatanatomical treatise. What Realdus Columbus did^ro.

In tV «T ""T """^'"B to the method of Galen, turningto the living animal, experimenting, he came upon new farts!

^rt. n, .^ \
communication between the blood of the rightside of the heart and that of the left side of the heart, through

^!^ li. ^.^T^^ *•"" pulmonary artery on the right

fu^l '"" "''.• ? ""^ '"'^ <P'B- 3)- Such was the^aplt"
discovery and demonstration of Realdus Columbus. He
Is the man who discovered what is loosely called the pulmon-cry circulation and it really Is quite absurd. In the face of

piJ Jl'
"'

Y^^^'^ y*"" afterwards we find AmbroseFare the great French surgeon, ascribing this discovery
to him as a matter of common notoriety, to find thatattempts are made to give the credit of It to other people.

thrlfcwJ T^'
*•"» jUs^overy of the course of the biSodthrough the lungs, which b called the pulmonary drcula-

h^tt .K* T '*'P '" ""^ «^^"»<=« that was madebetween the time of Galen and the time of Harvey.

liSl" 7"'!^'' ^** y°" *° ""^^ *•>«» the word "circu-lation is Improperiy employed when it is appUed tothe course of the blood through the lungs. Tbt bloodfrom the right side of the heart, in getting to the
left side of the heart, only performs a half-clrdf-lt doej

nl!.J"," ™ t
"'"".'' "'''•'-" ^°^^ °°t return to theplaee from whence it started; and hence the discovery

or the so-called pulmonary drculaUon " has nothtafl

Doint'ont*?
"" ^K *""} «"="*'' '"«=°^«^ which I s1^

wmIT .

you by-and-by was made by H«.rvey. and

Tf the Wold"'
' '" *° *'"' ""*™'' °* *•"' circilauon

If anybody wants to understand what Hai^ey's neat

hwJiff '^ '""' ^ '**'"''' *"8gest to him that he deVotehimself to a course of reading, which I cannot promise shaU

i„''K'^u^"u?'*^"*"8'
''"* ''''''=", in this respect at any wte

th,t Im h Jl"*""^-.
" ""y'"*^y^ take the troublVto2

th«f n. ? I'l"''*
*•"'«''* " "y ''"»"'«» to do, he wlU findthat the doctrines respecting the acUon of the heart and Um
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motion of the Wood which were taught in every university
In Europe, whether In Padua or In Paris, were essentially
those put forward by Galen, plus the discovery of the pul-monary course of the blood which had been made by Realdus
Columbus. In every chair of anatomy and physiology
(which studies were not then separated) in Europe, It was
taught that the blood brought to the liver by the portal
vein, and carried out of the liver to the pena cava by the
hepaUc vein, is distributed from the right side of the heart
through the other veins, to all parts of the body ; that the
blood of the arteries takes a like course from the heart
towards the periphery ; and that It Is there, by means of
the anaslomoses, more or less mixed up with the venous
Wood. It so happens, by a curious chance, that up to the
year 1625 there was at Padua, which was Harvey's own
university, a very distinguished professor, Spigelius, whose
work is extant, and who teaches exactly what I am now
telling you. It is perfecUy true that, some time before,
Harvey s master, Fabriclus, had not only re-discovered
but had drawn much attention to certain pouch-like
structures, which are called the valves of the veins, found
In the muscular parts of the body, all of which are directed
towards the heart, and consequently impede the flow of theWood in the opposite direction. And you will find it stated
by people who have not thought much about the matter, that
It was this discovery of the valves of the veins which led
Harvey to imagine the course of the cIrculaUon of the blood.Now It did not lead Harvey to Imagine anything of the kind.
He had heard aU about it from his master, Fabriclus who
made a great point of these valves in the veins, and he had
heard the theories which Fabriclus entertained upon the
subject, whose impression as to the use of the valves was
simply this—that they tended to take off any excess of
pressure of the blood in passing from the heart to the
extremities

; for Fabriclus believed, with the rest of the world,
hat the blood in the veins flowed from the heart towards
le extremities. This, under the circumstances, wm ns

good a theory as any other, because the action ot Valves
depends altogether upon the form and nature of the walls
( f the structures in which they are attached ; and, without
accurate experiment, it was impossible to sav Whether the
theory of Fabriclus was right or wrong. Bui we not only
have the evidence of the facts themselves that these could
tdl Harvey nothing about the circulation, but we have
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his own distinct declaration ai to the consideration!
which led him to the true theory of the circulation of tha
blood, and amongst these the valves of the veins are not
mentioned.
Now then we may come to Harvey himself. When you

read Harvey's treatise, which is one of the most remarkable
scientific monographs with which I am acquainted—it
occupies between 50 and 60 pages of a smaU quarto In Latin,
and is as terse and concise as it possibly can be—when you
come to look at Harvey's worlc, you will find that he had
long strugtfed with the difflculUes of the accepted doctrine
of the circulation. He had received from Fabricius, and
from all the great authorities of the day, the current view
of the circulation of the blood. But he was a man with that
rarest of all qualities—intellectual honesty j and by dint
of culUvating that great faculty, which is more moral than
intellectual, it had become impossible for him to say he
believed anything which he did not clearly believe. This la
a most uncomfortable peculiarity—for it geU you into aU
sorts of dimculUes with all sorU of people—but, for scientific
purposes, it la absolutely invaluable. Harvey possessed
this pecuUarity in the highest degree, and so it was impossible
for him to accept what all the authorities told him, and he
looked into the matter for himself. But he was not hasty.
He worked at his new views, and he lectured about them
at the College of Physicians for nine years ; he did not print
them until he was a man of fifty years of age ; and when he
did print them he accompanied them with a demonstration
which has never been shaken, and which will stand tiU the
end of time. What Harvey proved. In short, was this (see
Fig. 4)—that everybody had made a mistake, for want
of suffldenUy accurate experimentation as to the actual
existence of the fact which everybody assumed. To any-
body who looks at the blood-vessels with an unprejudiced
eye It seems so natural that the blood should all come out
of the liver, and be distributed by the veins to the different
parU of the body, that nothing can seem simpler or more
plain ; and consequently no one could make up his mind
to dispute this apparently obvious assumption. But
Harvey did dispute it ; and when he came to investigate
the matter he discovered that it was a profound mistake,
and that, all this time, the blood had been moving In Just
the opposite dIrecUon, namely, from the small ramifications
of the veins toward* the right side of the heart Harvey

n
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terther found that, In the arteries, the blood, at had pre-
viously been known. wa« travelling from the grMter trunki
toward* the ramlflcatlona. Moreover, referring to the idea*
of Columbiu and of
Galen (for he was
a great student
of literature, and
did Justice to all

hii predecessors),

Harvey accepts and
strengthens their
view of the course
of the blood through
the lungs, and he
shows how It nited
into his general
scheme. If you will

follow the course of
the arrows in Fig. 4
you will see at once
that—in accordance
with the views of
Columbus — the
blood passes from
the right side of the
heart, through the
lungs, to the left

side. Then, adds
Harvey, with abun-
dant proof, it passes
through the arteries

to all parts of the
body ; and then, at
the extremities of
their branches in the
different parts of the
body, it passes (in

what way he could
not teU, for his

means of investiga-

tion did not allow
him to say) into the roots of the veins—then from the roots
of the veins it goes into the trunk vehis—then to the right
side of the heart—and then to the lungs, and so on.

Fio. 4.—The drculatton ol the blood
dcmoiutntMl by Haivey (A.D. 1628).
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Th.t. yon wDl obierve. mAei •<»«?>•*•jj^^f
WM prediely here that the origlntUty «^^^V,^Jf:
TStrJ^^er yet h.. been produced, .ndldo not IKU^J^«*
«n be produced, a UtUe of evidence *»*7 »?«». befowhU

time anv one bad the lUghtest fu»plclon that a ilngla drop

T^Z'Z^Sin the left ventricle of the h^. P'"*?

through the whole arterial lytem. come. »••<* »»''«»8'^

the venou. .ystem. goe. through the lungs, and come,

back to the place whence it .tarted. But that U the

circulaUon of the blood, and It wa. exactly thU which

H^ey was the first man to .uspect, to discover, and to

""SuTtWs^'was by no mean, the only thing Harvey dW^

He wa, the first who discovered and "ho «lemon.trated the

true mechanism of the heart', action. No one, before Ms

tocTncelved that the movement of the blood wa. entlWy

due to the mechanical action of the heart a. a pump. There

were all sorU of speculaUons about the n>«"«;but nobody

had formed this conception, and ""body understood that the

Tcalled systole of the heart Is a state of •«">;• ^»^«"°";

and the so-called diastole Is a mere passive dUaUUon. ^n
Zmn our own age that matter had been discussed. Har-

^y U as clc^ as ^wlble about It. He .ays the movement

of the blood isent^ely due to the contraction, of the waU. o^

the heart-that It b the propelling apparatufr-and afl

recent mvest?gatlon tends to show that he was perfecUy

right. And from this followed the true theory of the pulse.

G?len .aid. as I pointed out just now. that the arteries dUate

as beUows which have an acUve power of dUataUon and

conlSctTon, and not as bags which are blown out and

coUause Harvey said It was exacUy the wn^^y-*!^

Ss dUate as bags simply because the stroke of ^e heart

propels the blood Into them ; and, when they [«»« »8«>»'

they relax as bags which are no longer stretched, simply

because the forced the blow of the 'j-'frt
Is ?pent. Harvey

has been demonstrated to be absolutely right to this state-

ment of his : and yet. so .low Is the progress of truth, that,

witWn my time, the .Jucstlon of the acUve dUataUon of the

arteries has been discussed. ^^
Thus Harvey, contributions to physiology »*y »•

summed up as foUows: In the first place, he was the first

I^Zn who'^ever Imagined, and still more "bo demonstratod

toe true course of the circulaUon of the blood Inthe bo^y.

to the second place, he wa. the first person who ever under-
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tood the mechuiltm of th« heart, and comprehended that

its eontractlon wai the eauie of the motion of the blood

;

and thirdly, he wai the flrtt person who took a ]uit view of

the nature of the pulie. These are the three great contrlbu-

tlons which he made to the science of physiology ; and I

shall not err In saying— I speak in the presence of distin-

guished phyjiolugists, but I am perfectly certain that they
will endorse what I say—that upon that foundation the

whole of our knowledge o( the human body, with the excep-

tion of the motor apparatus and the sense organs, has been
gradually built up, and that upon that foundation thr whole

rests. And not only does scientiflc physiology rest upon It,

but everything like sdentinc medicine also rests upon It.

As you know—I hope it is

now a matter of popu-
lar knowledge—^It is the

foundation of all rational

speculation about morbid
processes ; It is the only

key to the rational interpre-

tation of that commonest of

all Indications of disease, the

state of the pulse; so that,

both theoreticallyand practi-

cally, this discovery, this

demonstration of Harvey's,

has had an effect which is

absolutely Incalculable, and
the consequences of wliich will accumulate from age to

age imtll they result in a complete body of physiological

science.

I regret that I am unable to pursue this subject much
further; but there is one point 1 should mention. In

Harvey's time, the microscope was hardly invented. It is

quite true that in some of his embryological researches he

speaks of having made use of a hand glass ; but that was the

most that he seems to have known anything about, or that

was accessible to him at that day. And so it came about,

that, although he examined the course of the blood in many
of the lower animals—watched the pulsntion of the heart in

slurimps, and animals of that kind—be never could put the

final coping-stone on bi» ediiice. He did not know to the day

of his death, although quite clear about the fact that th'

arteries and the veins do communicate, how it is that they

66—

o

no. 5.—Th« Jonetlon of tht ulMlw
and vdu by upUlUT tnlMi,
dlMovend by ltalpl(hl (A.D.

1664).

J* <
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communicate—how it was that the blood of the arteries

passed Into the veins. One is grieved to think that the grand

old man should have gone down to his tomb without the vast

satisfaction it would have given to him to see what the Italian

naturalist Malplghi showed only seven years later, in 1664,

when be demonstrated, in a living frog, the actual passage

of the blood from the ultimate ramifications of the arteries

Into the veins. But that absolute ocular demonstration

of the truth of the views he had maintained throughout his

lite it was not granted to Harvey to see. What he did

experience was this : that on the publication of his doctrines,

they were met with the greatest possible opposition ; and

I have no doubt savage things were uttered in those old

controversies, and that a great many people said that these

new-fangled doctrines, reducing living processes to mere

mechanism, would sop the foundations of religion and

morality. I do not know for certain that they did, but they

said things very like it. The first point was to show that

Harvey's views were absolutely untrue ; and not being able

to succeed in that, opponents said they were not new ; and

not being ablt to succeed in that, that they didn't matter.

That is the usual cojirse with all new discoveries. But

Harvey troubled himself very little about these things.

He remained perfectly quiet ; for although reputed a hot-

tempered man, he never would have anything to do with

controversy if he could help it ; and he only re:" < -l to one

of his antagonists after twenty years' interval, and then

in the most charming spirit of candour and moderation.

But he had the great satisfaction of living to see his doctrine

accepted upon all sides. At the time of his death, there

was not an anatomical school in Europe in which

the doctrine of the circulation of the blood was not

taught in the way in which Harvey had laid it down.

In that respect he had a happiness which is granted to

very few men.
I have said that the other great investigation of Harvey

is not one which can be dealt with to a general audience.

It is very complex, and therefore I must ask you to take

my word for it that, although not so fortunate an investiga-

tion, not so enUrely accordant with later results as the

doctrine of the cU'culaUon ; yet that stlU, this UtUe treatise

of Harvey's has in many directions exerted an influence

hardly less remarkable than that exerted by the Essay

apon the Circulation of the Blood.
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And now let me ask your attention to two or three closing
remarks.

If you look back upon that period of about 100 yean
which commences with Harvey's bhlh—I mean from the
year 1578 to 1680 or thereabouts—I think you will agree
with me, that it constitutes one of the most remarkable
epochs in the whole of that thousand years which we may
roughly reckon as constituting the history of Britain. In
the commencement of that period, we may see, if not the
setting, at any rate the declension of that system of personal
rule which had existed under previous sovereigns, and which,
after a brief and spasmodic revival In the time of George
the Thh-d, has now sunk, let us hope, hito the limbo of for-
gotten things. The latter part of that 100 years saw the
dawn of that system of free government which has grown
and flourish-id, and which, if the men of the present day be
the worthy descendants of Eliott and Pym, and Hampden
and Milton, will go on growing as long as this realm lasts.

Within that time, one of the strangest phenomena which
I think I may s-iy any nation has ever manifested arose
to its height and fell—I mean that strange and altogether
marvellous phenomenon, English Puritanism. Within that
thne, England had to show statesmen like Burleigh, Strafford,
and Cromwell—I mean men who were real statesmen, and
not intriguers, seeking to make a reputation at the expense
of the nation. In the course of that time, the nation had
begun to throw off those swarms of hardy colonists which,
to the benefit of the world—and as I fancy, in the long run,
to the benefit of England herself—have now become the
United States of America ; and, during the same epoch, the
first foundations were laid of that Indian Emph-e which, it

may be, future generations will not look upon as so happy
a product of English enterprise and ingenuity. In that
thne we had poets such as Spenser, Shakspere, and Milton ;

we had a great philosopher, in Hobbes ; and we had a clever
talker about philosophy, in Bacon. In the beginning of the
period, Harvey revolutionized the biological sciences, and
at the end of it, Newton was preparing the revolution of the
physical sciences. 1 know not any period of our history

—

I doubt if there be any period of the history of any nation

—

which has precisely such a record as this to show for a
hundred years. But I do not recall these facts to your
recollection for a mere vainglorious purpose. I myself am
of opinion that the memory of the great men of a nation is
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one of iti most precious possessions—not because we have
any right to plume ourselves upon their having existed as a
matter of national vanity, but because we have a Just and
rational ground of expecUtion that the race which has
bron^t forth such products as these may, In good time
and under fortunate drcumstances, produce the like again.
I am one of those people who do not believe In the natural
decay of nations. I beUeve, to speak frankly, thouf^ per-
haps not quite so politely as I could wish—but I am getting
near the and ofmy lecture—that the whole theory is a specu-
lation invented by cowards to excuse knaves. My belief is,

that so far as this old English stock is concerned it has hi it

as much sap and vitality and power as it had two centuries
ago ; and that, with due pruning of rotten brandies, and
due hoeing up of weeds, which wlU grow about the roots, the
like products wiU be yielded again. The " weeds " to which
I refer aretaalnly three : the first of them is dishonesty, the
second is sentimentality, and the third is luxury. If William
Harvey had been a dishonestman—I mean in the high sense
of the word—a man who failed In the ideal of honesty—he
would have beUeved what It was easiest to believe—that
which he received on the authority of his predecessors. He
would not have felt that his highest duty was to know of his
own knowledge that that which he said he believed was true,
and we should never have had those Investigations, pursued
through good report and evil report, which ended in dis-
coveries so frau^t with magnificent results for scituce and
for man. If Harvey had been a sentimentalist-by which I
mean a person of false pity, a person who has not imagination
enough to see that great, distant evils may be much worse
than those which we can picture to ourselves, because they
happen to be immediate and near (for that, I take it, is the
essence of sentlmentallsm)—if Harvey had been a person
of that kind, he, being one of the kindest men living, would
never have pursued those researches which, as he tells us
over and over again, he was obliged to pursue in order to
the ascertainment of those facts which have turned out to be .

of such inestimable value to the human race ; and I say, if

"

on such (pounds he had failed to do so, he would have failed
in his duty to the human race. The thh-d point Is that
Harvey was devoid of care either for wealth, or for riches,
or for ambition. The man found a higher ideal than any
of these things in the pursuit of truth and the benefit of his
fellow-men. If we aU go and do likewise, I think there is no
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fear for the decadence of England. I think that our cUldren
and our successors will find themselves in a commonwealth,
dWerent it may be from that for which Eliott, and Pym, and
Hampden struggled, but one which will be identical in
the substance of its aims—great, worthy, and well to
live in.

THE END
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